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Prof. M. G. K. Menon inaugurating the Pelletron Accelerator
Facility at TIFR on December 30, 1988.

Dr. S. S. Kapoor, Project Director, Pelletron Accelerator Facility, explaining salient features of \
Ion source to Prof. M. G. K. Menon, Dr. M. R. Srinivasan, and others.
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Introduction

The annual reports of the Institute attempt to encapsulate,
in about a hundred pages, the total spectrum of the academic
activities of the Institute. These reports primarily cover the various
research programs and the new techniques developed in the Institute.
Also included is information regarding other activities of scientists:
organising of and participating in conferences and symposia, delivering
lectures and lecture courses and promoting science education and
popularisation.

A major facility for Nuclear Physics research, Medium Energy
Heavy Ion Accelerator facility, involving setting up a 14 UD
Pelletron accelerator, in collaboration with Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, became operational at TIFR this year and was inaugurated
on 30th December 1988.

The School of Mathematics continued to produce work of
importance in central areas in mathematics like Algebra, Algebraic
Geometry, Algebraic and Lie groups, Combinatorics, Ergodic Theory
and Number Theory. In addition, work on applied mathematics was
carried out at TIFR Centre, Bangalore, in areas like Numerical
Analysis, Partial Differential Equations and Stochastic Processes.

In Theoretical High Energy Physics, work continued in various
aspects of two-dimensional field theory—specifically conformal field
theory, Liouville theory, random surfaces, quantum field theory
on higher genus Riemann surfaces and string theory. Topological
aspects of field theory and the Aharonov-Bohm effect were also
studied.

Interesting relations have been suggested among the lifetimes of
charm hadrons and of bottom hadrons. Limits on the masses of
gravitino and gluino were obtained from tree unitarity and from the
use of accelerator data on monojets. Studies have also covered topics
such as intepretation ofKolar events, non-perturbative QCD models,
electron-positron annihilation into light quarks, finite temperature
lattice QCD and Quark Gluon Plasma and related problems.

In Theoretical Condensed Matter and Statistical Physics, research
was carried out on transient response in laser-excited semiconductors,
optical properties of small metal particles, instabilities in mixtures

of rotating superfluids, critical slowing down in Ising models, and
self-organized critical phenomena. In oxide superconductors, the
dependence of the critical temperature on the layer structure was
studied, and it was shown that strong anisotropy in the energy gap
could lead to a po wer-law dependence of specific heat on temperature.
A spin-boson Hamiltonian which facilitates calculation of the structure
factor was proposed for localized particles interacting with conduction
electrons in a metal.

In Theoretical Nuclear Physics, the exact solutions of the Hill-
Wheeler-Griffin equation were obtained for some simple Hamiltonians
involving quarks. The chiralfermion coupled to a topologicalSkyrmion
field was studied. The study of QGP formation in heavy ion collisions
revealed that the plasma equilibrium time can be larger than the
plasma hadronization time.

The contributions in Theoretical Astrophysics covered stellar and
solar physics and comets, interstellar matter, classical and quantum
gravity, and large scale structures in the universe. It was shown
that the C2 molecule in comet Halley is formed as a third generation
species. A model for stellar convection was developed and asymmetries
and shifts of line profiles were studied. Presupernova evolution of
massive stars was studied. The studies on the interstellar medium
showed six planetary nebulae to have X-ray emission. The study of
gravitational lenses was continued. Matter accretion was examined
in the vicinity of a blackhole. IRAS low resolution spectrometer
spectra of 117 M and S Mira variables were studied. In the area of
galaxies and cosmology, the element iron was isolated as a good
indicator for the chemical evolution of galaxies. The work on the
evidence for evolution in radio sources distribution and doppler
models for QSOs was continued. The topics studied in classical
gravitation included statistical mechanics of gravitating systems,
charged blackhole spacetimes, symmetries and conserved quantities,
and volume functions in relativity. It was shown that gravitational
collapse can result in strong curvature naked singularities emitting
bursts of radiations. In quantum gravity, the wavefunctions for the
universe, semi-classical limits, and the quantum effects within a
Schwarzchild blackhole were studied.

In an attempt to search for new medium range forces, the torsion
balance set up near Gauribidanur (Karnataka) has been working
continuously and the preliminary searches for new medium range
forces coupling to isospin have been extended to higher levch of
sensitivity. Tha latest analysis of data indicates the strength of
such couplings in units ofgravity per baryon is less than 6x70~5, if the
force is attractive and less than 1.8xlO~*, if the force is repulsive
between two like 'isospin-charges'. This is the most sensitive torsion
balance operating in the world and it is capable of measuring differences



of acceleration between two bodies at the ^10 ncm s 2 level i.e.
10~ ibg ellrlh.' The balance will now be adapted to the study of Einstein's
equivalence principle.

Ultra high energy (UHE) gamma ray experiment at Kolar Gold
Fields has set an improved 3 a upper limit of 1.8x10'** photons
cm~2s~' on the flux of gamma rays of energy > 2xlO~K eV from the
X-ray binary source, Cygnus X-3. A possible episodic emission during
the two month period April-May, 1985, in the orbital phase interval
0.5— 0.6 has been recorded from this source at an overall significance
level of 0.98. The recently discovered eclipsing radio binary pulsar,
PSR 1957+ 20, is seen, for the first time, to be emitting UHE gamma
rays in the orbital phase interval 0.2—0.3, exactly where it is expected.

In another UHE Gamma ray astronomy experiment at Ooty, a
hundred detectors are deployed on a 10 meter hexagonal grid. This
is one of the largest and the most densely packed array in the world
which would permit the highest possible angular resolution for the
study of point sources of Gamma rays.

Highly significant results have been obtained from the earlier
24-detector system. For the first time, pulsed emission of UHE Gamma
rays from the CRAB pulsar has been detected. A steady flux of Gamma
rays was reported from CYGNUS X-3 which has also shown burst-like
activity on time-scales of weeks. This burst-like activity was coincident
with those reported by the Los Alamos group in USA and the Baksan
group in USSR. Similar burst-like activity has been detected from a
southern source SCO X-l simultaneously from Ooty and from Mount
Chacaltaya, Bolivia.

The single large area (total area 200 m2) MUON detector now
under construction would permit study ofmuon content of individual
showers with good statistical accuracy. This would allow one to shed light
on the present controversy regarding the nature of PeV energy radiation
from celestial sources e.g. CYGNUS X-3, HERCULES X-l, etc.

Scientists working in the field of X-ray Astronomy made a balloon
flight with a new 1000 cm area phoswich scintillation counter telescope
to make hard X-ray observations of several sources. Development of
detectors for the Indian X-ray A stronomy Satellite and the In Jo-
Soviet Gamma-ray Astronomy Satellite Mission is in progress. X-rav
intensity variations on the time scale of hours, were detected from
the Seyfert galaxy Mrk 509 with the observations made with the
Ginga satellite. Quasi-periodic oscillations with periods of 500-800
seconds have been detected from the fast photometric observations
of the cataclysmic variable star KR A ur.

Interpretation of the TIFR 150 ixm far-infrared (FIR) observations
alongwith radio observations have led to new information about the

star forming regions W31 and G351.6—1.3. This includes the discovery
of a protostellar candidate, a bipolar outflow source candidate and
determination of a steep initial mass function near high mass end for
the W 31 complex, and the nature as well as the distribution of dust
in G351.6-1.3 region. The new two band (45-75 urn & 110-210 Mm)
FIR photometer was successfully incorporated in the 100 cm telescope,
to study the Galactic star forming regions RCW36, IRAS 10361-5830,
IRAS 10365-5803 and the spiral galaxy NGC 4945 during a balloon
flight on November 17,1988. These sources have been simultaneously
mapped in the two FIR bands with a spatial resolution of V.5 and an
improved absolute positional accuracy by strategic use of the focal
plane optical detector. Near infrared studies of carbon stars suggest
an anticorrelation between the fractional abundance of SiC grains
and the mass loss rate.

In addition, the following studies have been made: radio observations
ofH II region like sources, EXOSA T observations of planetary nebulae,
U V line emission and simultaneous radio and Ha observations of Be
stars and optical line emission from Sco X— 1.

The Ooty Synthesis Radio Telescope (OSR T) has been extensively
used for a variety of research programmes including mapping of
clusters of galaxies, spiral galaxies, supernova remnants, etc. The
Radio Astronomy group completes twenty five years of existence and
it is planned to celebrate the Silver Jublilee at Ooty.

The ambitious Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope (GMRT) project
has made considerable progress this year. The design of the 45 m dia.
dishes and the array configuration has been finalised.

In the Anuradha Cosmic Ray experiment in Spacelab-3 the new
method of determining the ionization states of anomalous and galactic
cosmic ray heavy ions utilising the earth's magnetic field as a momentum
analyser was successfully established. Using this, two new types of
results were obtained for the first time. Firstly, anomalous cosmic
ray ions of nitrogen, oxygen, neon and argon were found to be either in
singly ionized state or consistent with same. These establish inter-
stellar neutrals as the source of these ions. Secondly, whereas a major
part of galactic cosmic ray Fe-group (Z — 21-26) ions in low energy
interval of 30-100 Me V N were found to be fully ionized, as normally
expected, a strikingly new result was obtained which showed that a
fraction of these Fe-group ions are in partially ionized state. The
origin of these are unknown at present and some plausible processes
are suggested.

Studies in High Energy Physics using underground detectors in
Kolar Gold Mines have continued. The electronic instrumentation
has been upgraded for more efficient triggering for magnetic
monopoles. The simulation studies for the background to proton



decay events are continuing. The data on muon bundles collected
at these large depths is unique in the world.

In another high energy physics experiment using cosmic rays it has
been shown, by detailed Monte Carlo simulations, that the celebrated
Centauro-1 event could be reproduced by partial fragmentation and
interaction of primary cosmic ray iron nucleus. The number of events
expected to be recorded in all the experiments is, however, 2.4xlO~\

Another group engaged in accelerator based experimental high
energy physics has a collaborative programme with Large Electron
Positron Collider (LEP) at CERN. The L3 experiment is the largest
international collaboration for precision tests of the standard model
and for search of the top quark, Higgs and SUSY particles. After
completing its hardware responsibilities for the L3 collaborative
experiment, the EHEP group has been engaged in a variety of software
work relating to the detector as well as preparations for physics analysis.
These include calibration of the hadron calorimeter endcap modules,
simulation and reconstruction studies with the full L3 detector set-up.
4 comprhensive program for physics analysis of the Z° line shape has
been set-up.

The 14 UD Pelletron has become operational and the first set
of experiments have been performed with various bezms delivered by
the machine. An empirical relation has been established between
the population of low spin levels in residual nuclei with the angular
momenta brought in fusion reactions. An enhanced yield of high
energy gamma rays have been observed in alpha induced reactions
on heavy nuclei.

Superconductivity has been one of the subjects of interest in the
field of Condensed Matter Physics. Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance
(NQR) of copper isotopes in high Tc superconductors has been
measured which indicate the presence of inequivalent copper sites in
YBa-jCuTp-i. 5 (123) compound and in Bismuth compounds (2122). The
effect of particle size on superconducting properties has been studied
using microparticles. Some of the other studies have been, (a) relaxation
measurements in doped and undoped samples, which have given
evidence for moment formation at copper site, (b) NMR of thallium
isotope in TIBaCuO compound, which has shown that thallium has
non-metallic character, (c) study of lower critical field Hcl in high Tc
superconductors (critical'field ~ few oersted), (d) study of the effect
of lanthanum substitution in Sismuth compounds. It has been also
shown that magnetic properties of non-superconduc*ing LaBa1Cu:s01
compounds were very similar to those of superconductivity lanthanides
which proved that the magnetism of rare earth ions had very little
influence on superconductivity.

A study of thermopower measurements in Ce^JLa^l alloys showed
evidence of Kondo-like scattering with a negative minimum in thermo-

power which occur conventionally in Kondo-lattice compounds. This
minimum crosses over to positive values at x>0.45, while Kondo
temperature remains constant, thereby reflecting anomalous thermo-
power behaviour. Evolution of such an anomalous behaviour is
reported for the first time in single Kondo-lattice alloy system.
A detailed study of amorphous Femx V^B^Sif, alloys in the temperature
range of 4.2K to 300K shows existence of a pronounced maximum
above x = 8 unlike transition metal matalloid glasses. The origin of
this is not yet understood.

During the year, the Solid State Electronics group has launched
two new programmes: optoelectronics and high temperature super-
conductivity, in optoelectronics, a growth technique (organometallic
vapour phase expitaxy—MOVPE) capable of producing novel semi-
conductor structures—quantum wells and superlattices, is initiated.
Several new spectroscopies such asphotoluminescence, fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) and Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy (PDS) are
being established. Device activity has picked up with work on MESFET
phototransistors and diodes formed by a new diffusion technique.
In superconductivity, high Tc films of YxBa2Cu30%$ have been
successfully synthesised. In the continuing works, there are new
findings in the alloy materials ofAlGaAs, inGaAsP, a-Si-Ge anda-Si-C.

In biophysics group studies on brain hexokinase have been completed
and the sugar ligand binding sites on the enzyme have been mapped. It
has been shown through NMR studies that the regulatory binding site
of glucose-6-phosphate on the enzyme is the same as the product site.

In the Chemical Physics Group, a remarkable achievement was
the finding that the chemical deposition of semiconductor thin
films was faster and superior in quality when grown in a magnetic
field. Quantum chaos was unambiguously demonstrated through a
comprehensive statistical analysis of photoionization spectra obtained
in recent experiments at BARC. New methods of analysis of time-
domain fluorescence data have been developed. NMR and optical
studies of the binding of substrates to heme peroxidases have led
to the unravelling of the structure of heme pocket and the mechanism
of the peroxidative activity of lactoperoxidase, leading to an under-
standing of bacteriocidal property of thiocyanate. It has been shown
that magnetic resonance techniques (NMR and ESR) can provide
valuable information on molecular aspects of reproductive biology.

In Molecular Biology group, several regulatory elements specific to
the chemosensory and motor pathways cere identified in Drosophila,
using a reporter P-galactosidase gene. Studies on plant cell
differentiation in the moss system have shown that cell's ability to
respond to auxin, a plant hormone, depends on the nutritional status.
With adequate nutrients, the cells proliferate and are relatively
insensitive to auxin. However, upon subjecting to nutritional-limitation.



the cells acquire ten- to thirty-fold enhanced ability to respond to
auxin. A highly efficient hormone perception mechanism could have
evolved as a consequence of nutritional stress. As starvation acts as
a trigger in several bacteria and fungi for sporulation and cell
differentiation, the relationship between partial starvation and
hormonal sensitivity in the moss system provides a different perspective
to explain the evolution of hormone-regulated responses in plants.
The cloning of the paniculate phosphofructokinase in yeast shows
that the enzyme activity is coded by the P-subunit alone.

The feasibility of the scheme of underground storage of flood
waters made by Hydrology group has received observational support.
The drought of 1987 had lowered the water table in the project
area by about five meters. The observations of water levels in the
bore wells at various points in the aquifer showed a sharp increase
following floods in the Hindoit river, which occurred about four
times during the 1988 monsoon. The full recovery of the water
table, reaching the status quo ante, has justified the basic premise
of the scheme.

In Theoretical Computer Science, two of the major areas of
concentration have been specification, analysis and verification of
Hard-Real-Time Distributed Systems and Logic Programming. In the
former, Semantics and Proof Theory of Real-time distributed computing
have been developed. Proof Theory for Statecharts (a mixed formalism
of specification and programming for reactive systems) has been
developed in a compositional way. Further, a new Real-time design
language, RT-CDL has been proposed. Further analysis of the theory
and the language is in progress. The major work in logic programming
has been concentrated in the development of a methodology for the
design of logic programs and algorithms for detecting termination
in various classes of logic programs.

In the Computer Systems and Communications group, good progress
has been achieved in the implementation of Speech Synthesis and

Recognition systems using a variety of approaches. Neural notations
are being investigated for their utility in this area. There have been
some interesting results in the Signal Processing area also. In the
Computer Systems area a Multiple Instruction Multiple Data type of
architecture is being developed for use in Single Algorithm Multiple
Data mode.

The Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education IHBCSEj has under-
taken collaborative programmes with the government of Maharashtra
for developing strategies and materials for large-scale implementation
of its pedagogy. Results show that it is possible to train resource
persons and obtain a multiplier effect. The plans for constructing
buildings for HBCSE at Anushaktinagar are now taking shape.

The Basic Dental Research Unit has completed 10 years of follow-
up in its intervention studies on oral cancer and precancerous lesions,
and the results are being analysed. The next phase of its research
operations has been finalized and the work has started. An educational
documentary film on mouth self examination is under production.
A case-control study of oral suhmucous fibrosis in Bhavnagar
demonstrated that arcca nut in 'mawa' to be the main etiological
factor.

Shri J D Isloor has been editorially responsible for these annual
reports. As in earlier years, he has taken great care and paid
meticulous attention to detail in bringing out this report. I greatly
appreciate his efforts. I would also like to thank Smt Mani Vajifdar
who has very enthusiastically handled all aspects relating to the
interaction with the press in bringing out this report.

VIRENDRA SINGH
Director.
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Prof. L.K. Pandit
Dr. R. Raghavan
Prof. P.V. Ramana Murfhy
Prof. D.P. Roy
Prof. K.V.L. Sarma
Dr. K. Sivaprasad
Prof. M.V. Sreenivasa Rao
Prof. S.C. Tonwa>
Dr. P.R. Vishwanath

Group Committee IV
(Nuclear and Atomic Physics)

Prof. C.V.K. Baba-Chairman
Prof. Y.K. Agarwal
Dr. Amit Roy
Dr. C. Badrinathan
Prof. H.G. Devare
Prof. (Smt.) S.H. Devare
Prof. L.C. Gupta
Dr. H.C. Jain
Dr. D. Mathur
Prof. S.K. Mitra
Prof. Nazakat Ullah
Prof. K.G. Prasad
Prof. P.N. Tandon
Prof. C.S. Warke

Group Committee V
(Courses, Bombay University,
Students etc.)

Prof. C.S. Warke-Chairman
Dr. Amit Roy
Dr. A. Gurti'
Dr. R.V. Hosur
Prof. S.K. Malik
Prof. V. Nanjundiah
Dr. T. Padmanabhan
Prof. Probir Roy
Prof. R.K. Shyamasundar
Dr. S.R. Wadia

Group Committee VI
(Condensed Matter Physics)

Prof. Girish Chandra—Chairman
Prof. B.M. Arora

Dr. M. Barma
Prof. B.K. Basu
Prof. H.G. Devare
Dr. A.K. Grover
Prof. L.C. Gupta
Prof. S.S. Jha
Dr. S.R. Kasturi
Prof. S.K. Malik
Dr. M.S. Multani
Prof. C.R.K. Murthy
Prof. V. Nagarajan
Shri R. Nagarajan
Dr. K.L. Narasimhan
Dr. R. Pinto
Dr. J. Ray
Dr. J.K. Srivastava
Prof. B. Venkataraman
Dr. A.S. Vengurlekar
Prof. R. Vijayaraghavan

Group Committee VII
(Chemical Physics)

Prof. G. Govil—Chairman
Dr. Anil Saran
Dr. M.M. Dhingra
Dr. S. Doraiswamy
Dr. R.V. Hosur
Dr. D. Mathur
Dr. V.R. Marathe
Prof. S. Mitra
Dr. N. Periasamy
Prof. B.S. Prabhananda
Prof. K.S.V. Santhanam
Prof. S.P. Tarafdar
Dr. S. Tripathi
Prof. B. Venkataraman
Prof. R. Vijayaraghavan
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Group Committee VIII Group Committee IX Group Committee X Homi Bhabha Centre for Science
I Molecular Biology) {Computer Science) {Radio Astronomy) Education Committee

Prof. 0. Siddiqi—Chairman Prof. P.V.S. Rao—Chairman Prof. G. Swarup—Chairman Prof. B.M. Udgaonkar— Chairman
Prof. C.V.K. Baba Dr. K.C. Anand Prof. S. Ananthakrishnan Prof. R.R. Daniel (upto 31-8-88)
Prof. P. Babu Prof. B. Banerjee Dr. V. Balasubramanian Prof. H.G. Devare
Prof. M.M. Johri Shri S.S. Bhave Prof. R. Cowsik Dr. R.V. Hosur
Prof. P.K. Maitra Dr. D. Dhar Prof. Gopal Krishna Prof. S.S. Jha
Prof. V. Nanjundiah Smt. Mythili R. Rao Prof. M.N. Joshi Prof. M.M. Johri
Prof. B.S. Prabhananda Prof. S. Naranan Prof. V.K. Kapahi Shri V.G. Kulkarni
Prof. R.N. Singh Prof. R. Narasimhan Prof. J.V. Narlikar Dr. R.G. Lagu
Dr. S. Tripathi Dr. K.K. Paliwal Prof. M.V. Pitke Prof. J.V. Narlikar
Dr. K. Vijaya Raghavan Prof. M.V. Pitke Dr. A.P. Rao Shri K. Sankaranarayanar.
Prof. C.S. Warke Shri V.S.N. Reddy Dr. C.R. Subrahmanya Prof. R. Vijayaraghavan

Prof. R.K. Shyamasundar Prof. T. Velusamy Dr. Arvind Kumar—
Shri S.P. Srivastava Dr. V.R. Venugopal (upto 30-9-88) Member Secretary
Shri P.S. Subramanian Prof. R. Vijayaraghavan
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Administration, Engineering and Auxiliary Services

Administration

Registrar and Secretary to the Council
K. Sankaranarayanan

Dy. Registrar
D.N. Wankhede
(w.e.f. 25-8-1988)
Officer on Special Duty
Sujata S. Joshi
(upto 17-5-1988)

Chief Accountant
K.R.G. Panicker

Public Relations Officer
M.A. Parelker

Secretary, School of Mathematics
O.T.J. Menon

Secretary, Physics Faculty
S.P. Rao

Purchase Officer
M. Vivares

Chief Store Keeper
S.T. Kotian

Administrative Officer (Establishment)
A. Nazareth

Manager. Guest House
S.V. Mantri

Hostel Superintendent
M.T. Kanchan

Administrative Officer
(Bangalore Centre)
T.M. Sahadevan

Administrative Officer
(Radio Astronomy Centre)
M.N.S. Nair

Librarian
N.M. Mai wad
(upto 29-3-1989)

Administrative Officer
(Director's Office)
A.A. Martis

Administrative Officer
I Travel Section)
V.C. Shetty

Administrative Officer (Canteen)
V.J. Deshmukh

5;-. Office Superintendent
(Balloon Facility, Hyderabad)
K.A. Nayar

Officer on Special Duty (GMRT)
R.S. Gangakhedkar

Engineering and Auxiliary Services

Medical Officer
R.V. Joiwani

Suptg. Engineer (Central Workshop)
P.K. Patra

Engineer-in-Charge (Central Services)
C.P. Bhatkar
(upto 31-5-1988)

Suptg. Engineer (Central Services)
B.L. Bhargava
(w.e.f. 1-12-1988)

Auditorium and Lecture Room Services
D.F. Cooper
(upto 16-12-1988)

Photography Section
B.D. Upadhyay

Security and Transport Officer
S.B. Nadkarni

Parks and Gardens Officer
N.G. Ghadiali

Xerox and Duplicating Services
Mani M. Vajifdar
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School of Mathematics

The School continued to make substantial contributions to
mathematical knowledge in various areas. The subjects pursued
may be broadly r-1 .: ;»fied as Algebra. Algebraic Geometry, Algebraic
Groups, Lie Groups, Lie Algebras, Analysis. Differential Geometry,
Topology, Number Theory, Combinatorics, Differential Equations,
Numerical Analysis, Stochastic Processes etc.; the work in the
last few topics dealing with applications of Mathematics was
carried out under the TIFR-IISc. Programme at the Bangalore Centre.
Some details of the results obtained are given below.

Algebra: It was shown that in contrast to a conjecture of
Abhyankar in characteristic zero, in positive characteristic the space
curve it+t"+1, /n+l, t") is rectifiable for every n. For a commutative
ring A of dimension at most five it was proved that if a 4 x 4 alternating
matrix of Pfaffian i is one-stably elementary then its eighth power is
elementary. It was shown that if A is a polynomial ring in one
variable over a local ring of dimension three in which 2 is invertible,
then, over A, every unimodular row of length 3 can be completed
to an invertible matrix.

Continuing the study of differential operators on a curve, minimal
sets of generators were constructed for the module of derivations on
several classes of curves in spaces of dimension three or more, showing
in particular that these numbers are unbounded for each class.

An equivalent formulation in terms of the degree of a discriminant
was found for the two-dimensional Jacobian problem. Some new
results were also obtained on automorphisms of modules over
polynomial rings.

Algebraic Geometry: On a complete smooth variety, the group
consisting of rational functions which are locally, modulo units,
norms from a fixed central division algebra of prime degree, was
shown to be a birational invariant of the variety.

Witt groups of curves over a local field were proved to be
finitely generated. For the Witt group of certain hyperelliptic
curves over the rationals, the cokernels of the reduction modulo
unramified points were computed. For a smooth variety X over a
real closed field, the unramified etale cohomology groups with
Z/(21 — coefficients were shown, in dimensions greater than dim X.
to have rank equal to the number of connected components of the
real points of X, in the Euclidean topology.

The structure of the Picard group of the moduli space of vector
bundles on a curve was determined. The characteristic polynomial
map from the module of semistable pairs (of vector bundles and
endomorphisms) on a curve was shown to be a proper map. The
construction of moduli of pairs was extended to positive characteristic
and some connectedness results were proved. Interesting results
were obtained on the Jacobian and the moduli space of rank 2
vector bundles on hyperelliptic curves over fields of characteristic 2.
Generically nondefective pencils of quadrics over these fields were
classified. New results were also obtained on moduli of curves with
theta-characteristic.

It was shown that if a complex projective variety is homogeneous
under a semisimple group, has Picard group Z and admits a
nonconstant nonisomorphic self map, then it is a projective space
and that the latter is also the only smooth projective variety onto
which a smooth complex quadric of dimension at least 3 admits a
finite morphism which is not an isomorphism.

A new result was proved on graded subrings of C(X,Y), marking
some progress towards a conjecture of C.T.C. Wall on two dimensional
quotients of Cn by reductive algebraic groups. It was shown that if a
smooth surface V dominates a normal surface W with finite fibres,
then a curve on W with smooth pull back to V is itself smooth.
A new proof was obtained for the infinite dimensionality theorem
for the Chow group of a normal complex projective variety. It was
proved that in any family of isolated complete intersection singularities
with constant discriminant multiplicity, the monodromy fibrations
are fibre homotopy equivalent. Conditions were given for such a
family to be equisingular.

Significant work was carried out on Chern-Simon guage theory
exploring the relationship between topological quantum field theory
and the moduli space of vector bundles on a Riemann surface, as also
on quantum nonlinear sigrr.a model and the spin statistics of
gravitational solitons.

Algebyaic Groups, Lie Groups and Lie Algebras: For a reductive
algebraic group G the orbits on G/B x G/B. where B is a Borel
subgroup of G. were studied using the method of Frobenius splitting.
It was shown in particular that they were defined by quadratic
extensions.

It was proved that on SL(n$.)/SL(n,Z) any orbit of the special
orthogonal group H, of a nondegenerate indefinite quadratic form B.
is either closed or dense, leading to the conclusion that when
B is irrational, it assumes a dense set of values on primitive integral
points.

Conditions under which there is a trilinear form for three infinite
dimensional admissible representations of PGL^k) over a nonarchi-
medean local field k were investigated and the results were interpreted
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in terms of e-factors attached to representations of the Deligne-Weil
group of it. A new proof was given for a well-known theorem of Kazdan
asserting that the twist of an arithmetic variety, by an element of the
automorphism group of the field of complex numbers, is arithmetic.

A refinement was obtained of the Parthasarathy-Ranga Rao-
Varadarajan conjecture proved earlier, reported in our last Annual
Report. A Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand resolution was obtained for
arbitrary Kac-Moody Lie algebras. Unitary representations of
Virasoro algebras were studied. A simple explicit description of
finite dimensional representations of the Yangian of s/(2) was given.

Analysis, Differential Geometry and Topology: Holomorphic
maps between two domains in complex affine space were proved
to be exendable to a neighbourhood of a boundary point, under
certain suitable conditions.

A new invariant was associated to the space of flat connections
on any principal bundle and it was computed explicitly in the case
of a trivial bundle over a simply connected manifold. Totally geodesic
foliations of Lie groups and symmetric spaces arising from subgroup
actions were studied and new results were obtained.

Number Theory and Combinatorics: Perfect powers in arithmetical
progression were studied and theorems generalising the theorem of
Fermat (that no four squares can be in arithmetical progression)
were proved. Interesting work was carried out on the Riemann zeta-
function and L-functions. Parts of this work deal with the 1-line
and some with the Vi'h'ne and others with Titchmarsh's phenomenon.
Montgomery's results on the logarithms of zeta functions were
extended in two different directions.

An analogue for the 3-dimensional hyperbolic space of Kuznetsov's
estimate for Fourier coefficients of Maass cusp forms was obtained.
Modular forms of half-integral weight, Jacobi modular forms and
L-functions were studied. Asymptotic formulae were proved for sums
involving shifted divisor functions.

Research work on combinatorics was continued and applications
of the thereom of Stanley and Hochster on toroidal monoids to the
theorems of designs and codes were studied and work on this topic
as well as on signed graphs related to root systems was carried
out. Some asymptotic results on the number of finite groups of a
given order were obtained.

TIFR-IISc. Programme in Applications of Mathematics
(at the Bangalore Centre)

Research carried out in the areas of Analysis, Differential Equations,
Numerical Analysis and Stochastic Processes is described below:

Analysis: The problem of multipliers for Hermite expansions, Weyl
transform, Laguerre expansions and for the Fourier transform on the
Heisenberg group were studied and interesting results were obtained.

Differential Equations: Homogenization of eigenvalue problems
related to honey-comb structures and to Stokes' problem were studied.

Nonlinear hyperbolic problems have been extensively studied.
An interesting approximation to nonlinear scalar conservation laws
using geometrical optics has been obtained. Asymptotic analysis of
some nonlinear problems using the Hopf-Cole transform and
spectral theory was carried out. A simple proof of global and almost
global existence of solutions to wave equations in exterior domains has
been obtained. This is also applicable to the Klein-Gordon equations.

A Hamilton-Jacobi equation with Neuman boundary conditions
has been studied in the quarter plane. Using Lax's difference
scheme, an explicit formula for the weak limit has been derived.

Further progress has been reported in the study of isoperimetric
inequalities for solutions of partial differential equations via the
symmetrization technique. A result of Talenti has been extended
and has potential applications to fourth order eigenvalue problems
for symmetric domains.

Several new and interesting results have been obtained in the
study of semilinear elliptic equations. Questions of non-existence,
existence and the exact number of solutions in case of problems
involving critical exponents and in the case of symmetry breaking
have been studied and important results obtained. The problem of
critical exponents in R2 has been exhaustively studied. Several
results have been obtained from the point of view of existence,
non-existence, multiplicity and bifurcation both in bounded and
unbounded domains. These problems have been studied both for the
Laplacian and n-Laplacian.

Existence of solutions for a nonlinear Bessel equation is a ball in
R2 has been studied.

Using the method of geometrical optics, microlocal parametrices
have been obtained for a class of pseudo-differential operators.
The wave front calculus was applied to these parametrices and
results on the propagation of singularities were obtained for a
class of non-involutive multiple characteristic operators.

Numerical Analysis: Discontinuous finite element methods for
non-linear scalar conservation laws have been studied in detail and
interesting numerical results have been obtained.

Modelling and numerical simulation of the evolution of nocturnal
temperatures of the air near the ground has been carried out.

The mathematical model for the Taylor-Couette problem is being
improved upon by relating it to the no-slip boundary conditions
and extensive numerical computations have been made to compare
it with experimental observations, with encouraging results.

Stochastic Processes: Extensive work has been carried out in the
area of controlled diffusions and controlled Markov chains, particularly
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with reference to adaptive and constrained control problems. An
interesting algorithm for multi-objective control of Markov chains
was developed.

Participation in Conferences
U.N. Bhosle participated in the Conference on "Vector bundles

in Algebraic Geometry" at Liverpool.
V.B. Mehta participated in the Conference on "Vector bundles

in Algebraic Geometry" at Liverpool.
M.S. Narasimhan participated in a Workshop on Algebraic

geometry at Mexico City, Mexico.

K. Ramachandra participated in the Conference on "Analytic
Number Theory" at the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut,
Oberwolfach.

D.N. Verma participated in the Conference on "Group Actions
and Invariant Theory", held at McGill University, Canada. He also
participated in the Conference on "Lie Algebras and related topics",
at the University of Wisconsin, Madison.

S.G. Dani gave a series of lectures in the Instructional Conference
on Ergodic Theory, sponsored by the National Board for Higher
Mathematics held at the Institute. Lectures were also given in the
conference by S. Raghavan, M.S. Raghunathan and S. Muralidharan.

S.M. Bhatwadekar, U.N. Bhosle, S.G. Dani, R.V. Gurjar,
K. Guruprasad, N. Nitsure, A.J. Parameswaran, K.H. Paranjape,
R. Parimala, M.S. Raghunathan and S. Subramanian gave invited
talks in the conference organised by the Indo-French Centre for
the Promotion of Advanced Research with the co-sponsorship of the
Institute and the National Board for Higher Mathematics, during
February 1989.

Other Activities
S.M. Bhatwadekar gave a few lectures on "Abhyankar-Moh

Epimorphism Theorem" at the Punjab University, Chandigarh.

V.S. Borkar gave a few lectures at the Indian Institute of
Technology, Bombay.

V. Chari participated in a Symposium on Lie Algebras, Lie
groups and Applications at the Madurai Kamaraj University,
Madurai.

S.G. Dani gave talks on "Flows on homogeneous spaces and
Diophantine approximation" at the University of Moscow and the
Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Minsk. He also gave a
lecture on "Exploiting symmetry to tackle Diophantine inequalities"
at the Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay and on "Measures on
Groups" at the Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta.

A.K. Dutta participated in the D.A.E. Instructional Conference
on commutative Algebra and its applications to Combinatorics at
the University of Bombay, Bombay.

Basudeb Datta participated in the College of Global Geometric
and Topological Methods in Analysis at the International Centre
for Theoretical Physics, Trieste. He also participated in the D.A.E.
Instructional Conference on Commutative Algebra and its applications
to Combinatorics at the University of Bombay.

M.K. Gosh gave a seminar on "Ergodic Control of Diffussion
Processes" at the Indian Statistical Institute, Bangalore.

R.V. Gurjar participated in a Symposium on Lie Algebras, Lie
groups and Applications at the Madurai Kamaraj University,
Madurai. He also gave a few lectures in a Winter School at the
Ehaskaracharya Pratishthana, Pune.

K. Guruprasad participated in the College of Global Geometric
and Topological Methods in Analysis at the International Centre
for Theoretical Physics, Trieste.

S.P. Inamdar participated in a Symposium on Lie Algebras, Lie
groups and Applications at the Madurai Kamaraj University,
Madurai.

K.T. Joseph participated in a Workshop on Theoretical Fluid
Mechanics and Applications at the International Centre for Theoretical
Physics, Trieste.

Shrawan Kumar gave talks on "Infinite dimensional Lie Algebras
and Lie Groups" at Luminy.

V.B. Mehta participated in a Workshop on Algebraic Geometry
at Mexico City.

Mythily Ramaswamy gave a talk on "The study of a double
bifurcation point in Taylor-Couette flow problem" at Caltech.
She gave talks on "Symmetry breaking for some semi-linear
problems", and on "Primary and Secondary floors in Taylor-Couette
Problem" in Mexico. She also participated in a Workshop on
Symmetry and Bifurcation in Continuum Mechanics at the Cornell
University.

A.K. Nandakumaran gave a talk on "Degree theory and its
applications to fixed point theorem and bifurcation problem" at
the University of Cochin, Cochin. He also attended the Instructional
Conference of Ergodic Theory, sponsored by the National Board
for Higher Mathematics at the Institute.

Nitin Nitsure gave a few lectures on "Representation theory of
finite groups" at the Bhaskaracharya Pratishthana, Pune. He also
gave a few lectures in the Winter School for College teachers
at Pune.
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D.P. Patil gave a few lectures in the Winter School on Commutative
Algebra and applications to Combinatorics at the University of Bombay.

Gopal Prasad gave lectures at the following Universities: Columbia,
City University of New York, North Carolina, Montreal, McMaster,
Stony Brook, Toronto and Waterloo.

K. Ramachandra gave a lecture on "The zeros of the class of
generalized Dirichlet series" at Frankfurt. He gave some lectures at
Ramanujam Institute, Madras during March 1989 on the Distribution
of Prime Numbers. He also gave invited talks at the Paschima
Banga Vignan Mancha and at the Calcutta Mathematical Society,
Calcutta.

N.A. Shah participated in a Summer course in Analysis and
Probability at the Indian Statistical Institute, Bangalore.

R.D. Shah participated in a Symposium on Lie Algebras, Lie groups
and Applications at the Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai.
She also attended the Instructional Conference on Ergodic Theory,
sponsored by the National Board for Higher Mathematics at the
Institute.

A.R. Shastri gave a few lectures on "Simplicial complexes,
homotopy and homology theory" in a B.R.N.S. sponsored Winter
School on Applications of Algebra to combinatorics at the University
of Bombay.

R.R. Simha gave a few lectures on "General uniformisation
theorem and a talk on "The universal coverings of projective
varieties" at Pisa.

Balwant Singh gave invited lectures on "Resolution of singularities"
"Affine algebraic varieties" and "Hilbert's Fourteenth Problem"
at the Bhaskaracharya Pratishthana, Pune. He also gave invited
lectures on "A glimpse of algebraic geometry" at the Indian Institute
of Technology, New Delhi, "Resolution of Singularities" at the
Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi, "Hilbert's Fourteenth
Problem" at Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra, and "Dimension
theory" ai the D.A.E. Symposium on Commutative Algebra and its
applications to Combinatorics at the University of Bombay.

N.M. Singhi gave a lecture in the International Symposium in
Combinatorics at the Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta. He also
gave an invited talk in the International Symposium on Statistics
at the University of Delhi, Delhi.

P.N. Srikanth gave invited talks at SISSA, Trieste, Scoula
Normale Supreiore, Pisa and University of Nancy, Nancy.

V. Srinivas gave a few lectures on "Algebraic K-Theory" in the
U.G.C. Conference on Algebraic and Differential Topology at the
University of Allahabad, Allahabad. He also parcipated in the

Workshop on String Theory at the Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore.

S. Srinivasan gave a talk on "Some order functions of groups"
in the Meeting on Elementary and Analytic Number Theory at
Oberwolfach.

R. Sujatha attended the Winter School on Commutative Algebra
and Combinatorics at the University of Bombay.

S. Thangavelu gave a few lectures on "Littlewood-Paley-Stein
theory" at the Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta.

M. Vanninathan participated in the Winter School on Theoretical
Fluid Dynamics and Applications at the International Centre for
Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.

A.S. Vasudevamurthy gave a lecture on "Numerical simulation of
the evolution of nocturnal temperature profile of air near the
ground" at the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. He also gave a
lecture on "Modelling the lifted minimum temperature phenomenon
in the atmosphere" in the Indo-USSR Symposium or Mechanics at
the National Aeronautical Laboratory, Bangalore.

G.R. Vijayakumar gave an invited talk on "Graphs represented by
root systems" in the International Symposium in Combinatorics at
the Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta.

Visiting Mathematicians
The following mathematicians visited the School of Mathematics

during the academic year:
Visiting Professors: Professor A. Beauville (University of Paris-

Sud, France) from 31 August to 30 September, 1988, Professor
J.P. Bourguignon (Ecole Polytechnique, France), from 15 January to
14 February, 1989, Professor J.L. Colliot-Thelene (University of
Paris-Sud, France) for 2 months from 5 March 1989 and Professor
A. Haefliger (University of Geneva, Geneva) during 20 October—24
December, 1988.

The following mathematicians visited under the Programme for
Indo-USSR Co-operation in Science and Technology.

Professor F.A. Bogomolov (Steklov Institute of Mathematics, USSR)
from 17 February to 13 March 1989, Professor O.I. Bogoyavlenskii
(Steklov Institute of Mathematics, USSR) from 1 March to 24 March
1989, Professor G.A. Margulis (Institute for Problems of Information
Transmission, USSR) from 7 March to 30 March 1989, Professor
S.A. Stepanov (Steklov Institute of Mathematics, USSR) from
7 March to 30 March 1989, Professor A.A. Suslin (V.A. Steklov
Institute of Mathematics, USSR) from 5 September to 4 October,
1988 and Dr. I. V. Volovich (Steklov Institute of Mathematics, USSR)
from 13 March to 19 April, 1988.
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Dr. V.I. Bernik of the Institute of Mathematics, USSR and
Processor P.G. Zograf of the Steklov Institute of Mathematics,
USSR were in the Institute during 4 October—15 October 1988
and 29 December 1988—11 January 1989 respectively, under the
INSA-USSR Academy of Sciences Exchange Programme.

Mr. Patrick Polo of the Ecole Normal Superieure, France visited
the Institute during 7 October 1988—28 February 1989 under the
Indo-French Cultural Exchange Programme.

Guest Lectures: Professors J.L. Lions (Centre National d'Etudes
Spatiales, France). Professor Amiya Mukherjee (Indian Statistical
Institute. Calcutta), Professor K. Petersen (University of North
Carolina,U.S.A.), Dr. J.W. Rutter (University of Liverpool U.K.),
Professor S. Smale (University of California, U.S.A.), Professor V.T.
Sos (Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Hungary), Professor L. Szpiro
(University of Paris, VI, France), Professor A. Verjovsky (International
Centre for Theoretical Physics, Italy) and Professor M. Waldschmidt
(Institut Henri Poincare, France).

Visiting Scientists: Professor H. Esnault (Max-PIanck-Institut fur
Mathematik, West Germany) during 30 July—17 September 1988,
Professor W. Kohnen (Westfalische Wilhelms-Universitat, West
Germany) for 1 month from 16 February, 1989, Professor Marc
Levine (Northeastern University, U.S.A.) for 2 months from 22 July
1988, Professor E. Viehweg (Max-Planek-Institut fur Mathematik,
West Germany) during 30 July—19 August 1988, and Professor Weiping
Yin (University of Science and Technology of China, China)
during 6 July-25 July 1988.

Visiting Fellows: Dr. Basudeb Datta (Indian Statistical Institute,
Calcutta) for one year from 4 July 1988, Dr. A.N. Pressley (University
of London, U.K.) during 18 March-23 April, 1989, Dr. J.A. Seade
(Universidad National Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico) for 6 months
from 1 July, 1988; Dr. K.M. Tamizhmani (Pondicherry University,
Pondicherry) for one month from 7 May 1988 and Dr. G. Tomanov
(Institute of Mathematics with Computer Centre, Bulgaria) during
28 January-29 March 1989.

Visiting Members (Non-Stipendiary): Professor S. Janakiraman
(Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai) during 10—21 June 1988,
Dr. A. Vincent Jeyakumar (Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai)
during 25 November—9 December 1988, Professor N.S. Natarajan (Madurai
Kamaraj University, Madurai) during 25—31 August 1988, Dr. Om Prakash
(Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar) during 30 December 1988—
3 January 1989, Dr. B.R. Phadke (Flinders University of South
Australia. Australia) for 6 months from 3 January 1989, Professor
Pramod Sharma (Devi Ahilya Vishwavidyalaya, Indore) during
5 October- 12 October, 1988, Dr. Surjit Singh (Guru Nanak Dev
University, Amritsar) during 30 December 1988 — 3 January 1989,

Professor R. Tandon (University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad) for one
week from 23 June 1988, Shri P.L.N. Varma (University of Hyderabad,
Hyderabad) during 16 August 1988—15 January 1989, Professor
M.H. Vasavada (Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar)
during 10—17 June 1988 and Shri V. Vasudevan (Madurai Kamaraj
University, Madurai) during 25 November—9 December 1988).

Visiting Members: Dr. R. Bhatia (Indian Statistical Institute,
Delhi) during 4 - 7 July 1988, Dr. B.C. Dhage (Mahatma Gandhi
College, Ahmedpur) during 16—25 August 1988, Shri M. Manickam
(RKM Vivekananda College, Madras) during 17 February—15
March 1989, Dr. S.A. Paramhans (Banaras Hindu University,
Varanasi) during 1—24 March, 1989, Shri Dhanesh Patel (M.S. University,
Baroda) during 20 June—2 July 1988. Shri B. Ramakrishnan (RKM
Vivekananda College, Madras) during 17 February—15 March 1989,
Professor T.C. Vasudevan (RKM Vivekananda College, Madras)
during 10—15 March, 1989 and Shri C.S. Yogananda (The Institute
of Mathematical Sciences, Madras) during 15 June—8 July 1988.

• D
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Superstructure above the under-
ground laboratory for Gravitation
experiment at Gauribidanur
(Karnataka).

phenomenon of double radio sources: a) Radio
brightness distribution at 327 MHz of radio galaxy 3C
270 observed with the Ooty Synthesis Radio Telescope
(OSR T) and processed using the National Image Processing
Facility for Astronomy at Ooty set up by DST, b) Same
object at 5 GHz, (A central radio source coincident with
the optical galaxy is prominently seen in high radio
frequencies, while the outer lobes are prominent at low
frequencies), and cj The radio image at 5 GHz observed
with much higher resolution with VLA. Jets of relativistic
beams moving outward from central source is seen
clearly.

Ring shaped mass element of the
torsion balance used in a search
for a Fifth force. The ring is
suspended in an ultra high vacuum
chamber.



School of Physics

Theoretical Physics
Theoretical High Energy Physics

Quarks, Lepton, Supersymmetric Particles & Higgs Particles

Inclusive Forward-Backward Asymmetry in Electron-Positron
Annihilation into Light Quarks

The forward-backward asymmetry with respect to a light meson,
which is produced in the fragmentation of the light quark, is found
to be independent of strong interaction corrections in the limit
the meson energy approaches the beam energy. Also, this asymmetry
enables one to calculate the fragmentation of a specific quark into a
specific meson. (Probir Roy and S. Uma Sankar.)

A Nonperturbative QCD Model for Charm Quaik Production

A model for a nonperturbative charm quark component in the
light quark fragmentation function is shown to account for the
latest data on muon and neutrino induced like-sign dimuons. The
basic interest in these works arise from the fact that the charm
quark mass lies in between the perturbative and nonperturbative
domains of QCD; and hence the observation and modelling of
nonperturbative QCD effects in charm production are expected
to provide valuable clues to the understanding of nonperturbative
QCD theory. (D.P. Roy with R.M. Godbole.)

Lifetime of Charm and Beauty

A general phenomenological analysis has been performed with the
data on the lifetimes of charmed hadrons and bottom hadrons.
The analysis is characterized by requiring sizable contributions
from the non-spectator graphs involving W-exchange. Noteworthy
is the sum rule among the charmed baryon total decay widths:

1 - 2 s 2 ) ( H1;. - n" , . ) = < A • - n + ) .

where s stands for the sine of the Cabibbo angle and each
Greek symbol stands for the total width of the corresponding
charmed baryon. Predictions for the lifetimes of two of the charm

baryons, semileptonic branching ratios and the lifetime hierarchy for
bottom hadrons have been given. (K.V.L Sarma and V. Gupta.)

Top Quark Search at Tevatron Collider Energy

The ongoing experiment at the Tevatron collider is capable of
probing top quark mass upto 100 GeV and the probe can be extended
to 200 GeV after its upgradation. Some of the issues related
to these searches are analysed using the top quark signatures
developed from here earlier. (D.P. Roy.)

Interpretation of Kolar Events

In 1986 the KGF group reported the observation of a few unusual
events which were regarded as the decays of a 2 GeV mass
particle with nano-second lifetime. Some plausible hypotheses have
been considered to accommodate such a particle in the current
theoretical framework: (1) fourth generation neutrino, (2) neutral
lepton L of the second generation in Eb scheme of compactified
string theory, and (3) supersymmetric partner of the muonic neutrino.
There are however difficulties in understanding the production of
these particles in all the above hypotheses. (K.V.L. Sarma, V. Gupta,
A.S. Joshipura and G. Rajasekaran.)

Tree Unitarity in Broken Supergravity

N— 1 supergravity, as an effective weakly coupled field theory
below the Planck scale Mri. is expected to respect tree-level
perturbation theory at all energies upto MPI. Such a behaviour,
however, will get spoilt at energies much below MVI in a spontaneously
broken N = 1 supergravity theory, coupled to a gauge sector, if large,
hierarchies are introduced between gaugino and gravitino masses by
adjustment of Lagrangian parameters, as has been done in certain
no-scale models. This fact is demonstrated in such a theory by an
exhaustive analysis of tree unitarity with all helicity amplitudes
involving the scattering of two gauge bosons into a gaugino and a
gravitino or into two gravitinos. The requirement of tree unitarity
all the way uptoM,., imposes an upper bound—llJTiron the gaugino-
gravitino mass ratio. The cancellation of non-Planckian energy
growths in such amplitudes, through supercurrent conservation and
the super-Higgs mechanism, are clarified. (T. Bhattacharya and
Probir Roy.)

Experimental Limits on Superlight Gravitinos

An N= 1 supergravity theory with a superlight </ueV) gravitino
and a heavy (^100 GeV) gaugino has tree unitarity breaking down at
an energy of the order of 10 TeV. There the theory' no longer
makes sense. Nevertheless, it can be consistently treated as an
effective tree-level field theory at energies upto 0 (TeV). At such
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energies the cross-sections for processes involving longitudinally
polarized gravitinos become quite large. With this approach, the
rate for single gravitino production in pp collisions, yielding a
monojet signal (the gluino decaying into a gluon and a gravitino),
is calculated and compared with the strong experimental bound on
nonstandard monojets in the latest CDF data from the 1.8 TeV pp
annihilation studied at the TEVATRON. A substantial region in the
g:avitino, gluino mass-plot is ruled out by this analysis improving
the existing lower limit on the gravitino mass. (T. Bhattacharya,
S. Gupta and Probir Roy.)

Scalar Pseudoscalar Higgs Discrimination

It has recently been argued that in nonstandard Higgs models
the single Higgs production cross-section in photon-photon collision
is expected to be quite large. Since such models have both scalar
and pseudoscalar Higgses, the question arises of distinguishing them.
A parity signature is found involving the azimuthal correlation of the
e+,e~ scattering planes which changes sign between the cases of
scalar and pseudoscalar production. (Probir Roy and S. Uma Sankar.)

Finite Temperature Lattice QCD & Quark-Gluon Plasma

Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics at Finite Temperatures

A high statistics numerical study of the Potts model was undertaken
on lattices of various sizes which led to a re-establishment of the
first order nature of its phase transition. The spin-spin correlation
near phase transition point were studied and ambiguities in various
methods to extract the correlation length on finite lattices were
pointed out. It was confirmed that even near a first-order phase
transition, the tunnelling correlation length diverges, while the mass
gap remains finite. (R.V. Gavai with F. Karsch, CERN, Geneva
and B. Petersson of University of Bielefeld, West Germany.)

Using staggered fermions, the quark number susceptibility wa«
computed in a Monte Carlo simulation of quenched QCD on an
83 x 4 lattice. It was found to be consistent with 7,ero at low
temperatures and it rose suddenly to non-zero values across the
known deconfinement phase transition. The relationship to the
presence of light baryonic modes in the plasma were discussed.
I R.V. Gavai with J. Potvin of Boston University and S. Sanielevici
of Florida State University.)

QCD was studied on an 83 x 4 lattice using a Langevin
algorithm as a function of flavour numbers and quark masses, with
special emphasis on search for first order phase transitions. The
study revealed that i) the deconfinement transition extends to lower
quark masses as the number of quark flavours decreases and ii) non-
perturbalive fermionic effects are significant even for very small

flavour numbers (nf = 0.1) if the quarks are light. (R.V. Gavai with
J. Potvin of Boston University and S. Sanielevici of Brookhaven
National Laboratory, USA.)

A mean-field approach was developed to study the confinement-
deconfinement phase transition and the chiral-symmetry restoring
phase transition with dynamical fenruons and with finite chemical
potential and temperature. The difference between the responses of
chemical potential to fermion number with singlet and non-singlet
isospin configurations is found. The results are compared with
the present Monte Carlo data. (S. Naik.)

Phenomenology of Quark Gluon Plasma

Large pjVAfr production was analysed in the central rapidity
region of nucleus-nucleus (AA) and proton-proton (PP) collisions in
the framework of perturbative QCD. The nuclear effects were
assumed to come entirely from the structure functions. The cross
section for J/>P production in AA collisions was found to be
suppressed more at small p r than at large p r relative to that in pp
collisions. The Drell-Yan production of muon pairs, on the other
hand, showed very little pr dependence. Both aspects are similar
to the expected signature of quark gluon plasma production in heavy
ion collisions. (R.V. Gavai with S. Gupta of University of Bielefeld
and K. Sridhar of University of Bombay.)

Quantum Fields and Strings

Conforntal Field Theory

A previously proposed classification scheme for rational conformal
field theories (RCFT) was analyzed. This scheme is based on modular-
invariant differential equations for the characters. It was shown that
this scheme permits one to reconstruct the primary field content,
fusion rules, correlations and chiral algebra from the characters.
(S.D. Mathur, S. Mukhi and A. Sen.)

The differential-equation approach to RCFT was extended to
genus-two characters using the hyperelliptic representation of
moduli space. This provides a definition of RCFT on higher-genus
surfaces. A new classification of RCFT with algebraic characters
was proposed, based on the representation theory of finite groups.
The algebraic property of the characters is related to the integrality
of their expansion coefficients, suggesting an explanation for the
latter fact. (S.D. Mathur and A. Sen.)

A novel description of the characters of RCFT in terms of
Feigin-Fuchs contour integrals was given. It was shown to work
for several classes of WZW and minimal theories. These permit
explicit computation of the modular transformation matrix, and
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may lead to a new classification scheme. (S. Mukhi, S. Panda
and A. Sen.)

Modular covariant differential equations and contour-integral
representations were found for the supercharacters in rational
sunerconformal field theories. A classification of supercharacters
was proposed. (P. Durganandini, Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar,
S. Panda and A. Sen.)

A complete complex-analytic formulation of the weil-known b-c
system on a Riemann surface was obtained using techniques of
algebraic geometry and sheaf cohomology. It was proved by complex-
analytic methods that the correlation functions are uniquely
determined by their zeroes and poles and that Wick's theorem
holds. Fay's trisecant identity was proved and a geometrical
relationship found between the spin-7 and spin 'A b —c system.
(A.K. Raina.)

String Theory

A recently proposed exactly solvable compactification for super-
strings and heterotic strings on Calabi-Yau manifolds was expressed
in the Green-Schwarz formulation, where spacetime supersymmetry
is manifest. A modular-invariant partition function was constructed
in this approach. (A. Sen.)

String compactification in toroidal spacetimes with continuous
families of classically degenerate vacua was studied. It was shown
that symmetries of particular configurations can be broken by
the presence of neighbouring vacua. This is explicitly demonstrated
in the case of the heterotic string where SO (32) or £8 x £8 breaks
to {/(I)'" due to neighbouring configurations of Wilson lines.
(G. Mandal.)

Random Surfaces and 2-d Quantum Gravity

The implications for string theory of some recent developments
in 2-d quantum gravity were investigated. Properly quantizing
the Liouville model, it was found that for spacetime dimension
D>25, one does not obtain a sensible string theory even though
the 2-d theory is conformally invariant. At D = 25 the Liouville
mode behaves as a timelike coordinate and one recovers a 26-
dimensional generally covariant string in a spacetime of Lorentzian
signature. (S.R. Das, S. Naik and S.R. Wadia.)

Strong coupling induced 2-d gravity was studied. The idea that in
strong coupling, complex-valued fields may dominate the functional
integral was explored. Another possibility that was studied is that
in the strong-coupling region matter and gravity induced by it get
mixed up in some complicated way, so that the physical graviton
looks very different from its classical counterpart. (A. Dhar)

Topological Field Theory

Topological gauge theories in 2+1 dimensions were studied. These
correspond to the unbroken phase of general covariance, in which
all physical observables are topological. The relationship of these
theories to integrable models, conformal field theory and knot theory
was investigated. A new class of skein relations was obtained,
associated to generalizations of the famous Jones polynomial and
its two-variable extension. (S. Mukhi)

Gravitating Systems

New results were obtained on finite "gravitating plasmas". It was
shown that the complete self-consistent evolution equation for
perturbations on such a plasma can give rise to periodic oscillating
solutions, in contrast to the usually considered nonselfconsistent
approximate equation, which gives phase mixing. It was demonstrated
that there are no "chaotic" phenomena in these systems. (S.D. Mathur)

Perturbative Field Theory

A new proof of renormalization-scheme independence of
perturbative predictions, in a new approach to perturbative
quantum field theories developed earlier, was given. Perturbative
physical predictions are shown to be independent of the regularization,
working only with bare regularized quantities. (A. Dhar and V. Gupta.)

A New Approach to Aharonov-Bohm Effect

An Aharonov-Bohm like effect was noted even for particles moving
in a simply connected region and arising from certain boundary
conditions. Non-zero effect of the electromagnetic potential on
charged particles confined to field-free simply connected regions
in which no non-zero gauge invariant loop integrals of the vector
potential exist is demonstrated. (S.M. Roy and Virendra Singh.)

Condensed Matter and Statistical Physics

The research activities of the group have been in the areas of
quantum fluids, high temperature superconductivity, semiconductor
physics, macroscopic quantum coherence, finite size effects and
critical phenomena.

A.C. Biswas investigated instabilities in a mixture of rotating
superfluids. The mixture becomes unstable if the gradient of the
phase fluctuation of either component exceeds the corresponding
inverse coherence length, or if the ratio of the chemical potential
to the integrated interparticle potential exceeds the density of either
component.
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S.S. Jha, in collaboration with A.S. Vengurlekar of the Solid State
Electronics group, studied the transient electrical response due to
nonequilibrium carriers excited by sub-picosecond laser pulses in
semiconductors like GaAs. The initial mobility of the excited
carriers was found to be small, and the rise time as large as a few
picoseconds.

V. Subrahmanyam and M. Barma studied the ideal Fermi gas in a
finite volume, in the low-temperature regime where the thermal
correlation length is comparable to the size of the system. Physical
quantities were found to show oscillatory fluctuations around a
smooth background as the size is varied; the amplitude scales as a
shape-dependent power. They also studied optical absorption in small
metal particles (radiuslO-100 A). Within the free-electron model
used to describe the conduction electrons, an asymptotically exact
result was derived for radius larger than interparticle spacing;
for small radii, the absorption oscillates as a function of frequency.

D. Dhar investigated the critical slowing down of a one-
dimensional Ising model in a finite imaginary field, using
phenomenological renormalization group techniques. A fairly accurate
estimate of the dynamical critical exponent was obtained. In
collaboration with R. Ramaswamy of Jawaharlal Nehru University,
he solved exactly a model of self-organized criticality which takes
into account the anisotropy induced by the direction of average
flow. The solution involves proving an equivalence to a voter model.

Two of the research problems studied are described in greater
detail below:

Physical properties of layered superconductors

Motivated by recent experiments on layered oxide superconductors,
S.S. Jha studied the consequences of having a strong anisotropy in
the BCS energy gap. Because coherence lengths are short compared
to carrier mean free paths in these materials, the effects of
anisotropies do not average out, as they do in conventional super-
conductors. An explicit model for the anisotropy of the gap was used
to show that the low-temperature specific heat can have even a
linear or a power-law dependence on temperature. This has been one
of the most puzzling experimental results, often quoted against the
BCS pairing theory. In the usual case, with isotropic gap parameter,
the low-temperature specific heat should go to zero exponentially.
In the case of significant anisotropy with respect to the plane of the
layers, even if the gap parameter does not vanish anywhere, one
gets smeared-out exponential temperature-dependence, which is
difficult to be distinguished from a power law. Moreover one
finds infra-red absorption at frequencies even below the gap
associated with the layer plane.

I 3 5 7 9 II 13 15
N (No.OF Cu-0 LAYERS PER UNIT CELL)-*

Fig. 1: Superconducting transition temperature saturates as the
number of Cu — 0 layers per unit cell is increased in the polytypes
ofCuO2 monolayers or in the polytypes of CuOi—(CuO~CuOi)n class.
For curves. A, B and C parameters of the calculation are obtained
from approximate experimental values of Tc in Tl2CaN.iBafiu;/)2N+A.

+3 ond Y-based compounds, respectively.

In collaboration with A.K. Rajagopal of the Naval Research
Laboratory, USA, he studied the dependence of the critical
temperature 7",. on the number N of interacting conducting layers
per unit cell. Earlier work on this problem included a freatment using
phenomenological Landau-Ginzburg theory involving order parameters
with no spatial variations. The present calculation is based on a
microscopic formulation of the generalized BCS theory for crystals
with an arbitrary number of layers per unit cell, developed by
S.S. Jha in 1987. Microscopic parameters enter via the polarization
functions of each independent layer. Using reasonable values of
intralayer and interlayer couplings obtained from experimental results.
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it is possible to understand the variation in experimental values of
7", in polytypes of both the {CuO)y and (CuO2) — (CuO—Cu)tS , , :
varieties. As N increases to infinity, Tc increases but saturates to a
value less than 150°K.

Quantum coherence effects in metals

P. Bhattacharyya, in collaboration with F. Sols of the University
of Illinois, studied the problem of localized particles interacting
with the conduction electrons in a metal. A path integral formulation
is used, similar to that by Caldeira and Leggett in a related
context. The partition function is formulated in terms of hopping
between different configurations. This defines the imtantons of the
theory. Renormalization group methods which scale the instanton
width t are necessary in order to handlr the infra-red divergences.
These arise because the coupling with the low-energy excitations of
the environment is ohmic. While the situation is reminiscent of the
four-state model considered by Cardy, the new feature here is the
inclusion of symmetry-breaking terms and of a generalized interaction.
When the asymmetry between configurations is negligible, the
particles behave as independent. At high temperatures, high energy
configurations are easily filled and tunnelling is incoherent. However
if the asymmetry is large, the high energy configurations disappear
and at low temperatures coherent tunnelling is predicted between
the low energy configurations. Consequently, localization effects
are enhanced. A spin-boson version of the model, which is proposed,
facilitates the calculation of the structure factor. The transition
between these different regimes is expected to show up in the
dynamic structure factor which is seen in neutron scattering.
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Fig. 2: A diagrammatic representation of a particular contribution
to the partition function is shown. The residence time rtt in each
state is long compared with the instanton width r.

Theoretical Nuclear Physics

The dynamics of one-dimensional chiral fermion coupled to a
topological skyrmion field was studied within the semiclassical
approximation. From the analytic solution, the general behaviour of
baryon properties was studied. It was proved that in one dimension,
the requirement of zero mode fermion solution constrains the
pseudoscalar coupled field to the sine-Gordon type. Moreover, this
solution satisfies the bosonization conditions and is the same as that of
massive Thirring model. The same problem when studied in three
dimensions requires the odd topological charge of the boson field to
have zero mode solution. (C. S. Warke.)

A formalism was developed by Hill, Wheeler and Griffin (HWG) to
rewrite the wave equation as an integral equation. In the past HWG
integral equation has been extensively used to obtain energy
eigenvalues of various Hamiltonians employing various approximations.
Recently HWG equation has found new applications in the study of
multiquark system and modified perturbation treatment of anharmonic
oscillator. We have recently shown how to obtain exact solution of
HWG equation using Gaussian form of generator c ordinate wave
function for some simple Hamiltonians. One such Ham,itonian studied
is the one having potential energy of the form of quark confinement
potential.

To find a more realistic expression for the nucleon density we have
recently studied the moments of the powers of radial distance. The
integrals occurring in such moments have so far been given in the form
of a series which is not very useful when one is interested in the ratios
of various moments. A new formulation is carried out which expresses
such integrals as the terminating type hypergeometric functions 3F2 in
powers of r. Using these results we have given expressions for the exact
ratios of the moments of powers of r. The same expressions can also be
used for harmonic oscillator wave functions in arbitary dimensions.
(N. Ullah.)

Study of preequilibrium evolution of quark-antiquark plasma was
completed. A self-consistent calculation of quark-antiquark distribution
functions, the particle energy density, and the background
chrdmoelectric field was made. Particle number density was also
calculated. Important conclusions are as follows: (i) Oscillations in the
particle energy density and in the background field as a function of
proper time, emphasised and discussed extensively in the earlier
literature, are greatly damped or suppressed when the collision term is
taken into account, (ii) The collisions significantly increase the number
of density in the centralrapidity region, which could have interesting
implications for the calculation of plasma signatures. (Hi) As expected,
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the collisions term play an important role in driving the system towards
equilibrium. However, we found that it takes about 10-30 collisions
for the plasma to attain local equilibrium, (iv) Given the effective
QCD coupling constant and the strength of the initial chromoelectric
field our calculation can predict the plasma equilibration time which
we found to be approximately equal to the life time of the field. For
certain input parameters the equilibration time was even larger than
the hadronization time, (v) Inclusion of the background field term in
the Roltzmann equation makes the field decay significantly more
rapidly and consequently the rate of evolution of the plasma also is
considerably enhanced, (vi) Temperature at equilibrium predicted
by our calculations agrees with the critical temperature for the
deconfinement phase transition predicted by lattice QCD calculation.
(B. Banerjee, R. S. Bhalerao and V. Ravishankar.)

B. Banerjee was deputed to attend the conference "Quark Matter "8H" held at Lenox,
Massachusetts. USA, from September 26 to 30, 1988. He also visited the Fermilab,
Batavia. lllinios. USA and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley. California, USA.
in October. 1988.

R.S. Bhalerao was deputed to attend the Summer Institute on Relativist ic Heavy Ion
Physics. Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA in July 1988. He also visited the Los
Aiamos National Laboratory. USA from July 18 to 29, 1988, and attended a Workshop
on Nuclear and Particle Physics on the Light Cone, held there. He visited the Brooklyn
College of (he CUNY. USA during August 1-2, 1988.

S.R. Das attended the Summer School on High Energy Physics and Cosmology.
Trieste. July 1988. He also visited the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, USA,
Rockefeller University. USA. Brown University, USA. University of Chicago. USA,
Institute for Advanced Study. Princeton. USA and Harvard University. USA.

A. Dhar visited Niels Bohr Institute. Copenhagen, from October 3 to October 15.
1988. Theory Division. CERN. Geneva, Switzerland, from October 16 to October 30,
1988, Stefan Banach Internationa! Mathematical Centre. Warsaw, Poland, from
October 31 to November 14, 1988 and Qaid-l-Azam University, Islamabad, Pakistan,
from February 18 to February 24. 1989.

R.V. Gavai was deputed to attend the 7th international conference on
ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions. "Quark Matter 88" in Lenox. Massachuseiis.
USA from September 26-30,1988; organised and chaired u parallel session in it on "J. •!>
suppression". He is visiting CERN on study leave from October I, 1988. He visited
University of Liverpool. University of Glasgow and University of Edinburgh for few days
each.

S.S. Jha was deputed to attend the Xlth International Conference on Raman
Spectroscopy. London from September 5 to September 9. 1988.

S.D. Mathur was deputed to attended the ICTP Summer Workshop in High Energy
Physics. June 27 —August 5. He also attended Landau Birthday Symposium.
Copenhagen. Denmark. June 1988 and visited DAMTP. Cambridge, England. Institute
for Theoretical Physics. Utrecht. Holland. CERN, Geneva. Switzerland. Trinity
College and Dublin Institute of Advanced Studies. Dublin, Ireland. Princeton University
and the Institute for Advanced Study. Princeton. USA Harvard University. Cambridge.
USA. SLAC. San Francisco. USA, Caltech. Los Angeles. USA. Fermilab.'Batavia.
USA and University of Syracuse. Svracuse. USA.

S. Mukhi visited Theory Division. CERN, Geneva and NORDITA. Copenhagen.
Denmark.

A.K. Raina visited ICTP, Trieste, Italy, for one month during October and November
1988. He also visited Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen for one week in October. 1988.
CERN, Geneva, for a week in November, 1988. Universite de Lausanne. Institute de
Physique Theorique in November 1988, and Stefan Banach Institute. Warsaw for IO
days in November—December 1988.

D.P. Roy attended the XXIV International Conference on High Energy Physics, at
Munich, August 4-10, 1988.

K.V.L. Sarma attended the GRAN SASSO International Scientific Committee
Session held at L'Aquila, Italy, during May 26-28. 1988.

V. Singh attend the XXIV International Conference on High Energy Physics at
Munich, August 4-10. 1988.
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Theoretical Astrophysics

Cometary Physics

A realistic dust model was developed for explaining the Kuiper
Airborne Observatory observations for Comet Halley.

It was shown from surface brightness observation of C2 molecule for
comet Halley that C2 is being formed as a third generation species
rather than in a second generation as is generally believed at the
present time. The best determination of the transition moment of the
singlet-triplet transition of the C2 molecule has also been derived. (K.S.
Krishna Swamy.)

Solar and Stellar Physics

A model for steliar convection zones based on linear convective
modes using a nonlocal mixing length theory is developed to study the
spectral line asymmetries and the line shifts resulting from convective
motions in the stellar photospheric region. The amplitude of these
linear convective modes is estimated by requiring the convective flux
due to a linear superposition of such modes to reproduce the convective
flux in the mixing length model. Synthetic spectral line profiles are
obtained by summing locally symmetric profiles over the stellar disk
according to the local Doppler velocity and intensity fluctua ions.
The resulting line bisector shapes are compared with observations for
four stars i.e., the Sun, oc-Cen A, Arcturus and Procyon. It is found
that this model reproduces the general shape of line bisectors
reasonably well for all these stars. (H.M. Antia and S.K. Pandey.)
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The extent of convective overshooting in the massive stars was
examined by studying the linear convective modes. In early type stars,
the effect appears to be not appreciable contrary to the assumptions
of many researchers in the field. (H.M. Antia and D. Narasimha.J

Visual light curves of Mira variables have different shapes. They
can be grouped into ten classes based on the scheme of Ludendorff.
This was done using the most recent light curves for 368 Miras
(M.S. Vardya.)

IRAS Low Resolution spectrograph for 177 M and S Miras were
exumined to determine the dependence of silicate emission on the
visual light curve asymmetry factor as well as light curve shape class.
(M.S. Vardya.)

The Work on the effect of rotation on the rate of mass loss was
continued. (M.S. Vardya.)

Interstellar medium

The UV-flux due to cosmic ray excitation of molecular hydrogen
followed by spontaneous decay, in the interior of dense molecular
clouds has been determined accurately by solving H2-rotational-
vibrational level populations consisting 135 levels and simultaneously
determining the fluxes of more than 1300 lines arising between the
lower 135 levels and levels of upper B-and C-electronic states. This flux
has been used to determine photoionization and photodissociation
rates of 69 atomic and molecular species consisting 133 processes.
(S.P. Tarafdar, S.S. Prasad. and W.F. Huebner.)

An examination of chemistry of NO and SiO showed that the
recently observed abundances of these molecules cannot be
accommodated by standard schemes of ion-molecular chemistry. If
the detection of NO and SiO and their inferred abundances are
correct, qualitative changes are necessary in models of diffuse clouds
and their chemistry (S.P. Tarafdar and A. Dalgarno.)

Archival data from EXOSAT Satellites for 12 planetary nebulae
have been obtained and examined for X-ray emission. Eight
planetary nebulae are found to emit detectable X-rays, out of
which four are new and the remaining four are reported earlier
by us from EINSTEIN satellite date (1986-87 annual report, see
reference). Our earlier report was the first to show that planetary
nebulae have detectable X-ray emission. The detection of the six old
nebulae agrees with our suggestion that X-rays from central star
are visible when the nebula disperses and the heavy elements in the
central star atmosphere settle down. The X-ray emission in two
relatively new planetary nebulae does not need settling of heavy
elements in their atmosphere, as the EXOSAT filter is beyond the
absorption edge of heavy elements but they need to have small
nebular matter in order that the X-rays arising in the central star

can burn through them. Observed UV-emission supports this burning
of circumstellar matter by the X-rays from the central star.
(K.M.V. Apparao and S.P. Tarafdar.)

Stellar Evolution and Supernova

The prompt heating effect of the electron neutrino burst associated
with a type II supernova on the stellar matter infalling ahead of the
hydrodynamic shock was calculated self-consistently with nuclear
statistical equilibrium. The heating can induce substantial predissociation
of nuclei if the effective neutrino temperature is high and contribute
towards shock survival and prompt supernova explosion. (A. Ray and
K. Kar.)

The delayed neutrino heating mechanism to revive stalled shocks in
type II supernovae is investigated in the light of new heating rates
incorporating the inelastic neutral and charged current scattering on
nuclei. While there can be substantial energizing of the shock in the
case of a 25MO star, observations of neutrino luminosities and
temperature from SN1987 tend to suggest that in somewhat less
massive stars, the delayed mechanism may not be very efficient.
(A. Ray and K. Kar.)

The presupernova evolution of massive stars in the LMC
environment is being studied with numerical codes with relation
to the observed distribution of supergiant stars in the luminosity-
colour temperature diagram. Work is also in progress to extend the
computer code to advanced stages of nuclear burning. (A. Ray and
N. Rathnasree.)

Accretion Disc

One of the most important physical processes which take place
around a black hole is the change in the composition in the accretion
disks. Accreting matter becomes so hot near a black hole that a
significant amount of thermonuclear reaction takes place inside the
flow. The composition of the galactic and the extra-galactic jet reflect
the changes in the composition of the disks. The changes in
composition may also contribute to the chemical evolution of the
galaxies. The dependence of the final composition upon the mass of
the central black hole, the accretion rate and the viscosity parameter
were investigated. (S.K. Chakrabarti, W.D. Arnett. Liping Jin.)

The accreting matter behaves very differently from the Bondi flow
if they have some rotational motion. The centrifugal force brakes the
flow and as a result shocks are formed. The investigation is being made
to determine the precise conditions under which shocks may be
developed. In the case of the dissipation free flow it turns out that for a
given set of the conserved quantities of the flow such as the energy and
the angular momentum the formal location of the shock is not unique.
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The stability analysis of these solutions including shocks cannot
remove the degeneracy in the shock locations. In the case of the
isothermal flows, the degeneracy seems to disappear when the flow is
sufficiently dissipative. Works are being carried out with radiative
transfer, viscosity and heat conduction taken into account. (S.K.
Chakrabarti.)

The classical extragalactic radio sources are thought to be the
regions where the jet-like supersonic flows from the centre of the
galaxy interact with the ambient medium. The structure of this region,
the so called working surface of the jet, was investigated theoretically
and compared with the numerical simulations existing in the Jiterature.
(S.K. Chakrabarti.)

Classical Gravity

Earlier results on joining two or more Schwarzschild spacetimes
with arbitrary masses along null cylinders, representing spherical
shells of massless matter, were generalised to the Reissner-Nordstrom
case. Charged shells for matter are used here to join the spacetimes
and it is pointed out that the results are not confined to general
relativity but there is also a special relativistic analog of a collapsing
charged shell. (T. Dray and P.S. Joshi.)

Volumes of past and future of an event are measured by
introducing a finite measure on a spacetime. The behaviour of
these volumes along non-spacelike trajectories is used to place
useful constraints on spacetime structure. (P.S. Joshi)

The Papapetrou model containing a naked singularity is analysed
for causal geodesies joining the singularity. The curvature growth
along these trajectories is examined to show that this is a strong
curvature singularity, providing a counter example to cosmic
censorship conjecture. (P.S. Joshi and I.H. Dwivedi.)

In the presence of symmetries, conserved quantities can be
defined using Killing vectors. This result is generalized to
piecewise Killing vectors by obtaining the sufficiency condition
for the existence of an associated conserved quantity. (T. Dray,
T. Padmanabhan.)

The problem of radiative transfer by neutrinos in a general
relativistic collapse in an axisymmetric nonstationary geometry is
being considered. The Boltzmann equation for neutrinos with strong
and weak coupling with matter is set up and being developed for
multigroup flux limited diffusion in the rotating stellar core.
(S. Wagh and A. Ray.)

Statistical Mechanics of Gravitating Systems

The criterion for Antonov instability of a system of particles
interacting via Newtonian gravity is obtained using the homology

invariant coordinates. The zero eigenvalue equation associated with
the stability problem is solved explicitly. This allows one to study
explicitly the nature of the mode which causes the instability. It turns
out that this mode has a core-halo" structure. (T. Padmanabhan.)

The phase volume available for a test particle with energy E
in ihe spacetime of a collapsing star is computed. It turns out
that this phase volume—and the associated entropy—diverges as
the star collapses to form a black hole. The implications of these
results are discussed. (T. Padmanabhan.I

The role played by the confining box in the energy dependence
of the phase volume is commented upon, and is illustrated in the
case of binaries. (T. Padmanabhan.)

Cosmology, Gravitation and Field Theory

Investigation of particle production effects due to inflation was
continued. A formula had been derived earlier for calculating
the energy-density of gravitationally generated quanta. In the case of
a minimally coupled massive scalar of mass m. this gave the resulting
energy-density HVm, where H is the Hubble constant during
inflation. Extending this work, the formula was applied to the case
of a conformally coupled massive scalar. It yields nrH :. Unlike
the minimally coupled case, this is unlikely to play any significant
role in the evolution of the universe. However, on investigating Ihe
minimally coupled massless case, it was found to be unphysically
large, unless the wavelengths outside the horizon are ignored. This
result is significant because it is applicable to the case of gravitons.
Since there is no a priori justification for ignoring the long wavelength
modes, it appears that either the correct state for the gravitons is
not the adiabatic vacuum during inflationary era as was assumed
in this work, or that a sudden change in ihe metric is made
impossible by quantum effects. There are calculations in the
literature of the anisotropy in the microwave background due to
inflation generated gravitons. and these are derived under identical
assumptions as ours. In view of the present result, they also need
to be re-examined. (U.A. Yajnik.)

Semi-classical and Quantum Gravity

The study of quantum effects near spacetime singularity was
continued to include the case when the quantum fluctuations depend
on both time and space coordinates on a given spaceiike hypersurface.
The probability measure for the class of singular solutions was
examined both for a general cosmological scenario and for a
Schwarzschild blackhole where quantum effects near singularity
have been studied earlier. (P.S. Joshi.)

The emergence of a classical spacetime from the quantum
wavefunction of the universe is studied. The density matrix for
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compact 3-geometries is obtained by integrating out a set of
unobserved matter degrees of freedom from the solution of
Wheeler-DeWitt equation. In the adiabatic limit, the density
matrix can be expressed as exp (— /2) where / is a well-defined
distance measure in superspace. The 3-geometries which are close
together interfere quantum mechanically while those which are far
apart contribute decoherently. Such a suppression of off-diagonal
elements of the density matrix signals the classical behaviour of
the universe. (T. Padmanabhan.)

It has been hoped that an inflationary phase in the early universe
will provide the initial density perturbations which will eventually
grow into galaxies. Conventionally, these (classical) perturbations are
defined using the two-point correlation function of that quantum
field which causes inflation. The magnitude of the perturbations
thus obtained is too large to be consistent with the isotropy of
the microwave background. To overcome this inconsistency, an
alternative method for the calculation of these perturbations was
proposed —compute them directly from the two-point function of the
energy—momentum tensor. It was shown that if now a small distance
cut-off is introduced at the order of Planck-length, the density
fluctuations have an acceptable magnitude (10"1) for a Planck-scale
inflation, and the inflationary scenario can be made to work
without resorting to fine-tuning. (T. Padmanabhan, T.R. Seshadri
and T.P. Singh.)

Investigation was continued on the different possible ways of
defining the semiclassical limit of quantum general relativity. The
conditions were obtained under which the expectation value of the
energy-momentum tensor can act as the source for a classical,
c-number field. The basic issues could be understood from the
study of the semiclassical limit for a toy-model, consisting of two
interacting particles, which mimics the essential properties of quantum
general relativity. The WKB semiclassical approximation, the
gaussian semiclassical approximation and the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation were studied for this mode. Rules for finding the
back-reaction of the quantum mode q on the classical mode Q were
developed. It was argued that the back-reaction should be found
using the phase of the wave-function which decribes the dynamics
of q. These results on the back-reaction were generalised to the
semiclassical limit of the Wheeler-deWitt equation. It was concluded
that the back-reaction is equal to the expectation value of the energy-
momentum tensor only when the dispersion in the phase of the matter
wave-function can be neglected. (T.P. Singh and T. Padmanabhan.)

Chemical Evolution of Galaxies
One of the global properties of chemical evolution of the galaxies

is that the gas fraction should continually decrease with time
whereas the metallicity should monotonically increase. So the gas

fraction is expected to be a monotonically increasing function of
metallicity. This hypothesis was tested with reference to elemental
abundances of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, neon, sulphur and iron for
the milky way and for a number of nearby external galaxies. It was
found that only iron was a good indicator of the chemical evolution
of galaxies on a global scale. |S. Basu and N.C. Rana.)

Galaxies and Cosmology

An investigation was initiated into the kinetic evolution and
velocity distribution of gravitational galaxy clustering. (S.M. Chitre,
S. Inagaki and W.C. Saslaw.)

lnhomogeneities in the universe were examined with respect to
their effect on the age of universe. A study of a special class
of Tolman-Bondi universes shows that the ages of galaxies world
lines need not be the same; however, a general global upper
limit exists for extension in the past. This confirms earlier
results on global upper limits. (P.S. Joshi.)

Work on the evidence for evolution in the distribution of radio
sources was continued and it was shown that the steady state
theory of the universe cannot be ruled out on evolutionary
grounds from the data on radio galaxies.

Investigations of a Doppler mode! showed that it is possible
to test the ejection hypothesis with the data on a group of QSOs
near a galaxy provided there is a close pair of QSOs in the
sample. (J.V. Narlikar.)

Gravitational Lensing

At Cambridge and at Charlottesville, several diagnostic properties
of the moving gravitational lenses were studied with special
reference to the magnification of relative source velocities, conversion
of linear into rotary motion and conversion of radial into transverse
motion, with a view to determine separately the mass and distance
of a moving lens (S.M. Chitre and W.C. Saslaw).

1UCAA-TIFR Relationship

The Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics
(IUCAA) was set up by the University Grants Commission (UGC)
at Pune largely because the Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope of
TIFR has its centre on the campus of Poona University. IUCAA
will be a national coordinating centre for teaching and R&D
activities in astronomy and astrophysics in the university sector.
Professor J.V. Narlikar of the Theoretical Astrophysics Group
assumed IUCCA"s Directorship from July 19, 1988 initially in an
honorary capacity. Professor Narlikar and Dr. Ajit Kembhavi
will join IUCAA on a full-time basis from June 1. 1989. The
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interaction between IUCAA and TIFR is expected to bring in a new
era of university participation in a major national facility in
astronomy.

Workshop on 'Geometrical Aspecis of Relativity" was organised by P.S. Joshi.
T. Padmanabhan. D. Narsimha and T.P. Singh during January 20-22,1989 at T.l.F.R.
Bombay. A Ray organised the "School and Workshop on Supernova and Stellar
Evolution' at Goa during March 10-17.1989. He was also a Working group coordinator
at this school. M.S. Vardya. A. Kembhavi, S. Wagh. N.C. Rana, D. Narasimha
and S. Chakrabarti participated in the above school.

S.M. Chitre attended the 5th Marcel Grossman meeting (MG 5) in Australia in
August 1988. He gave an invited review talk there. T. Padmanabhan and
P.S. Joshi also attended MG 5 Australia and gave invited talks. K.S. Krishna Swamy
arranged Astronomy and Astrophysics talks at Goa University during 21 October—
2 November 1988. J.V. Narlikar attended IAU Colloquium No. 103 on 'Teaching
of Astronomy' at Williamstown. USA during July 1988. He gave two contributed
talks and a video programme on popular astronomy there. He attended IAU General
Assembly at Baltimore and gave one contributed talk and a lunch-time presentation
on the IUCAA. Pune. during August 1988. He participated in the Discussion
meeting on "The Making of an Earth Citizen" by Indira Gandhi Memorial Trust in
January 1988 and also gave an invited talk at the Indo-French Workshop in Delhi
on "High Energy Astronomy' in February 1989.

P.S. Joshi, T. Padmanabhan. T.P. Singh and U. Yajnik attended IUCAA workshop
on 'Early Universe' at Pune in March 1989 and gave invited talks. T. Padmanabhan
attended the 1PA seminar on "Path Integrals and their applications' at Bombay
in January 1989 and gave invited talk. He also participated in HSc workshop on
Statistical Mechanics of Gravitating Systems" at Bangalore in March 1989 and gave
invited talk. N.C. Rana and A. Ray participated in the General Assembly of the
IAU at Baltimore. USA. August '|988. and the IAU Colloquium No. 114 on
While Dwarfs' at Hanover. USA (August l°88). A. Ray also presented a paper
at the 1AU Colloquium No. 10ft on Evolution of Peculiar Red Giant Stars.
Bloomington, USA (July 1988). N.C. Rana attended DAE Symposium on Nuclear
Physics. Bombay. Dec. 198S, French Science Festival. New Delhi. February 1989.
and Symposium on Calendar Reform and Panchang making in Calcutta. February
1989. T.P. Singh participated in the Summer School in High Energy Physics
and Cosmology at 1CTP. Italy during 26 June-3 August. 1988.

S.P. Taraftlar attended IAU General Assembly at Baltimore USA and presented
an invited talk. He attended 1AU Colloquium No. lOh on Evolution of Peculiar
Red giant stars' at Bloomington. USA and presented a poster paper. He also
visited University of Southern California. Los Angeles for a week and Center
for Astrophysics. Cambridge for seven weeks and gave a talk there.

M.S. Vardya attended IAU colloquium on Evolution of Peculiar Red Giant
Stars". Bloomington. USA. in July 1988 and presented two papers there. He attended
the General Assembly of (he IAU. Baltimore, USA, in August 1988. He also spent
four days at the Astronomy Department. Ohio State University. USA. and gave a
colloquium there. He attended the Annual meeting of the Indian Academy of
Sciences at Calcutta in November 1988,

Some more topics in Theoretical Astrophysics

Extended Gravitating Systems

The first two parts of a thermodynamical theory of the collective
orientational states of a system of extended gravitating objects have
been published. The possibility for the existence of an ordered

(i.e. aligned) orientational state and the conditions for a possible
phase transition to this state have been investigated. This introduces
the theoretical framework necessary for describing the observed
degrees of alignment of galaxies and clusters, with important
consequences for scenarios for the formation of galaxies, and for
tidal torques subsequent to their formation. Future work in this area
will be on (a) the effect of higher-order interactions on the phase
transition, (b) the approach to equilibrium of such a system, and
(c) the use of the multipole formalism, developed in the above works,
for studying galaxy encounters semi-analytically. (P. Ghosh.
P. Bhattacharjee and R. Cowsik.)

Accretion Disks

Instabilities of accretion disks and of other accretion flows are
being studied. In the process of publication is work on the
nonaxisymmetric instabilities of thick accretion disks and of related
differentially-rotating flows. This work reports the discovery of new
unstable modes in stratified media and shows the close correspondence
between the modes of rotating and plane flows, thus underscoring
the inessential role of rotation in this context. It is further shown
that these dynamical instabilities are mediated via interactions
between oscillatory modes of accretion disks which are similar to f-, g-,
and p-modes of polytropic stars. (P. Ghosh and M.A. Abramowicz.)

Instabilities of Stellar Systems

Studies are in progress of the class of instabilities originally
discovered by Antonov (and sometimes called gravothermaJ
catastrophe). Of current interest are (a) the nature of these instabilities
when they occur in systems bound by external potentials, as opposed
to systems confined in rigid boxes, such as considered by Antonov
and subsequent workers, and(b) the growth of the instability in
collisional systems (P. Ghosh and R. Cowsik.)

D

Optical astronomy programme .using CCD
Optical observations using the TIFR CCD on the prime focus

of the Vainu Bappu Telescope at Kavalur were continued. Several
proposals were submitted for carrying out surface photometry of
extended objects like elliptical galaxies, and stellar photometry
of globular clusters using broad band filters. These proposals were
accepted and telescope time was allotted during each month
whenever the observations were possible. However these studies are
incomplete and will be continued during next observing season
starting in December. "89. (P.N. Bhat and A.K. Kembhavi from
TIFR and T.R. Prabhu from the Indian Institute of Astrophysics.
Bangalore.)

DO
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Astronomy

Gamma Ray Astronomy

Ultra High Energy (UHE) Gamma Ray Astronomy at KGF

Cygiiu.s X-3

Data collected during the two year period 1985-86 do not show any
significant emission of UHE gamma rays from the X-ray binary
source Cygnus X-3. The number of events from the source direction
is 159X while the expected background is 1704.4 events. No excess

has been seen in any orbital phase region either. An improved
3 a upper limits of 1.8 x 10'14 photons c m V on the flux of gamma
rays of energy >2X 10"eV has been set. A possible episodic emission
is seen from this source during the two month period. April-May 1985.
The number of events from the direction of the source is 207. while
the expected background is 191.7, resulting in a 1.1 a excess. The
orbital phasogram (see figure) shows 38 events in the phase bin
0.5-0.6 against a background of 21.2, a 3.7 a excess. All the 16 events
in the DC excess appear in this phase bin. The overall chance
probability, taking all the degrees of freedom into account, is 0.02.
(B.S. Acharya. P.N. Bhat, S.G. Khairatkar, MR. Rajeev, M.V.S. Rao,
S. Sinha. K. Sivaprasad, B.V. Sreekantan, S.C. Tonwar, P.R. Vishwanath
and K. Viswanathan.)
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Jig. /• Orbital phasograin <>j extensive air showers recorded from
the direction of the X-ray binary source. Cyunits X-.l during the
twit month period April-May. /'M.\ In the phase hin t).5-l).(). .uV events
are detected Ironi the.source direction while the expected background
is 21.2. a .?." a excess. I he overall chance probability, taking all
degrees of freedom into account, is 0.(12.
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Fig. 2. Orbital phasogruin of air showers recorded from the direction
of the recently discovered eclipsing radio binary pulsar. PSR
/'/•*"+ 3/. which has a '117 hi: orbital period. A .*..?a excess is seen
in the phase interval (I.J-0.X exactly where if is expected. The
chance probability for this occurrence is 5xW\ This is the first
time that 'UHE gamma rav emission is seen from this source.



PSR
Recently Fruchter et ul discovered a milliscond eclipsing binary

pulsar. PSR Ic>57 + 20. in the radio region. It is ;t binary system
consisting of a white dwarf and a puslar. the puslar tieing eclipsed
by the white dwarf during the phase 0.2-0.3 of the 9.17 hr. orbital
period. This is a potential source of UHE gamma rays, since particles
can be accelerated to ultra high energies by or in the vicini'y of the
pulsar and the companion star can provide matter during the phase
0.2-0.3 for production of gamma rays. During the period 1985-86
we recorded 374 events from the direction of this source against
an expected background of 341.1. amounting to a I .M excess. The
orbital phasogram isee figure) shows an excess of 3.3 a in the phase
interval 0.2-0.3. precisely where it is expected. The probability
that this excess is due to chance is 3 X 10'. Thus, this source is
seen for the first lime in the UHE gamma rays at a high level of
significance. (B.S. Acharya. P.N. Bhat.S.G. Khairatkar. M.V.S. Rao.
S. Sinha. K Sivaprasad. B.V. Sreekantan. P.R. Vishwanalh and
K. Viswanathan.l

U.S. Achar\a returned to I II'R in December I*MK afier •> months of stay HI
I rmersity of Sicken. West (icrinam He attended ihe (»(h Summer School on
Cosmic Ra> Astrnpinsics: Cosmic (iamnia Rays aiul Cosmic Neulrinos heUI at
F.rice illal\i during April 20-M\. I'WN. U.S. Acharya anil M.V.S. Rao attended
the Scientific Round Table Conference on lli("li linergy Aslroiiomy I Festival of
Fninee in India i held in Ne» Delhi during February h-H. IW). S.ti. Khairulkar.
B.K. Nugcsh .nul Miss K Sohha Rao auended the National Symposium on
Nuclear F.lectronics \ Insirunu'tiincioii field ;il HARC. Bombay High during
February I > P . |4Kl>

Very High Energy Gamma Ray Astronomy (ul Pachmarhi)
This year there was a change of configuration of the TeV gamma

ray array at Pachmarhi. The 8 large mirrors and 12 small mirrors
used it the form of a compact array earlier are now deployed in the
form of 4 independent telescopes situated at the corners of a rectangle
of size 8(1 m x I(X) m. Each of these telescope consists of 2 large
mirrors and 2 small mirrors. Remaining 4 small mirrors are placed
at the centre. Each of these telescopes generate event triggers
independently and are recorded using the common data acquisition
system using a PDP II 23 system. This new configuration has the
advantage of confirming or otherwise the genuineness of a signal
delected by the array. Eventhough the gamma ray energy threshold
now is -~50",. higher than that for the compact array, coincident
signal seen by more than one telescope confirms its celestial origin.

Many sources were observed during the season which started in
October. These include 4l'0l15 +63. Crab Pulsar. Her X-l. 3C273.
A new source vi/.. the millisecond pulsar PSR 195"' + 20. was
observed this year for the first time from Pachmarhi.

In December. I9H"7 a new source. PSR 0355 + 54 was observed
from Pachmarhi in ilic TcV namma rav ranue. The analvsis of

nearly 23.9 hrs of data is just complete. The final phasogram
of this 156 msec radio pulsar shows a ~ 4.40a peak as shown in the
accompanying figure. This is for the first time that a radio pulsar,
theoretically predicted to be a possible gamma ray source being
confirmed by an observation. This gives more credence to the theory
of production of TeV gamma rays. The observations carried oul
in different modes and analyses rule out extraneous causes. The
signal seem lo be of steady nature, each of the 7 independent
runs contributing to the final signal. A simultaneous off-source
data taken during 2 of the runs show no signal. (B.S. Acharya.
P.N. Bhat, V.N. Gandhi. P.V. Ramana Murthy. and P.R. Viswanath
with scientific assistance from A.R. Apte. A.I. D'Souza. K.S Gothe.
A.V. John, S.R. Joshi, S.N. Kanal. G.P. Sathyanarayana.
P.V. Sudarshanan and S.S. Upadhyaya.)

P.V. Rarmina Murthy and P.N. Bhat attended the Round Table Conference on
Hisih Energy Astronomies i Festival of France in India) held at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel. New Delhi. P.V. RanianaMunhy returned lo institute in May 1WX after Kmomhs*
s(a\ at University of Michigan. Ann Arbor. USA where he worked on the Chicago—
Michigan — Utah collaboration experiment on Celestial Gamma Rays. P.N. Bhat attended
the brain storming meeting to identify thrust areas in Astronomy and Astrophysics,
organized by the Programme Advisory Committee of the Department of Science and
Technology, held at the Physical Research Laboratory. Ahmcdabad during I7-1S.
November. I»)HN. He also attended the National seminar to review and update Thrust
areas in Physical Sciences organized by the Department of Science and Technology,
held at the Department of Physics Visva Bharati during 23—25. February. 1'JJW.
P.N. Bhal has been elected as a member of the International Astronomical Union
llAL'l at ils XX General Assembly at Baltimore. USA. K.S. Golhe. S.N. Kanal.
Ci.P. Salhy anarayana and S.S. I Ipadhvava attended the national symposium on nuclear
electronics ami instrumentation held in BARC during February. 1 ? — 17. |*>KM.

PSR 0355+54
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Li lira High tnergy Gamma Ray Astronomy at Ooty

Highly significant emission of UHE (H)" eV) gamma rays has
been detected from a number of cosmic sources CY(}NUS X-3. CRAB
pulsar and SCO XI based on analysis of data collected during
1984-87 with the earlier 24 detector EAS array at Ooty. CYGNUS
X-3 shows emission that has both a steady and a burst-like
component. For the first time pulsed emission from CRAB pulsar
has been detected at LJHE energies. The planned expansion of the
array to I(K) detectors was successfully completed in March 1989.
The 100 detector system is now fully operational and data are
being recorded round the clock on a regular basis. The civil
construction for housing a very large area VI 'ON detector (total
area 2(X) nv) is nearly complete. A prototype MUON detector
using Cerenkov emission in water has been successfully developed.
Deployment of the first module 150 nv) is expected to start in
November 1989. The analysis of data collected so far is progressing
satisfactorily. (S.K. Gupta. M.R. Rajeev, B.V. Sreekantan, R. Srivatsan
and S.C. Tonwar.)

S.K. Gupla p;irticip;tted in u School on Non-accelerator Physics held at Trieste.
Italy from April 25 to May 6. I*W8. S.C. Tonwar gave an invited talk at the Third
Asia Pacific Physics Conference held in Hong Kong from June 20—24.19SH. S.C, Tonwar
gave a talk on UHE Gamma ray astronomy at the Festival of France Seminar
on Astronomy at High Energies held in Delhi on February 6—l). 1W).

X-ray and Gamma Ray Astronomy
1. Hard X-ray astronomy studies with a large area Xenon-filled
proportional counter telescope

(a) An improved version of the Xenon detector X-ray telescope
sensitive in the 20-100 keV range, was assembled, tested and
calibrated for observations of galactic and extragalactic X-ray sources.
Newly designed electronic logic has been used in this instrument.
This logic incorporates the concept of "fluorescence gating' to improve
the energy resolution of the detectors. An improved inflight source
calibration circuit and a new preprogrammed celestial source tracking
system, are the other notable features of this telescope. This instrument
weighing about 430 kg. was launched from Hyderabad on April 1.
1989 on a 8.6 million cubic feet balloon. Unfortunately the balloon
reached only an altitude of 25 kms. presumably due to a leak in it.
Though the inslrument performed satisfactorily no useful data on X-ray
sources could be obtained due to the lower altitude. It is proposed
to fly the instrument again in December 1989. (P.C. Agrawal.
D.K. Dedhia. H.V. Lasrado. R.K. Manchanda. K. Mukerjee, A.R. Rao
and M.R. Shah.)

(hi Analysis of data on the observations of Cyg X-3 made in
an earlier balloon flight is in progress. Presence of quasi-periodic
oscillations with a period of about 120 s is clearly detected.
A more detailed analysis of the data to confirm the reality of these
periodic variations is in progress. The 25-50 keV X-ray flux also shows
modulation with the 4.8 hour binary period of Cyg X-3. Preliminary
analysis of the energy spectra of Cyg X-3 and Cyg X-l has also been
carried out and detailed fitting of different spectral models is being
pursued. (A.R. Rao, P.C. Agrawal and R.K. Manchanda.)

2. Hard X-ray (20-120 keV) astronomy studies with a balloon-borne
X-ray telescope using Nal/Csl phoswich detectors.

A new high sensitivity Mark II Nal/Csl phoswich X-ray telescope
(area 1000 cm2) consisting of two banks of five detectors each,
collimated to a field of view of 5° x 5° FWHM, has been developed.
Each detector consists of a Nal(TI) scintillator (5mm) and a Csl (Na)
scintillator (50 mm) of area 100 cm2 viewed by a single 127 mm
diameter photomultipiier and is equipped with a graded shield
collimator. Non-X-ray background photons are rejected by requiring
that only signals characteristic of Nal (and not Csl)—as revealed by
the pulse shape are accepted. This "phoswich" technique reduces the
background at ceiling altitude by a factor 10 to 20. The detectors
have good efficiency in 20-150 keV range. The two banks of dectors
are mounted, one on each side of central column, on a platform
steerable in both the azimuth and the zenith to track the X-ray
sources as they move on the sky. An Am-24I radio-active source
is used to periodically calibrate each detector. Signals from each
detector, the telescope aspect and the house-keeping information
are telemetered to ground. The arrival time of an X-ray photon
can be determined to an accuracy of_+ 24 us. This high time
resolution is especially valuable in search for short (millisecond)
periodicities in the X-ray sources.

The telescope weighing 476 kg. had its maiden flight on 18 December
1988 at 5-15 AM from Hyderabad on a 8.58 million cubic feet Winzen
balloon. A photograph of the telescope mounted on the launch
truck is shown. The payload floated at the ceiling altitude of
37.5 km for 10 hours. Eight galactic X-ray sources were tracked for
different time intervals according to an optimum "viewing schedule"
fed into the memory of an on-board microprocessor. Because of
the low signal-to-noise ratio of most X-ray sources, substantial
time had to be devoted to the measurement of noise (background)
in the different elevation and azimuth ranges traversed by the X-ray
sources due to earth's rotation. Maximum exposure was obtained
forScoX-1 (115 min.). CygX-l.PSR 1907+9.7. GX1+4. GX5-1 and
the radiopulsar 1951-32 were each scanned for 45-60 min. Her X-l
and the radio pulsar PSR 1737+21 were tracked for 30 minutes each.
Preliminary analysis shows that the instrument performed according
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to the expectation. The detector count rates at the ceiling are about
40% less than those obtained with the Mark I telescope flown earlier.
This, combined with the large area and reduced dead-time compared
to the earlier telescope, will allow higher sensitivity for the X-ray
observations.

A major objective in this flight was to confirm the earlier discovery
of a transient millisecond pulsar (period 2.93 ms) during a 13 min.
observation in December 1984 (IAUC 4485). The sensitivity of the
present observation is several times better than the previous
observation. Data are under analysis. This is a collaborative
experiment of T1FR with University of Calgary (Canada).
|S.V. Damle, P.K. Kunte, S. Naranan, B.V. Sreekantan, (TIFR).
D. Venkatesan (Calgary) j .

3. Indian X-ray Astronomy Satellite (IX AS): A joint TIFR - IS AC
Experiment

A pointed mode proportional counter (PPC) for use on the IXAS
was filled with the P-10 gas after degassing it by prolonged baking.
The gas gain and the resolution of the detector were monitored for
about six months and a gradual deterioration of the resolution was
noticed during this period which suggested inadequacy of the degassing
process. An improved version of the PPC has now been fabricated
and assembled. It is being tested and made ready for prolonged
bakeout to degass it thoroughly. Design of the collimator housing
and collimator for the PPC is also nearing completion. Preliminary
work on developing fabrication process for the collimator slats is in
progress. Order has been placed for installing a 1 meter diameter
thermo-vac chamber for environmental testing of the detectors and
other related hardware. Mechanical interface for mounting the
detectors and associated electronics has been finalised after discussions
with the ISAC engineers. Final design of the front-end electronics
for the PPC is nearing completion. (P.C. Agrawal, K.P. Singh,
M.V.K. Apparao, S.V. Damle, P.K. Kunte, S. Naranan, A.R. Rao,
S. Derebell, J.P. Malkar, K. Mukerjee, M.R. Shah.)

4. A Gamma Ray Astronomy Satellite Mission (GRlSP)-a joint
Indo-Soviet Experiment

The Indo-USSR joint proposal for a satellite experiment
NATALYA-II for the solar and the galactic studies in the low and
medium energy gamma-ray range (0.02 to 0.2 MeV and 10 to 100 MeV)
has been accepted and will be carried out under the Integrated
Long Term Programme (ILTP) in Science and Technology between
India and the USSR; the ILTP agreement was signed at the highest
government level in 1987.

In a series of four joint meetings during February 1988—
March 1989 period, (two meetings in MOSCOW and two in Bombay)
the design of the prototype version of the scientific payloads
has been finalised. The Natalya-11 gamma-ray astronomy experiment
will mainly consists of two sub-systems: (I) to cover the energy
range 10 to 100 MeV gamma-rays and (II) to cover the lower energy
gamma-rays (0.2 to 5 MeV) and hard X-rays (25 to 150 keV). The
Subsystem-1 will consist of a drift chamber total energy gamma-ray
telescope with coded aperture mask in front to improve the angular
resolution. The Subsystem-II will consist of two or three modules:
each module comprising a NaKTD/CsI (Na) phoswich scintillation
counter collimated to 3" x 3" to observe in the energy range
0.015 MeV to 0.15 MeV. The test and evaluation of the integrated
satellite payload will be carried out jointly.

The Natalya-II telescope system is estimated to weigh 500 kg.
and is planned to be launched on a 2500 kg USSR satellite in
1992. This satellite mission is codenamed as PHOTON. The satellite
and the Subsystem-I, will be the responsibility of the Soviet side,
and the Subsystem-JI, will be the responsibility of the Indian side.
The data analysis and scientific publications will be done jointly.
The design of the Subsystem-I has been finalised and fabrication of
the engineering model has started. (S.V. Damle, P.K. Kunte,
S. Naranan, B.V. Sreekantan, A.R. Rao, M.N. Vahia, A.T. Kothare.
J.P. Malkar, S. Janwelkar, and M. Hinger from TIFR, and collaborators
from the P.N. Lebedev Institute of Physics, (FIAN). Moscow
Physical Engineering Institute (MIFI), and Space Research Institute
(IKI) all in MOSCOW, USSR).

S. Analysis of data from various X-ray Satellites

la) Ginga Observations of Seyfert galaxy Mrk 509.

Simultaneous X-ray, ultra-violet and radio observations of a
Seyfert galaxy known as Mrk 509 were carried out. The observations
were made using the Japanese X-ray Astronomy satellite Ginga
for X-rays, IUE for the ultra-violet and VLA for the radio. The
1-30 keV X-ray observations have been analyzed and the X-ray
intensity found to vary on time scale of hours—the fastest observed
so far from Mrk 509. Both increasing and decreasing trends have
been observed on two occasions separated by 5 days. The X-ray
spectra are well explained by a power law for energies greater
than 3 keV. No low energy absorption is observed but a soft steep
component (below 3 keVl is found to contribute at all epochs
confirming an earlier discovery of such a component by K.P. Singh
et al. in 1985. A line feature near 6 keV is also required to explain
the X-ray spectrum at the maximum intensity. (K.P. Singh. TIFR,
N.J. Westergaard and H.W. Schnopper of the Danish Space Research
Institute and Y. Tawara and H. Awaki of Nagoya University. Japan.)
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Ib) EXOSAT Data analysis software

A software package for X-ray Analysis and Data Utilization
(XANADU) has been obtained from Institute of Astronomy,
Cambridge (UK) and implemented on the VAX 11-780 computer
at T1FR. The software is specifically meant for the reduction and
analysis of data obtained from any of the experiments aboard
the EXOSAT (European X-ray Astronomy Satellite) and can also
handle data obtained from the Einstein Observatory. Its availability
has opened the rich archives of the EXOSAT for various analysis
and further studies in X-ray Astronomy. The software has been
fully tested and is being used for the analysis of X-ray archival
data. (K.P. Singh.)

tc) Clusters of Galaxies

A large number of X-ray images of a number of clusters of
galaxies have been obtained from the Archives of the Einstein
Observatory and analyzed using the National Image Processing
Facility for Astronomy at Ooty for comparison with the radio
images obtained with the Ooty Synthesis Radio Telescope and VLA.
A study of Abell 85 cluster containing an unusually steep spectrum
and extended radio source has been completed (K.P. Singh,
M.N. Joshi, A.R. Patnaik and J. Bagchi.)

(d) X-ray emission from the flare star binaiy Gliese 867A:

X-ray observations of the BY Draconis type flare star Gliese 867A
made on three successive days in May 1980 with the Imaging
Proportional Counter on the Einstein observatory were analysed using
archival data. A 40% decrease in the quiescent state X-ray intensity
of the star was detected over a 3-day period. It is suggested that this slow
quiescent state X-ray intensity variation may be the X-ray analogue of
the BY Draconis variability observed in the optical band and may be
explained by the star spot model. The energy spectra of the star were
obtained for the three days and are best fitted by a two-temperature
Raymond-Smith thermal model. (P.C. Agrawal.)

6. Study of Stellar Activity

In continuation of the earlier studies on the surface magnetic
activity in late type stars, two groups of stars (flare stars and RS CVn
binariest were shown to exhibit very intense coronal and flaring
activity, and grouped together as active stars. From the available
information on radio ar'.i X-ray emissions, it was concluded that the
magnetic activity is not confined solely to the surfaces of individual
stars, but extends across the binary separations. Active stars and
cataclysmic variables, grouped together as Magnetically Active Stellar
Systems (MASS), were found to be attractive sites for high energy
phenomena. In particular,gamma-ray bursts (GRB) were identified as

the hard X-ray/Gamma-ray counterparts of soft X-ray flares from
MASS. It was shown that (1) the observational basis for the neutron
star theory of GRBs is weak (2) GRBs have properties identical to
those of solar hard bursts (3) there is an unaccounted systematic error
in GRB localisations as published in the literature (4) there is temporal
similarity between GRBs and stellar soft X-ray flares and (5) there is
a positional association between GRBs and MASS. The possibility that
MASS are sources of cosmic rays is currently being investigated. (A.R.
Rao and M.N. Vahia.)

7. Optical Studies of X-ray Emitting Stars

(a) Optical Observations of several X-ray emitting cataclysmic
variables were continued. This is a collaborative programme with
Prof. M.B.K. Sarma and his group at the Osmaiiia University. During
this Academic year photometric observations were made from the
Japal-Rangapur Observatory, Hyderabad. Further observations of
TT Ari and 3A0729+103 were made during December 1988 to
March 1989. KR Aur could not be observed this year because it
was too faint.

The new photometric data on TT Ari shows pulsations with periods
of several hundred seconds, which appear to be quasi-periodic in
nature. Previous data were obtained in December 1984, when the star
was in a low brightness state. It is found that the nature of the light
curve is much different now in 1989, when the star is again in a bright
state. However, occasional dips in the light curve, have been detected
throughout this period, and they do not occur at the same orbital
phase. The photometric period, which is less than the orbital period by
7 min., is measured and a limit on period variation is derived using
previous measurements.

Analysis of KR Aur has now been completed. With our large base of
data from 1984 to 1988, we have discovered quasi-periodic oscillations
with periods of 500-800 sec, in the optical band. Assuming a model of
QPOs due to an instability at the accretion column of a magnetised
white dwarf, the magnetic field is calculated to be ~ 101' Gauss. QPOs
can also arise due to inhomogeneities like hot blobs in the accretion
disc, but the coherence time of pulsation is longer than the expected
life time of a blob. Apart from the QPOs, flickering and flaring activity
and a long term orbital modulation at the 3.9 hours period has been
detected. |Jyoti Singh. P.C. Agrawal and K.M.V. Apparao. (TIFRI.
P. Vivekananda Rao and M.B.K. Sarma of Osmania University |

(b) With the new data obtained on 3A0729 + 103 we have
improved our previous limit of the spin-up rate of the 913.48 sec
period. This confirms that the compact object is a white dwarf and not
a neutron star. We have also analyzed the UV band data of this star
obtained from the 1UE satellite, which shows a flat continum with
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strong emission lines of NV, CIV and Mgll, indicating the presence of
an accretion disc. (P.C. Agrawal, Jyoti Singh and S.P. Tarafdar.)

|c) Work is in progress to make suitable modifications to the
two-channel photometer and to make the necessary electronic data
acquisition system. For the study of pulsations of millisecond
time-scales, a PC-based data acquisition system is being made.
Hardware and software required for this are in an advanced state of
development and will be available for use in the next observing season.
An electronic data recording system using a PC for photometric
observations and on-line display of the count rates is also under
implementation. (P.C. Agrawal and H.V. Lasardo.)

P.C. Ayrawal returned after spending sabbatical leave ai NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center. USA. S.V. Damle visited P.N. Lebedev Institute of Physics.
MOSCOW. Uzbekistan Astronomical Institute. Tashkent and Danish Space Research
Institute. Copenhagen, in October 1988 in connection vviih the GRISP programme.
He visited Lebedev Institute of Physics. Moscow again in February 1989 for discussions
on the same programme. P.K. Kunte attended the International Workshop on
Neutron Slars. Their Birth and Evolution' held at Erice. Sicily during September
19H8. R.K. Munchunila is on leave at the Australian Defence Force Academy,
University of New South Wales. Australia. S. Naranan attended the 20th General
Assembly of IAU at Baltimore. USA and the 1AU Colloquium No. 115 on High
Resolution X-ray Speclroscopy of Cosmic Plasma at Cambridge USA during
August 14X8. He also visited the Institute of Space and Astronautical Sciences.
Tokyo anil the Institute for Cosmic Ray Research of University of Tokyo in
Japan in September 1988. A.R. Rao resumed work after spending sludy leave
at the Danish Space Research Institute. Copenhagen. K.P. Singh visited the University
of Nagoya. in Japan during November 1988 to analyse guest observations data
obtained w'uh the Japanese X-ray Astronomy Satellile-Ginga. in a collaborative
effort with the Danish Space research Institute. Copenhagen. S. Naranan. K.P. Singh
and Jyoti Singh attended the School and Workshop on Supernova and Stellar
Evolution' held at Goa during March 1989. P.K. Kunte attended (he Annual meeting
of the Astronomical Society of India held at Raipur. P.C. Agrawal participated
in the Festival of France Seminar on Astronomy at High Energies held in Delhi
on February h-9. 1989 and cave an invited talk.

•

Infrared Astronomy

Balloon borne far-infrared astronomy

Astronomical results

The interpretation of the data from (he balloon flight of March 2.
!l)K3 has been completed for the W 31. G351.6-1 .3 "and 0351.7-1.2
star forming regions. This completes the analysis and interpretation
of the entire dala from ihat balloon flight.

in) XV .?/ Mur limning region:

The TIFR 150 pm map with ~ l\5 resolution of the W 3i H 11
region —molecular cloud complex 125' x 30') has resolved iwdve
sources, of which eight are new. The diffuse emission at 150/wn has
been estimated to be ~ 35%. Our map has been compared with the
deconvolved IRAS 2D-C0ADD maps at 60 and 100 ,um. The dust
temperature, dust optical depth. far-lR luminosity etc-, have been
derived for individual sources in this starforming complex: several of
these seem to be excited by embedded young stars. In addition, one
young stellar object (protostar or ZAMS star) with an optically thick
ionized envelope has been identified. New high resolution radio
continuum maps of selected regions around the two most prominent
HI1 regions in the W 31 complex. G10.2-0.3 and G 10.3-0.1. have been
obtained at 5 and 15 GHz. using the Very Large Array. In G 10.2-0.3.
the Initial.Mass Function I £, (m)am'l has been determined to be
quite steep; a = 6 for the mass range 2()<m/Mt.- <35. An energetic
bipolar outflow <~25O L^) source candidate has been found. From
circumstantial evidence it is proposed that this source is the mid-lR
source in G 10.2-0.3 complex. Positionally associated ionization knots
and molecular gas clumps in this complex fall into two distinct groups
with LLv. a /MyiM ratio in the ranges either 1-10 L9/Me or>200
Lw/Me. The average far-IR luminosity per unit mass of the two clouds.
G 10.2-0.3 and G 10.3-0.1. have been estimated from CO measurements.
to be 1.6 L0/M0 and 3.6 IVMC respectively. (S.K. Ghosh. K.V.K.
Iyengar, T.N. Rengarajan. S.N. Tandon. R.P. Verma and R.R. Daniel
with P.T.P. Ho of CfA. Cambridge.)

I hi G351 .()• I..?./GJ51.7-1.2 star forming region:

The TIFR 150 /xm mapping of the G351.6-1.3 region has resulted in
the detection of two strong and five weak sources. A comparison has
been made between our 150 /x m map and the deconvolved IRAS
2D—COADD maps at 60 and 100 u m. Combining all these far-infrared
measurements, dust temperature, optical depth, far-infrared luminosity
etc. have been derived for the individual sources in this complex.
Spectra have been constructed for the two main sources using all
available data. These have been compared with the results of radiation
transfer calculations for a spherically symmetric model. Information
has been derived on the nature of the dust and its distribution in the
main source in G351.6-1.3. A mixture of graphite and silicate grains
gives a good fit to the observed spectrum. The favoured radial
dust density distribution is unitorm. (S.K. Ghosh. K.V.K. Iyengar.
T.N. Rengarajan. S.N. Tandon. R.P. Verma and R.R. Daniel'.)

Balloon flights

With the aim of mapping the southern Galactic star forming regions
and external spiral galaxies in two far-infrared bands, the UK) cm
TIFR balloon borne telescope was launched twice: during winter 198S
and summer ll>Xl).
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November 17. l<m balloon flight

The telescope was launched at 22:34 1ST on November 17. 198N.
The new I wo band far-infrared photometer was used at the focal plane
of the telescope for simultaneous observations in the 45-75 jum and
110-210 //in bands. The photometer calibration, infrared and optical
beam profiles were obtained by scanning Mars and u And. The H II
region complexes, RCW 36 (27' x IT), IRAS 10361-5830127" x 17') and
IRAS 10365-5803 (27 x IT) and the spiral galaxy NGC 4945 (18' x 9')
were mapped. In addition Jupiter was observed twice for monitoring the
photometer sensitivity. The observations continued till 06:00 1ST of
November 18, 1989. For all the programme sources, the newly
developed procedure of observing a nearby optical star for applying
real time corrections to the pointing system was successfully adopted.
The analysis and interpretation of the data from this flight are in
progress.

February 25. IWJ balloom flight

With the aim of consolidating the data from the earlier balloon
flight of November 1988, the 100 cm telescope was launched again
on February 25, 1989. However, as the balloon failed on reaching
the ceiling altitude, no astronomical data could be obtained from
this flight. IR.S. Bisht, B. Das, S.K. Ghosh, K.V.K. lyengar,
T.N. Rengarajan. S.N. Tandon and R.P. Verma.)

Ground based near-infrared astronomy
Near Infrared observations and optical identification of unassociated
IRAS sources with dust shells

Twenty-six unassociated IRAS sources with dust shells have been
studied in the near infrared bands. Optical counterparts for 18 of these
sources were identified using Palomar Observatory Sky Survey
prints. Twenty of our programme sources, have IRAS LRS spectral
characteristics (LRSCHAR=4n) typical of stars with carbon rich
envelopes. These sources, as a class appear to have thicker dust
shells than Two Micron Sky Survey sources with similar LRSCHAR.
They thus represent more evolved stars, with high mass loss rates
and are perhaps variables with periods > 400 days. The average
K— |12|,|12|- ]25|. colours decrease with increasing SiC index,
suggesting that the fractional abundance of SiC grains decreases
with increasing mass loss rate. (K.V.K. lyengar. S.K. Ghosh,
T.N. Remjarajan and R.P. Verma with R.K. Srivastava and S.C. Joshi
from UPSO, Nainital.)

Project astronomy: Leh Ladakh

The double beam telescope was installed at site near Leh, and was
used for monitoring the seeing on many nights. Data was collected

from the microthermograph and the all-sky camera.

The data from the various instruments is being analysed to draw
conclusions on the quality of the site.

Other studies

VLA observations of IRAS selected H II region like sources

There are several IRAS sources that have colours similar to H II
regions, but have no radio associations. These are most likely to be late
0 or early B stars that have low Lyman continuum intensities. A
sample of such objects has been studied using the Very Large Array to
detect radio emission at 6 cm and 20 cm. Cleaned maps of 15 sources
have been made. Analysis of the data to understand the nature and
environment of these OB stars is in progress. (K.V.K. Iyengar and
T.N. Rengarajan.)

EXOSAT X-ray Observations of Planetary Nebulae

Twelve planetary nebulae have been observed with X-ray detectors
in the EXOSAT satellite. Eight planetary nebulae are found to emit
detectable X-rays, out of which four are reported here for the first
time. Six of these are with extended nebulae while two are with
compact nebulae. The detection of the six older nebulae agrees with
the earlier suggestion that the X-rays from the central star are visible
when the nebulae disperses or when the heavy elements in the central
star atmosphere settle down. In the two compact nebulae NGC 4361
and NGC 1535, the X-ray luminosity is high enough to ionize carbon in
the nebula, to allow the X-radiation emerge without absorption in
the nebula. (S.P. Tarafdar and K.M.V. Apparao.t

Simultaneous Radio and Ha observation of Be stars

Simultaneous radio and H« observation of 18 Be stars were made
with the Very Large Array Interferometer (USA) and the 1-metre
optical telescope of Vainu Bappu Observatory. The radio
measurements were made at 2 cm wavelength. No flux was observed
from the Be stars even though they showed Ha emission implying the
existence of a gas envelope. It is found that the gas envelopes are
optically thick at 2 cm and therefore the radio emission depends
only on the surface area and temperature of the ionized region. It is
inferred that the envelope sizes for the observed stars are smaller
than 10Mcm. (K.M.V. Apparao, T.N. Rengarajan and S.P. Tarafdar
with K.K. Ghosh of IIA. Bangalore.)

Optical line emission from the X-ray source Sco X-l
The optical line emission from Sco X-l is interpreted as originating

in a corona above the accretion disk around the neutron star. The
peculiar increase and sudden fall of Ha emission with increasing
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intensity is explained as due to the disappearance of the outer
corona and the s»rowth of the inner corona. (K.M.V. Apparao and
S.P. Tarafdar.)

UV line emission in Be stars

The observed UV line emission in Be stars implies a stellar wind
from a hot region. The location of this with respect to the cool disk has
been an outstanding problem. We have shown that the infalling gas
from the dispersing cool disk collides with the stellar atmosphere and
forms the hot region. The consequent stellar wind however flows at
latitudes away from the equatorial region. Some recent observational
results are cited in support of this picture. (K.M.V. Apparao and
S.P. Tarafdar.)

K.M.V. Apparao attended iho symposium on "Ten years of Einstein Satellite" held
;>i Cambridge ll'SAl in November 1C>KN. S.K. Ghosh. T.N. Rengurajan anil R.P. Verma
attended ilie I.A.U. Symposium No. 135 on "iniersiellar Dust" held in Sanla Clam
limersity (USAi during July 26-30. I'WN. K.V.K. lyenyar attended the I.A.li.
Symposium No. 13d on "The (iulaclic Center" held at Los Angeles lUSAl during
July 25-2l>. WiS«. T.N. Rengurujun visited Smithsonian Asli'ophysical Observatory.
Cambridge (I !S AI on a Visitorship. He also attended (he Round Table conference on
High l-'nerg> Astronomy held in Delhi during February 6-H. U)8° by the Festival of
France in India. He was elected as a councillor of the Executive Council of the
Astronomical Society of India. K.V.K. lyengar and T.N. Remiarajan attended
the School and Workshop on Supernova and Stellar Evolution held al Cioa during
March 10-17. W M .

•
Radio Astronomv

Fxtragalactic Radio Sources

A study of clusters of galaxies at 92. 20 ;>nd ri cm wavelengths using
the Ooty Synthesis Radio Telescope (OSRT) and Very Large Array
tVLA) was continued. A number of radio sources with peculiar
morphologies and steep spectra were detected. The source 0038-096 in
the X-ray emitting cluster Abel! <S3 was found to have remarkable
properties. It has an extended, amorphous radio structure and its
spectrum has bends at XO and 300 MHz with spectral indices~l. 1 below
NO MH/.~l.fr between these two frequencies and an unusually high
value ol~3. I above 3<X) MHz. Its synchrotron age turns out to be>l()'
years, ilms milking 003X-096 one of the oldest extragalaelie radio
sources, as well as that with the sieepest spectrum. Its spectral
evolwion follows the theoretical predictions made by Kardashev.
The source lies in a region where there is an excess of X-ray emission,
as well as an excess of surface density of galaxies. The excess X-ray
emission could come from the boosting of (he 3K microwave
background photons to X-ray energies by the relativistie radio
emitting electrons through Inverse Compton scattering. iJ. Bagehi,
M.N. Jushi. V.K. KapahL A. Patmiik and K.P. Singh.)"

The cosmologieal evolution of the 'Radio Luminosity Function" of
elliptical galaxies has been studied in terms of a mode! for beam
propagation first through the hot gaseous corona of the active elliptical
and thereafter through a hotter, less dense intergalaetic medium.
iGopal Krishna and P.J. Wiita.)

Using tne infrared camera of the UK-Infrared Telescope (L'KIRTl.
imaging at 2.2 M m was carried out for a subsei of 24 week extragalactic
radio sources, selected from a complete 'quarter-Jansky-Sample' of
radio sources defined at 408 MHz. (Gopal Krishna. M. Yates and
M.S. Longair.)

A major programme has been initiated for deep optical
observations (photometric and spectroscopic) of a sample of over 100
ultra-steep-spectrum radio sources, using the telescope of ESO and
Lick Observatory. lOopal-Krishna and collaborators.)

The European VLB1 network was used to determine the structures
of 16 compact flat-spectrum extragalactic radio.sources at low galactic
latitudes with milliarcsec resolutions al 5 and 1.6 GHz. Four of these
sources are found to be scatter-broadened. A detail modelling of the
distribution of the ionized, thermal component of the interstellar
medium using all available information on angular broadening is in
progress. (A.P. Ruo. T. Ghosh and V.K. Kulkarni.)

A study has been made of radio intensity variations at seven
frequencies in the range 0.3 to 90 GHz for compact extragalactic radio
sources classified as BL Lacs und high and low-optical polarization
quasars (HPQS and LPQS). This included the results of our flux-
density monitoring of 33 compact sources for three years at 327 MHz
with the Ooty Synthesis Radio Telescope. It has been found that
'•short-term" i=Sl year! variability for the three optical classes are
indistinguishable at low frequencies 1̂ 1 GHz), pointing to an extrinsic
origin for low frequency variability. At high frequencies, a distinct
dependence on the optical class is present, variability increasing from
LPQS, through HPOS to BL Lacs. (T. Ghosh and Gopal-Krishna.)

Galactic Radio Sources

Simultaneous low-frequency radio observations of the X-ray binary
Sco X-I. using (he OSRT and MOST confirm the low-frequency
turnover in the radio spectrum observed earlier with OSRT. The
results on the spectrum and evidence for another pair of outer
components in addition to the inner triple source may be understood
in terms of magnetic focusing of the reiativislie beams. (T. Velusamy
and C.R. Subrahinanya.i

Multifrequency observations of the ualaclic supernova remnant
DA 49S (G (v\ 7+1.2) using the OSRT." WSRT and VLA reveal an
unusinlly thick shell in this SNR. The thick shell is possibly the result



of the reserve shock interacting with low velocity ejecta of the
supernova. (T. Velusamy. R.H. Becker, W.M. Goss and D.J. Helfand.)

A search for new supernova remnants among the unidentified
galactic sources selected from a recombination-line survey shows a
prevalence of supernova remnants—one Crab-like SNR, one
composite SNR and at best one and probably two shell-like SNRs out
of nine unidentified sources studied. (D.J. Helfand, T. Velusamy, R.H.
Becker and F.J. Lockman.)

The peculiar galactic radio sources CTB 80 has been studied
combining the radio observations with the OSRT and the VLA, and
the IRAS infrared data. The peculiar morphology of CTB '80 as a
supernova remnant can be understood as due to the 39-millisec pulsar
in the core and due to the interstellar inhomogeneities. (T. Velusamy
and R.H. Becker.)

Further observations of G 18.95-1.1 (identified as a shell type SNR
with a central source in the OSRT data) with high resolution using the
VLA confirms the shell structure. The central source shows jet-like
structure. (T. Velusamy and V.R. Venugopal.)

Instrumentation and Techniques

The Radio Astronomy Centre is building the low noise front end for
the 92-cm receiver for 'Radioastron', a 10m space radio telescope
being launched by the USSR. A two-stage low noise amplifier using
GaAs FETs has been developed, which has a noise temperature~30K
and a gain~30 dB at 324 MHz at room temperature. When cooled to
100K, the noise temperature reduces to~15K.

It has been decided to improve the sensitivity of the Ooty Radio
Telescope by a factor of 2 to 3 by replacing the present dipole array.
The new dipole array will have a low noise amplifier followed by a 4-bit
diode phase shifter after each of its 1056 dipoles. A prototype
consisting of 8 dipoles has been built and tested. The amplifier-phase
shifter unit has noise temperature of~50K and gain of--13dB at
327 MHz. A network of power combiners and RG8 coaxial cables
combines the signals from these units. It is planned to install a
microprocessor-based circuitry at each of the 22 modules of the ORT
for control and monitor of the amplifiers and phase shifters. The
design of such circuitry is nearing completion. (R. Balasubramanian,
M.K. Bhaskaran, A. Datta, M.N. Joshi, A Praveen Kumar, M.R.
Sankararaman, A.J. Selvanayagam, T. Velusamy, S.K. Venkataraman.)

T. Ghosh attended the NATO Advanced Study Institute on VLB1 Techniques and
Applications, Castel S. Pietro Terme, Bologna (Italy) during September 12-23,1988. She
also visited the Max-Planck Institut fuer Radio Astronomie, Bonn (FRG) for two weeks.

Gopal-Krishna attended the IAU Symp. on "Active Galactic Nuclei' in August 1988
at Santa Cruz, U.S.A.

M.N. Joshi attended the 7th Radioastron meeting held at Yalta, USSR in November
1988 and presented a status report on the 92 cm front end being built by the Radio
Astronomy Centre. Ooty for the space radio telescope, •Radioastron". to be launched
by the USSR.

T. Velusamy and V.R. Venugopal attended the International School and workshop
on "Supernovae and Stellar Evolution', held in Goa. March 10-17, 1989. T. Velusamy
and V.R. Venugopal attended the "International Symposium on Waves and Symmetry-
Raman Birth Centenary Celebrations' af the Raman Research Institute. Bangalore in
December 1988.

• Q

Gravitation

/. Limits on the strength of New Intermediate Range Forces
The efforts invested in setting up a highly sensitive torsion

pendulum specifically designed for searches of composition
dependent feeble forces have led to important new limits on the
strength of such forces. The Nyquist limit of the pendulum is about
10-13 cm s-2. day'A which indicates that this is the most sensitive balance
in operation, capable, in principle, of measuring differences in the
acceleration of about 10'" g®! This balance was driven by a set of
masses of lead and copper which acted as the source of new medium-
range force which has been postulated recently. The observations
from deflections of the balance have been interpreted as an upper
bound on the strength of any isospin dependent coupling with a range
of >lm at a level of 10'̂ of gravitation per atomic mass unit. This is the
most stringent limit placed on such couplings and it is noteworthy
that such a limit was obtained in a controlled laboratory equipment.
The details of the apparatus which was built in TIFR and BARC
Workshops and the various aspects of the related physics can be seen
in the papers published by the members of the group. (R. Cowsik,
N. Krishnan, S.N. Tandon and C.S. Unnikrishnan.)

//. Sensitive Test of the Weak Equivalence Principle

The current effort is directed towards making minor modifications
in the torsion balance (which has been set up in an underground
laboratory near Gauribidanur, Karnataka) for testing Einstein's weak
equivalence principle at about 10" level, in the Sun's gravity field. A
new apparatus for letting the principle at 10" level in the earth's
gravity field has been fabricated in collaboration with the Univ. of
Michigan; this is to be flown in a weightless parabolic flight using
NASA's KC-135 aircraft in January 1990. (R. Cowsik, N. Krishnan,
S.N. Tandon and C.S. Unnikrishnan.)

///. On the Origin of the Diffuse X-ray Background

Careful fitting of the spectrum of the diffuse X-ray background
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shows that its shape corresponds to thermal bremsstrahlung of the thin
plasma at a temperature of 60 KeV, significantly hotter than the earlier
estimates. It is shown that baryonic matter falling into potential wells
on supercluster scales at redshifts of 4-5 can provide a natural
explanation for the X-ray background. The characteristics of the
X-ray background and the relict microwave radiation at 2.7°K are
used in deriving constraints on the physical parameters of the X-ray
emitting regions, as well as their spatial and temporal distribution. It
appears that, around i (l + z) = 5, infall results in the formation of
high-density <n,~0.3 cm ') knots with a hot plasma phase constituting
~l % of the baryonic content of the universe. These dense regions can
be regarded as the progenitors of present-day galaxies. Although, for
definiteness, we work within the framework of a neutrino-dominated
universe, the constraints derived are relevant for other forms of dark
matter as well. (To appear in Ap. J., October 15, 1989 issue).
(R. Subrahmanyan and R. Cowsik.)

IV. Neutrino-Properties from Supernova SN1987A

(a) Neutrino masses and flavors emitted in the supernova SN1987A:

The analysis of the energies and times of arrival of neutrino
events in the Kamioka and Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven detectors
yields two mass groupings at about 22eV and the other at about
4 eV, if all neutrinos were released rapidly at the supernova. A
preliminary assignment of flavors to the neutrinos producing these
events is attempted; this is beset with problems unless there is mixing
and vT are emitted more copiously than vv. Large statistical
& systematic uncertainties necessitate caution in assessing this
interpretation. (R. Cowsik.)

(b) Lower bound on e+e decay of massiveneutrinos:

Astronomical observations of SN1987A, such as the light curve,
spectral intensities of lines, the X-ray emission etc., constrain the
lifetime for the decay of a heavy neutrino 1 MeV-^niy -^50 MeV
through vu-f v,+e + +e" exceeds 4.1O1S exp(-mvl,/5MeV» seconds.
Otherwise, resulting ionization energy deposits and X-ray emission
would have been observed. This coupled with traditional cosmological
considerations argues that the lifetime of T -neutrinos probably
exceeds the age of the universe. This in turn would imply the
standard cosmologica1 mass bound does apply to v,, namely
OTj,r < 100h2eV (where h is the Hubble constant in units of
100 km/sec/mpc). The only significant loophole for these latter
arguments would be if vr primarily decays rapidly into particles
having only weak interactions. |R. Cowsik, (TIFR); D.N. Schramm,
(Univ. of Chicago, USA); and P. Hoflich (Max Planck Inst. fur
Physik & Astrophysik, FRG)|.

V. Evolution of Pierions

The evolution of the energy spectrum of relati vistic electrons inside
an expanding supernova shell containing an active pulsar was studied
including the effects of the shedding of magnetic fields by the rotating
neutron star. The main thrust of the study was to understand the very
small number of pulsars found inside radio supernova remnants; even
if the pulsars may not beam at us the flow of relativistic magnetised
plasma from the pulsar could have distinguishing emission
characteristics signalling its presence. (R. Cowsik.)

VI. Ooty Synthesis Radio Telescope Observation of X-ray Globular
Cluster Fields

A new double lobed radio structure has been discovered using the
Ooty Synthesis Radio Telescope, associated with the X-ray source IE
1339.9+28 lying in the direction of the globular cluster NGC 5272.
Further observations conducted with the Very Large Array indicated
strong polarization in the radio suggestive of similarity with SS 433 or
Sco X-l if galactic. If extragalactic, it should be a very unusual low
radio luminosity quasar. The paper bearing these results will be
published in the Astrophysical Journal (S. Sukumarand R. Cowsik.)

DO

Cosmic Ray—Space Physics

A. Experimental Studies

The data analysis of the Anuradha Cosmic Ray experiment was
continued in a systematic manner this year which led to new and
significant results on ionization states of anomalous and galactic
cosmic rays. New experimental results were obtained which showed
for the first time that a part of the low energy cosmic ray iron
group ions are in partially ionized state. These and other results
and their astrophysical implications are briefly described as follows:

/. First Observation of Partially Ionized Heavy Ions in Low
Energy (30-100 Me Vlamu) Galactic Cosmic Rays in SpaceIab-3.

The Anuradha detector module of CR-39, consisting of a
stationary part and a slowly rotating stack was used to measure
the ionization states (Z*) of low energy cosmic ray ions of oxygen
to iron. This experiment utilizes the earth's magnetic field as a
momentum analyser. The experimental and analytical procedures
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used for obtaining the ionization states of low energy anomalous
cosmic rays in the Anuradha experiment have been used to
determine the ionization states of low energy (30-100 MeV/amu)
galactic cosmic ray heavy ions. This investigation has led to the
first observation of partially ionized low energy iron group particles.
Whereas most of the galactic cosmic ray IGCR) ions of the iron
group in this energy range we're found to be fully ionized, as
normally expected, it was also found that a few are partially
ionized. Upper limits of their ionization states are: Ti + \ Ti + "\
Cr/". Fe""". The origin of these partially ionized low energy
GCR particles is unknown at present and we suggest some possible
processes involving traversal by cosmic rays of large molecular clouds.
This work has been sent for publication. |S. Biswas, N. Durgaprasad,
Banashree Mitra. R.K. Singh (TIFR): A. Dutta and J.N. Goswami
IPRL)|.

2. lonization States of Anomalous Cosmic Rays of Energy 15-50
MeV/,\ measured in Anuradha Experiment

In the previous year initial results of analysis were reported. Detailed
analysis were carried out during this period, of the cosmic ray events
scanned and measured in the first annular section of geometrical
factor 300 cm; .sr in the top fixed sheet and the moving stack. Out of
about 160 events measured, about 100 events of cosmic ray heavy
nuclei of Z—l-lb were analysed. These yielded about 33 time-annoted
events of which about 15 were of anomalous cosmic rays (ACR) and
the remaining GCR. Allowed trajectories of the particles in the
geomagnetic field are then computed and their threshold rigidities are
determined. From these ionization states, ACR were determined. In
addition to six events of nitrogen and oxygen ions, seven events of
neon and argon were found. lonization states of these were found to be
either +1 or consistent with singly ionized state. These observations
support the origin of ACR from interstellar neutral particle diffusing
into heliosphere. Further studies are in progress. |S. Biswas, N.
Durgaprasad, Banashree Mitra. R.K. Singh, M.N. Vahia. J.S. Yadav
ITIFR): A. Dulta and J.N. Goswami (PRLl.|

3. The Ratio of Abundances of Sub-Iron to Iron Nuclei in Low
Energy Galactic Cosmic Rays in Anuradha Experiment

Previously, an enhanced ratio of 1.14+.0.30 for sub-iron to iron
nuclei abundances in 50-100 MeV/amu was reported by us. This
cannot be understood in the standard model of propagation of cosmic
rays in the galaxy. Cosmic ray events in additional 200 cm- area in the
top two sheets were analysed and about 70 additional GCR events
have been measured. These events are being examined to determine
sub-iron to iron abundance ratios in 30-110 MeV/N. These are being
combined with earlier data so as to obtain energy dependence of

(Sc-Cr)/Fe ratios in 30-100 MeV/N. Implications of these are being
studied. |S. Biswas, N. Durgaprasad. Banashree Mitra, R.K. Singh.
M.N. Vahia, J.S. Yadav (TIFR); A. Dutta and J.N. Goswami (PRL). |

4. Experiment on Plastic Detectors to study the dust particle
environment of the Earth

New studies were conducted during this year to investigate the
response of the recently developed special piezo-electric plastic
detectors to micron size grains. This was done with a view to study the
detector characteristics for various particles likely to be encountered
in the interplanetary space. An exposure of special piezo-electric
detectors to accelerator beams were made in the Munich grain
accelerator by M.N. Vahia during his study leave at Max Planck
Institute. Garching. W. Germany. The detector response was found
to be satisfactory and further studies are planned in the future.
(M.N. Vahia, S. Biswas and A.R. Rao.)

5. Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) Experiment of Mars Observer
Mission

GRS experiment will be part of NASA's Mars Observer mission. A
large size, highly sensitive HP Ge detector is being used in this
experiment, which will provide gamma ray emission spectra from
Mars, cosmic gamma ray background and integral cosmic ray charged
particle flux in interplanetary space. The data analysis procedure for
this experiment is developed by studying synthetic as well as
laboratory spectra. The weak peak analysis is improned by improving
background estimate. The background interference is reduced by
restricting the amount of radioactive elements as well as of elements
which can produce background by cosmic ray interaction, in detector
assembly and in spacecraft. |J.S. Yadav iTIFR) and J.R. Arnold
(UCSD). Univ. of California at San Diego. USA. |

B. Theoretical Studies

/. Acceleration of particles in solar flares

This work mainly concentrates on the particle abundance patterns
in solar cosmic rays and the conditions of the solar flare regions. It
attempts to investigate the various stages of physical conditions of
temperature and density that solar liare particles go through as
they are acclerated in the magnetic fields of the solar flare reeions.
IM.'N. Vahia.)

2. High Energy Astrophysics

Several topics in high energy astrophysics are being actively
pursued. A systematic study of the quasi-periodic oscillations seen
in low-mass X-ray binaries is in progress: of current interest



is a class of theories of the so-called normal branch of these
oscillations. A related question is the nature of the interaction between
the magnetosphere of a neutron star and the radiation-pressure
dominated inner region of an accretion disk, which has become
important in connection with accreting neutron-star X-ray sources
with relatively low magnetic fields. Also in progress is work on the
theoretical explanation of the recently-discovered small, but
significant, difference between the periods measured at X-rays and
VHE 7-rays in Her X-l. Work also continues on the application of the
methodology of nonlinear dynamics to such diverse systems as Cyg
X-l, X-ray bursters, AGN's and cataclysmic variables. (P. Ghosh)

3. Solar Terrestrial Relationships

Transmission of magnetohydrodynamic energy of solar wind origin
from the earth's magnetopause regions to the near earth environment,
is a problem of current research interest, and two investigations were
carried out in this. The first showed clear evidence for mapping of the
Kelvin Helmholtz instability from the low-latitude boundary layer to
the ionosphere in field-aligned manner. The second showed good
correlation of the wave-parameters of the Ps6 pulsation with prevailing
solar wind and interplanetary electric field conditions. Another work
showed that apart from the requirement of a southward component of
interplanetary magnetic field for causing a highly disturbed
geomagnetosphere, two other prevalent features are: (a) enhanced
areas of solar photospheric magnetic field, and (2) enhanced flux
density of solar MeV protons. Three manuscripts in this area are in
press. |Girija Rajaram (TIFR); J.C. Samson and G. Rostoker (Space
Sci. Lab., Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada). ]

4. Cosmic Rays in the Heliosphere

A cross-correlation study between 1 MeV protons and depression
in the global geomagnetic field and simple calculations show that
during the' first 24 hours following solar cosmic ray events, solar
protons of energy 1-10 MeV could contribute substantially to the
earth's westward ring current. (Girija Rajaram and M.N. Vahia.)

5. Interconnection between Galactic & Solar Magnetic Field

The interconnection between the galatic magnetic field and the
solar magnetic field is used to interpret the 11 yr & the 22 yr
modulation of galatic cosmic rays in the heliosphere. (Girija Rajaram
and N.C. Rana.)

C. Technical

Semi-Automatic measuring systems for cosmic ray experiment in
Spacelab-3 (Anuradha)

1. Digitized R- 0 Microscope:

Preset facility was incorporated in the R counting system. The
movement of translational stage for R movement was limited to scan
specific regions of the circular stack. R- 6 console was connected to
TEK 4051 thru RS-232-C interface and data could be locally stored in
magnetic tape cartridges. Software for display of R , 0 along with
other keyed-in functions on 4051 screen and printing out the screen
was developed. (R. Chakrabarti.)

2. Digitized X Y Z Microscope:

Ripple free power supplies were designed for proper encoder
operation. Opto electronic interface was developed to transfer X Y
linear encoder pulses to the counting circuits. Centronics compatible
printer interface was developed to print X Y Z and various keyed-in
parameters. Hardware/software integration was completed for SCAN
mode and the same for FOLLOW and MEASURE modes were in
progress. STD bus cards were adopted to match CPU, Memory/
Inpul/Output and keyboard-display requirements. (R. Chakrabarti.)

S. Biswas, R. Cowsik and Banashree Mitra attended the 27th COSPAR meeting and
Symposia held at Espoo, Finland, during July 18-29,1988. S. Biswas and B. Mitra visited
NASA Goddard Space Flight Centre, Maryland and Air Force Geophysical Research
Laboratory. Mass. USA for collaboration studies in August 1988. S. Biswas. R. Cowsik
and M.N. Vahia attended Round Table Conference on Astronomy & Astrophys.
organized as a part of Festival of France in India and R. Cowsik presented an invited talk
at New Delhi, February, 1989. S. Biswas, N. Durgaprasad and B. Mitra attended the 6th
National Seminar on Solid State Nuclear Track Detectors held in Gauhati during March
16-18. 1989.

S. Biswas and N. Durgaprasad attended the Seminar on Isotopes at Physical Research
Laboratory, Ahmedabad. February 14-15.1989. S. Biswas and R. Cowsik attended the
Annual meeting of Indian Academy of Sciences and Sir C. V. Raman Centenary at the
Indian Association of Cultivation of Sciences, Calcutta, during October 30-November
5, 1988. R. Cowsik visited McDonnel Centre for Space Sciences, Washington Univ..
St. Louis, USA, as a Distinguished Visiting Professor during March-May. 1989.
M.N. Vahia was a post doctoral fellow at the Max Planck Institute, Munich, Germany,
for one year till January 1989. and he rejoined the group. J.S. Yadav was a post
doctoral fellow at the Space Institute of the Univ. of California. San Diego. La Jolla.
for the second year and he rejoined the group in January 1989.

R. Cowsik, N. Krishnan and C.S. Unnikrishnan attended Conference on Waves &
Symmetry organized by the Indian Academy of Sciences & the Raman Research
Institute as a part of the Raman Centenary Celebrations. Bangalore, Ociober 1988. Girija
Rajaram attended the 5th National Workshop on Solid State Nuclear Track Detectors
at VECC, Calcutta. April 1987.

P. Ghosh attended and gave an invited talk at the UGC discussions meeting on the
'Physics of Gravitating Systems' at Bangalore. March 6-9. 1989.
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Experimental High Energy Physics

High Energy Physics with Underground Detectors

Proton Decay Experiments

The three phases of the Proton Decay Experiment deep
underground in Kolar Gold Fields are running well. The electronic
instrumentation has been upgraded for more efficient triggering for
magnetic monopoles.

The atmospheric muon data has been analysed for the angular
distribution. From this it has been shown that the production of muons
through decays of very short lived particles like D. A mesons is at
the level of 10* compared to pions in high energy l>50 TeV)
interactions of primary cosmic rays.

The data pertaining to neutrino-like muons produced by v -
interactions in rock and confined events inside the detector have been
analysed. The rates of these events to be expected in our observations
have been calculated taking into account all the latest data from
accelerator experiments and theoretical models. The observed and
expected rates match well and from this it has been shown that there is
no need to invoke the hypothesis of neutrino oscillations. The muon
part of this data has been used to search for high energy neutrinos from
celestial sources like supernova SN19H7A, Cygnus X-3, Herculus X-l.
Significant upper limits have been derived from this analysis for the
high energy I>1 Gev) neutrino flux and luminosity from these
sources.

The simulation studies for the background to proton decay events
are continuing. The data on muon bundles collected at these large
depths (Phase 1 at 2.3 km and Phases II & III at 2.0 km) is unique in the
world. This is being studied to probe the composition of primary
cosmic rays at energies >500 TeV. (H. Adarkar. S.R. Dugad,
M.R. Krishnaswamy, M.G.K. Menon, N.K. Mondal, V.S. Narasimham.
B.V. Sreekantan—TIFR. Y. Hayashi, N. Ito, S. Kawakami, S. Miyake,
T. Nakamura, K. Tanaka —Osaka City University.)

S. R. Dugad. M.R. Krishnaswamy and N.K. Mondal attended the IX High
Energy Physics Symposium held at Madras, 5-9 December 1988. M.R. Krishnaswamy
gave an invited talk on "Experimental Results on Atmospheric Neutrinos. Proton

Decay and Magnetic Monopoles' and N.K. Mondal gave the invited talk on "Recent
Results from pp Collider Experiments' at this symposium. S.R. Dugad presented a
paper on Neutrino Fluxes in KGF Experiments at this symposium. M.R. Krishnaswamy
and N.K. Mondal attended the Workshop on High Energy Physics Phenomenology
held at Bombay. Jan. 2-15. 1989. S.D. Kalmani and P. Nagaraj attended the National
Symposium on Nuclear Electronics and Instrumentation. Bombay. February 1989.
S.D. Kalmani presented a paper on Lookup Table Concept for Trigger Generation'
at this symposium. V.S. Narasimham is at Fermilab. Balavia, USA. working on
DZERO experiment.

•

High Energy Physics using Cosmic Rays

Extensive Air Shower Experiment at Ooty

The experiment to measure the energy spectrum and the charged to
neutral (C/N) ratio for high energy hadrons using the large multiplate
cloud chamber is collecting data since early 1988. There has been a
significant improvement in the ability to identify charged/neutral
hadrons after the successful implementation of the program to
improve track quality in the chamber. A new photoelectric system to
scan the film for particle density measurement is under development.
The cloud chamber is being run round the clock to collect high
statistics sample of hadrons. This would enable an accurate
determination of C/N ratio which would provide information on the
production cross section of baryons at UHE energies in
hardron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions. A study of
correlations between muon content of EAS and the C/N ratio is
planned to understand the anomalous value of C/N ratio measured in
earlier Ooty experiments. This study may also show correlations
expected from possible formation of quark-gluon plasma in these
interactions at UHE energies. (S.K. Gupta, M.R. Rajeev.
B.V. Sreekantan, R. Srivatsan and S.C. Tonwar.)

S.C. Tomvar attended the Workshop'Snowmass-88': High Energy Physics in 1990V
held at Snowmass. USA during July 4-15. 1988 and gave a talk on Ooty experiments at
the Workshop. He also attended the meeting of the ICFA Panel on Future
Instrumentation, Innovation and Development, held at Snowmass on July 9-10, 1988
as a member of the Panel from the Fourth region.

High Energy Physics using Cosmic Rays

Interpretation of the Centauro-I event

The celebrated Centauro-I event, discovered by the Brazil-Japan
group long time ago, still defies explanation. The possibility that this
event is due to the break up of a primary cosmic ray iron nucleus is
investigated by carrying out detailed Monte Carlo simulations of
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partial fragmentation and interaction of the iron nucleus during its
propagation in the atmosphere. It is shown that all the features of the
event could be reproduced. The number of such events expected to be
recorded by all the experiments, which have looked for them, is,
however, 2.4 X 10"? if primary cosmic rays of mass number >4() are
taken into account. (B.S. Acharya and M.V.S. Rao.)

M.V.S. Rao attended the 11th European Cosmic Ray Symposium held al
Balatonfured. Hungary during August, 19KH and the 5th International Symposium on
Very High Energy Cosmic Ray Interactions held at Lodz. Poland during 24 August-6
September I4HS. He also visited the TeV gamma ray Imaging Camera facility at the
Whipple Observatory at Tucson, the University of California at Irvine, the University of
Michigan al Ann Arbor, [he University of Chicago. Chicago and the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia. U.S.A. He also attended the Workshop of High
Energy Phenomenology held at Bombay in January, 19N9.

High Energy Physics: Accelerator based
programmes

L3 experiment at LEP, CERN

The L3 experiment to be carried out at the large electron
positron collider (LEPl at CERN from middle of August (1989) is the
largest international collaboration for precision tests of the standard
model and for search of the top quark, Higgs and SUSY particles if
they lie within the energy domain of LEP (100-200 GeV). In addition
to well defined physics goals the experiment has the potential to study
any new and unexpected physics that may be discovered in the new
energy region being investigated. The EHEPgroup is actively involved
in this collaboration contributing significantly towards detector
fabrication, software development and preparation for physics
analysis. The EHEP group has fabricated 1100 brass tube proportional
chambers for the modules HC3 of the hadron calorimeter endcaps of
L3 detector as well as stainless steel housings for all the three modules
HC1, HC2 and HC3. The sandwiches of chamber layers and uranium
absorber plates have been assembled inside the respective housings at
CERN to form the six rings of the hadron calorimeter endcap which
are to be placed three on each side of the interaction point. All the
1100 chambers have been found to function well and not a single wire
out of 24/19 wires of any of the HC2/HC3 chambers has failed so far.
indicating excellent quality control during fabrication.

During the last year the group has been carrying out a variety of
software work relating to the detector (simulation and reconstruction
studies) as well as physics analysis using the Apollo Computer Work
Stations acquired by the group.

Calibration of hadron calorimeter endcap modules.

To determine the energy of hadrons by the hadron calorimeter
one requires a knowledge of the pulse height due to a single minimum
ionizing particle in each of the readout channels for well defined path
length of the particle in the tubes. The wires in the proportional
chamber/absorber sandwich assembly have been grouped to form a
total of 4000 readout channeles such that each channel or tower
corresponds to a specific longitudinal, theta and phi section of the
calorimter moudle. The single particle calibration of the tower is
achieved by using cosmic mouns. Calibration test set-ups were built at
CERN initially for half rings using CAM AC Crate based data acquisition
system and later for full rings using Fast Bus Crate based data
acquisition system. Extensive calibration tests have been going on at
CERN since last year with cosmic muons triggered by scintilJators.
Thorough logical functionality tests were performed to make sure
that no tower is wrongly connected or missing or dead by exploiting
various detector symmetries in theta and phi and any mistakes found
have been rectified. The distribution of the most probable pulse height
per tube for well defined path length of the muon for a set of towers
shows variation at the level of a/mean » 5% inspite of fairly varying
combination of wires in the different towers. Significant contribution
has been made by the Bombay group towards fixing calibration
strategies and the development of software for analysis of calibration
run at CERN. Here at home the group has performed detailed Monte
Carlo studies to check the calibration results.

Study of simulation and reconstruction in L3 detector

A systematic study has been carried out to understand the
geometrical acceptance of the L3 detector and the energy deposited in
detector components via electromagnetic and hadronic processes
using the software packages of simulation and reconstruction. Particles
used are photons, electrons, muons and pions with momenta ranging
from O.i to 30 GeV/c. Momenta of photons, electrons and muons
from simulation are found to be in good agreement with the input
values, while for the pions it is underestimated by nearly 25%. The
necessary correction factor for hadrons is being incorporated in the
software packages.

Work on BOOTSTRAP for vast Simulation ot Events

Owing to the large size of the L3 detector and the complicated
calorimeter geometry, the standard GEANT simulation programme
takes enormous amount of time in tracking charged particles through
the experimental set up. It is, therefore, essential to find ways of
speeding up the tracking and one of the ways to do this is via the
"bootstrap" technique. The method is basically to reduce the actual
tracking of particles by replacing some of them by a pregenerated set
of "hits" (detector responses). Two variants of this method have been
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developed at Bombay. In one. only particles which have energies
below a certain threshold are "bootstrapped" in the hadron
calorimeter; in the second, the primary tracks themselves are
"bootstrapped." The first method gives a gain in speed of 2-10 whereas
the second method leads to gains ranging from 20-200. The approaches
and statistical significance of the two methods are different, the first
does the "bootstrapping" at a local level whereas the second does it at a
global level. Both methods can be used effectively under different
circumstances depending on the need of the situation.

Initial strategy for running LEP to determine the Z" line shape

The first priority at LEP will be the accurate determination of the
mass and width of the Z" by running at various beam energies and
determining the cross section at each energy. In order to fit this a vs
E data to extract M, amir, one needs to have an accurate theoretical
expression for a (El whose computation will be quite fast. Two
theoretical approaches have been investigated in detail. The fast but
approximate formula due to Cahn and the slow but exact formulation
due to Burgers were studied and a modification of Cahn's formula was
made so that a "tuned'" Cahn"s formula reproduces Burgers results
accurately without losing any speed. The dependence of the
acceptance of hadronic events in the L3 detector on the beam energy
has also been investigated and it is concluded that it does not vary
over the relevant energy range (88-96 GeV). It has been found that if
one accepts a total of 500 good Z" events at four energy values
(in the range 88-96 GeV) then the mass and width of the Z" can be
determined to an accuracy of 150 MeV. These errors go down
inversely as the square root of the number of Z°s. With an expected
luminosity of 3 x 1029 cm~2 sec~' at LEP start up one expects 500-1000
events during an initial run of 3-7 days. (T. Aziz, S. Banerjee.
S.N. Ganguli, A. Gurtu. K. Mazumdar, P.K. Malhotra. R. Raghavan,
K. Sudhakar and S.C. Tonwar).

S.N. Ganguli and A. Subrainanian attended the Int. Conf. on High Energy Physics
held al Munich in August. 1988.

S.N. Ganguli. P.K. Malhotra and S.C. Tonwar attended (he Workshop on "High
energy physics in 1990s" ISNOWMASS 88) held at Snowmass. Aspen USA. during
June 27-July 15. 1988.

P.K. Malhotra. K. Majumdar. R. Raghavan. S. Saran. A. Subramanian and
K. Sudhakar attended the IX High Energy Physics Symposium held at Madras in
December. 1988.

DD

Nuclear and Atomic Physics
The Research activities of the group have covered areas in Nuclear

Physics and Atomic and Molecular Physics. Besides the installation of

14 MV Medium Energy Heavy Ion accelerator is complete and the
accelerator is being used for experiments.

Nuclear Physics
Ultradipole Radiation in the a + '"7Au Reaction

Photon production cross-sections in the energy region of 5 to 40
MeV have been measured at VECC, Calcutta, for a-particles of
Ej = 39 and 48.5 MeV incident on'97Au. The dectector consisted
of an array of 7 close packed hexagonal Nal (Tl) dectectors (side
7.5 cm x 15 cm thick). The energy differential cross-sections at
0 i.ah = 90° are shown in the figure. Spectra calculated on the basis of a
stastistical model code CASCADE, which includes the giant dipole
resonance (GDR) enhancement, are shown by the thin lines. It is seen
that the observed yield of the7-rays above the GDR bump, the ultra
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Fig. 1: Gamma-rav energy spectrum for a +'"~Au at beam energies
39.0 and 48.5 MeV.
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dipole radiation (UDR), far exceeds that expecled on the basis of a
statistical model. Spectra measured in coincidence with at least one
of the four multiplicity detectors | 5 cm</>.\ 5cm Nal (Tli| . were
similar to the inclusive spectra, indicating that the IJDR feeds states
with the same average angular momentum as that of the compound
nucleus.

Such an enhancement of UDR has been observed in 'He and 'He
induced reactions at low (27 MeViand high KX)|MeV) energies. While
the neutron-proton bremsstrahlung can explain the data at the higher
incident energy, it gives too low a yield to explain the data at the lower
incident energy. A mechanism of potential bremsstrahlung (PBi.
where the a -particle radiates while crossing the nuclear potential, has
been suggested. Calculated spectra including these three contributions
are shown by the dashed lines in the figure. While part of the UDR is
explained by the two bremsstrahlung processes, there is still a large
excess of the observed yield.

We suggest a modification to PB: if there is ana-resonant slate al
an energy ER in the final nucleus with a large ra |r. the PB cross-sedion
would be resonantly enhanced for E Y =: E-ER. This mechanism was
simulated by including a single resonance term in the transmission
coefficient occuring in the PB formula. The calculated spectra with PB
so modified are shown in the figure by the thick lines. Although the fits
are not very good, and can be improved by including more resonances,
the main point is to suggest that this resonance mechanism offers a way
of understanding the UDR enhancement. Multiplicity gated spectra
indicate that these resonances have high angular momentum, this
mechanism, if correct, offers a method for determining a-particle
strengths in nuclei. (Y.K. Agarwa!, C.V.K. Baba. M. Dasgupta.
H.C. Jain. A. Roy, M.K. Sharan with D.R. Chakrabarty and V.M. Datar
of BARO

High energy gamma emission by heavy ion reactions

In the programme to investigate the nature of high energy gamma
rays in heavy ion reactions, the first experiment with ihe Pelletron
accelerator was performed usinglh O beams in the energy range 85-107
Me V incident on a Ta target. The compound nucleus formed by fusion
is'"7Tl. In this reaction experiment the gamma spectrum can be
accounted for completely by considering statistical emission including
the giant dipole resonance (GDR) enhancement in contrast to the
emission from system a+ | l |7Au (reaching2'"Tl) in the energy range
E a =40-50 MeV where gamma rays of non-statistical origin dominate
at energies higher than the GDR. (Y.K. Agarwal, C.V.K. Baba.
M. Dasgupta. A. Roy and M.K. Sharan with D.R. Chakrabarty and
V.M. Datar of BARC)
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Fig. 2: Fusion cross section as a function of centre of mass energy.
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Angular momentum in fusion reactions

The angular memontum distribution in fusion reactions, especially
at energies below the barrier has been the focus of both experimental
and theoretical studies in recent years and still remains unexplained.

An experiment to measure the angular momentum brought in
a-induced fusion reaction was undertaken at VECC, Calcutta. The
system investigated was the compund nucleus '"'Ru formed by the
fusion of a with ''Mo in the bombarding energy range 30-50 MeV for
the a particles. The average angular momentum was deduced by
measuring the intensities of the 7 transition deexciting the low-lying
levels of known spin in the residual nuclei populated after the
evaporation of a few neutrons. The 7 spectra were recorded using
Compton suppressed HPGe detectors. From the measured intensities
of7 rays in the 2n channel populating the nucleus'l4Ru, the angular
momentum of 11.13.1-4 and 15h were deduced at the bombarding
energies 30.3?.40 and 45 MeV. respectively, in agreement with
expected values. (M. Dasgupta. A. Navin, Y.K. Agarwal, CV.K. Baba.
H.C. Jain, M.L. Jhingan and A. Roy)

Subburrier fusion

In the programme to study the fusion below the barrier the fusion
cross-section for' Cl on ""'Co leading to the compound nucleus"hRu in
the energy range E(lab) = 86.5-105 MeV has been measured using the
14 UD Pelletron accelerator. The gamma rays produced in the fusion
reaction were detected by two efficiency calibrated UPGe
detectors placed at 40° to the beam direction. Various channels were
identified through their characteristic gamma rays and the cross
section for all the observed channels were added to give the total cross-
section. The cross-section was then normalised to that obtained by
running the evaporation code CASCADE. The cores-sections thus
obtained are shown in the figure along with that expected without any
enhancement below the barrier. The cross-sections for a similar
systems. rCl + "hNi and "Cl + MNi. as reported in literature from
evaporation residue measurement are also shown alongside for
comparison. As can be seen from the figure the present system shows
considerable enhancement for the cross-section below the barrier.
Different entrance channels leading to the same compound nucleus
would be investigated in future runs. (A. Roy, M. Dasgupta, A. Navin.
Y.K. Agarwal. C.V.K. Baba, H.C. Jain and M.L. Jhingani

High spin isomer in :""Pb

The high spin stales in:""Pb have populated through the :"T1 l a :pl
''"Pb reaction al an a -particle energy F. a = 40-42 MeV. The weak
ia.pl channel was isolated from the strong (a.3n) channel by
detecting protons at forward angle in an annular phoswich detector. A
miniurange-spectrometer detected conversion electrons and 7 -rays

were detected in an HPGe detector in coincidence with protons. A 5" x
r>" Nal (Til detector was used to detect 7 rays with \ v >\.l MeV to
look at p-7- 7 coincidences. The data was collected in a
multiparameier mode using ND computer at VECC. Calcutta. The
K-conversion coefficient i a .. > obtained from the above measurements
indicate an Ml multipolarit\ for the 283 keV transition. The projected
time spectra also showed a life time T, > — 10 ns associated with ihe 2X5
keV transition. Our results are in disagreement with those reported by
N. Roy et al. We are. therefore, looking into the possibility of
investigating the high spin structure of -''̂ Pb through some heavy ion
reaction. IH.C. Jain. A. Roy. M. Sharan, S.C. Vaidya. Y.K. Auarwal
and C.V.K. Baba. I

Upper limit on heavy neutrino mixing from 1:P experiment

The beta-spectrum of l:P has been studied carefully with the help of
both magnetic spectrometer and Si(Li) detector. From thf measured
shape factor, the upper limit on heavy neutrino mixing iShr 0 ! has
been obtained as 0.005 to 0.015 for neutrino masses (m,, > from about
100 keV/C: to ~ 1.2 MeV C : (at 90".. confidence level I assuming a two
neutrino mixing hypothesis with one neutrino having zero mass and
the other having a finite mass m,, . I Y.K. Agarwal. C.V.K. Baba,
C.R. Bhuinya and A. Roy.)

Atomic and Molecular Physics
The activities of the group continue in the areas of low energy

electronic and ionic collision physics, with an emphasis on
experimentally studying quantum state-diagnosed ion-neutral
collisions with a view to gaining an insight into the dynamics of
chemical transformation processc: a theoretical programme (in
collaboration with Dr. V.R. Marathe of the Chemical Physics Group)
of carrying out ab initio as well as approximate quantum chemical
calculations of the properties of atomic and molecular ions
supplements the main activity. Some experimental and theoretical
effort has also been expended in studying the quantum-chemical and
dynamical properties of molecular ions of astrophysical significance.
Brief details are outlined below: a fuller appreciation of the group's
activities may be obtained from this year's list of publications.

Low-energy electron collisions
Systematic studies have been carried out of the energies of

positive-ion and negative-ion states in alkan-1-ol molecules in
low-energy electron impact experiments with a view to elucidating the
effect of CH: addition and H,0 subtraction on orbital energies. The
observed trend of steadily decreasing ionisation energies as one
progresses up the alkanol series (from methanol to butan-1-ol) is
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attributed to an increasing amount of effective negative charge on the
O atom due to charge donation by adjacent alkyl groups, leading to a
lowering of the lone-pair binding energy and resultant destabilisation
of the highest occupied orbital. The observed lowering of negative ion
slate energies is indicative of the steady destabilisation of the lowest
unoccupied orbital as the number of alkyl groups increases.
(D. Mathur and C. Badrinathan.)

A new programme has been initiated to obtain quantitative as well
as qualitative experimental information on the hitherto little-
understood physics of ionisation, dissociative ionisation and multiple
ionisation of atomic and molecular species by electron impact. A
novel, pulse electron beam spectrometer incorporating two mass
spectrometers and a crossed beam geometry has been utilised to study
the ionisation cross section functions of C02

+ and CO;* molecular
ions. Particular emphasis will be on attempts to gain quantitative
insight into the physics of various indirect (resonance-type) ionisation
processes in the recently discovered new class of multiply charged
molecular ions and in molecules containing heavy atoms.
IE. Krishnakumar.)

Translational energy spectrometry of low-energy ion-neutral collisions

Quantal state-selected electron capture reactions have been
studied in 4 keV collisions between metastable CO2+ ions and H2, He,
O2. and Kr using our ion translational energy spectrometer ICE.
Electron capture is found to occur predominantly into those quanta!
channels which give rise to moderate exoergicities corresponding to
avoided crossings of seams of potential energy surfaces of (COX):+

quasimolecules in the range of internuclear separations between 3 and 5
atomic units. Experimental evidence is found that CO : t formation by
electron impact of CO yields not only the metastable '2* ground
state but also a not-insignificant component of the long-lived ' -a first
excited state. (D. Mathur and F.A. Rajgara.)

The hitherto little-known negative ion of the helium dimer, He2,
has been experimentally investigated in 3 keV double electron capture
collisions between He,+ ions and neutral N2. The positively charged
dimer ion is formed by three-body ion-molecule reactions in a
high-pressure 110 torr> plasma ion source. First ion kinetic energy
spectrometry experiments to be carried out on this unusual species
have yielded data which facilitates a qualitative insight into the
dynamics of the double charge transfer process with singly charged
dimer ions whose neutral analogues are unstable entities. (Vidhya
Krishnamurthy and D. Mathur.)

Translational energy spectrometry experiments have been carried
out to study the physics of collision-induced dissociation (CID)
reactions of small molecular ions such as N / , CO+ : +. HeHf. CH,' and
He2. Experimental determination of reaction endoergicities and

kinetic energy releases enable deductions to be made regarding CID
processes occurring by excitation to high vibtrational levels near ihe
dissociation limit of the ground electronic state of the molecular
ion or via an unstable lor metastable) electronically-excited state.
(D. Mathur. Vidhya Krishnamurthy, F.A. Rajgara, E. Krishnakumar
with Nibedita Mukhopadhya of the Chemical Physics Group.)

He,:+ is the smallest possible doubly-charged homonuclear diatomic
species. In order to complement theoretical calculations of the
potential energy curve of the ground state of this species, we have
carried out an experimental search for this ion by measuring the
translational energy spectrum of the fast products of charge stripping
reactions between He2

+ and N2. Unambiguous evidence for the
metastability of this species is not obtained, partially due to constraints
imposed by interfering reaction channels which lead to He+ collision-
induced dissociation products appearing at approximately the same
translat.ional energy as that expected for He2

2+. More refined
experiments are under way. (Vidhya Krishnamurthy and D. Mathur.)

Theoretical studies

Calculations of ionisation energies and electron affinities of
alkan-1-ol molecules have been carried out using a parametrised
approximate version of the density functional HAM method of
deducing molecular orbital energies. In this technique, the total
electronic energy of a molecule is taken to be the sum of terms
describing the kinetic energy, electron-nuclear (attractiveI potential
energy, electron-electron (repulsive) potential energy, exchange
energy and correlation energy; all these terms are functional of the
total electronic density. All one-centre parameters I including pair
correlation energies) are determined from atomic spectroscopy data
and the two-centre parameters have been deduced from experimenlal
information from photoelectron spectroscopy. UV spectroscopy and
electron affinity measurements. Our results indicate :hat the first
(3n+2l filled valence orbitals represent C - C . C—O. C - H and O-H
bonding orbitals. the t3n + 3) th and (3n + 4lth orbitals represent
two lone-pairs on oxygen. The first normally-empty orbital has
predominantly C-0 antibonding character, with contributions from
the 2s. 2p, and 2p, orbitals of oxygen and the neighbouring carbon
atom: somewhat surprisingly, these orbitals have a predominantly
localised character. ID. Mathur and C. Badrinathan.I

Ab initio self-consistent field Hartree-Fock calculations have been
carried out to deduce the potential energy functions of a number of
small diatomic molecular ions such as He:* •;M. C O ' : ' and
sulphur-containing diatomics. Large basis sets have been used: in the
case of calculations on C O : \ the basis set used had double zeta



representation for Is and 2s orbitals, triple zeta representation for 2p
orbitals and single zeta representation for d-type polarisation
functions for both C and O. Electron correlation energies were
evaluated using Moller-Plesset perturbation theory up to fourth
order, including all single, double, triple and quadruple excitations.
(Vidhya Krishnamurthy and D. Mathur with S. Mazumdar and
V.R. Marathe of the Chemical Physics Group.)

Laboratory astrophysics
Neutral and charged sulphur containing diatomics, including

dimers such as S3, have been identified in cometary atmospheres and
oxygen-rich stellar atmospheres. The presence of sulphur dimers in
such environments remains a mystery although formation mechanisms
have been suggested which consider reactions involving free sulphur
atoms detached from molecules such as CS2 and SO2 by cosmic ray
irradiation over large galactic timescales. We have initiated a
programme of studying the energetics of singly, doubly and triply
charged ions of ':omonuclear and heteronuclear sulphur-bearing
diatomics using the experimental techniques of electron impact
dissociative ionisation and ion translational energy spectrometry as
well as high level, all-electron ab initio molecular orbital calculations
of potential energy functions which employ large basis sets and
configuration interaction procedures. The quantal descriptions of a
large number of such diatomics ^ v e been obtained and correlations
made with experimental obse, vai. ns. (D. Mathur, with V.R. Marathe
and S. Mazumdar of the Chemical Physics Group.)

Quantum chemical properties of astrophysically-important carbon
clusters C,, G, and Q have been deduced using the density functional
HAM technique. Equilibrium geometries of these clusters have been
calculated. Using the computed structures, photoelectron spectra has
been simulated which yields energies of various low-lying electronic
states of the singly ionised species; calculations have also been carried
out to determine the UV excitation spectra of the neutral clusters.
Excellent agreement has been obtained with measured excitation
energies in the case of C,; no experimental data exists to date for the
higher clusters. (D. Mathur and C. Badrinathan.)

INSTRUMENTATION

Nuclear Physics

Spectrometer for Heavy Recoil Ions (SHRI)

Work on SHRI is continuing as scheduled. The fabrication of magnet
is nearing completion at Central Workshop, BARC. The electrostatic

deflector and its chambers have been designed. Negative 200 KV
power supply which was received in highly damaged condition has
been replaced. Both the power supply namely +200 K V and —200 KV
have been tested for full voltage with full load and found to perform
satisfactory. A high voltage vacuum feed through has been fabricated
in the laboratory using commercial high voltage cable and has been
tested upto 75 kV along with a pair of small deflector plates.
Experiments have been planned at the Pelletron accelerator using
these deflector plates. (M.L. Jhingan, S. Nagaraj, A. Roy, with
M.G. Betigeri and Pitamber Singh of BARC.)

Bragg-Curve Spectrometer

Continuing our work on the large volume Bragg-Curve Spectro-
scopy (BCS) detector to improve the energy resolution, a figure
of 1.25% for 5.486 MeV alphas has been achieved with the use of a
thinner window (1 pm aluminized polypropylene) and a high vacuum
in the source chamber. The detector has also been tested using
the fission fragments from a "52Cf source. A small size BCS
detector to be used inside the scattering chamber for angular
distribution measurements has been designed and is being fabricated
in our laboratory. (M.D. Deshpande and A. Roy.)

Parallel plate avalanche counter

In continuation of development of parallel plate avalanche
counters (PPAC) a compact gridless PPAC has been developed using
very thin (80-90 j* g/cnr) stretched polypropylene foils and tested with
fission fragments from a 2'2Cf source. This detector will be used to
detect evaporation residues from fusion reactions at the Pelletron
accelerator. (M. Dasgupta, V.S. Ambekar and A. Roy.)

Beam sweeper

In continuation of the program for obtaining a pulsed beam from
the pelletron acceelerator, a beam sweeper assembly has been
fabricated. The vacuum chamber (approx. 16" dia and 48" length) has
been satisfactorily tested with a helium leak detector. The deflector
plates, the r.f. coil and the required flanges have been all fabricated.
The chamber will now be evacuated to high vacuum before
installation in the accelerator. (U.T. Raheja and H.C. Jain.)

Plunger Assembly

A plunger set up to measure the lifetimes of excited nuclear states
with T, 2 ranging between 1 ps to 1 ns using recoil distance method
(RDMI, and heavy ion beams from pelletron accelerator has been
fabricated and assembled. The stretched foils and the capacitance
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measurement technique has been used to monitor the target to stopper
distance in our set up. The measurements indicate that we can obtain
minimum target to stopper distance~10 microns and change it in steps
of 1-2 microns. Assuming that at the pellotron energies, we will be able
to obtain with about three per cent recoil velocity (£~0.03) for
medium mass nuclei, the above set up will give us the capability of
measuring nuclear lifetime T| r 1 ps. (H.V. Panchal, S. Chattopadhyay
and H.C. Jain.)

Measurement of Response of Si(Li) detector

The response of a Si(Li) detector (active dia: 9 mm and thickness:
4 mm) for mono-energetic electrons has been measured for electron
energies from 200 keV to 1600 keV in each 100 keV intervals. The
response of the detector was fitted with a function consisting of Three
parts: A flat tail which arises due to the backscattering of electrons
(~ 18% of the total counts.) from the detector, a bremsstrahlung tail
contributed by the electrons which lose their partial energy by
bremsstrahlung emission, inside the detector, that escapes the
detector and a gaussian peak contributed by the electrons which lose
their full energy inside the detector. This measured response is very
useful for measuring the shape factors of beta-spectra accurately.
(Y.K. Agarwal, C.V.K. Baba, C.R. Bhuinya.)

Atomic and Molecular Physics

Electronic and ionic collision spectrometers

A new pulsed electron spectrometer operating in the crossed
beam geometry has been designed, fabricated, assembled and tested.
The apparatus, which will be used to determine absolute cross
sections for formation of positive and negative ions by electron
impact, comprises a magnetically collimated, pulsed, low-energy
(1-500 eV) electron source, a molecular beam source, a pulsed ion
extraction optical system, quadrupole mass spectrometer, a time-of-
flight mass spectrometer and a relative flow gas handling arrangement.
Testing of the apparatus has been successfully completed and first
results on electron impact ionisation of argon have been obtained.
IE. Krishnakumar.)

Two large (55 cm mean radius), ultra high resolution, electrostatic-
energy analysers have been designed, fabricated and incorporated
into the new high resolution 3-sector ion translational energy
spectrometer being constructed in our laboratory. Vacuum and
electrical testing of the two analysers and their specially-designed
chambers has been successfully completed. (U.T. Raheja and
D. Mathur.)

An additional stage has been successfully incorporated into the
existing translational energy spectrometer ICE. The new stage

comprises an atomic hydrogen oven and an ion optical system which
enables small variations to be made in the kinetic energy and angular
divergence of ions entering and existing the collision cell. Fast
differential pumping has been incorporated which enables pressures
of the order of 10'1 torr to be maintained within the hydrogen oven (at
temperatures of the order of 250O°C) whilst maintaining a pressure of
10s torr in the remaining parts of the water-cooled experimental
chamber. (U.T. Raheja, F.A. Rajgara and D. Mathur.)

Pelletron Accelerator Facility

The Pelletron Accelerator was commissioned during October 1988
and formally inaugurated on December 30,1988. After completing the
alignment of the Beam Transport system to the Beam Hall and some
initial problems, the machine has now been put to use. Experiments on
a regular basis have started.

Radiation Safety and adequate shielding steps were taken when the
actual dose could be measured during beam trials. Operating
procedures and training of personnel for uninterrupted and continuous
running of the machine were evolved.

Helium beam trials at about 13 MV Terminal Voltage commenced
during April 1988 but was not stable at higher voltage initially. While
sustained Tube conditioning was continued, the seventh Module of
the tube was found defective and was interchanged with the zeroeth
one. By early July 1988, the Accelerator was somewhat functioning at
the full 14 MV voltage with beam. Several ion beams, namely H, He,
B, C, O, N, Si, Cl, Ni, Cu, Au were tried out and the range of charge
states were analyzed by the Analyzing Magnet. However when the
accelerator was run for prolonged periods (24 hours or more) at
14 MV terminal, the machine performance was observed to be not
very stable owing to the presence of high voltage "glitches"
(momentary, minor fluctuations) and tube sparks. Eventually after
careful diagnosis, three tube modules had to be replaced (during
August 1988) in order to achieve stable operation at the maximum
rated terminal voltage. With further tube conditioning and various
other tests, the Accelerator was ready for Demonstration and formal
Acceptance tests in September 1988.

Acceptance Tests

Formal Acceptance tests were carried out during the period
September 23 to October 17. !988 with several types of ion beams at
full Terminal Voltage of 14 M V. Each test was conducted for a period
of 24 hours and the capability of the machine to deliver stable beams at
specified currents was evaluated.

Proton Beam of energy 28.275 MeV and current 0.44 p A was run
during September 23-24. 1WS with a Terminal Voltage 14 MV.
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preacceleration voltage 275 kV and SNICS in source. The current was
steady throughout the run. One tank spark. 4 tube sparks and some
glitches were observed during the 24 hour run.

"CL beam of energy 140.275 MeV and current in the range 0.22-0.39
^ A was run during October 9-10, 1988 with SNICS Ion source. The
current was steady except for slow variations with time depending on
the stripper foil condition. Each foil lasted about 7 hours. The energy
resolution of the beam was about 2 keV. During the 24 hours run. four
tank sparks, three tube sparks and about 10 glitches were observed.
Alpha particles of energies 42.275 MeV and current 0.4-0.6^ A were
run during October 14-15, 1988 with ALPHATROSS Ion source which
uses a Rb canal for charge exchange. The ion beam current was steady
throughout the run. There were two tank or tube sparks but only 2
glitches during the 24 hour run of the machine. It is apparent that the
condition of the machine improved steadily with time.

Just to test the maximum beam current which the machine can
deliver, there were several high current demonstration tests, each of
short duration of about one or two hours because of the intrinsic
radiation background during September 19 to October 17,1988. It was
found that the machine can in principle handle proton currents upto 5
fj. A and heavy ion charge current upto 3 ^ A.

Atomic Energy Regulatory Board gave formal clearance for the
operation of the Pelletron Accelerator at TIFR on October, 31,1988.

Beam Hall Activities

During the previous year two beam lines at 0° and 15° N had been
set up and only vacuum tested. The optimum target positions for these
lines were worked out considering the focussing properties of the
quadrapoles and also the convenience of placement of various
apparatus for experiments. The actual positioning of the quadrapole
were done accordingly. It was decided that the 0° line will be used for
charged particle experiments with the scattering chamber and one 15°
line would serve as a general purpose line for all other types of
experiments including electromagnetic excitation. The necessary
radiation shielding was provided with local shielding at collimators etc.
and also using movable shield walls and beam dumps. Power
distribution to various equipments e.g.. switching magnet. Quadrapole.
steerers. Pumping station and other diagnostic elements were
eventually provided. The necessary water lines for cooling were also
set up. The Counting Room was also energised with power
distribution, signal cabling and the whole experimental area was made
dust free and properly illuminated and Beam was brought in the Beam
Hall immediately after the commissioning of the Accelerator (end of
October 1988> so that the various Beam Transport elements could be
tested for operation. The Scattering Chamber was placed in its final
position in 0° line during December 1988. Many other equipments

including a deep ionization Chamber were moved in the hall. At some
stage the 30° N beam line which is essentially for irradiation purpose
was installed.

Beam Transport and Alignment

A PC based CAMAC CONTROL SYSTEM was developed to
monitor and control the ion beam in the experimental beam lines, from
the Control Room. With the completion of the above work, the
Accelerator was ready for the first experiment.

Post Commissioning Problems, Chain Breakings

A number of problems inherent and characteristic of such
accelerator showed up while trying to run it on a continuous basis e.g.
leak in a fast acting valve, non-functioning of rotating shaft which
generates internal power, CAMAC control of stripper foil movement,
a computer link problem and breakages of shorting rods. The most
severe one was the breaking down of one of the two charging chains on
December 31, 1988.

After completing alignment of the various pulleys to ensure smooth
mechanical motion and allowing the chains to stabilise the length after
running it for few weeks, the tank has been closed and the Accelerator
is back in operation. Experiments have started again.

Electronics and Computer Control

More parameters were added to the PC based Beam line control
system and fabrication of the new switchyard is in progress.
Meanwhile, the data base of the main control system has also been
revised to include all parameters for beam line control so that both the
accelerator and the beam lines can be controlled by the main PDP
11/23 control computer.

Ion Source Laboratory

A high intensity Cs sputter negative ion source has been developed
in this laboratory after elaborate experimentation. Reliability and
operational stability has been the main aim. A Tantalum ionizer using
coaxial Tantalum heater wire insulated by A12O3 from an outer
tantalum sheath has been found to give better focussing of Cs* beam
on sputter target thereby increasing the lifetime of the sputter sample.
During this period negative ion beams of 27 elements were obtained.
Typical beam currents are of the order of 100 M A. All the sputter"
samples have been made in the laboratory.

Target Laboratory

A Tar»ei Laboratory to make stripper foils for the accelerator and
various targets for use in experiments has been set up by now. The
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facilities available in the Laboratory are as follows:

(1) Electron Beam Source

Electron beam from a varian Electron gun is bent by more than
180° by an integral permanent magnet and focussed to strike a water
cooled crucible in a spot of about 3.2 mm diameter with a beam
intensity of about 6 Amp/cm2. Several targets of Fl, Co, Si, Bi, Al etc.
were prepared. The backing used were thin foils of Ta, C, Al, and
nylon. Self supporting targets of Co were also prepared (100 n g/cm2

to 1.5 mg/cm .)

(2) Vacuum Evaporation Set up

This system is used to evaporate materials having moderate melting
point (upto 1800°C). Targets prepared by using this set up includes Bi,
LiF, LiBr, Au, Cu, Mg, Gd etc. Self supporting foils of Au are also
prepared using this set up.

adequate exhaust systems. Four new supporting laboratories have
been started to promote growth in certain technology areas—ultra
high vacuum, digital electronics, machine electronics and Accelerator
Technology.

D. Mathur was a visiting professor at University College, Swansea's Mass
Spectrometry Research Unit in May-June 1988. C. Badrinathan attended the
International Conference on the Physics of Multiply Charged Ions and the International
Workshop on ECR Ion Sources at Grenoble in September 1988. He also visited various
industrial laboratories in Switzerland and UK during this period. M.L. Jhingan and S.K.
Mitra attended International Conference on Nuclear Reaction Machanism at Calcutta,
January 1988. A. Roy attended International Seminar on Direct Nuclear Reaction
Mechanism at Bangalore, January 1989. E. Krishnakumar and S.K. Mitra attended the
Seventh National Workshop on Atomic and Molecular Physics at Aligarh, December
1988. S.C. Vaidya attended National Workshop on X-ray Emission Spectrometry at
ICGAR-Kalpakam, August 1988. M.D. Deshpande, A.S. Medhi, S. Nagaraj, V.V.
Samant and S.C. Vaidya attended National Symposium on Nuclear Electronics and
Instrumentation at BARC, Bombay, February 1989.

D. Mathur was appointed a member of the Editorial Board of the International
Journal 'Rapid Communications in Mass Spectrometry'.

(3) Rolling Mill

A Rolling Mill procured from HEISS Maschinenbau GmbH is being
used to prepare thin foils for various experiments. Foils prepared by
this method are Y (500 /*g/cm2), Pd (3 mg/cm2), Au (2mg/cm2),
Ta (1.5 mg/cm2) and Sn (2 mg/cm2).

(4) Centrifugal deposition technique

This technique can be successfully employed for preparing nuclear
targets when the staring material is an isotope available only in small
quantities e.g. enriched isotopes or refractory materials and when the
thickness of the target is of the order of 1-20 mg/cm2. The targets
prepared in this method are Co (from metal powder) thickness ~ 20
mg/cm2 and ZrO2 thickness ~2.0 mg/cm2. The backing used for
preparing these targets are aluminised mylar and aluminized
polyproplylene.

About 1000 carbon foils (4-5 n g/cm2) were prepared by the method
of DC Glow discharge and carbon arc evaporation, to be used as
stripper foils in the Pelletron Accelerator.

Other Laboratories

Construction of the new Solid State Detector Laboratory is nearing
completion and is expected to function very soon. A Radio
Chemistry Laboratory located in the vicinity of the 30°N beam line is
coming up. This laboratory will be able to handle short lived isotopes
using A pneumatic carrier facility and He jet and will be provided with

Superconducting Linac Booster Project
Construction of the Quarter Wave Resonators: The fabrication of

a quarter wave resonator taken up by the Central Workshop of
BARC at Trombay is completed except for the vacuum brazing of the
side drift tubes. The final tolerances of the machined parts have been
achieved within the specified limits. The room temperature RF tests of
this resonator which include the mapping of electric field profiles in
the accelerating gaps and the measurement of the ratio of the peak
electric field to the accelerating field are now being carried out
using a perturbative technique.

Lead Plating Facility: An air flow regulated fume hood to carry out
the lead plating of the quarter wave resonators has been installed in the
lead plating laboratory. This fume hood is now being used in the lead
plating trials.

Tests of a Quarter Wave Resonator: A quarter wave resonator
procured from the University of Washington at Seattle was lead plated
twice and tested for its superconducting performance. In the first trial
the electroplated lead surface turned blackish during the drying
process and the resulting superconducting 0 of the cavity was less than
107. In the second attempt, the lead plating was considerably improved
but still had a few dark spots. The Q value this time was 0.8 x 10s which
is a factor of three lower than the design goal. More plating trials are in
progress to improve the performance.

Liquid Helium Cryostats: A liquid He cryostat for housing a single
split loop resonator, to Le used as the superconducting buncher on
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the LINAC injectionpath, is designed. The fabrication of the vacuum
vessel and the internal assemblies of this cryostat are being taken up.
The modular liquid helium cryostats for housing four quarter wave
resonators each are being designed in collaboration with the design
cell of the Central Workshop of BARC. The design of the vacuum
enclosure and the liquid helium and liquid containers is complete. The
details of the housing for the resonators and other vacuum insertion
parts are being worked out.

Layout of the Linac and Beam Dynamics Calculations: To make
optimum use of the beam hall, the LINAC would consist of two
sections of five modules each. The beam from the Pelletron is injected
into the first half after an initial bend of 12°. The beam at the exit of
the first half will be transported to the entrance of the second half through
an achromatic bend of 102°. The achromatic bend consists of two
mirror symmetric bending dipole magnets of 51° and a magnetic
quadrupole triplet lens in the middle of the bend. The design
parameters of the 12" and the 51" dipoles and the quadrupole triplets
have been calculated. The beam optics calculations of the entire
LINAC including the initial injection path have been performed and
the acceptance of the LINAC is found to be well suited for the
beams available from the Pelletron Accelerator.

Control Electronics: An electronic feed back circuit for the
stabilization of the amplitude and phase of the RF field in the cavity is
being designed by the electronics division of BARC; based on a circuit
developed for the RF control of the resonators at the University of
Washington, Seattle. Most of the electronic components have been
procured for this purpose. The design of an interactive machine
control console using IBM PC/AT computers interfaced with special
purpose CAMAC modules is also in progress.

The specifications for the closed cycle helium refrigerator required
to cool the resonators to 4.5K have been worked out and the global
tender for its procurement is floated.

(M.B. Kurup. R.G. Pillay. H.G. Devare, M.G. Betigiri*, D. Biswas*,
A. Jain*. S.A. Kori*. S.K. Kataria*. V.S. Ramamurthy*, B. Srinivas*
and S.S. Kapoor*.)

*Nuclear Physics Division, BARC.

Experiments with Pelletron accelerator

A multidetector system for high resolution Gamma Ray Spectroscopic
studies of high spin states: A multidetector system consisting of
four high resolution intrinsic Ge detectors with BGO anti-compton
shields has been set up for the study of the de-excitation y gamma rays
from high spin states excited in nuclear reactions with heavy ion
beams. Two large Nal (Ti) detectors are positioned above and below

the target covering ~70% solid angle to sum the gamma rays to enable
some discrimination among the several possible reaction channels.
The data are acquired in the list mode using an eight parameter data
acquisition system based on a PC/AT. In order fo be able to assign the
various gamma rays to their respective bands, only coincidence events
between two or more Ge detectors are recorded. The system was
tested recently "in-beam" using the 89Y target and 27A beam at
energies between 90-110 MeV. Levels in ll2Sn, "°Sn and u2Sb were
seen to be populated from the observed gamma spectra. The system
has performed extremely well and would serve as a very valuable tool
for our programme of the spectroscopy of high spin states for
understanding the nuclear structure at high angular momenta.
(Pragya Singh, R.G. Pillay, M.B. Kurup and H.G. Devare.)

Ion Solid Interaction: High velocity ions while traversing polarized
ferromagnetic foils acquire large polarization of their bound
s-electrons in inner shells leading to a well defined directionally
oriented strong magnetic hyperfine interaction which has been utilised
for measuring the nuclear g-factor of extremely short lived excited
states,~10rl1s, of the moving ion. The degree of polarization of the ions
depends essentially on the magnetic properties of the ferromagnetic
foil, being ~ 0.14 and ~ 0.24 for Fe and Gd hosts, respectively. One
would also expect the large polarization acquired inside the
ferromagnetic foil by the moving ion to be retained on its emergence
into vacuuiii from the ferromagnetic foil. We have been able to
establish this polarization of the single electron 19F ions on emergence
from thin magnetized Fe layers to be 0.10(3). The integral perturbed
angular correlation technique involving the long lived 5/2 isomeric
state at 197 KeV in I9F was employed for the measurements. Since one
is encountering hard core limits of the perturbation, to detect the
electron spin polarization one requires the nuclear spin also to be
polarized. This was achieved by producing the probe state using
coulomb excitation from a''"Au target. The scattered F-ions after
traversing a distance of 4 cms (1.7 rcs) in vacuum, were detected at
±57" relative to beam axis in two Si detectors having a thick Ag layer
behind the detectors. The electron polarization was obtained from the
observed asymmetry of the 7 -rays detected in coincidence with the
scattered F-ions,in both the hemispheres, for each direction of the
magnetic field used to polarize the ferromagnetic layers.

Similar measurements are being planned in time differential mode
usingaplungerwiththe3~ state at 0.13 MeV of single electron "'oions
as probe. One expects large differences in the gamma counting rates
for up/down direction of the magnetization. Furthermore by varying the
distance of the plunger one would be able to see even the reversal of
the 7-ray counting rate ratios which will be a very definite test for the
polarization pick up by the ions on emergence from the ferromagnetic
layers. (P.N. Tandon with K-H. Speidel, M. Knopp, W. Karle,
P. Mairkomor, H.J. Simonis, F. Hagelberg and J. Gerber.)
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Substantial reduction in the polarization acquired by the inner
electrons of the ions moving inside a ferromagnet have been observed
when heavy ion beams are used to impart large recoil velocities to the
probe ion state. The measurements were carried out on 2KSi(2+) and
"4Mg(2+) state as probes produced by beams of "'0,2HSi, 24Mg and wNi.
These effects are not caused by static radiation damage as has been
shown by doing control measurements. The data suggest that the
effect is dynamic in nature and indicate that the ferromagnet loses its
magnetic behaviour momentarily, in time scales of<10''"Y Such
relaxation times would restrict application of transient field technique
for measuring g-factor of excited states with life times < 10]1s.
(P.N. Tandon with K-H. Speidel. M. Knopp, W. Karle, M.L. Dong.
U. Reuter. H.J. Simonis and J. Gerber.)

For high velocity light ions the large transient magnetic field seen
can be directly related to the number of K-shell vacancies of the
moving ion inside the ferromagnet. If they are known then from the
measured precession of the nuclear probe in that ferromagnet one can
derive the average degree of polarization of the K-shell vacancy. This
quantity is an important number to unrevel the various polarization
mechanisms which are operative in generating the large polarization.
We have planned such measurements for Fe, Co, Ni and Gd hosts
using the probe layer technique. Initial measurements will be carried
out, using particle beams from the Pelletron accelerator, for "'O and
•WS ions in Fe and Co hosts. These measurements will then be extended
to Gd hosts and for other light ions where detailed transient field data
is available. The probe layer used in the measurements will be Al or Si
where K-Xrays will be detected in a Si(Li) detector placed outside the
chamber which is electrically isolated.

Projectile ions directed through thin foil targets may emerge in a
variety of electronic excited states. The mechanism responsible for
these highly (high n and 1) excited Rydberg states in solids is not yet
fully understood. We plan to investigate these states by measuring the
K-Xrays of the ions on their emergence from the foil as a function of
well controlled distance from the exciting foil. From the decay curve
of the K-Xray thus obtained one would be able to infer the n, 1 values
of the states populated. For this purpose a chamber has been
fabricated in which the distance of the foil is varied by means of a
suitably threaded shaft controlled by a stepper motor. Measurements
will be made initially for light ions traversing at different velocities in
ferromagnetic foils of various thickness. The ions will be chosen whose
transient field in magnetic hosts is known. (L.C. Tribedi, S.D.
Narvekar, R.G. Pillay and P.N. Tandon.)

•D

Condensed Matter Physics

High Tc Superconductivity

Preparation and Characterization of YBa2 CujOlx Coatings: Strong
and adherent coatings of YBa2Cu,O7.K have been produced on stainless
steel and alumina, substrates* by using the plasma spray technique.
Fine powder of less than 40 îm particle size of superconducting
YBa_,Cu1O7., was used as the feed material for the plasma toarch. 20 x
10 mm plates of stainless steel and alumina were .the substrates.
Oxygen gas was used for the powder feed and the shield. By varying the
spray duration, the thickness of the coatings could be varied. All the
as-sprayed coatings were amorphous and insulating. These specimens
had to be annealed in oxygen at 95()°C for about one hour to regain the
superconducting orthorhombic phase. Annealing at 900°C produced
semiconducting specimens while at 1000°C. surface melting and the
resulting adhesion failure of the coating were observed. Coatings
thinner than 100 n m did not have good connectivity of grains. For well
annealed specimens of 120/im thickness or more, the superconducting
transition was observed around 90K. The current densities of these
specimens, however, were very low (3-15 A/cm1). Efforts are
continuing to improve the current densities and also to produce bigger
areas of coatings. (M.B. Kurup and with J. Karthikeyan et. al. of
BARC.)

Estimation ofOxvgen in 1-2-3 Y-Ba-Cu-0 Compounds: The relative
oxygen contents in different Y-Ba-Cu-0 samples have been
determined both by the resonance elastic scattering of 3.01 MeV
a -particles and an iodocsetric titration technique. There is good
consistency between the results obtained by these two techniques. The
effects of vacuum and the a -particle induced sample heating on the
oxygen content in a few samples have also been studied using the
nuclear technique. (K.G. Prasad, M.B. Kurup. P. Singh and A.K.
Grover with G.V. Subba Rao of I1T. Madras.)

Mossbauer and X-ra\ investigations of 1-2-3 compounds: Mossbauer
studies of Sn-doped YBa:.,Sn,Cu,O7 compounds were extended to Sn
concentration of x = 0.3. Results similar to that of x = 0.2 were
obtained in these sample also. Further, temperature dependent X-ray
diffraction measurements were carried out on the x=0.2 sample. The
orthorhombic strain defined as | 2(b-a)/(b + a)| shows an anomalous
behaviour near the superconducting transition temperature. This
supports our Mossbauer data which show anomalous changes in the
lattice regidity near T... We believe these anomalies are precursor to
the occurrence of superconductivity in the high T,. 1-2-3 compounds.
(K.G. Prasad and R.P. Sharma with R. Srinivasan and A.V. Narlikar
et. al.)
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Hyperfine Interactions in Metals and Alloys

Local Susceptibility Measurements in Metal and Alloys: The
measurement of local susceptibility was carried out in rare earth
intermetallic compounds using l4()Ce probe. For this purpose, a
superconducting magnet with magnetic field 2.65 T was used with the
lowest temperature of the sample at 5K. Attempt was made to
calculate the 4f spin relaxation rate from the measured nuclear
relaxation time, which gives information about the 4f spin fluctuation
temperature and thus the 4f level width. It was seen that the
temperature variation of the paramagnetic enhancement factor /3 for
the alloys of RRhln (R=La, Ce, Gd) clearly deviated from that of the
trivalent Ce, indicating that Ce has a mixed valent behaviour in these
compounds. [M.N. Nyayate, S.H. Devare and H.G. Devare |.

Preliminary measurements of the study of local moment formation
of 100Rh in transition metals have been made, using a long lived
state of lu0Rh. The parent activity was produced in VEC, Calcutta
by Ru (a, xn) reaction and after performing the radiochemical
separation, a dilute alloy with Au was formed by melting 10"Pd with
Au in vacuum. Indication of local moment formation was seen by the
paramagnetic enhancement factor p at 300K. We have planned to
produce such dilute alloys of inoPd with transition metal hosts by
using 16O beam from Pelletron on a thin Yttrium target and using
the recoil implantation technique to incorporate 100Pd in the host
metals or alloys. |S.H. Devare, H.G. Devare and S.N. Mishra.]

Thermal Stability of supersaturated Hf in Al: The thermal evolution
of implanted Hf ions in Al single crystals was investigated by Perturbed
angular correlation and channeling techniques. The results
unambiguously show that implantation produces a supersaturated
solid solution of Hf in Al containing a factor of about 70 more Hf atoms
than would be compatible with thermal equilibrium. On annealing
around 400°C the Hf atoms form precipitates which are crystalline,
possibly with an hep structure. At 535°C. the precipitates dissolve
whereby most of the Hf atoms diffuse to the surface. (K.G. Prasad with
D.O. Boerma et. al. of the University of Groningen, The Netherlands.)

Instrumentation: The 400 kV Ion Implanter is being relocated in a
new experimental area near the Pelletron accelerator. The high
voltage dome, motor generator, ion source and the analysing magnet
are already installed. Ion-source tests are in progress. The accelerating
tube and the scattering chamber will be installed after these tests are
over. (C.A. Desai, W.A. Fernandes, S.S. Chauhan, M.B. Kurup and
K.G. Prasad.)

A double slit assembly with remote control has been installed as
part of the beam line used for ion-atom collision and Channeling/
Blocking experiments. These slits can be adjusted to obtain a parallel
beam of 0.5mm x 0.5 mm onwards on the target. The vacuum of

the order of 2 x 107 torr in the entire assembly is obtained.
(W.A. Fernandes, L. Tribedi, M.B. Kurup and K.G. Prasad.)

Thin Targets are the basic requirement for any nuclear physics or
atomic physics experiment carried out using particle beams from an
accelerator. We have recently installed an electron beam gun set up
for preparation of thin targets of materials having high melting points.
Electrons emitted by a hot tungsten filament are accelerated to a
voltage of 4 to 6 kV and made to fall on the material to be evaporated
with the help of a permanent magnet. A quartz thickness monitor has
also been installed to measure the thickness of the film deposited as
well as the rate of deposition. To improve the crystallinity and other
properties e.g. magnetic polarizability, substrate heating has also
been incorporated into the electron gun set up. (L.C. Tribedi,
A.R. Pednekar and D.C. Ephraim.)

Ferromagnetic properties of Fe, Co, Ni and Gd foils upto few
mg/cm2 thickness are exploited in nuclear moment measurements
using transient magnetic fields. These measurements require foils of
good ferromagnetic properties so that they could be fully polarized
in as small a field as possible. An apparatus has been developed to
measure the hysterisis loops of these very thin foils in a field upto
1.5 l'.G. The sensitivity of the set up had to be specially enhanced as
the net weight of the ferromagnetic foil is ~ mg. The foils of Fe, Co
have been prepared in the electron gun set up and magnetic and
structural properties were investigated. (L.C. Tribedi, R.G. Pillay,
P.N. Tandon, S.D. Likhite and C.R.K. Murthy.)

H.G. Devare, S.H. Devare. K.G. Prasad and P.N. Tandon attended (he International
Conference on Nuciear Methods in Magnetism at Technical University of Munich.
Munich in August 1-4. 1988. H.G. Devare visited HM1 Berlin in August 1988. He also
visited Clarendon Laboratory. Oxford (UK) and Heavy Ion Accelerator Laboratory at
Daresbury (UK) in August 1988. S.H. Devare spent four months at the Freie University
Berlin and two months in USA where she visited SUN Y, Albany; Cornell University and
University of Cincinati. M.B. Kurup attended the National Seminar on Materials for
Advanced Technologies held at Trivandrum on January 24-25. 1989. K.G. Prasad
attended '.he International Conference on Application of Accelerators in Research and
Industry held in Demon, Texas, USA from November 7-9. 1988. He also attended a
Workshop on Ion Sources at the same place on November b. 1988. He visited University
of Aarhus, Denmark for one week and University of Groningen for two weeks in August
1988. He visited Oak Ridge National Laboratory for A days and Argonne National
Laboratory for 4 days in November 1988. P.N. Tandon attended the International
Conference on Magnetism at University of Paris-Sud. Paris in July 25-29.1988. He spent
three months in all in CNRS, Strasburg, Technical University. Munich and 1SKP. Bonn.
West Germany.

Condensed Matter Physics at Low Temperatures
Kendo-lattice systems
Thermopower and resistive studies in Kondo-lattice Ce,InM0,
(M=^/, Ga. Sn and Ge), Ce, Sn,.x Inx and Ce^LaK Al alloys: Study of
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Ce, In and Ce., In(WM,u (M=Al, Ga, Sn and Ge) reveal the presence of
Kondo anomaly through the occurrence of a negative minimum around
4K in the thermopower (S) studies. Resistivity (p ) studies, on the other
hand, reveal a minimum around 20K and at lower temperatures a
resistivity maximum is followed by a sharp drop giving evidence for the
coherent phase. In this regime a clear change in slope in the p curve is
also observed, which could possibily arise from the onset of magnetic
ordering developing in this coherent phase.

Evidence for Kondo anomaly was observed in Ce^Sn^Jn^ (0<x<l.0)
both for from p and S studies (for x >0.4) from the occurrence of
minimum in their temperature dependent behaviour. The p curves
exhibited a minimum at T<30k whereas a negative minimum at
T < 20K was observed in the S studies. For x<9.4, the minimum in S
shifted to positive values, whereas the p curves exhibited a "knee"
instead of the usual p min.. showing anomalous behaviour. For
T < I OK, a steep drop in p and a sharp rise in S with the occurrence of
a maximum (for x <0.2) ut T< SK gave evidence for whereas derived
effects.

CeVxLaxAl (0<x<l.2), alloys showed evidence of Kondo-like
scattering (occurrence of p niin and Smin around 30K). The low
temperature Smin crossed over to positive values for x >0.45 giving rise
to a positive thermopower over the entire temperature range. The low
temperature positive peak (around 5-10K) in S and p studies gave
evidence of coherence effect. This peak was found to vary with change
in La concentration in the studies. At higher temperature (50-100K)
alloys with 0<x<0.6 showed thermal hysteresis in both types of
measurements, indicating the presence of lattice transformation
effects. (J. Ray, C.S. Garde and Girish Chandra.)

Superconducting systems

The normal state resistivity, p of superconducting alloys Lajn
(TC=9.7K), La.,Sn <TC = 6.3K) and La.,Al (Tc = 5.8K) showed
tendency of saturation at high temperatures (T*~200-300K), in
contrast to the linear dependence predicted from the classical
Bloch-Gruneissen theory. The data could be explained on the basis of
an empirical formula which contains an exponential term, which could
possibly arise from phonon assisted scattering between two pockets of
the Fermi surface. The fit becomes poorer for T<40K; where an
anomalous S-shaped feature is observed, possibly related to structural
transformation effects. The p studies on LaVx Gd5ln (x=0,0,02,0,06,
0,14,0,20) alloys showed superconducting transition temperatures Tc
of 8K and 4K for the x=0.02 and x=0.06 alloy respectively. On the
other hand, magnetic ordering temperatures, at TM~5K and 7K were
observed for the x = 0.14 and x=0.20 alloy respectively.

Thermopower data also revealed interesting features. At low
temperatures, all the alloys, namely, La,, Sn, La3Al and La3ln showed a
pronounced maximum Tmax at 25K, 80K and 60K respectively
associated with phonon-drag effects. At higher temperatures, the
electron-diffusion term gave rise to a linear variation with a negative
slope (dS/dT<0). For the La1xGdxIn alloys, Tmax is fairly constant
(about 60K) in the superconducting phase (x < 0.06). However, in the
magnetic phase (x = 0.06) as also in the x = 0.06 alloy, a negative; ?ak
was observed at a constant temperature 8K, signifying that this could
be related to the formation of Gd local moments in both the
superconducting (x=0.06) and the magnetic phases (x >().O6).
For T >100K, the usual linear term, with negative slope, was observed
for all the alloys (C.S. Garde, J. Ray and Girish Chandra.)

Matallic Glasses

The magnetization and NMR spin echo studies an amorphous
FeH(1.x.vNixlvInyBuSis (20<x<60 and 0<y<1.0) showed that the
presence of Ni causes a high moment for Mn. Systematic
measurements of electrical resistivity have therefore been made in
the temperature range of 4.2K to 300K to obtain a complete picture
of the behaviour.

The elecrical resistivity of am-Co80.xErxB12 (0<x<8.6) has been
measured from room temperature down to 4.2K to look into the
change of Er spin structure as found through magnetisation studies
above 1.8 at %. |A.K. Nigam, Girish Chandra in collaboration with
Shiva Prasad, Nirupma Sharma, S.N. Shringi of IIT, Bombay and R.
Krishnan of Laboratoire de Magnetisme, CNRS, France. |

A detailed study of electrical resistivity on am-Few,.» Vx B;pSix
(0< x <15) alloys in the temperature range of 4.2K to 300K have been
made. The results exhibit interesting behaviour. It has been found
that unlike other metallic glasses containing early 3d transition
metals, there exist a pronounced maximum at higher Vanadium
concentrations. |A.K. Nigam, S. Radha, Girish Chandra in
collaboration with Shiva Prasad, S.N. Shringi of IIT, Bombay and
R. Krishnan of CNRS, France.)

Multilayer Thin Films

Single (SL) and multilayer (ML) am-TbGdFe/AIN films were
prepared by sequential sputtering and their magnetic and magneto-
optical properties have been studied and compared. In multilayers,
rectangular hysteresis loops and high coercivity is stabilized due to
magnetostatic coupling whereas for the same thickness in single
layers, it is not so. Faraday loops have been found to be more useful to
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characterize the films. [ A.K. Nigam, Girish Chandra in collaboration
with R. Krishnan and M. Tessier of CNRS, France].

A.K. Nigam visited Laboratorie de magnetisme, CNRS, Bellevue, France during
November 1988 to January 1989. Girish Chandra and A.K. Nigam attended Workshop
on Low Temperature Physics and Cryogenic techniques at Calcutta during August-
September 1988 and gave lectures. S. Ramalcrishnan continues to be away at
University of Bayreuth, West Germany on Humboldt Fellowship. C.S. Garde and S.
Radha attended DAE Symposiuni at Bhopal during December 19-23,1988 and presented
papers. Girish Chandra and S. Radha attended Fifth International Conference on
Ferrites at Bombay during January 10-13,1989 and presented papers.

•

Studies of intemtetallics, alloys, insulators and
oxides

Studies on high Tc superconductors

The group was engaged in the study of High temperature
superconductors this year also. The effect of substitution on Tc and
various synthesizing methods are continued.

The investigation of RE (Ba2.,REx) Cu3O7+s series clearly bring
out the role of O-O repulsive interaction in deciding the RE-Ba
solubility limits in these compounds. The reason why the oxygen
content does not exceed 7 in YBa2Cu307 also finds explanation in the
light of this hypothesis. Trivalency of Pr, in contrast to traditional
belief, in PrBa2,Cu307 as well as the role of extended 4f electrons in
depressing superconductivity have been brought out for the first time
(E.V. Sampathkumaran, A. Suzuki, K. Kohn, T. Shibuya, A. Tohdake
and M. Ishikawa at Tokyo.)

The influence of various chemical substituents on the
superconductivity of Bi4Ca3Sr3Cu40y was investigated. Partial
substitution of K and Pb were shown to enhance 110K
superconductivity. La substitution suppresses superconductivity faster
than Eu and Gd emphasizing the role of extended 4f electrons (E.V.
Sampathkumaran, R. Vijayaraghavan, K. Kohn.)

Intermetallics

The compound YbPt2Si2, CeAl2Ga2 and CeNi2Sr2 are shown to
exhibit interesting properties. The transformation of antiferromagnetic
state to mixed valent state via a heavy fermion-like regime was
demonstrated in CeRh2llNixSi2(E.V. Sampathkumaran, S.K. Dhar, N.
Nambudripad, R. Vijayaraghavan and from France R. Kuentzler and
Y. Dorsmann).

High pressure x-ray absorption measurements on CeO2 and CeF4
clearly prove the tetra valency of Ce in these compounds, a major issue
in the current rare-earth research and clarify interpretation of x-ray
absorption spectra (G. Kaindl, G. Schnisestor, E.V. Sampathkumaran
and P. Wachter.)

Amorphous Alloys

Most recently Liao and Bhagat have proposed a working model for
reentrant alloys (extendable to include concentrated spin glasses as
well), that explains the temperature dependence of the field induced
magnetization (M) derived from magnetic measurements. Direct dc
magnetization measurements by us in reentrant alloys and
concentrated spin glasses of the series FexRu80.xB2o first synthesised
and investigated by us are in excellent agreement with the M v s T
behaviour suggested by the above model. (P.L. Paulose, V. Nagarajan
and R. Vijayaraghavan in collaboration with S.M. Bhagat, University
of Maryland, USA).

Heat Capacity

Low temperature heat capacity and magnetic susceptibility in the
mK range have shown that CePd3Bo 3 is not a heavy f ermion compound
as claimed in literature but undergoes a spin glass type of freezing
below IK, although the local derived Ce magnetic moments occupy
regular sites in the crystal lattice (S.K. Dhar and S.K. Malik.)

NMR

Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance (NQR) studies on Ga, Zn doped
YBa2Cu307.8 systems have been continued. Relaxation times
decrease and line width of resonance increases as a function of
doping. The implications of these observations are being studied
(A.K. Rajarajan, L.C. Gutpa, R. Vijayaraghavan). Thin films of high
Tc materials on Si substrates in collaboration with TPPED of BARC
have been prepared and are being improved.

Measurements as a function of temperature on Mn and Eu based
intermatallics are being carried out using Zero field NMR
spectrometer along with a closed cycle refrigerator (R.S. Chaughule,
L.C. Gupta, R. Vijayaraghavan). This will enable us to understand the
dynamics of magnetic behaviour of these materials.

From a comparative study of the DC magnetization hysteresis
curves, thermomagnetic history effects and anomalous variations in
isothermal magnetization curves in specimens of YBa2Cu307 (a high Tc
superconductor) and niobium (a conventional low Tc superconductor)
it has been demonstrated that high Tc superconductors behave like
any hard type II superconductor and there is no need to invoke
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superconducting glass concepts to understand magnetization data in
them. A classification of the observed anomalies in the hysteresis of
hard superconductors has been made. An anomalous variation which
is a kin to the complete reversal of the trapped magnetic flux as
documented in uniaxial soft ferromagnetic materials has been
identified in very hard type II superconductors 'A.K. Grover, B.V.B.
Sarkissian. Geetha Balkrishnan and P.L. Paulose.)

A group from IBM. Yorktown Heights (N.Y., USA) had projected
that remanence magnetization in high Tt. superconductors equals
the difference between zero field cooled and field cooled magnetization
<Mri.,,, = M|t — M/| (). From systematic and detailed magnetization
studies in different hard superconductors it has been shown that this
relationship is strictly valid upto lower critical field. The areas in field-
temperature plane have been identified, where (Mr<.m = MR — M7M•).
A comprehensive understanding of field and temperature dependence
of history dependent magnetization has been provided via the critical
state model. (A.K. Grover, P.L. Paulose in collaboration with P.
Chaddah and G. Ravikumar of BARC, Bombay.)

The efficacy of fast AC magnetic hysteresis methods to rapidly
estimate in a model dependent may both intergrain and intragrain
critical current densities in high Tt. superconductors had been
demonstrated earlier. A semiquantitative comparison has now been
made of the measured values of the field dependence of the transport
current density with the values as deduced from the low field AC
hysteresis loops in a variety of ceramic specimens and by varying the
geometrical shapes and sizes of the same specimens. (A.K. Grover.
C. Radhakrishnamurty in collaboration with P.K.. Mishra and
P. Chaddah of BARC. Bombay.)

Oxide Spin Glasses

Supplementing the earlier static aspects study, dynamic aspects of
several insulating spin glasses, like Co:TiO\|, Co:SnO4, Fe,TiOv etc.,
have been studied and a new "cluster phase transition' model for spin
freezing has been proposed where first clusters are formed which then
undergo a mean field phase transition. The existing Gabay-Toulouse
phase diagram has been modified accordingly (J.K. Srivastava and
R. Vijayaraghavan.)

Biophysics
Protein Structure-Function

During this year, work has been started on microtubule protein,
(ubulin, with a view to understanding the structure-function relationship
aspects in this protein. Tubulin is the protein subunit of the
microtubule assembly and it polymerizes spontaneously at 37 C to

form the protofiiament structure seen in vitro but depolymerizes at
4°C to iubulin dimers. The mechanisms controlling microtubule
assembly are still poorly understood. Divalent metal ions and GTP
play an important role in the assembly-disassembly process. Our
interest lies in understanding the role of the metal ions, nucleotides as
well as antimitotie drugs such as colchicine in the assembly-
disassembly process. During ;Hs year, our efforts have been in the
direction of standardising the methods for the isolation and
purification of this proiein. This protein is now being purified using the
recycling procedure of Si.^ianski et al. which involves cycles of
assembly-disassembly followed by phosphocellulose chromatography.
The yield and purity are yet to be improved. Also, during this year
some experiments using water proton relaxation rate enhancement
(PRE) studies in tubulin solutions using Mn(Il) as a paramagnetic
probe have been conducted. Preliminary results indicate that Mn(Hl
binds to the protein and can promote the in vitro assembly of
microtubules. (Kavita Kuchroo, Sadananda Rai and S.R. Kasturi
in collaboration with Debjani Dasgupfa of Institute of Science.
Bombay.)

Whole Cell in vivo NMR Studies

Using MP and llC NMR, we are studying glucose metabolism in
hexose mono phosphate shunt pathway mutant of yeast.So far, we have
studied the metabolism of glucosein in double mutant lacking gnd
(6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase) and pfk (phosphofructokinase).
In this double mutant, we have simultaneously monitored the levels
of several metabolites as well as intracellular pH and compared
them with wild type cells, (in collaboration with Prof. P.K. Maitra
and Dr. Z. Lobo.)

R. Vijayaraghavan headed the INSA delegation to U.S.S.R. in August I9«8 and
visiled Tallin. Leningrad and Moscow. There was an lndo-Soviei seminar on rare earth
materials. He was invited by the Chinese Academy of Sciences to visit various centres
working in the area of hiiih temperature superconductors. He visi! ;d Beijing. Shangai
and Wuhan in October. 1989.

L.C. Gupta attended the International Workshop on HTSC in April 1 WWat Trieste.
He edited a Special Volume of the Journal 'Phase Transitions'. The Volume was devoted
to High Tt. superconductivity. O.K. Jarori spent .1 months at Department of Physics.
U.'PIJI. Indianapolis, in USA and also participated in 14th International Congress of
Biochemistry held at Prague. Czechoslovakia (July 1(1-15.1988.)

S.K. Dhar worked as a Visiting Scientist at Ames Laboratory. USA fur a
period of eight months beginning May 19KN.

A.K. Grover attended International Conference on Critical Currents in High Tc

Superconductors at Snowmass Village. Colorado. LISA from August 15-20. I4HK. He
also Visited IBM San Jose. California. IBM Yorktown Heights. New York. ATT Bell
Labs. Murray Hills. Argonne National Lab.. Physics Departments at Ohio Stale
University-Columbus. University of Illinois. Llrbana. University of Maryland. College
Park and Princeton University.
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S.R. kasturi attended I he Xllllh International Conference on Magnetic Resonance
in Biological Systems al M.ulison. Wisconsin. August 14-14. I98N and Worked for two
weeks in the Department of Molecular Physiology and Biophysics at the Baylor College
of Medicine. Houston. Texas. USA and another two weeks at the Bodega Marine
Laboratory. Bodega Bay. USA during August-September. 1488.

R.S. Chaughule attended the Vlltli International Conference on Magnetic
Resonance Imaging at San Francisco. California during August 22-26. 1988 and spent
one nuinth al University of Surrey. I'.K. prior to Ihis Conference.

V. Nag'.trajan participated in the International Conference on Magnetism held in
Paris, l-rance. during July IMS. He also visited and gave talk at University of Koln. Max
planck Institute for Metal Physics. Stuttgart and Techuische Hochschule. Darmstadt it)
West (iermany.

P.L. Paulose and A.K. Rajarajan were instructors at the Workshop on HTSC at
Trieste. Italy during April 198N. C.V. Tomy attended the workshop as participant.

i£.V. Sampathkumaran visited Freie Universitiit Berlin as a Humboldt Fellow
from May-July 19N8. Participated at the International Conference on Crystal Field
effects at"Frankfurt in July 1988.

•

Materials Research
The study of size effects in microcrystalline YBaiCu-.O-:̂  (1-2-3) has

been taken further. Microcrystalline B:,CaSr,Cu,OX);, (2-1-2-2)
has been synthesized and studied in (he size range 70nm lo300nm. It is
expected that if the operating mechanism were BCS-like, a reduction
in size would result in an enhancement in TK.. A size-induced phase
transition in Bi:CaSr>Cu>Os (v. driving the system towards tetragonality
around 130nm was found to be competing with an enhancement in
superconducting critical temperature from 79K in the bulk to91K for
smaller sizes. It was further shown, from calculations of the magnetic
field penetration depthu), that the temperature dependence of X( T)
exhibits marked deviations from the empirical law and that the critical
exponents in these new systems probably need revision. An attempt
was made to observe flux quantization, the sizes being of the order of
the zero temperature limit of the London penetration depth. (Manu
Multani. Prasenjit Guptasarma. V.R. Paikar, Pushan Ayyub and
A.V. Gurjar.)

We have discovered possible valence changes in partial substitution
for copper by non-magnetic aliovalent ions in the B!1CaSr2Cu,O,sn
12-1-2-2) system. The substitutents are Ti (4+-»3+) and'Nb <5+-»3+).
With change in dopant concentration, these result in non-monotonic
changes of TL. and unit cell volume which have hitherto not been
observed. The possible change of valency is monitored by electron
spin resonance and ESCA. The valency switch is also supported by
concurrent experiments with other aliovalent substitutions for copper,
such as Zr(4+) and Li(l + l. which do not exist in multiple valence

states and are consequently found not to exhibit non-monotonicity in
T,. and unit cell parameters. An explanation based on a J-T model is
being proposed. (Manu Multani, Prasenjit Guptasarma, V.R. Paikar
and R.M. Wankar.)

Good quality single crystals ol" the 1-2-3 and (he 2-1-2-2 materials
were synthesized and studied by ESR to show the first unambiguous
signals in the single phase 1-2-3 system superconducting at 90K. It was
conclusively shown thai the superconducting phase is not ESR silent in
order to resolve an important current controversy. Concrete
experimental interpretation of the magnetic nature of these systems
is crucial to an insight into the mechanism of high temperature
superconductivity. A model of the spin-spin interactions in the copper
planes has been proposed where the system is in a state of unstable
antiferromagnetic order which can be broken by additional oxygen
sites being preferentially occupieu by 0:' ions. (Prasenjit Guptasarma,
Manu Multani. V.R. Paikar and Pragati Mukhopadhyay.)

Paikar, V.R. participated in t he Asia Pacific conference on High Tc Superconductors
at Singapore during June 2h-July 3. 1988. Prasenjit Guptasarma participated in the
International Conference of High Tc Superconductors at Jaipur during July 6-8. 14XH:
the Conference on Advanced Ceramic Materials al Calcutta during August 26-28.1988:
Workshop on Low Temperature Physics & Cryotechniqu.es, August 30-September 2.
1488: Colliquium for Young Physicists during August 23-24. 1488 and the International
Conference on Feriles in Bombay in January. 1989. Manu Multani was invited
to participate in the Indian Vacuum Society Annual Symposium in Bombay during
December 14-21. 1988: the lndo-USA-Japan Workshop on Electronic Materials at
Punc during January 14-16. 1489 and 'he lndo-USSR Workshop on Solid State
Materials at Bangalore during January 23-27. 1489. A.V. Gurjar went for training
in Calorimetrv at Kusnaehl. Switzerland, during January 13 -February 22. 1989.

D

Rock Magnetism
The stability and accuracy of the low-field susceptibility and

hysteresis apparatus have been improved to facilitate its use on high Tc
oxide superconductors.

The recent observations of constricted Rayleigh loops at room
temperature and up to a field of 80 Oe and their several interesting
properties clearly indicate that the magnetostatic interaction field
amongst superparamagnetic clusters in the magnetic grains of basalts
can be of this order. IC.R.K. Murty and S.D. Likhite.)

•

Ultrasonics
Specific Heat Measurements: The specific heat C,, and ac

susceptibility of the high temperature superconductor HoBa2Cu3O7.8



have been measured between 77K and 300K, in order to evaluate the
stability of the system. From the whole specific heat curve
approximate values of the Debye temperature © D and the electronic
specific heat constant T of the material have been determined. The
plot of Cp/T vs T shows a jump near the superconducting transition
temperature. Tc. The maximum jump was observed in the freshly
prepared sample. After some time, the transition width, seen in both
the measurements, broadens and the specific heat jump A Cp/Tc
decreases. The specific heat curve broadens towards higher
temperatures while ac susceptibility curve broadens towards lower
temperatures. This observation can be qualitatively explained if we
assume that, at least, two different types of superconducting
microstructures develop with time. (B.K. Basu, S.M. Pattalwar, R.N.
Dixit, S.Y. Shete, G. Chandra, A.K. Nigam, R.S. Sannabhadti.)

Instrumentation: The high temperature high precision specific heat
set-up was standardised. The specific heat jump, even as low as 0.5% of
the total, can be measured with a great deal of confidence. (R.N. Dixit,
S.M. Pattalwar, S.Y. Shete, B.K. Basu.)

DD

random-matrix fluctuations is a quantum manifestation of classical
chaos. (S. Sinha and R. Ramaswamy.)

The possibility of classical chaos in various molecular rot or systems
has been examined. The free rigid rotor has one effective degree of
freedom and cannot exhibit any chaos, the spectral spacing statistics
for various asymmetric top molecules with widely differing asymmetry
parameters are Poissonian, confirming the absence of chaos. (S. Sinha
and R. Ramaswamy.)

The classical mechanics of two systems of rigid rotor with extra
degrees of freedom was examined: (i) a rigid bender, which has a single
bending vibration coupled to three dimensional rotation (example:
H2O) and (ii) a rotor with torsion (example: methanol). For both
systems a microcanonical ensemble of initial conditions at various
energies was used to generate the dynamics, and the fraction of
trajectories that yielded positive Lyapunov exponents was calculated.
Thus, a measure of phase space supporting chaos was obtained. At
high energies the phase space of both these systems (particularly
methanol) is dominated by chaos. Based on the above analysis, the
quantum and experimental spectral statistics expected for rotational
levels in the two systems is deduced. (S. Sinha and R. Ramaswamy.)

Chemical Physics
Chemical Dynamics

Theoretical Studies

The level statistics of parity-selected electronic states (including
autoionization states) of atomic Uranium obtained from the recent
photoionization experiments at B.A.R.C. have been studied. It is
observed that all spectral fluctuation measures are fully consistent
with those of superposed GOEs, which is believed to be the quantum
signature of classical chaos. This study highlights the inadequacy of
examining the distribution of spacings alone, which can be misleading
as the short range structure of superposed GOEs and Poisson have
little difference. However, probes of long range correlations, the A
and t2 statistics conclusively demonstrate rigidity, thus identifying
unambiguously the GOE nature of the experimental data. (S. Sinha
and R. Ramaswamy of J.N.U., Delhi.)

The classical dynamics of a model two-electron atom with
spin-orbit coupling has been studied. The dynamics of this model can
be expected to reflect qualitatively the dynamics in more complex
atoms. In a limited study of this model, most orbits of the system were
seen to be chaotic, thus supporting the current belief that universal

Electron Spin-Lattice Relaxation Studies

Electron spin-lattice relaxation times of sulphite radical trapped in
a naturally occurring single crystal of barite have been measured from
300K to 30K. The behaviour indicates that the dominant mechanism
of relaxation is the rotation of the sulphite radical. (Ranjan Das,
R.M. Mineeva and L.V. Bershov of IGEM Academy of Sciences of
the USSR, Moscow, USSR, and B. Venkataraman.)

Inorganic Complexes

ESR spectra from the VO(II) complexes obtained by the reaction
with bidentate ligands coordinating through (S,O) and (Se, O) have
been studied in liquid solutions. ESR spectral parameters and the
dynamics of rotational motion have been used to identify VO(SOP)2,
and VO(SOP)3 in the solutions. (Z.R. Baratova, P.M. Solozhenkin of
the Institute of Chemistry, Dushanbe, USSR and B.S. Prabhananda.)

Proton Transport across Membranes

T-jump experiments have been carried out to evaluate the
dependence of amplitudes and relaxation times associated with the
proton transport across membranes on (i) the buffer concentration
inside and (ii) outside the vesicles, (iii) pH, and (iv) ionic strength.
(M.M. Ugrankar and B.S. Prabhananda.)
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Theoretical expressions have been derived using a model of the
vesicle to explain the experimentally observed behaviour of
amplitudes and relaxation times. (B.S. Prabhananda.)

Synergism in H+ -transport by protonophores and valinomycin was
studied. The rate of protonophore-mediated H+ flux increased
dramatically in the presence of valinomycin. Experiments with
membrane-permeant ions have shown that the enhancement by
valinomycin is not due to the collapse of the membrane potential
alone. Formation of a specific complex between the protonophore and
permeant ions including valinomycin has been suggested as the most
plausible reason. This active complex should be different from the
inactive complex characterized by us earlier. The rapid kinetics of
H+-flux was followed by the new method using T-jump described in a
previous Report. (Ishak Ahmed and G. Krishnamoorthy.)

One of the possible elementary steps in the H+-pump cycle of
cytochrome oxidase is a protonation-deprotonation equilibrium linked
to the redox equilibrium of heme-a. Preliminary pH-jump
investigations have given the time-constant for the coupling between
these two equilibria. (Sadananda Rai and G. Krishnamoorthy.)

Photochemical Studies

Synthesis of several a , a'-substituted aminoanthraquinones was
accomplished and structures established by various spectroscopic
techniques: NMR, mass, visible and IR. Nanosecond flash photolysis
experiments were conducted on the new compounds. Triplet-triplet
absorption spectra, lifetimes and extinction coefficients of the
triplet were determined for 1,5-diaminoanthraquinone and 1-acetyl-
aminoanthraquinone. (V.J.P. Srivatsavoy.)

Ground and excited state dissociation constants were determined
in acetonitrile for some substituted aminoanthraquinones using
perchloric acid. The dissociation constants in the ground and triplet
excited state correlate well with the Hammett's o values, (V.J.P.
Srivatsavoy.)

Flourescence quantum yields and lifetimes were measured for
several a -substituted aminoanthraquinones. The effect of alcohol on
the nonradiative rate constant in the excited singlet state was
investigated in a non-hydrogen bonding solvent. (V.J.P. Srivatsavoy.)

Inorganic ions like iodide, ferrocyanide and ferricyanide are known
to be efficient quenchers of the excited singlet state and organic dyes
such as cresyl violet and rhodamines. Laser flash photolysis studies
showed the absence of triplet formation and a weak spectrum
attributable to reduced or oxidised species of the dyes. (Suresh Das
and N. Periasamy.)

Picosecond Spectroscopic Studies

A series of electron transfer fluorescence quenching reactions
involving ZnTPP and TPP were studied for the following reasons:
(i) to estimate the absolute rate coefficient freed from the diffusion
limitation in intermolecular reactions, and (ii) to correlate the value
of k., with the free energy change. It was found that k,'s were at
least one order larger than the diffusion limit for A ('»<() upto
AG = —1.6 eV. The onset of inverted free energy region was not
indicated in the ka vs AG plot. (G.B. Dutt, S. Doraiswamy, S. Modi,
N. Periasamy and B. Venkataraman.)

Experimental tests of the theoretical models of diffusion limited
bimolecular reactions were extended to neutral-neutral and
neutral-ion reactants. The quenched fluorescence decay of indole/l ~
(in water) is non-exponential. The data fits adequately to the
Smoluchowski-Collins-Kimball (SCK) model. An 'assumption-free'
approach to data analysis of several decays was adopted to overcome
correlation of parameters, but only limiting values for the parameters
were obtained. It was found that the 'long-time' SCK equation is
equally good if early time data are rejected. Other systems investigated
were indole-acrylamide and NATA-KI and NATA-acrylamide. The
results of indole-acrylamide system are closer to the predictions of the
Smoluchowski model: k(t) = 4n-RD|l + R/( w Dt1/2) J. (G.C. Joshi of
Garhwal University, Garhwal. R. Bhatnagar, S. Doraiswamy and N.
Periasamy.)

The SCK decay equation is usually approximated incorrectly to a
simpler form valid at 'long-time'. A proper approximation leads to an
equation with identical time-dependence as the old one but with a
concentration-dependent pre-exponent factor. This approximation
and its validity with respect to different cut-off times were examined
using simulated and experimental data. (N. Periasamy, G.C. Joshi and
Ranjan Das.)

A new method of analysis of fluorescence decay data to fit a
multiexponential decay equation has been proposed. The method is
effective when one of the lifetimes is comparable to the time resolution
of the decay data. (N. Periasamy.)

Molecular Rotation Dynamics

Fluorescence anisotropy decay measurements of organic dyes
(cresyl voilet, nile blue and nile red) in alcohols give molecular
reorientation times. The effect of temperature and viscosity (varying
with the chain length of the alcohol) on the reorientation times are
being studied. (G.B. Dutt, S. Doraiswamy and N. Periasamy.)

•
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Energy Transfer and Storage
Solar Energy and Conducting Polymers

With a view to enhance the photoelectrochemical property of CdS
for use in the vectorial charge transfer process, experiments were
conducted by chemically depositing CdS in the presence of an external
magnetic field. The semiconductor was examined by SEM, ED AX.
X-diffraction and TEM. The rate of deposition of CdS in the presence
of H=9.0 KG was().8OAs'. a five-fold increase as compared to the rale
at zero field. The field-grown sample was smoother and in addition,
the sample exhibits well defined crystallographic planes with the
features indicating hexagonal, a -phase, in contrast to the amorphous
structure of the zero field sample. Furthermore, the photocurrent is
enhanced by at least an order of magnitude. The I-V characteristics in
polysulphide medium show a fill factor of 0.53 for the field-grown
sample and 0.43 for the zero field sample. The film thickness of CdS
deposited at zero field and 9 KG are 0.26 u and 1.20/u. The
photocurrent of the field-grown sample in polysulphide showed a
greater stability than the zero field sample: both the samples show
dramatically increased stability for over 2 hours upon annealing the
sample under N: atmosphere at 400°C. (K.C. Mandal. S.K. Haram
and K.S.V. Santhanam.)

A similar magnetic field effect has been observed in the deposition
of CdSe. The measurement of photocurrent and solar cell efficiency
are in progress. (K.C. Mandal, S.K. Haram and K.S.V. Santhanam.)

A programme on quantum size effect on CdS and CdSe in the
magnetic field was initiated. The UV-visible absorption onset is being
measured. (S.K. Haram. K.C. Mandal and K.S.V. Santhanam.)

An electroless deposition method has been developed for the first
time for growing thin films of n-MoS: and n-Sb:S,. The samples were
characterized by X-ray, EDAX and SEM. Annealing the films at
different temperatures with different gas ambients produces a
tremendous change in the grain size. (K.C. Mandal.)

Photointercalation of Se on polycarbazole and polypyrrole were
investigated. (V. Sundaram and K.S.V. Santhanam.)

The electroless deposition of copper selenide has been examined by
laser interferometry for the first time for determining the
concentration-time profiles. In general, such depositions cannot be
examined by laser interferometry due to lack of a reference frame.
The interesting feature of this deposition was to monitor
simultaneously the change in the composition of the film. The release
of Cu : ' during the electroless deposition and the hydrodynamic effect
have been substantiated by the data. Incorporation of indium into

copper selenide has also been carried out by a galvanostatic
electrolysis. (K.S.V. Santhanam and R.N. O'Brien of University of
Victoria. Canada.)

A family of new conducting polvcarbazoles has been examined by
laser interferometry and holographic interferometry. Dibenzocarbazole
polymer produced interesting interferomelric features. The polymer
coupling positions have also been established using NMR. (K.S.V.
Santhanam and R.N. O'Brien.)

Magnetic field effect on the electrochemical reduction of metal
ions in the presence of paramagnetic ions have also been examined by
laser interferometry. (K.S.V. Santhanam and R.N.O.'Brien.)

Electrobioluminescence

The bioluminescenee observed with the cells present in the
coelomic fluid of Lampito mauritii (Madras species of earthworm) is
activated by picomolar concentrations of hydrogen peroxide. In
electrobioluminescence 2-eIectron reduction of oxygen forming a
peroxide results in the emission of light. Also, background electrolysis
of K:SO, generates H:O:| via SO, + H :O^S04 + H.6 : |
Leading to activated biolumineseence: this is observed when the
potential of the working electrode is maintained at +0.70 V vs SCE.
(N.M. Limaye and K.S.V. Santhanam.)

The activation of bioluminescence is also observed upon the
injection of ferrous ion to the cells present in the coelomic fluid.
This is due to the action of oxidase on the ferrous ion enhancing the
production of peroxide. It is confirmed from the cyclic voltammetry
study of Fe : ' / Fe u in the presence of the cells. This reaction is
sensitive to picomolar concentration of Fe-'T. extending to KHI/iM.
but deactivation takes place when Fe2+ ion concentration exceeds
100 M M. It is attributed to the decomposition of the peroxide
generated in the reaction scheme. (N.M. Limaye and K.S.V.
Santhanam.)

•

Molecular Biophysics
DNA Structure and its role in Biological Recognition

Our studies during the last five years have quelled the general
belief that DNA has a uniform regular structure in solution. Significant
sequence specific variations in the structure have been detected and
these make every segment of DNA functionally more important than
what was thought before. Information regarding specific recognition
by certain enzymes can now be conceived of as being present in the
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DNA structure itself. During the last year, solution conformations of
oligonucleotides containing the recognition sequences of restriction
enzymes, Cla 1, Taq I and Xho 1 have been determined in fine
detail with new methodologies developed for improved accuracy of
interpretation. While Xho 1 sequence shows very significant structural
changes at the cleavage site, Cla I and Taq I sequences did not show
such differences. These results implicate uniqueness of each recognition
mechanism. (K.V.R. Chary. R.V. Hosur and G. Govil.)

Nucleoside Antibiotics

PCILO computations have been carried out on the conformation of
azidothymidine (AZT), an anti-AIDS drug. The results indicate a
remarkable similarity in the conformational profiles with those of its
parent nucleoside. thymidine. This result has important biological
significance and implication in drug action. (R. P. Ojha of Gorakhpur
University. Gorakhpur and Anil Saran).

Similar studies have also been carried out on two other nucleoside
antibiotics, namely, nebularine and isoguanosine and their biological
activity has been correlated to conformational similarity with their
parent nucleosides. (L. N. Patnaik of Ravenshaw College. Cuttack and
Anil Saran).

Membranes and External Agents

Solution conformation of cimetidine and ranitidine, the histamine
H,-receptor antagonists have been monitored by NMR and these
molecules exist in an extended backbone conformation. The
interaction of these two drugs with model membrane has also been
studied by llP and I3C NMR. (E. Coutinho of Bombay College of
Pharmacy, V. M. Kulkarni, of U.D.C.T., Bombay, Anil Saran and
Sudha Srivastava).

Interactions of model membranes with hormones and drugs have
been investigated using NMR. spin labelling ESR. DSC. X-ray
diffraction.optical spectroscopy and electron microscopy. The results
indicate that gonadoliberin (leuteinizing hormone releasing hormone)
in lipid dispersions retains normal bilayer organization in gel phase,
but induces cubic phase formation in liquid crystalline phase.
Polypeptide inhibitor of renin angiotensin system causes mixed phase
formations in the lipid matrix. Antihypertensive propranolol lowers
the gel to liquid crystalline phase transition and significantly increases
the normal thickness of lipid bilayers. The presence of antidiarrahoeal
loperamide alters the ellipticity of spherical liposomal assemblies.
iG. Govil. Ratna Phadke and Sudha Srivastava).

Conformation of Bioactive Pep tides and Proteins

Conformation of renin inhibitor polypeptide (RIP), bradykinins

and a -melanocyte stimulating hormone ( a-MSH) has been studied
using 2D NMR and computer graphics. RIP has been found to assume
a tight turn of type II at N-terminal end when dissolved in DMSO-d,,.
Bradykinin (native) has been found to adopt a closed conformation
with 0 -bends at both C and N terminal ends. Its analogue
|Tyrf-bradykinin on the other hand exhibits flexible conformation
under identical conditions. Work on a -MSH is in progress. (Santosh
Haram, Suman Mirmira of IIT. Bombay, Ratna Phadke and Sudha
Sri vast ava).

Solution structure of dermorphin (Tyr'-D-Ala:-Phe'-Gly4-Tyr'-
Pro(>-Ser7-NH3), an opioid heptapeptide, has been investigated by
ID and 2D NMR techniques. The results indicate that there is no
intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the molecule which rules out the
folded conformation. There are two interconverting conformers of
which one is more populated than the other. The major conformer
adopts an extended backbone conformation with trans isomerism at
Tyr'-Pro6 peptide bv-nd. Work, has been initiated on two synthetic
analogs of dermorphin. NMR studies on melanostatin (Pro-Leu-
Gly-NHj) have indicated that the amide proton of second residue Leu
is shielded from the solvent as it is buried by proline ring and the side
chain of Leu. Similar studies on two more tripeptides: Pro-Phe-
Gly-NH2 and Boc-Ala-Leu-Gly-NH2 are in progress to check whether
this shielding is characteristic of melanostatin only. Preliminary results
on Pro-Phe-Gly-NHi indv.ate that such shielding of amide proton of
the second residue Phe is indeed observed. Further work is in
progress. (M. M. Dhingra, Anil Saran and Y. U. Sasidhar).

Drug-Nucleic Acid Interactions

Our earlier NMR studies on distamycin-A. an antitumour
antibiotic, have established a bow-like structure for the drug. This
structure is ideally suited for interaction with DNA in the minor
g, • ov-:. NMR studies have been carried out on two A-T sequences of
DNA: d(A-T)2.d(A-T), and d(A-T),.d(A-T),. Resonance assignments
of all the protons in both DNA sequences have been achieved by a
combination of COSY and NOESY experiments and the solution
conformation is being established. Work has been initiated on the
interaction of distamycin-A with d( A-T),.d( A-T)., and d( A-TK.d< A-T U
sequences of DNA. (M. M. Dhingra and Ajay Kumar).

Theoretical Studies

PCILO computations have been carried out on two histamine
H;-receptor antagonists: cimelidine and ranitidine and the results
indicate intramolecularly hydrogen bonded structure for cimetidine.
This result differs from that of our NMR studies in which this molecule
has been observed to exist in an extended conformation. (E. Coutinho.
V. M. Kulkami. Anil Saran and Sudha Srivastava).
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in-Vivo' Magentic Resonance Studies
MP NMR and spin labelling ESR were used in the following studies:

(i) the process of maturation and in-vitro capacitation of goat sperms;
(ii) investigation of lymphocytes (lacking in electron donating
capacity) separated from blood samples of patients suffering from
rheumatic disease; (iii) a comparative study of 'H-NMR spectra of
tissues from malignant and normal parts of oesophagus, subjected to
acid/alkali digestion, with a view to identify the two types of tissues;
and (iv) human ?lacental tissues. (G. Govil, Ratna Phadke and Sudha
Srivastava).

Molecular Electronics

Immobilization of NAD on platinum surface was achieved with the
help of polyurathane prepolymer PU-3. It has been shown that the
coenzyme retains its normal electrochemical activity and it is
addressible chemically as well as electrically. Switching between its
stable states has been monitored through spectroscopic methods.
NAD-Alcohol dehydrogenase (NADH) on immobilization exhibits its
normal activity and is approachable to substrates. The process of
immobilization facilitates electron transfer between the enzyme and
the electrode. These systems possess good potential for applications in
the field of molecular electronics and biochemical engineering.
(G. Govil, Rajesh Manchanda and Ratna Phadke).

New techniques

Interproton distances (r) and 3-bond H-H coupling constants (J)
constitute two major NMR inputs for structure determination of
biological macromolecules. The role of spin diffusion in obtaining
distance estimates has been analysed in detail and analytical
expressions have been derived for NOE in 3-spin systems. A new
procedure has been suggested for obtaining better estimates of r from
the same two dimensional NOESY spectra as were used before. For
the J's it has been shown that w ,-decoupling in 2D COSY spectra
allows a very high degree of accuracy of measurement. Simulation
procedures have been developed for extracting coupling constant
information from 2D NMR spectra and these are applicable even in
situations where overlaps of cross peaks render direct measurements
impossible, Significant progress has been made for computer
simulation of 2D NOESY spectia for structure determination of DNA
segments. (R.V. Hosur and A. Majumdar)

•

Bioinorganic Chemistry
The main interest in this area continues to be the study of

electronic, structural and structure-related properties of model
heme systems and heme proteins.

Structure, Reactivity and Function of Peroxidase Heme Proteins
and their Synthetic Models

Although peroxidases are an important class of hemoproteins
which catalyse oxidation of a large variety of inorganic and organic
substrates, and are essential in the life process, very little is known
about their structure and reactivity. A programme has been initiated
to study the binding of inorganic and organic substrates to
lactoperoxidase (LPO) and horseradish peroxidase (HRP), and to use
these as probes to understand the structure of heme crevice region.
Several inorganic substrates such as SCN7 CN7 I~ have been used
but of all these, the thiocyanate has given the most promising results
since SCN~/H2O2/LPO provided a non-specific bacteriocidal system
used for the preservation of milk.

The interaction of thiocyanate ion with LPO and HRP was studied
by 15N (of 15NCS) and heme 'H NMR spectroscopy. The dissociation
constant of binding and the distance of the SCN from the heme iron
was determined from measurements of 15N relaxation times and 'H
NMR of heme peripheral protons. The results show that the
thiocyanate binds to LPO more strongly than to HRP, but in both cases
it binds to the enzyme 6.8—7.2 A away from the heme iron. The pH
dependent I5N NMR studies have been used to identify the amino
acid residues in the heme crevice, which are involved in the binding.
The studies have further shown that the heme in LPO is more deeply
buried inside the apoprotein than in HRP, consistent with the general
observation that reconstitution of heme in LPO is difficult. (S. Modi,
D.V. Behere and S. Mitra).

The interaction of several organic donor molecules with LPO was
studied, with a similar objective as above, by 'H NMR and optical
difference spectroscopy. The dissociation constants of binding and the
distance of the binding site from the heme iron show that these organic
donor molecules bind to LPO near the distal histidine, rather loosely,
at an average distance of 9-11 X away from the heme iron. Comparison
of the dissociation constants for the different substrates suggests
that hydrogen bonding of the donors with the distal histidine, and
hydrophobic interaction of the heme crevice contribute significantly
to the associative forces. Thermodynamic parameters of the binding
have also been determined from variable temperature study. (S. Modi.
D.V. Behere and S. Mitra).

To understand the bacteriocidal activity of the SCN ~/H:OVLP0
system, l5lN NMR of the reaction products were monitored. It was
observed that among the two oxidation products. OSCN and CN . the
rate of formation of OSCN was maximum when |H:O2|'|SCN ]=1
coincided with the maximum activity of the enzyme. These studies
suggest, contrary to previous speculation, that it is the OSCN , not
CN . which is responsible for the bacteriocidal activity of the
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LPO/H2O2/SCN- system. (S. Modi, D. V. Behere and S. Mitra).

To resolve the continuing controversy regarding the binding of
water at the sixth coordination site of Fe in LPO and HRP, spin-lattice
relaxation measurements of water in LPO and HRP (and in MetMb for
comparison) was carried out over a wide pH range. The studies
established clearly that the water is not coordinated to heme iron and
lies much outside the coordination sphere (ca 4 A away from the
heme iron). (S. Modi, D.V. Behere and S. Mitra).

The role of the metal ion in modulating the conformation and
activity of the peroxidase enzymes has been examined by a detailed
spectroscopic and 'H NMR study of manganese-reconstituted HRP. It
has been observed that the strength of the binding of inorganic and
organic substrates remain unaltered with the reconstitution while the
site of binding is different from Fe3+-HRP. Water proton relaxation
measurements show that, unlike in Fe3+-HRP, the water is coordinated
to the manganese in Mn-HRP. The reduced activity of the latter as
compared to the Fe-HRP, has been attributed to this change in
coordination geometry. (S. Modi, A.K. Saksena, D.V. Behere and
S. Mitra).

The work on the iron(IV) heme c as model of the active site of
HRP compound II has been further pursued by following Mossbauer
and kinetic measurements. The rates of oxidation-reduction of
substrates have been studied by reconstituting the Fe(III) porphyrin
c in apo-HRP. (S. Modi, V. Shedbalkar and S. Mitra).

Stability, Reactivity and Structure of Heme in Hydrophobic Cavity

To simulate and assess hydrophobic interactions of the heme
pocket, structure, reactivity and stability of heme encapsulated in
hydrophobic micellar cavity have been investigated by 'H and |5N
NMR, optical spectroscopy and magnetic techniques. The results
indicate that the hydrophobic micellar interactions modify the
electronic properties and stability of the heme. The most significant
result was the higher stability of iron(II) hemes in different
coordination geometry and spin-state. To further examine the effect of
micellar hydrophobic interaction and stabilise better models for
hemoproteins, heme octapeptides were incorporated inside SDS
micelle and stabilised in high- and low-spin iron (III), and high-spin
iron(II) forms. pH dependent NMR studies showed a high-spin ^ low-
spin equilibrium for the iron(III) heme with features characteristic of
those observed for metmyoglobin. (S. Mazumdar and S. Mitra, and
O.K. Medhi of Gauhati University).

Studies on heme complexes incorporated in lipid bilayer
membranes have also been initiated, which show that the heme can be
stabilised in different oxidation and spin states inside the membrane.
(S. Mazumdar and S. Mitra).

I3C and 'H NMR studies on SDS micelle in presence of hemes have
been carried out to understand the structure of the hydrophobic
micellar cavity. (S. Mazumdar).

Circular Dichroism Study of the Heme Protein Conformation

Using the newly-commissioned spectropolarimeter conformational
changes in the protein structure upon oxidation of heme were
investigated by circular dichroism. Results obtained on metmyoglobin
and its 'oxidised' product verdoglobin (by chlorite ion) have been
quantitatively interpreted in terms of certain structural parameters.
Further studies on other proteins are continuing. (K. Nagesha,
D.V. Behere, V.R. Marathe and S. Mitra).

Theoretical studies

Quantum chemical calculations were carried out to explain the
experimental observations in crossed beam studies (of electrons,
atoms and/or molecules), and to predict experimentally observable
metastable electronic states of molecules. The experimental work
referred to in the following studies were performed by Dr. Mathur and
hi' colleagues of the Atomic and Molecular Physics Group.

The lowest energy dissociation pathway on the potential energy
surface for the ground electronic state of CS2

2+ was investigated
theoretically using ab-initio molecular orbital method with Gaussian
basis sets of double zeta plus polarization quality. The results were
compared with the experimental investigations using a crossed
electron-molecule beam apparatus incorporating nearly monoenergetic
electrons and a quadrupole mass spectrometer. (S. Mazumdar,
V.R. Marathe, S.V.K. Kumar and D. Mathur).

Ab —initio SCF MO calculation of potential energy curves for
low-lying electronic states of S2

+ ions have been carried out in order to
explain how stable S2

+ ions are formed, initially at a very large
internuclear separation of 3.2 X . (S. Mazumdar, V.R. Marathe,
S.V.K. Kumar and D. Mathur).

A new ab-initio molecular orbital program "Gaussian 86" was
commissioned on VAX/780 computer. New ab initio MO calculations
including configuration interaction indicate that the lowest energy
state of CO2+, accessible in 3keV double electron capture collisions
between H+ and CO, possesses '1+ symmetry. (D. Mathur,
V.R. Marathe and S. Mazumdar).

Theoretical calculations of ionization energies and electron
affinities for alkan-1-ol molecules |CnH2n+,OH (n=l to 5)| have
been carried out, using semi-empirical HAM/3 method with a view to
confirming the experimentally observed trends in cation and anion
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energies, measured using a crossed electron-beam/molecular beam
apparatus. (D. Mathur, C. Badrinathan and V.R. Marathe).

The energetics of formation of singly, doubly and triply charged ions
of homonuclear and heteronuclear sulphur containing diatomics was
investigated using the techniques of electron impact dissociative
ionization, ion translational energy spectrometry and ab-initio MO
calculations of potential energy functions employing large basis sets,
and in certain cases utilising large scale configuration procedures as
well. (V.R. Marathe, S. Mazumdar and D. Mathur).

K. V.R. Chary is on study leave at ETH. Zurich. Switzerland. Rcmjan Das is on
study leave at The University of Chicgo, Chicago, USA, from August. M.M. Dfiingni
is on sabbatical leave at The University of Texas, Dallas, USA. from June.
S. Doraiswamy attended the Sixth Meeting on Ultrafast Phenomena held in Osaka,
Japan. G. Govil. R. V. Hosur. A. Majumdar. S. Mitra, Rama Phadke. and Anil Saran
attended the XIII International Conference on Magnetic Resonance in Biological
Systems held at Madison. USA from August 14-19. R.V. Hosur delivered a plenary
lecture at the above conference and spent three months at Columbia University. New
York. G.Govil visited National Institutes of Health. Bethesda. USA G.
Krishnamoorthy attended the Fourth Summer College in Biophysics at 1CTP. Trieste,
Italy during September-October 1988.

5. Mitra spent two months at the University of Notre Dame. USA Ratna Phadke
visited National Institutes of Cancer, N.I.H.. Bethesda, USA from Aug. 21 to Sept. 4.

K.S.V. Santhanam attended the International Conference on Science and
Technology of Synthetic Metals. Santa'Fe, USA from June 26-July 2, 1988 and
the American Electrochemical Society Meeting in Chicago from Oct. K-14. 19H8. He
also spent 3 months at University of Victoria. Canada.

Anil Saran visited Rutgers University. New Brunswick, USA and gave a talk. H.M.
Sonuwai is on study leave at the University of Bremen. Fed. Rep. of Germany.

B. Venkataraman visited the following institutes in Soviet Union
on the INS A Exchange programme from May 29 to June 15: 1GEM of the Acad. of
Sciences of USSR. Moscow: Ioffe Inst. of the Acad. of Sciences of USSR. Leningrad:
B.L. Nikhitin Inst. of Chemistry of the Tajik Academy of Sciences, Dushanbe. He
attended the Seventh Internationa! Conference on Photcliemieal Conversion and
Storage of Solar Energy held at Chicago. USA in August and co-chaired a plenary
session. He visited NIST, Gaithersville. USA for two weeks as part of the Indo-US
Material Sciences programme on Chemical Dynamics and Laser Spectroscopy. From
September 1. 88 he is on sabbatical leave at the H. C. Oersted Institute. University of
Copenhagen. Denmark, as Visiting Professor.

•D

Hydrology
Underground Storage of Flood Water

The drought of 1987 had lowered the water table in the project area
by about five meters. This circumstance offered an opportunity to test
the validity of the basic premise of the scheme and to test the aquifer
response during the last monsoon. The observations of water levels at

various points in the aquifer showed a sharp increase following floods
in (he Hindon river, which occured about four times during the 1988
monsoon. The full recovery of the water table, reaching the status quo
ante, has justified the basic premise of the scheme and the
observations of the hydraulic gradients during recovery have
generated confidence in designing the safe pumping for lowering the
water table in the project area.

Nanopores in the Rocks

Experiments to determine the implantation efficiency of recoiling
radon atoms have revealed the importance of this factor in the
emnation of radon from rocks. The implantation efficiency is only
about fifty percent in a variety of materials. This indicates that the
narrowness of the pores is no impediment to the emnation of radon
from the rocks.

Periodic spot measurements of radon in hot springs near Bhatsa and
Koyna dams were continued.

•D

Physics of Semiconductors and Solid State
Electronics
Work done in the group on the physics of semiconducting materials
and devices as well as on high temperature superconducting IHTSC)
film is as follows:

DX Centres in AIGaAs Alloys: Investigation of DX centre behaviour
of the Sn donors in AlGaAs was begun by using Deep Level
Admittance Spectroscopy (DLASl. Three energy levels related to the
Sn-DX centres were found. Only one of these levels SN3 (0.19eV) was
well known: the other two Ievels:, SN 1(0.15e VI and SN2 (0.1 OeV) were
found because of an improvement in the detection capability by the
use of DLAS technique. New evidence of the alloy broadening of the
emission barrier energy of the Si-DX as well as the Sn-DX in AlGaAs
were found from CCDLTS (Constant Capacitance Deep Level
Transient Spectroscopy) and DLAS spectra. (S. Chakravariy.
S. Anand, S. Subramanian. D.K. Sharma and B.M. Arora).

Group IV Doping in InGaAsP Alloys: Studies were continued on
In|.,Ga,AsyP,.y (y«2.2x) alloys grown by Liquid Phase Epitaxy
(LPE) and doped with Ge. While Ge acted as donors in most of the
compositions, it had acceptor like behaviour in lnnA1Ga,,AiAs. New
luminescence bands were observed which had strong dependence on
Ge concentration and illumination intensity.

Detailed simulation studies were conducted on the absorption and
luminescence spectra of the Ge-doped In,, :Ga0.^As,, (>,,P,,.4l, measured
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TIFR built automated set up for measuring thermopower
and resistivity in the temperature range of I.5K to 300K.

Photoluminescence spectrometer using fibre optics.



Patterns of staining reflect
tissue—specific expression
of genes in Drosophila.
The insertion of an element
coding for the enzyme
fi-galactosidase is used to
report on the activity of
genes in its vicinity. Specific
staining is seen in a) Brain
b)Jump muscle c) Taste cells
in the proboscis and d) Larval
brain e) andf) demonstrate
2 different staining patterns
in the developing embryo.



previously. A relationship between the Urbach tail in the absorption
spectrum and a broad emission band in the luminescence spectra was
investigated. It was shown that both were related to transition between
the conduction band extended state and the impurity disorder induced
tail states near the valence band.

By using phase of the signal in Photothermal Deflection
Spectroscopy (PDS), a hidden damage layer at the interface between
the epitaxial layer and the substrate in the above materials was
discovered. This damage layer in the substrate was produced during
the heating before the growth of the epitaxial layer. (R. Rajalakshmi,
S.S. Chandvankar, Shailendra Kumar, A.K. Srivastava, D.K. Sharma,
K.L. Narasimhan and B.M. Arora).

Diffusion in III-V Compounds: Cadmium had been successfully
diffused into InP for the first time in an open tube diffusion apparatus.
The presence of Cd in InP was detected by photoluminescence and
Hall measurements. A comparative study of the degradation of InP
during heating was made by using photoluminescence, backscattering
and channeling techniques Photodetector was fabricated from GaAs
diffused with Zn in an open tube process. (S. Banerjee,
A.K. Srivastava, M.B. Kurup, K.G. Prasad and B.M. Arora).

Gallium Arsenide Devices: Normally off phototransistors (MESFET-
Metal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) of GaAs were
fabricated. Apart from the normal regime of their operation above the
band gap energy, their behaviour in the subband gap energy region was
investigated. In this region, the device operated by internal
photoemission from the gate and showed linear amplification of the
response current. (B.M. Arora, V.T. Karulkar, D.K. Sharma,
A.K. Srivastava, S. Subramanian and K. Chalapathi, B. Lakshmi and
P.P. Suratkar from SAMEER).

Electrical Properties ofa-Si and a-SiC: In the preparation of a-Si and
a-SiC, it was shown that preheating of gas mixtures prior to plasma
deposition significantly influenced the electrical properties of the
films deposited. It was shown, for instance, that amorphous
polycrystalline transition can take place at the substrate temperature
by just preheating the input gas. (D.R. Bapat, K.L. Narasimhan,
Shailendra Kumar, A.A. Sardesai and A. Deorukhkar).

Deposition and Characterization of High Temperature Superconducting
(HTSC) Films: Deposition of HTSC film of Y-Ba-Ca-0 using flash
evaporation and RF magnetron sputtering was continued using
indigenously designed systems. More emphasis was given on RF
sputtering technique to do a systematic study on stoichiometric films
using different composition and size of targets and also position of
substrate with respect to cathodes. The substrates were Si, SrTiO3 and
MgO.

The film compositions were characterized using EDAX (Energy
Dispersion Analysis of X-rays). Backscattering caused due to the
negatively charged oxygen ions was found to drastically change the
film composition during deposition in Ar and O2 gas mixtures.
Backsputtering was caused with both longitudinal or transverse
magnetic fields when small targets were used. However, the results
indicate that when substrates were mounted at 45° inclination at a
distance of 25mm from the axis, uniform film composition was
obtained with longitudinal magnetic field. The films are annealed at
900°C in O2 ambient. With gold contacts, room temperature
resistivities around 0.6 to 1.0 milli ohm-cm was obtained. Low
temperature measurement for a typical film on < 100> SrTiO3 substrate
showed onset of superconducting state at 88°K and Tc (R=O) at 72°K.
(R. Pinto, V.T. Karulkar, S.P. Pai and C.P. D'Souza).

Design and Fabrication of Tele chip: The Smart Card telechip is
basically an integrated circuit having a tamperproof erasable memory
(usable in telephone booths and being installed by Mahanagar
Telephone Nigam). A collaborative program had been initiated
between APLAB, TIFR, IIT-Bombay and IIT-Kharagpur to design
and fabricate a bipolar IC for the Smart Card having blowable fuse
links. The chip was designed and masks made. Fabrication process
steps had been standardized through test batch wafers. Fabrication of
test chip will lead to proof of concept. (P.R. Apte, A.V. Joshi and
S.P. Pai).

S. Chandrasekhar returned in September 1988 from AT&T Bell Laboratories.
Holmdel (NJ), USA. A.S. Vengurlekar is on study leave at AT&T Bell Laboratories.
Murray Hill (NJ), USA from September 1988. S.S. Chandvankar, R. Rajalakshmi,
S. Chakravarty and S. Anand attended the International Conference and Intensive
Tutorial Course on Semiconducting Materials held in December 1988 at New Delhi.

DD

Molecular Biology
In this unit work is being done in three main areas namely,

neurobiology, developmental biology and biochemistry and molecular
biology.

Neurohiology
Neurobiology of Drosophila

The study of chemosensory mechanisms continues to be the thrust
of several of the neurobiology groups. Using behavioural, genetic,
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anatomical and physiological approaches we have defined quantifiable
parameters that allow the analysis of both receptor function and
central processing in the chemosensory pathways. In the cases where
mutants that affect the value of the parameters have been identified,
we have made progress in isolation of the affected gene. In particular,
an olfactory mutation has been rescued by the introduction, into the
fly's germline chromosomes, of DNA containing a normal copy of the
gene. This now allows the detailed study of the gene and its product.

Several of the 'fly' groups have together initiated a project to
identify genomic regulatory elements ("enhancers") that control gene
expression in the tissues and stages of our interest. These experiments
complement the other approaches and have identified candidate
enhancers that express in the chemosensory or motor pathways.

Genetics of gustatory receptors: Previous behavioral and biochemical
experiments had suggested the presence of two cationic sites on the
salt-sensitive neurons in the taste sensilla of Drosophila. In feeding
preference tests, normal flies are weakly attracted to low
concentrations of sodium chloride. Mutations in several genes (gustB,
GustR and GustS) enhance this attraction. Another mutant gustE has
lost the Na-specific A site; it also loses attraction to Na+. The locus
has been localized to between 6C11 and 6E4 on the X-chromosome.
(Swati Sathe and O. Siddiqi).

Molecular characterization of a region containing the olfE gene: The
olfEgene had previously been mapped within a30 kilobase (kb) cloned
region. An analysis of transcripts encoded by this region has been
completed and two putative transcripts for the olfE gene have been
identified. These two transcripts of ca.5 kb and 3 kb arise from within
the same 13 kb genomic DNA fragment, suggesting that they may be
alternate splice variants. Various cDNA clones of the 5 kb transcript
have been isolated. These have been used to help define the endpoints
of this transcript in the 13kb genomic fragment, which has
subsequently been subcloned in the Drosophila transformation vector
Carnegie 20. The putative oZ/f-Carnegie 20 constructs are being used
for germline transformation of mutant olfE flies. (Gaiti Hasan).

Genetics and Development of Chemosensory Pathways in Drosophila:
The peripheral neurons of the olfactory pathway arise from the cells of
the imaginal discs, which are set aside during embryogenesis and
proliferate during the larval stages. The imaginal neurons replace
those which are present in the larval antennal system. The
development of the receptor cells and their connection to existing
secondary neurons in the olfactory lobe raises important questions
relating to axonal pathfinding and neuronal specificity. We have
followed the development of these circuits using a neuron-specific
antibody (22C10). The antibody studies are complemented by an

analysis of "enhancer-trap" lines which show tissue-specific expression
in the olfactory pathway. These lines are generated by the mobilization
of a transposable element carrying a reporter gene beta-galactosidase.
The histochemical detection of this enzyme in the fly is likely to reflect
the pattern of expression of Drosophila genes flanking the insert.
(M. Arunan).

In another approach, we study mutants defective in chemosensory
behaviour in an effort to identify molecules involved in this pathway.
Recently we have directed our attention to four linked loci, gustB,
gustC, gustD and gustG which affect different steps in gustation.
All four map in a small region of the X-chromosome between 10E2
and 10E4 and show complex patterns of interactions among
themselves, gustC and gustG lead to pleiotropic effects on taste

Fig. 1: Diagrammatic representation of different types of labellar
sensory fibres (frontal view), labelled with HRP dissolved in solutions
containing various stimulants, a Outline of the brain minus eyes.
Boxed area represents the region of labellar sensory neuropile (LSN)
shown in Fig. b-e and the vertical dotted line is the midline of the
suboesophageal ganglion (SOG), b 0.1 M potassium chloride, c 0.1
M sucrose, d Distilled water, e 0.1 M sodium chloride.
D = dorsal. L = lateral, LN = labial nerve. LSN = labellar sensoiy
neuropile, SOG = suboesophageal ganglion. Scale I b-e) = 50n in.
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behaviour suggesting a possible central lesion. A detailed genetic
analysis of this complex is in progress. (Veronica Rodrigues. This
work is being carried out in collaboration with Swati Sathe from O.
Siddiqi's group).

Neuroanatomy of the chemosensory systems: Our earlier studies using
Golgi silver impregnations from the labellar sensilla of adult
Drosophila melanogaster had revealed seven distinct neuronal
fibre-types projecting in the suboesophageal ganglion of the brain.
These fibres were designated as coiled fibre (type-I), shrubby fibre
(type-II), ipsilateral ventral fibre (type-Ill), ipsilateral dorsal fibre
(type-IV), contralaterai ventral fibre (type-V), contralateral dorsal
fibre (type-VI) and central fibre (type-VII). This year we have
identified the projections of the neurons present in a single labellar
taste-sensillum, using the neuronal marker horseradish peroxidase
(HRP). Although the taste sensillum in question has five neurons, yet
in a given experiment only one or at the most two neurons are labelled.
The type of neuron labelled was found to be specific to the stimulant
solute (sucrose, sodium chloride or potassium chloride) present in the
HRP solution.

Fig. 2: Photomicrograph of a 15 u in thick frontal section through
labellar sensor}' neuropile <LSN) showing even glomeruli in SOG.
Arrow heads point to the entry of both labial nerve-tracts in the LSN.
A = anterior. D = dorsal, L = lateral, LSN = labellar sensory neuropile,
M = medial, Oes = oesophagus. SOG = suboesophageal ganglion.
V= ventral. Scale: 50 ftm.

Irrespective of the stimulant present in HRP solution, type-II fibres
get labelled most of the time. However, type-IV fibres are labelled
when attractants (0.1 M sucrose or<0.1 M sodium chloride) are used
as stimulants in HRP solution and type-VI fibres are labelled when the
stimulant is a repellant namely 0.1 M potassium chloride. HRP
dissolved in distilled water alone, revealed type-I coiled fibres (Fig. 1).
The present technique besides revealing projections of sensillar
neurons to the brain at high resolution also allowed us to infer their
possible functions.

HRP enzyme-reaction carried out using diamino-benzidine (DAB)
in whole-brain tissue showed the presence of glomerular organization,
also in the taste-sensory region (Figs. 2 and 3). (S. R. Shanbhag and
R. N. Singh).

Fig. 3: Diagram of Drosophila-brain through LSN of the SOG in
frontal plane showing the relative position, shape and size of 7
glomeruli identified in HRP staining. Three consecutive sections each
of 15/urn thickness were used for this reconstruction. Continuous
line = more anterior section; broken line = medial section; dotted
line — posterior section. The terminology roughly indicates relative
positions of glomeruli within LSN. A = anterior. D — dorsal,
L = lateral, LN — labial nerve, LSN = labellar sensory neuropile.
M = medial, Oes = oesophagus, SOG — sub-oesophageal ganglion,
V — ventral. Scale: 50 u m.

Nerve and Muscle development in Drosophila: Work in this area
started in early 1988. Our aim is to identify the development cues that
result in the precise pattern of muscles in the fly. One of the
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approaches we are taking is a genetic analysis of mutants that are
affected in the indirect flight muscles of the adult fly. We have done a
developmental study of three mutants, stripe, /lapwing and
Muscle-disorganized-1. Molecular studies aimed at isolating the gene
for two of these mutants have been initiated and we have genomic
DN A clones in the 90E chromosomal region that are at or very close to
stripe. We are using a transposable element insertion close to /lapwing
to "walk" to this gene. We also have obtained (from Dr. A. Spradling) a
P-insertion bearing strain that causes an abdominal defect that, we
suspect, could be in muscle attachment. The molecular analysis of this
gene, rotated abdomen, has recently started.

In another approach to the problem we have identified regulatory
elements in the fly's genome that cause the expression of a reporter
gene in a tissue-and stage-specific manner. We have initiated genetic
and molecular studies of the regions flanking the insertion sites.

Finally, we are continuing the analysis of cDNA clones that
correspond to rare mRNA species expressed in the nervous system
and muscles. There are many hundreds of low-abundance mRNA
species expressed specifically in the Drosophila nervous system
and we hope that the study of-some of these RNA species will help
in understanding the molecular complexity of the nervous system.
So far we have localized more than 29 cDNA clones to polytene
chromosome bands and the molecular analysis of these and other
clones is in progress.

Our experiments involve substantial collaboration with others, in
particular with Drs. Veronica Rodrigues and R.N. Singh at TIFR and
M. Palazzola and S. Celniker at Caltech. (K. Vijay Raghavan,
S. Bhosekar. C. Coelho, J. Fernandes and K. Sequeira).

D

Developmental Biology
Cel! Differentiation and Development in Moss Protonema

The aim of our studies on protonema development in the moss
Funaria hygrometrica is to understand, the role of auxin (a plant
hormone) in cell differentiation and the regulation of nitrate reductase
(NR) enzyme.

Role of auxin: Our earlier studies have shown that indoleacetic acid
(1AA) regulates the differentiation of caulonema cell type. The
formation of 1° caulonema is more or less autonomous and
presumably depends on the low level of endogenous auxin. The
formation of 2 caulonema requires either exogenous auxin or
buffering of medium at pH 5 or a partial limitation of nutrients. In
the auxin-free medium buffered at pH 5, the caulonema differentiate
after a lag of 5 to 6 days. During the lag period, cell's competence for

auxin seems to change as cells can respond to low levels of IAA.
Measurements of endogenous IAA levels by immunoassays do not
indicate an accumulation of auxin prior to onset of differentiation. The
initiation of differentiation presumably depends on a threshold level of
endogenous IAA. In auxin-free medium, the cells sensitivity to
respond to auxin changes in such a way that the threshold is lowered.
Work on the biochemical basis of auxin perception and signal
transduction has been initiated. (M.M. Johri, J.S. D'Souza and
B. Venkatanarayanan).

Proton secretion and auxin sensitivity in rhizoid-producing mutants:
We have isolated several mutants which produce rhizoids in the
presence of low levels of 1AA. Unlike the wild-type, in these mutants
the bulk medium pH remains below 5.0±0.2 during rhizoid and
caulonema differentiation. This result suggests a possible relationship
between proton secretion and the acquisition of sensitivity to respond
to auxin. Proton secretion upon auxin application is a well-known
response and its full significance in the expression of hormonal
response at cellular level is yet to be understood. (M.M. Johri and
J.S. D'Souza).

Nitrate reductase in moss: We have been characterizing the nitrate
reductase (NR) enzyme from chloronema cells grown in batch
cultures. The long-term objective is to study the regulation of NR
activity and to isolate the NR gene.

lmmunoassay for NR: There are no immunoassays to detect the
proteins (or antigens) which are labile and hard to purify (e.g. nitrate
reductase protein). Based on the enzymatic property of NR, and
allowing the protein-A-bound monoclonal antibodies to interact with
the NR protein, a highly sensitive and specific immunoassay (EDSA or
enzyme depleted supernatant assay) has been developed. This assay is
a genera! one and applicable to other labile antigens also.

The NR-specific monoclonal antibodies isolated using the above
procedure have been further characterized. The moss NR is
NADPH —specific, and tetrameric with each subunit being ca
116 kDa. The 116 kDa polypeptide is also detected by the polyclonal
antibodies against the purified corn NAD(P)H-NR. These antibodies
react with at least 6 to 8 additional non-NR polypeptides also. The
monospecific NADPH-NR from moss and the bispecific N AD(P»H-NR
from corn seem to share common epitopes. (Bosco M.A. Henriques
and M.M. Johri).

Regulation of NR protein accumulation When the stationary
phase cells are transferred to fresh medium containing nitrate, the
NR activity is induced, increases to a maximum on the third day
and then decreases to undetectable levels bv the ninth day. The
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analysis of relationship between NR activity and NR protein
shows that only during the first 6 days, the increase and decrease
in NR activity is associated with an increase and decrease of
NR protein. Later the NR protein increased again to reach a second
peak on the ninth day. This later synthesis appears to represent
the demolybdo NR and could be due to lack of adequate molybdenum
in the medium. The pattern of partial activities associated with
the NR-protein are consistent with this conclusion. Upon adding
molybdate to the medium, the second NR protein peak was not
observed. The overproduction of inactive NR could be due to
lack of end product repression.

Ammonium salts have been found to regulate the NR activity
at the transcriptional level in the cells treated with ammonium
chloride for 24 hours, neither the NR-specific translable mRNA
nor the 116 kDa polypeptide were found. (Malla Padidam and
M.M. Johri).

Spatial distribution of NR activity in chloronema cell mat:
!n the stationary cell suspension culture of chloronema, the
specific activity of NR is highest around 72 hours. During this
period, the cell density increases from 0.1 toca 1 mg/ml(lmg/ml=5%
of the maximum density of a stationary phase culture). In order
to establish, if all the cells of the mat are homogeneous, a method
for the immunological localization of NR has been developed.
The cells of the mat were immobilized with sucrose and gelatin,
frozen, sectioned using a cryomicrotome, fixed and dechlorophylated
and stained with NR-specific monoclonal antibodies and FITC-
coupled anti-antibodies. The pattern of immunofluorescence suggests
that the cells in the mat are not homogeneous as NR was present
mainly in the upper layer of cells. The correlation between
spatial pattern and the time of highest specific activity of NR
is being investigated (Bosco M.A. Henriques and M.M. Johri).

Studies on Drosophila Oncogenes

c-DNA Clones of Dm Src-2. In continuation with our studies
on the Dm-Src2 locus, we have screened the embryonic c-DNA
library of Drosophila and have isolated c-DNA clones. One of
these clones has an insert of 2.8 kb and contains the entire coding
sequence of Src-2 gene and about 800 bp of :V-leader sequences.
This clone will be used for in vitro site directed mutagenesis
and the expression of mutant proteins. (P.N. Bhavsar and L.C. Padhy).

Purification of lacZ-Dm-myb fusion polypeptide. We have
described the construction of a A gt-l 1 vector where 885 bp
of coding sequences of Dm-myb was fused in frame with the
lacZ protein. The construct generated a fused polypeptide of about
160 kDa upon introduction into E. coli. Although the fusion
protein was made in E. coli in large amounts, its purification

proved difficult for two reasons: a) the protein was found to become
insoluble and aggregated and b) two highly antigenic E. coli
protein comigrated with the fusion polypeptide band on the gel.

We have now succeeded in preparing highly purified fusion
polypeptide free of contaminating and interfering E. coli proteins.
The purified fusion polypeptide is being used to prepare antibody
to Dm-myb. (R. Sood and L.C. Padhy)

Identification of low molecular weight GTP binding proteins in
Drosophila: The ras11 homologues in Drosophila are expected to be
GTP binding proteins. Atleast three genes homologus to ras11 have
been detected in Drosophila so far but the protein product of these
genes have not been characterized. We have carried out 13P-GTP
binding experiments on protein extracts from embryos, larval
brain and imagina! discs and head after their resolution in
polyacrylamide gels and transfer to nitrocellulose paper. There were
at least four GTP binding proteins in the molecular weight range
of 22 kd and 15 kd, that could be detected by this method. We are
attempting to identify the protein corresponding to one of the ras
related genes in Drosophila (ras-2) with the help of an antibody raised
against a synthetic peptide covering C-terminal 13 amino acid region
of ras-2 gene. (S.K. Kar and L.C. Padhy.)

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Isolation and characterisation of glycolytic genes in yeast

Pyruvate decarboxylase: Of the two genes PDCl and PDC2
determining the synthesis of this enzyme in Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
the former is the structural gene and the latter the regulator gene. Both
the genes have been cloned. The genes are present in yeast
chromosomes in single copy and have been located by pulsed field gel
electrophoresis on chromosomes XII (PDCI) and IV (PDC2)
respectively. The cloned PDCl gene complements both the
single-gene mutants, as also the double mutant pdcl pdc2 when
present in multiple copies, while PDC2 complements only the pdc2
mutation either in single copy or in high copy. Enzyme levels of pyruvate
decarboxylase and the corresponding polypeptide are elevated as
much as 10-fold by PDCI: PDC2clone in contrast, raises it only to the
level of the wild-type strain. The enzyme made by the hig!"-«x>py
plasmid has been purified to homogeneity and a polyclonal antibody
has been raised.

Transcripts of these two genes have been examined by gel
electrophoresis of RNA and hybridising the blots with radioactive
probes from the cloned genes. Both the transcripts are
polyadenylated. The PDCl transcript measures 1.8 kb corresponding
nearly to the size of the pyruvate decarboxylase polypeptide and is
highly induced by growth on glucose. The mRNA from /"DC? gene is
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approximately 3 kb in length and constitutes a minor transcript.
Suppressors pfk I and SUP 18 which suppress pdc2 mutation stimulate
transcription of PDC1 while mutant alleles of pdc2 inhibit it. This
suggests that PDC2 gene makes a protein that activates PDC1
transcription perhaps by binding to its upstream region. (Z. Lobo, P.K.
Maitra and V. Raghuram.)

Aldolase: Genomic clones of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase of
yeast have been obtained by complementing aldolase mutants with a
yeast genomic library in YEP24 plasmid. They share the same internal
fragment as the cDNA clone isolated earlier. One of the genomic
clones has been subcloned in the integrating vector YIP5 and the
aldolase gene integrated into the chromosome after cutting the gene in
the unique Hpal site. Meiotic analysis of the integrant confirmed the
clone as defining the gene FBA I.

Western blot analysis of the aldolase mutants shows some of them to
synthesize proteins immunologically related to aldolase. However,
their molecular weights range from 38 to 42 kD. Two mutants do not
have any detectable cross-reacting material. All the mutants produce
transcripts of the same size as the wild-type gene. The transcript is
more abundant in glucose-grown cultures than in alcohol-grown
cultures suggesting induction by glucose as being due to a
transcriptional stimulation. (Z. Lobo, P.K. Maitra and R. Mehta.)

Phosphofructokinase: The gene PFK1 coding for the catalytic
subunit of the soluble phosphofructokinase of yeast and PFK2 coding
for its regulatory subunit as also for the catalytic determinant of the
paniculate phosphofructokinase have been cloned. The high-copy
clone of PFK1 restores the soluble enzyme activity in double mutants
pfkl pfk2 carrying missense mutations in pfk2 and the cloned PFK2
gene confers enzyme positivity in Dan Fraenkel's pfk2 mutant.
However, the enzyme activity is no more than in the wild-type strain
showing that presence of both the subunits are necessary for an active
enzyme in vitro. Transformants harbouring both the genes in multiple
copies synthesized 5 times more activity.

Although the participate phosphofructokinase had been shown to
be determined by a multiplicity of genes, PFK2 through PFK6, a
high-copy clone of PFK2 alone brought about nearly a 40-fold increase
in its activity. This observation raises the possibility that the paniculate
enzyme may be a homopolymer of the gene product of PFK2. This
polypeptide has been purified and an antibody raised in rabbit.

In vitro complementation of soluble phosphofructokinase has been
characterised. Incubation of cell-free extracts of apfk2 mutant lacking
the regulatory subunit with those of a pfkl mutant lacking the catalytic
subunit leads to the appearance of an active enzyme in a time-dependent
manner; the half-time at 25°C is 10 minutes. The reconstituted enzyme
behaves kinetically like the wild-type enzyme and has sedimentation

properties similar to the latter. The yield of the enzyme is nearly 60%
of theoretical. (A. Gayatri, Z. Lobo and P.K. Maitra.)

Molecular Biology of the Malarial Parasite

Molecular biology of the parasites is a new programme initiated
in 1987. The objective has been to study the properties of some surface
antigens of the malarial parasite, specifically those that are the target
sites for the host immune response.

Immunological evaluation of human immune sera and parasite
isolates from different regions in India: Sera obtained from different
malarious areas in India have been used for immunoscreening of the
antigens of the human malarial parasite Plasmodium falciparum. In
general, distinct patterns of immune response is observed for different
regions, even though there are differences amongst individual serum.
Two isolates of P. falcipuram, acquired from Delhi and Gujarat,
were established in erythrocytic cultures. Using individual immune
serum, the antigenic profile of these isolates and an African strain
have been compared. The results demonstrate the presence of
antigenic variation. The interesting observation is the similarity of
the antigenic profile of the Gujarat isolate and the African strain,
which is quite distinct from the Delhi isolate. We are at present
studying the chromosomal differences amongst these lines, along
with molecular differences in certain candidate vaccine antigens.
(Cheryl A. Lobo and S. Sharma.)

Expression of the circumsporozoite (CSf antigen of the monkey
malarial parasite, P. knowlesi: Different structural regions of the
circumsporozoite antigen gene of P. knowlesi are being cloned in
different expression vectors in our laboratory to study the
immunogenicity of different epitopes. To evaluate the successful
expression of these regions, polyclonal antibodies were raised against
three different synthetic peptides of the CS-antigen. A study of the
protective immunogenicity and competitive binding to the hepatocytes,
with the use of different regions of the protein, may identify the specific
epitopes for these functions. (S.S. Deodhar, J.L. Mukherjee and
S. Sharma.)

Regulation of the expression of the CS-antigen; This antigen is
predominantly expressed in the parasite stage that resides in the salivary
glands of the mosquito. By transforming fruit flies with the upstream
region of the CS-gene coupled to a reporter gene, we plan to study the
tissue specificity of the expression of this molecule. The results may
indicate the presence of insect factors that interact with the upstream
regions of the CS-gene, and thereby control the CS-gene expression
in the parasite. (C.A. Lobo, K. Vijay Raghavan and S. Sharma.)
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O. Siddiqi attended the XVI International Congress of Genetics, Toronto. Canada
(August 1988) and the Anniversary meeting, Monell Chemical Senses Centre,
Philadelphia (September 1988). M.M. Johri attended the Guha Research Conference at
Mukteswar. Kumaon (September 30— October 4). He also gave invited talks at the 13th
International Conference on Plant Growth Substances at Calgary, Canada Uuly 17-22)
and at the International Phytochemical Society of Europe symposium on the Chemistry
and Chemical Taxonomy of Bryophytes at Saarbriicken, Germany (August
.M-September 2). P.K. Mailra gave an invited talk at the International Workshop on
Genes and Development in New Delhi (Decemher 11-15). G. Hasan visited J.
McConnell's lab. Department of Anatomy. Cambridge. U.K.. for three months
iSeptemher-Novemherl. K. Vijay Raghavan visited ihe California Institute of
Technology from June —August 1988 on a Biotechnology Career Fellowship from the
Rockefeller Foundation. He also gave a talk in the EMBO symposium on Drosophila
development in Crete (August 19KK.)

The following Graduate Courses were arranged:

/. Computational and Genetic approaches to the study of the nervous system by
K. Goftz. A. Borst. Max-Planck lnstitut fur Biologische Kybernelik. Tubingen and
K. Fischbach, lnstitut fur biologic Freiburg, W. Germany, in October 1988.

2. A ntibotly staining of Drosophila embryos and the use of bacterial expression
vectors—a lab course, by R.A.H. White. Department of Anatomy, Cambridge
University, Cambridge.

on

Computer Science

Theoretical Computer Science

Real-Time Programming

A hierarchical compositional proof theory for real-time distributed
programs has been developed. Algorithms for the static analysis of
real-time distributed programs has been developed. It is shown that
these algorithms lead to the development of semiautomatic tools for
the verification and synthesis of real-time programs. (R.K.
Shyamasundar with L.Y. Liu, J. Hooman and R. Gerth.)

A study of reactive real-time systems has led to the development of
a high level design language RT-CDL. One of the interesting features
of the language is that it provides a step forward in the integration of
specification and implementation of real-time programs. A formal
operational semantics has been developed and a methodology for the
development of real-time programs is under progress. Another
important study in progress is the formal specification of priorities.
(R.K. Shyamasundar)

Statecharts is a behavioral specification language for specifying
real-time reactive systems. It is a graphical language based upon finite
state machines extended with many features like hierarchy,
concurrency and broadcast communication. A compositional
semantics and a compositional proof system have been given for
statecharts. (S. Ramesh with J. Hooman and W.P. de Roever.)

Logic Programming

One of the most important features of logic programming is its
declarative semantics. In other words, one can consider these
programs to be self specifying as they are non-procedural and hence do
not need elaborate correctness proofs. However, certain properties
are inexpressible in terms of declarative semantics. Termination is one
such property. There is a need for developing sound techniques for
termination detection of logic programs. A methodology for
establishing of logic programs using static analysis techniques has been
developed. Another interesting fall-out of these techniques is that it
has been possible to design algorithms for detecting termination.
Further such techniques have led to a characterization of completeness
of SLDNF resolution. (R.K, Shyamasundar with B. Wang.)

Graduate Curriculum in theoretical Computer Science

A graduate programme for the students in the Theoretical
Computer Science area was developed with a strong emphasis of
foundational topics: Logic (Proof theory and Model Theory,)
Universal Algebra, Combinatorial Theory etc. Courses based on
this programme are being currently offered to the TCS students.
(P.S. Subramanian and R.K. Shyamasundar.)

Refinement of Parallel Programs

Refinement of parallel programs have gained importance in recent
times. A new characterization of fail ure refinement of TCSP processes
has been arrived at. This characterization is simpler than the existing
proposals and based upon a new operational semantics for TCSP
(S. Ramesh.)

R. Narasimhan chaired a session and presented summing up remarks in the Annual
Convention of the Indian Speech and Hearing Association. Nair Hospital. Bombay.
Feb. 6-8. He visited IIT. Kanpur, from March 21s! to 25lh. at the invitation of the
Depi. of Computer Science and Engineering and the Dept. of Humanities and gave
two seminars on AI, and Cognition and Literacy. From July 27th to 28ih he attended
Silver Jubilee symposium on "Technology Missions for Soeio-Economic Development"
organised by the Jagdish Bose National Science Talent Search, Calcutta and gave
the Keynote lecture at the inaugural session on the topic: "Literacy Issues &
Technology Support": gave a second talk in the Session on Communication.

R. Narasimhan attended the seminar on "Reflections on Orality & literacy"
organised by the Central Institute of Indian Languages. Mysore. Sep. 19-2,1 and gave a
talk on Ihe seminar theme also. He participated in "Aksharavinyasa" a Seminar on
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Calligraphy organised by the Indira Gandhi National Centre for Arts (IGNCA). New
Delhi. Dec. 8-9: and chaired ? .session on Technology Support to Calligraphy. He
participated in the Seminar "Cross-Cultural Life-Style Studies" organised by IGNCA.
New Delhi. Jan. 9-13, and presented a paper, "Articulation' as a conceptual and
methodological tool for studying the relationship between "Culture & Cognition". He
attended a Workshop & Seminar on "Issues in Parallel Computing" organised by the
Computer Society of India, Bangalore Chapter & Co-sponsored by HSc, NAL.
CDOT & CDAC: he inaugurated the Seminar and chaired a Panel Discussion.

R.K. Shyamasundar gave talk on Perspectives in Theoretical Computer Science
iVSRPlatTlFRin June 1988.

P.S. Subramanian attended the 29th Annual Symposium on Foundation of
Computer Science held at New York during October 24^26,1988 and visited the Centre
for Mathematics and Computer Science (CWI) at Amsterdam during the first week of
November'88 and held preliminary discussions with its Director Prof. P.C. Baayen on
the feasibility for inter-institutional interaction in the area of Theoretical Computer
Science. He also had extensive discussions with the TCS community of CWI. He
continues to be a member of the Working group on Computer Aided Design for
Microelectronics set up by DOE and took active part in its activities.

S.K. Ghosh visited Linkoping University, Sweden from July '88 to September "88.
S. Ramesh attended the conference on Real Time symposium at Warwick University
Warwick in September '88 and visited Tampere University of Technology, Tempere.
for a week.

D

Computer Systems and Communications
The Computer Systems and Communications group has been

active in the areas of computer architecture, speech recognition,
speech synthesis, and signal processing for some time now. The group
has continued its activities as a nodal centre of the knowledge based
computer systems (KBCS) project of the United Nations Development
Programme and the Department of Electronics. The main efforts here
have been directed towards the development of a voice oriented
interactive computing environment (VOICE). The aim is to realise a
Voice activated Computer Workstation.

Computer Systems
Design of Fault Tolerant Computer Systems using graded

components:
Fault Tolerant Computer Systems can be designed using

(a) Very high quality components,
(b) Redundancy in terms of coding, duplication of submodules the

basic components being of average quality,
(c) Repeated diagnostic run of systems to check "correct" input

producing known correct output. A "graded approach" uses a
combination of these design techniques to achieve a design
which is essentially quite simple but still provides sufficient
fault tolerance. In a typical configuration using this approach,
microdiagnostic routines are run whenever the operating system

is "'idling". This is run at a low priority at a very fast speed providing
fine level fault detection and location. Main control ROM uses
parity bits for error detection. Mtcroaddressing is checked with
store address parity field. The computer bus is tested with the
help of diagnostic device. This approach of mixing different
type of components of different reliability with microdiagnostic
checks on "time stealing basis" provides an optimally reliable
computer at a moderate cost. (S. Sanyal)

Dharma Agarwal, Professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer
Science Engineering at North Carolina State University, Relegh in USA visited the
Institute for a period of 4 months from May 1988 to August 1988. He is the group
leader of the B-Hive project, a parallel processor system with 24 processors which is in
an advanced stage of completion. He delivered a course of lectures on the design of
loosely coupled parallel systems. Local Area Networks and Hypercube networks.
He also gave talks on the various aspects such as network performance, graph
theoretical analysis, dynamic accessibility testing, distributed system reliability of
these systems.

K.C. Anand continues to give advice to the members of the Digital Signal
processing group in SAMMER, IIT Campus, in the implementation of the Software
for the MST Radar project. Anand. Rabinder Singh Kamal. and Ziauddin. R. Syed
have also worked on the design of Information Management Systems for Automatic
Test Systems and Call queuing systems.

Design of An Intelligent Editor

Written language has a repetition of words, word pairs or large
composites of words. This repetition can be of great importance
if we consider applications dealing with text processing. In these
cases if the computer can guess the possible word (which has not
been typed completely till that timel the user might be aiming for
and provide a prompt about the possibilities, there is a great
chance that the time and effort of the user may be considerably
reduced. This logic can be further extended by concepts of digrams
(word pairs) and Irigrams (word triplets) i.e. guessing a set of
digrams or trigrams and providing prompts. Facilities were also
developed to generate and update dictionaries for the editor. A
controlled experiment was done by feeding files of text as input
to the editor for dictionary generation. A tremendous amount of
saving in terms of less typing was achieved. In every set of prompt
words priority was allocated according to the statistical repetition
probability of words. (P.V.S. Rao. Sanjay Joshi, S. Sanyal.)

Speech Recognition
Speech recognition with Hidden Markov Models (HMrVl):

A software test bed was created for performing speech recognition
experiments with Hidden Markov Models (HMM). This includes
training and testing algorithms for the various types of Hidden Markov
models. The model re-estimation was first tested with Monte-Carlo
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simulations. Two isolated digit recognition systems, one speaker
independent and the other speaker dependent, have been built. These
systems use a 5 state left to right model using 10th order LPC Cepstral
coefficients. The speech was recorded with a 16 bit A to D converter
at 10 kHz sampling rate and pre-emphasized. The LPC analysis was
done over 20 msec frame at a rate of 100 frames/sec. Isolated digit
utterances were first explicitly endpointed before training and
testing. The recognition performance of the speaker independent
system is 95% while that of the speaker dependent system is 100%. The
other aspect of the speech recognition test bed was speech database
for training and evaluating the performance of speech recognizers. A
preliminary speaker independent and speaker dependent detabase for
isolated digit recognition (both Hindi and English) has been collected
from 50 male and 35 female speakers for the speaker independent
database and 2 male and 2 female speakers for speaker dependent
database.

Work is now in progress to build a more general training procedure
which does not require explicitly endpointed utterances. This
method is expected to yield a good frame work for continuous speech
recognition too. (S. Krishnan).

Speech Recognition using Acoustic-Phonetic Features

A speech recognition system capable of identifying Hindi digits
spoken in isolation was planned to be built using the broad features of
speech. Energy in the waveform and 'he formants (spectral peaks)
were identified as reliable features in recognizing sounds. Several
features were studied for providing information complementary to
those provided by these broad features. These include slope of
formants. Frequency of the pole of a two-pole Linear Prediction
model, dynamic range of two-pole LP model spectrum, ZCR of
differenced waveform, energy in various frequency bands etc. The
information contained in these features was used in the form of
rules to choose the most likely digit spoken from the list of candidate
digits. The current recognition accuracy of the system is 97%.
iSamudravijaya K. A. Sen, P.V.S. Rao.)

Speech Recognition using Neural Networks

Pinaki Poddar undertook a project titled Speech Processing and
Pattern recognition techniques. In this project, a statistical
automation called Boltzmann's machine, had been developed to study
it's dynamical behaviour and potential applications. He designed a
neural network based spoken digit recognizer for both speaker-
dependent and independent environments. The performance of this
recognizer is comparable to that of conventional techniques. A time
delay neural network which runs on multiple label vector quantizer is

being designed and will be used for recognition of medium sized word
vocabulary of spoken text.

Speech Synthesis

The cascade/parallel formant synthesizer, designed by Dennis
Klatt of MIT, has been used for the speech synthesis work of the
VOICE project. So far, rules have been incorporated in the
synthesis-by-rule program for vowels spoken in isolation and CVs with
the stops p,t,k,b,d.g, in the initial position. The vowels generated are
quite distinct and easily recognizable. The stop-vowel combinations
sound fairly good. (Xavier A. Furtado.)

Work is continuing on adapting a synthesizer designed by J.N.
Holmes for the English language and modifying the synthesizer rules to
generate fluent Hindi speech. Initial results are very encouraging.
(M.G. Bidnurkar.)

Xavier A. Furtado spent 3 months at the Speech Communication
Group of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) working
on speech synthesis with Prof. Dennis Klatt under a United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) Fellowship. At MIT, he
performed, detailed analyses of various speech sounds. He also wrote
software for the visual display of the palate information of speech
recorded using the Electro-Palatograph. an instrument which detects
the contact regions of the tongue and the palate during speech
production.

Acoustic Correlates of the Sounds of Indian Languages

The exact phonetic nature of the sounds of the languages of the
country has to be captured for implementation in speech input and
output systems. Several sounds which occur at phonemic level in these
languages are specific to them. For instance, retroflex sounds and
voiced aspirated sounds are available at phonemic level in a good
number of languages of the country but not in languages like English.
In addition, the phonemes of each of these languages have specific
phonetic values. Detailed and systematic acoustic analysis of various
aspects of the sounds of Indian langauges is undertaken. A study of the
nature of retroflex sounds is in progress. This includes analysis of burst
spectra, formant transitions of the adjacent vowels, and voice-onset-
time. (P. Bhaskara Rao (Deccan College, Pune), K. Samudravijaya,
Saroja Ramakrishna.)

Simulation studies with probabilistic neural networks

The problem of decays of memories in a simple probabilistic
variant of the Hopfield associative memory model was studied. The
main motivation was to model the neural element more ciosely to its
biological counterpart and to look for phase transition behaviour in
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such networks. The basic neural element used here has a probabilistic
thresholding mechanism to simulate neuronal misfiring. Here the
device is made to misfire (i.e., deviate from the normal threshold)
with a probability P whenever the input value is in a small range
around zero.

The first study used one nominal memory vector taught to the
network using Hebbian learning. Numerical simulations showed the
existence of critical behaviour for the rate of misfiring P and threshold
range A , at which the network abruptly ceases to function as a good
memory. It was seen that for the initial vector to nominal vector
Hamming distance Hi>Hc ( = 1/2 (N—Al| the network always
converged to the stable memory state while for Hi>Hc but Hi<N
(the number of neurons in the network) critical behaviour was
observed.

In case of multiple memories, the following were observed in
simulation studies:

(l)For small A . the nominal states are stable for any P.

(2)With increasing A, n (the number of stored states) decreases.

(3)The fraction n/N depends largely on A, and not so much on P.
However a simple formula for the memory size dependence for the
probabilistic network could not be found. (T. Fukai and S. Krishnan.)

Signal Processing
Robust M-estimates for Autoregressive Parameter Estimation:

Least-squares methods for Autoregressive (AR) parameter estimation
are known to be very sensitive to occasional wild points or "outliers".
Use of M-estimates (maximum likelihood type estimates) is proposed
for such outlier corrupted cases and its performance is studied with
different cost functions. Three classes of cost functions are used with
their influence functions (1) monotonically increasing, (2) soft
redescending and (3) hard redescending. Iteratively reweighted least
squares (IRLS) algorithm is used for solving the M-estimate problem.
Different M-estimates are studied through simulation and their
performance are studied in terms of 'efficiency robustness" and
breakdown points". M-estimates with Welsch cost function, which has
a soft redescending influence curve, is found to be the best in terms of
both efficiency robustness and breakdown point. Cauchy, Andrew and
Bisquare functions also show reasonably good performance. (Anjan
Basu and K. K. Paliwal.)

Fast Algorithms for nearest-neighbour searching
K-d tree optimization

In continuation of the earlier work on optimizing the K-d tree under

the bucket-voronoi intersection search framework, the problem of
optimizing the tree without using the test data distribution has been
addressed. For this a generalised optimization criterion (GOC) has
been derived from the direct expected search formulation of the exact
optimization criterion (EOC) proposed earlier by us. The GOC uses
only the Voronoi split number information and is a dual constraint
criterion—the first chooses K candidate partitions on each of the
coordinate axes and the second selects the optimal partition from
among this K candidate partitions. The criteria is based on <i) the
general relationship of the expected search time in terms of the
partition location and the locations of the Voronoi edges and (ii) a
geometric interpretation of the optimization problem in the nL-nR
plane.

It has been shown empirically that GOC offers 0(1) expected
search time with O (log N) tree depth. It is observed to be as effective as
EOC with respect to expected and worst case search time
minimization and offers the best complexity reduction among other
fast nearest-neighbour search algorithms reported so far. in particular.
it offers the best performance in comparison to other optimization
criteria reported in the literature-the indirect optimization of
Friedman et al. with its backtracking search and the intuitively based
maximum product criteiion of Cheng et al. and Lowry et al. The
maximum product criterion has been analysed and its cause of
inefficiency identified using the framework used in obtaining the
GOC. (V. Ramasubramanian and K.K. Paliwal.)

Spherical Coordinate Distance Based Point Location Search-the SCD
Algorithm

An "one plus dimension" | 0 (K + l) | expected search complexity
algorithm has been proposed based on the property that a point in
K-dimensior.al space can be specified uniquely by its (K+1) distances
(spherical coordinates) to (K + l) nondegenerate fixed "anchor"
points. Under this formulation, the codevectors and the given test
vector are specified by their spherical coordinates, providing a very
efficient characterisation of the space around the test vector by an
implicit spherical (shell) grid structure. An efficient pegion-hole count
procedure has been proposed for the determination of a near-optimal
initial nearest — neighbour by testing grid intersections around the test
vector for a common codevector index from a set of expanding shell
index lists. The algorithm allows free choice and optimization of
anchor point locations under a lenear independency constraint for
unique point location. Several efficient expansion criteria and anchor
point configurations have been proposed and investigated.

This algorithm answers the open questions posed by Vidal 1198f>» in
the context of finding an efficient alternative to the basic AESA
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algonihm and achieves the speculated (K+l) complexity. In
particular, in DTW based search, the algorithm will provide major
advantages over Vidal's AESA algorithm in all respects of the search.
The algorithm is also a generalisation of Sethis 3-point algorithm,
which is shown, using the proposed formulation, to be acceptably
suboptimal only for the planar case but highly (and unacceptably)
suboptimal for higher dimensions with gross inaccuracies in the
nearest-neighbour determination. The basis of this algorithm unifies
and generalises the class of distance based nearest-neighbour search
algorithms proposed earlier in the literature |such as Yunck (1976),
Sethi (1981) and Vidal (1986)}. (V. Ramasubramanian and K.K. Paliwal.)

Codevector projection based point location search

For cases where the codevector (or pattern prototype) projections
are defined, a codevector projection based algorithm has been
proposed by applying the spherical coordinate distance based
algorithm to a standard K-coordinate description of a vector in
K-space. Here the search proceeds through a rectangular grid
structure in K-space using only the ordered codevector component
values. Since the (K+l) test vector spherical coordinator distances
need not be computed this algorithm has a significant advantage
over the SCD algorithm with a potential of O (1) expected search
complexity. However, the SCD algorithm is found to offer superior
space constraining with respect to worst case complexity.
(V. Ramasubramanian and K.K. Paliwal)

A perception-based LSP distance measure for speech recognition

A new perception-based line-spectrum-pair frequency (LSP]
distance measure was proposed for speech recognition. This distance
measure exploits the following two properties of the speech
perception process; (1) the formant frequencies are the most
important parameters for speech perception, and (2) the formant
bandwidths and spectral tilt contribute very little to speech
perception. The perception-based LSP distance measure uses these
two properties in the form of weights in a weighted Euclidean distance
measure. In order to derive these weights, the LF power spectrum is
computed for each speech frame and the weight for a given LSP
frequency is taken to be proportional to the value of LP spectrum at
that frequency. This distance measure gives more weightage to the LSP
frequencies corresponding to the sharp formants than to those
corresponding to the broad formants; the LSP frequencies corresponding
to the valleys in the LP spectrum get the least weightage. In addition,
this distance measure has the advantage that its weights capture the
frame-to-name variation in the LP Spectrum. This distance measure
was studied on speaker-dependent speech recognition task and its
recognition performance was found to better than the other non-
statistically weighted LPC distance measures such as the Itakura

distance measure, the root-power-sum distance measure and the
liftered cepstral distance measure. (K.K. Paliwal.)

Role of a parametric representation in the multi-layer perceptron
(neural net) classifier

Recently, an error back-propagation algorithm has been reported
in the literature for training the multi-layer perceptron type of artificial
neural networks. This algorithm can provide arbitrarily-shaped
nonlinear decision boundaries in the multi-dimensional pattern space
and, therefore, it is very useful for speech recognition purposes.
However, it is not clear what role different parametric representations
play in the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifiers. In order to study
the roie of a parametric representation in a nonlinear MLP classifier,
the following two LP parametric representations were studied: (1) the
LP coefficient representation and (2) the cepstral coefficient
representation. These two LP parametric representations provide
equivalent information about the LP spectral envelope of speech. It
was found that the cepstral coefficient representation performs better
than the LP coefficient representation in terms of learning capability,
generalizing capability and recognition performance. (K.K. Paliwal.)

A study of multi-layer perceptron classifiers for robust speech
recognition under noisy environments

In most of the practical situations, deployment of speech
recognizers involves ambient noise conditions that were not present
during the training phase of the operation. This condition mismatch is
a major source of performance degradation for speech recognizers.
Recently, there has been a considerable interest in the multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) classifiers for speech recognition. The MLP
classifiers were studied here for the problem of speech recognition under
the mismatched ambient noise conditions. Their performance was
compared with that of the conventional pattern classifiers. It was
found that though the speech recognition performance degrades with
decrease in SNR for both the types of classifiers, the degradation is
slower in the case of the MLP classifiers. Thus, the MLP classifiers are
more robust than the conventional classifiers in recognizing the noisy
speech. (K.K. Paliwal.)

An Acoustic sub-word based speech recognition system

Though the whole-word based speech recognizers have proven
successful for the recognition of small and medium-sized
vocabularies, they cannot be extended to large vocabularies due to
training problem. For large vocabularies and/or continuous speech,
the use of sub-wed units is a promising and efficient alternative. A
system for speaker dependent speech recognition based on acoustic
sub-word units was implemented. Several strategies for automatic
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generation of acoustic lexicon were tried out. In the preliminary test,
the sub-word based recognizer showed comparable results to the
whole-word based recognizers. (K.K. Paliwal, T. Svendsen,
E. Harborg and P.O. Husoy.)

K.K. Paliwal attended the IEEE Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal
Processing (New York, USA, April 11-14, 1988) and the Scandinavian Workshop on
Digital Communication (TrondheiTi, Norway. June 1988). He also attended the
All-India Workshop on Natural Language Processing for Artificial Intelligence
(Roorkee. January. 1989.) •

1988 and presented a paper on "Communication Technologies— Issues and Options".
He also participated in the Seminar on "Semiconductor Industry" in Bombay on January
14, 1989 and presented the paper "Telecommunications and Microelectronics".

M.V. Pitke attended the Adriatico Research Conference on "Computer Simulation
Techniques for the Study of Microscopic Phenomena", Trieste, Italy in July 1988 and
presented the paper on "Simulation on parallel processor based multi-microprocessor
network".

DD

Parallel Processing
TIFR is collaborating with CDOT in the design and development of

a 256 mode parallel processing system geared towards weather
prediction and GMRT applications. The architecture is MIMD type
but is used in a Single Algorithm Multiple Data (SAMD) mode. The
machine has a peak performance of 640M Flops in its maximum
configuration. The PEs are single board computers with a front end
MC68010 and transputer T800 as the floating point engine with 4 Mega
byte of memory.

A high speed serial link connects the PEs through a TST switch,
logically a cross bar switch, to a non linear global memory called Multi
Dimensional Access Memory (MDAM). The MDAM along with the
switch helps the user in decomposing the input data and feeding it to
the PEs for computation. Synchronization and deadlock problems are
solved through a Unix based main controller that orchestrates the
MDAM, Switch and PEs through their various phases of computation
and communication. A 16 PE system is in an advanced stage of
completion.

Future work involves developing automatic parallelizers, PEs with
different floating point engines like the MC88000, Intel 860 etc.
Serious thought is being given to apply the architecture to other
applications like data base management.

It is also proposed to start some work on an "architecture
compiler". An architecture compiler is a system of algorithms similar
to a language compiler that takes as input a certain class of algorithms
or a single algorithm and outputs the specifications and architecture
most suitable for it. (S. Ashokkumar, M. Ranga Rao, M. Periasamy
and M.V. Pitke.)

M.V. Pitke worked as a member of the Steering Committee for the International
Centre for High Technology and Materials; being set up at Trieste, Italy. He
participated in IEEE Seminar on Rural Communication held at Bombay in December

Energy Research

Solar Energy Programme

The concept of stretched reflector membrane was applied
successfully to the construction of a compound parabolic
concentrator (CPC) module. A test module of 1.1 m*area consisting of
five adjacent CPC troughs of identical design (Acceptance
angle =+25°C; Concentration ratio =2.4; Tubular absorber
diameter = 19 mm: Aperture width = 143 mm x 5) was built by using
sheets of aluminised polyester (UV Stabilized) solar reflecting film
held between pairs of ganged friction grip pairs separated by 1.5 m.
Close agreement between the experimentally measured and
theoretically predicted values of the optical efficiency of the module
confirmed the technical viability of the design. The structural stability
of the module was found to be excellent under outdoor conditions over
several months. The salient features of the construction of the module
are such that it is readily adaptable for mass production at low costs.
(V. Balasubramanian & G. Sankarasubramanian)

A series of tests were carried out on a box type Solar Cooker with a
view to determining its heat transfer performance parameters
quantitatively, by analysing the data on the basis of a theoretical
model. The results have enabled the identification of key aspects in
design, construction and mode of usage of box type Solar Cookers
which influence its performance. (V- Balasubramanian)

Preliminary experimental investigations on a natural circulation
type of solar heat collection system which uses a high boiling point
l>250°C) heat transfer oil and is powered by a CPC solar collector
has established the suitability of the fluid, despite its high viscosity,
for such applications at temperatures higher than 100°C.
(V. Balasubramanian & G. Sankarasubramanian)

• •
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Facilities
Balloon Facility

I A) Balloon Flights (Operations)

A total of seven Scientific Balloon Flights were carried out during
1988-89. The balloon-borne experiments were in the area of Space
Astronomy from TIFR and in the area of Atmospheric Sciences under
Indian Middle Atmosphere Programme (IMAP-C). The participating
scientists in this latter area were from various National Laboratories:
Physical Research Laboratory (PRL), Ahmedabad, National Physical
Laboratory, (NPL) New Delhi, Center for Earth Science Studies (CESS),
Trivandrum and Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIGM), Bombay.

The Control Instrument for Balloon (CIBA) group provided the
Telemetry, Telecommand, Tracking and general instrumentation
support for all the balloon flights. CIBA group also had the added
responsibility of design/development of mechanical structure as well
as for the electrical and mechanical integration and thermal shielding
for all IMAP-C balloon flights.

Flight 1: (Atmospheric Sciences (IMAP-C:09, Nov. 5, 1988)
Atmospheric Science Experiment from PRL, Ahmedabad. The
scientific package consisted of two experiments, one for Aeorosol
measurement and another for electrical conductivity measurement.
The 288.5 kg. integrated payload was successfully launched at 06.08
hrs. (near sunrise time) on a 100,872 cubic meter (cu.m.) Winzen
balloon. After normal ascent to 16.6 km. altitude, the balloon started
descending, probably due to a leak in the balloon and therefore it
could not reach the ceiling altitude. The experiment however
collected useful data on the ozone profile upto this altitude.

In addition to the above flight, as a part of the post-monsoon
Aeorosol Campaign of IMAP-C, for studying vertical distribution
profile of Ozone in the atmosphere, two 4120 Cubic meter Winzen
sounding balloons carrying Ozonesonde payloads of the Indian
Meteorological Department (IMD) were successfully launched from
Trivandrum by TIFR balloon crew, on two successive days following
the above IMAP-C :09 launch. Both nights were successful.

Flight 2: (Infrared Astronomy. TIFR, 17 November. 1988). Study
of Far Infrared sources with a 100 cm telescope having a liquid helium
cooled bolometer detector at focus of (he mirror. The large size
(5.5 tall. 2.5 m diameter) scientific payload weighing 1000 kg. was
successfully launched at 22.34 hrs. on a 131.786 cu.m. Winzen Balloon.
The flight terminated at 07.33 his. next day and was successful
in all respects.

Flight.?; (X-ray Astronomy, TIFR 18 December, 1988). Study of
X-Ray sources using Nal/Csl phoswich scintillator detector
telescope —a joint TIFR and University of Calgary experiment. The
476 kg. X-ray telescope was launched on a 242,900 cu.m. Winzen
Balloon. It was a successful flight, with record 10 hours of observations
at the ceiling altitude of 35.7 km.

Flight 4: (Infrared Astronomy, TIFR 25 February, 1989). Study of
Infrared sources with 100 cm. TIFR telescope. The 1000 kg. scientific
payload similar to the one in Flight 2 above, was successfully launched
on a 131,786 cu.m. Winzen Balloon. The balloon burst while attaining
near float altitude of 30.5 km. This failure mode of the balloon close to
the ceiling altitude is quite peculiar. This is perhaps related to the
fact that the requirement of a minimum weight of the payload near
the ceiling altitude reached by the balloon was not met in this flight.
Detail investigation has been done and corrective actions will be
taken while designing for fabrication or while ordering a new balloon
for subsequent flight with similar balloon.

Flight 5: (X-ray Astronomy, TIFR April 1, 1989). Study of X-ray
sources with Xenon filled proportional counter telescope. The 420 kg.
X-ray telescope was successfully launched on a 242,900 cu.m. Winzen
Balloon at 23.30 hrs. The balloon ascended normally till it reached
an altitude of 17.78 km.; later it slowed down. Despite dropping the
entire 120 kg. ballast, the ascent rate could not be pushed up and the
balloon, after reaching 25 km. started descending gradually till it
reached 21 km. after which it began to float. Because of the very
low float altitude, no useful scientific data could be obtained and
the flight was terminated eight and half hrs. after launch. A minor
leak is suspected as the probable cause for the failure of the balloon
to reach float altitude of 36 km.

Flight 6: (Atmospheric Sciences, (1MAP-C:O4) PRL, April 8.
1989). This was a new experiment to measure water vapour mixing
ratio in the troposphere and stratosphere with Lyman alpha
hygrometer. The integrated payload weighing 360 kg. was
successfully launched on a 50,762 cu.m. Winzen Balloon on April 8,
1989 at 22.30 hrs. For collecting data at different altitudes, controlled
descent of the balloon from its theoretical ceiling of 31.7 km. to 20.5
km. was successfully accomplished by the use of Apex Value. // was a
highly successful flight.

Flight 7: (Atmospheric Sciences, IMAP-C.O5. April 25. 1989).
This flight carried four scientific experiments:Stratospheric Ion and
Conductivity measurements with Langmuir probe and Gerdien
Condenser, from NPL. New Delhi. Spherical Probe payload from
PRL. Ahmedabad, and Pumped Gerdien Condenser from CESS,
Trivandrum. The combined 380 kg. payload was successfully
launched on a 145.522 cu.m. indigenously fabricated Stratofilm
Balloon. Il was a successful flight using a ballon fabricated at the
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TIFR Balloon Facility (R.T. Redkar, M.N. Joshi, S. Sreenivasan,
J.V. Subba Rao, S.S. Chitre et al; R.U. Kundapurkar, V.V. Shurpali,
R. Vasudevan, K. Sampoornanand, M.F. D'Cunha, D. Anand, R. Mohan,
Zakir Hussain, R.K. Mistry, M.H. Patil and S.V. Damle).

(B) Balloon Flights and Flight Control Instrumentation and (R & D):

(i) New hydrogen filling system:

A high flow rate Hydrogen filling system with an enhanced fillin-
rate of 1100 cubic feet per minute per side was designed, fabricated,
tested and evaluated, and successfully used in 6 of the 7 flights
conducted in the 1988-89 period. With this new system the gas filling
rate attained is 2200 cu.ft. per minute as balloon is filled
simultaneously from both sides of the ground bubble using two
independent filling tubes. The consequent 50% reduction in the time
for balloon filling operation results in reducing the pre-launch stresses
to the ground bubble in a significant manner. This should further aid
successful balloon flights. (R.T. Redkar, M.N. Joshi, S. Sreenivasan,
J.V. Subba Rao, S.S. Chitre).

(ii) Shock and Vibration tests on flight packages:

As a part of the programme of proving Telecommand package and
Balloon Flight termination package (Timer, fail-safe, one way cutoff)
in environmental tests, two flight ready packages of each type were
subjected to shock/vibration tests at DRDL facility, Hyderabad. The
necessary mechanical fittings to carry out the tests were fabricated,
and improved harnessing and RTV coating was given on all the printed
circuit boards of the flight units. The units were qualified in these tests
and based on these results similar modifications were carried out on all
the units. (R.U. Kundapurkar, V.V. Shurpali, D. Anand, S.S.
Chitre and S.V. Damle).

(iii) Additional Facilities for TM/TC ground station:

On-line data recording during the balloon flight is normally done on
Analog Tape recorders. The new facility to record digital data on-line
using two Pertec digital tape units in daisy chain was successfully
implemented. (K. Sampoornanand, M.F. D'Cunha, A.T. Kothare,
S.V. Damle).

(iv) The CIBA group designed and fabricated special gondola
system for IMAP-C:05 flight to accommodate four atmospheric
science experiments with a view to reduce the phenomena of gondola
charging in flight. The flight results showed that the gondola charging
problem has been almost removed. (S.S. Chitre, R.U. Kundapurkar
and S.V. Damle).

(v) Slant Range Measuring Device (SRMD):

A new SRMD airborne unit and corresponding ground system has
been designed, fabricated and ground tested. It is planned to flight test
the unit in the Winter 1989 programme. (R.U. Kundapurkar,
R. Vasudevan and M.H. Patil).

D

Computer Centre

Both the Computer systems, CYBER 170/730 and VAX 11/780,
were available to users round the clock, including Saturdays,
Sundays and Holidays. The up-time of both the systems have been
better than 98%.

Electronic mail facility was made available to users from January,
1989 using a PC-AT system through a dialup modem as a TIFR node to
UNNET. This PC-AT is connected to VAX 8086 computer at NCST
which is the National Gateway for this net.

Necessary hardware and software (J-Net) are installed on
VAX-11/780 system to enable connection to an international
computer network viz. BITNET.ClWUIft. VIZ,. D1111U.1.

New version of AIPS (July '87) was implemented on VAX system.
:essing software (TEX) was installed which is being used

v version of AIPS (July '87) was implemen
A text processing software (TEX) was installed
by users to write scientific papers.

A set of routines, which could form a viable basis for picture
processing interactively is developed in A P L (A Programming
Language). A P L is chosen as implementation language, since it
provides a rich set of built in primitive functions and logical operations
to manipulate 2-dimensional arrays and vectors. These operations
are highly suitable to represent pictures as 2-dimensional array of
pixels and compute relationships between a pixel and its neighbours.
Currently this software is being used to experiment with some ideas
connected with Cellular Automata. (V.S.N. Reddy).

New version of NOS (version 2.6.1) had been implemented with all
the local modifications and additions. This version has been in
operation since March 1989. Also. CONNECT, a PC-software to
communicate with CYBER and transfer files both ways, is made
available to users, after testing out its functioning. (V.S.N. Reddy).

V.S.N. Reddy attended the Eighth Conference on FST & TCS held in Pune in
December 1988. S.P. Srivastava attended SEARCC-88 conference at Delhi in November
I')88. He was a member of (he Programming Committee of SEARCC. Mythili R. Rao
was invited to be a member of a Working Group for "Sanskrit Database" at University of
Texas at Austrin. between October 27 and October 30. IWK. •
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Hot Laboratory

Ferrous solution undergoes oxidation in presence of ammonium
acetate and resacetophenone cxime. It was found that the rate of
oxidation increases with the increase in temperature. The kinetics of
oxidation of ferrous was studied at various temperatures,
spectrophotometrically, with the use of Cary-17D spectrophotometer,
at constant [amm. acetate | and [RAPOX). From the rate constants
thus obtained, the thermodynamic constants were evaluated.

Equilibrium distribution coefficients were determined for the
extraction of copper (II) with resacetophenone oxfrne as a function of
pH and reagent concentration using 64Cu(,|/2=i2hi tracer, Synergic
enhancement was observed in the extraction of copper in presence of
pyridine and its methyl derivatives. The adduct formation constants of
the pyridine adducts of copper RAPOXimate were evaluated.

A solvent extraction study of niobium, using carrier-free
95Nb((!4=35d) tracer was done with 8-quinolinol and 5-nitro-quinolinol
in chloroform. Synergic extraction of niobium-95 was studied using
these two mixed ligands and synergy coefficients were obtained.
The extraction in presence of pyridine and its methyl derivatives
were also studied with niobium and oxines and their adduct formation
constants were evaluated.

A solvent extraction study of palladium with 8-mercaptoquinoline
in chloroform is in progress. Palladium-109(t,/2=n.4h> was used as a
tracer for the extraction study which was obtained by irradiating
2 mg. of PdCl2 in CIRUS. The results of this study would be used
for the separation of carrier-free 100Pd from ruthenium target obtained
by (a,xn) reaction .n cyclotron. (A.T. Rane and D.R. Nepali).

A.T. Rane attendjd the Symposium on Radiochemistry and Radiation Chemistry
at Kalpakkam in January 1989.

National Image Processing Facility for Astronomy

The National Image Processing Facility for Astronomy consisting
of Vax 11/750 computer and International Imaging Systems Image
Processor was set up in 1985 at Radio Astronomy Centre, Ooty under
DSTs programme on Intensification of Research in High Priority
Areas (IRHPA). During 1988-89 the facility has been augmented with
additions of a QMS Lasergraphics-800 laser plotter and FPS 5205 model
12 M flop array processor. The facility is being used to reduce radio
data from OSRT, VLA and VLBI, X-ray data from Einstein and CCD
images from Vainu Bappu Observatory. The facility has been used
extensively for simulation studies of GMRT imaging and
performance. The facility has been used by TIFR & CDOT scientists
for developing a Parallel Processor for data and image processing of
GMRT data. The facility has grown popular among computer science

students. A total of 13 students from many colleges and universities
have used this facility for project work in image processing.
(T. Velusamy, P. Latha and V. Venkatasubramanian).

DD

Library
The services of the Library in all its aspects continue to be in steady

demand. About 250 documents and 500 pages of xeroxed articles were
procured on inter-library loan and Library reciprocated by sending
about 6,500 pages to other libraries. Library acquired 1,080 books for
the main library ana about 166 books for various research projects
conducted in the Institute as well as at other field stations such as Ooty,
Gauribidanur Panchmarhi and Kolar Gold Fields. Library subscribed
to about 760 journals out of which 19 were on exchange basis, 60 as
gratis and 48 against membership of professional associations. Under
the resource sharing plan of BOSLA (Bombay Science Librarians'
Association), about 12 journals were brought from different libraries
and displayed in the TIFR Library. Library arranged subscription to
63 journal titles for outstation libraries. 180 research papers were
forwarded for publications, and reprints were obtained and distributed
to the respective authors. Reference facilities were extended to
260 outside readers. Library xeroxed about 80,000 pages.

G.N. Risbud participated in a seminar at Moscow for teachers' of Russian
language, at the invitation of the Patrice Lumumba University, Moscow, from
1st June, 1988 to 15th July, 1988.

Maya Avasia attended l.A.U. colloquium no. 110 on Library and Information
Services in Astronomy, held in Washington D.C., U.S.A. from July 27—Aug. 1, 1988.

She participated in the Workshop on Information Technology in Biomedical
Librarianship, held in Bombay from 3 to 5 January 1989.
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Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education
Collaborative Programmes with the Government of Maharashtra

Primary Level

Since 1986, HBCSE has been collaborating with the Maharashtra
State Council of Educational Research and Training, Pune, in a
comprehensive project (JIP) in 17 primary and middle schools in
remote villages in Satara district. HBCSE's, responsibility in this
project is limited to teachers' training for the subject of science only.
These training courses were aimed at improving teachers' competence
and confidence. Considerable improvement in quality of instruction

With a view of large scale extension of such attempts, a
collaborative project with the Government of Maharashtra began in
December 1987 in Surgana and Chikhaldara talukas of Nasik and
Amravati districts respectively. In this project, called Saturation
Project, attempts are being made to train a group of resource persons
(RPs) selected from local teachers to conduct effective teacher
training in the region. Tools for evaluation of RPs performance
have been developed. Preliminary analysis of data collected in
consecutive orientation courses and school visits indicates that the
strategy can work without serious dilution effects, and also
that the initial differences in RPs' performance, caused by their
differential educational backgrounds, can be reduced considerably.
(V.G. Gambhir, R.M. Bhagwat, H.C. Pradhan, A.T. Mavalankar,
C.S. Kadam, E.B. Kodag and S.N. Deshmukh).
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in science, especially teachers' attitude towards the experiments to
be performed and teacher-pupil interaction have been reported by
observers from the State Education Department. A detailed report
on this project is in progress. (V.G. Gambhir, R.M. Bhagwat,
A.T. Mavalankar and S.F Patil).

Secondary Level

Under the secondary school programme efforts are being made
to evolve a remedial instructional package for weaker sections of
society suitable for large scale implementation. Presently the
programme covers 116 science/mathematics teachers and about 9000
students from 40 secondary schools located in tribal regions (Dahanu
Taluka in Thane District and Ramtek Taluka in Nagpur District) of
the State of Maharashtra. During the year two week long orientation
courses for teachers were arranged in each Taluka. The courses
aimed at enrichment of the teachers' content knowledge, providing
them with appropriate pedagogic hints for facilitating pupils' concept
formation and acquainting them with the special problems of tribal
students. The courses were followed by extensive school visits which
allowed on-the-spot guidance to the teachers and observation of
their classroom performance. A Special tool quantifying various
facets of teachers' and students' classroom behaviour has been
developed and used. Preliminary analysis of such data collected
indicates favourable behavioural and attitudinal changes among
teachers and students. (S.C Agarkar, Arvind Kumar, H.C. Pradhan,
V.G. Gambhir, R.M. Bhagwat, S.S. Patil, S.I. Chunawala and
M.P. Manchekar.)

Advanced Physics Education Programme

The weekly sessions of the Homi Bhabha Study Circle (amounting
to about 150 contact hours during the year) were continued. Besides
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the usual core areas of tertiary physics, the area of statistical
thermodynamics not covered so far in the sessions of the Circle was
given considerable emphasis. The Circle noted for its seriousness,
freedom and unconventional curriculum attracts about 20 students
on a regular basis, and many of its outgoing students are now pursuing
advanced careers in prestigious institutions in India and abroad.

Of special mention during the year is the enthusiasm shown by
some students for preparing and writing for project seminars on
relatively advanced topics. Based on this experience, the Study
Circle is soon to launch a proto-research model in which a few select
students of the Circle are motivated to undertake original research,
however modest and brief. (H.C. Pradhan and Arvind Kumar).

A most significant fall-out of the sessions of the Study Circle has
been the prep;ir;ition of a large collection of exercises and examples.
These exercises span nearly all parts of elementary physics and have
been specially designed to help students confront many of the well-
known learning barriers. About a thousand items from this collection
with answers or partial solutions now appear in the new NCERT
text-books on physics for Class XI and XII. (Arvind Kuniarl.

Research Programmes

Mathematical Modelling of Information Diffusion

A model for diffusion of (non-hierarchical) multicomponent
information (formulated last year) was investigated both analytically
and numerically. Among several other results, the model showed an
unexpected feature: the time required for information spread
throughout the population is in linear proportion to the number of
information items despite the non-linearities in the dynamics of
information spread.

Work on the information diffusion model was related to the general
question of arriving at a reasonable and tractable definition of'science
literacy' and of developing suitable tools for its measurement. These
aspects were clarified in a paper brought out during the year.
A questionnaire on science literacy (developed in consultation with
several scientists in and outside of HBCSE) was used to conduct a
small survey on teachers sampled across primary to tertiary levels in
rural to urban environments. (M.S. Kulkarni and Arvind Kumar).

Career Aspirations of Socio-Economically Deprived Groups

The work on career aspirations of socio-economically deprived
groups was continued in the Dahanu region. The survey on vocational
awareness that was carried out in 1987-88 was analysed. The prestige
ranking of occupations by students (212) was undertaken this year.
Teachers (48) were given a questionnaire to fill, in which their views
about various occupations were asked.

It was found that teachers tended to stereotype occupations for the
two sexes and this sex stereotyping was also found in the case of
students, who ranked different occupations differently according to
their sex.

Interviews of students (35) were carried out in order to learn their
career choices, their family backgrounds, family support and
awareness of careers. This data is in the process of analysis.
I S.I. Chunawala and V.G. Kulkarni).

Exploring Learning Barriers in Chemistry

The work of using innovative teaching aids for identifying gaps in
concept formation in modern areas in chemistry was pursued further.
The three dimensional periodic table of elements in which each
element was represented by a rotatable plastic box, designed and
fabricated last year was utilized in HBCSE projects in rural areas.
The students in class IX are introduced in a very short span of time
to several concepts like element, compound, atomic number, atomic
weight and classification of elements. The speed ai which these
concepts are introduced (and perhaps have to be introduced) leads
to several gaps in concent formation. Many of these gaps are also due
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to lack of understanding of the historical perspective, that is, the
order in which these concepts were formulated by the chemists. It
was found that the periodic table designed in HBCSE's laboratory
was a useful tool in overcoming some of these learning barriers. A
detailed technical report including historical aspects mentioned above
and findings in field work is being compiled and is expected to be
published this year. (S.S. Patil and V.G. Kulkarni).

Study of Teaching of Geography in Schools

There is need to look critically into the earth sciences component of
our high school education. As a beginning in this direction a
questionnaire based on the geography taught up to Std. VIII was
circulated among students (82) from two different schools. Attempt
was made to recognize the hurdles in classroom geography teaching
and assess the status of the subject at the high school level.
A report based on the study is under preparation. (Lalita Shankar
and V.G. Kulkarni).

Computers in Education
HBCSE has now four years of experience in the field of educational

computing, which includes software development, its evaluation
and implementation of the CLASS project. Last year a few
packages developed were evaluated on a pilot sample. This year a
package on 'Limits' has been evaluated on a much larger sample
from different schools. A technical report on "Computer Literacy
and Methodology for Effective Software Development" has been
published. (A.K. Sangvikar and W.M. Sathe).

A lecture on 'Computers in Education' was arranged for the B.Ed,
students of the S.N.D.T. Univcsity, Pune. Regular visits to project
schools for monitoring their progress continued under the CLASS
project. (A.K. Sangvikar).

A questionnaire was preparer «id given to a sample of 64 teachers
from computer user and non-user secondary schools and junior
colleges for gauging teachers' perception and views on use of
computers in schools. The analysis of data collected is in progress.
A programme to develop diagnostic packages for identification of
learning barriers and remedial measures in school mathematics has
been undertaken. (A.K. Sangvikar, R.M. Bhagwat and H.C. Pradhan).

With the addition of two IBM PC-compatibles the process of office
automation and data analysis has been considerably accelerated. A
special statistical package for data analysis has been developed and
tested on these computers.

Graduate Study Programme
In view of the interdisciplinary nature of research in science
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education a doc< >r a! programme in this area has to have a preparatory
graduate curriculum. Last year a set of such core graduate courses
which would also serve part of an M.Sc. curriculum in science
education was identified. This year under this programme a course of
45 lectures 'Foundations of Behavioural Research — I' was conducted.
This mainly dealt with the statistical and quantitative aspects of
behavioural sciences. About ten assignments (fifty problems) were
given to the participants and each assignment was evaluated. There
were supplementary tutorial sessions and reading assignments
followed by a seminar to be given by every participant. The present
course will be followed by three more courses to cover the entire
curriculum. (H.C. Pradhan and V.G. Kulkarni).

Writing of Science Textbooks
HBCSE scientists continued their involvement in the writing of

textbooks at the state as well as the national level. A textbook on
General Science for Std. IV alongwith a teachers' handbook and a
workbook for the pupils has been prepared (in Marathi) for the
Maharashtra State Bureau of Textbook Production and Curriculum
Research, Pune. (V.G. Gambhir, V.G. Kulkarni and H.C. Pradhan).
Preparation of similar books for Std. V will be taken up next year.
At the national level, writing of Physics Textbook for Std. XII
(Arvind Kumar) and the General Science Textbook for Std. X
(V.G. Kulkarni and S.C. Agarkar) was completed for the NCERT,
New Delhi. The books prepared last year, the Physics Textbook
(Part I & II) for Std. XI and General Science Textbooks for Std. VII
and IX have already been published. The Physics textbook for
Std. XI has received international attention.

The HBCSE programme of answering selected questions sent by
children continued as before. The answers were published in
'Kishor' in Marathi and in Science Today (now '2001') in English.
(R.M. Bhagwat, M.P. Manchekar and H.C. Pradhan). The book
'Ganitachya Gujagoshti' (R.G. Lagu and D.T. Tarey) was awarded
the Haribhau Motey Award.

DAE has now allotted to HBCSE a new site at Anushaktinagar for
its buildings. This was necessitated because of continued difficulties
in undertaking construction at the earlier site. With this development
it is expected that the construction will start soon and be completed
speedily.

V.G. Gambhir, V.G. Kulkarni and A.T. Mavalankar participated in the
International Workshop on 'Developing Innovative Teaching-Learning Materials
(in Science) for Neo-Literates' sponsored by UNESCO and hosted by the Maharashtra
State Council of Educational Research and Training, Pune (February 13-18, 1989).
S.C. Agarkar was a participant in a workshop on 'Scientific Temper' held at Central
Institute of Educational Technology, NCERT, New Delhi (April 22-23, 1988).
A.K. Sangvikar attended the 'Workshop on Software Development' organized by
Central Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore (August 1988).



Basic Dental Research Unit

The tenth follow-up examination of 36000 tobacco users was
completed in three areas. The protocol for the next phase of the
project was reviewed and accepted by the National Institute of Health
USA for funding under the US-India Fund research agreement no.
N-406-560.

A case control study of oral submucous fibrosis comprising sixty
cases and an equal number of controls was completed in Bhavnagar.
The habit of mawa (a mixture of areca nut, tobacco and lime)
chewing was found to be very common. The results showed that
areea nut in mawa was the main etiological factor for oral submucous
fibrosis (P. N. Sinor and others). The 10-year incidence rate of oral
submucous fibrosis in the intervention cohort was compared with the
control cohort in the Ernakulam district. The risk of oral submucous
fibrosis decreased in tnc intervention cohort as a result of health
education (P. R..Murti and others).

The incidence of leukoplakia was compared in the intervention and
the control cohort in Ernakulam district after eight years of follow-up.
Observed number of leukoplakia was much lower than the expected
number (P. C. Gupta and others.)

The high incidence of oral cancer in India compared with low
incidence and prevalence of leukoplakia has been considered as a
paradoxical finding. A re-analysis of the available data showed that
there was no inconsistency (P. C. Gupta).

A study of 182 cases of central papilliary atrophy of the tongue
(CPA) was conducted in Ernakulam district. The results showed that
the behaviour of the CPA was strongly associated with bidi smoking
and most of them were infected with Candida albicans (R. B. Bhonsle
and others).

The international cooperation on the health consequences of
tobacco use with special reference to oral cancer was studied in detail.
This study highlighted very significant role played by the Tata Institute
of Fundamental Research in the International cooperation for
research on this topic (P. C. Gupta).

Fali S. Mehla visited ihe Royal Dental College. Copenhagen, Denmark. He also
visited the National Cancer Institute. U.S.A. and the office of the Surgeon (ieneral. P. C.
Gupta presented an invited paper on the International Cooperation in Research on
Health Consequences of Tobacco Use at (he ThirJ Takemi International Symposium at
the Tokyo University. He also visited the health care delivery system of the lwate

prefecture specially the remarkable progress of the village of Sawauchi. P. C. Gupla was
invited to the 13th World Conference on Health Education at Houston U.S.A. where he
presented a paper on intervention methods. P. C. Gupta was invited at the U1CC Project
Symposium on Evaluation of Primary Prevention Projects held at Rekyjavik, Iceland,
where he presented a paper on intervention study findings. D. K. Daftary presented an
invited paper at the International Symposium on Oral Cancer in London. U.K. M. B.
Aghi attended an international conference on addictive behaviours at Oslo and
presented a paper. She was also invited to a meeting for preparation of international
tobacco alias at Panang. Malaysia. P. C. Gupta chaired a meeting of the Scientific
Advisory Committee of the Cytology Research Centre now renamed as the Institute of
Preventive Oncology, New Delhi. P. C. Gupta attended a meeting of the WHO ICMR
Project Advisory Committee on Intervention Projects at New Delhi. P. C. Gupta and
M. B. Aghi were invited to the International Conference on Primary Health Care by
the Indian Medical Association at New Delhi where they presented papers. P. C. Gupla
was invited to the 7th Annual Review Meeting of the National Cancer Registry Project
as an expert consultant by the 1CMR at Bhopal. P. C. Gupta organised a Symposium
on Epidemiology of Cancer during the 7th International Convention of the Indian
Association for Cancer Research held at Ahmedabad and was a co-chairperson for
it. P. R. Murti and P. N. Sinor presented invited papers at this Convention.
P. R. Murti and H. T. Shah presented papers at a conference on oral cancer at
Madras. D.K. Daftary was invited to participate in the Symposium on Oral Submucous
fibrosis at Advanced Head & Neck Oncology course at J. J. Hospital. Bombav.

' DD

Video Science Programme

Video Science Programmes are regular features in the Homi
Bhabha Auditorium-usually on Thursdays-for the last three years.
A. rew TV projection system with a 13 ft. screen is in use from
i March, 1989. The programmes cover diverse topics such as
Astronomy, Biology, Geology, Physics, Technology, Urban problems
and Wild life. During the year, 48 programmes each approximately
"S minutes long were screened.

'Ramanujan'—TIFR Guest House

TIFR has now, a full fledged Guest House managed by a qualified
manager. It has a total of 58 beds in 4 different types of units—single
bedded with (type-B) and without (type-A) attached toilets, twin
bedded rooms with attached toilet, shower and dressing room
(type-C) and Apartments (type-D). All units are fully furnished.
Cooking facility is provided in type-D only. The guest house is
meant for temporary visitors, and field station members on official
visit to the Institute. It is proposed to start meal services pretty
soon. It will consist of breakfast (continental) and lunch/dinner.
There aro plans to start facilities for holding small meetings, seminars
or workshops sponsored and hosted by the Institute. (Further details
and reservation forms may be obtained from Shri S. V. Mantri. Guest
House Manager).
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The Mark II Nal/Csl
phoswich scintillator
X-ray telescope (area
1000cm2) mounted
on the launch truck
ready for launch with
a 8.57 million c. ft.
balloon (Balloon
Facility, Hyderabad).



Sumitomo Cryogenic Property Measuring System: Resistivity and
A.C. Susceptibility are measured from room temperature to 12K.

Quarter wave resonater fabricated at the Central Workshop, BARC.

A multidetector gamma ray set up for the nuclear spectroscopy of high
spin states, arranged on the beamline of Pelletron accelerator. This
consists of four high resolution intrinsic Ge detectors with BGO
anticompton shields and multiparameter data acquisition system.



Publications, Colloquia, Lectures,
Seminars etc.

School of Mathematics
Publications in Journals and Proceedings

Balukrishnan II.: A series for {is). Proc. Edinburgh Math. Soc. 31, 205-210 (1988).

Bhatwadekar S.M.: Analytic isomorphism and category of finitely generated modules,
O'tnm. in Algebra, 16, 1949-1958 (1988).

Bhatwadekar S.M.: Generalized epimorphism theorem, Proc. of the Indian Academy
of Sciences. 98, 109-116 (1988).

Dani S.G. and M. Mc.crudden: Factors, roots and embeddability of measures on Lie
groups. Math. Zeit. 199, 369-385 (1988).

Dani S.G. and M. Mc.crudden: On the factor sets of measures and local tightness of
convolution semigroups over Lie Groups,/ Theoretical Probability. 1, 357-370 (1988).

Dani S.G.: On orbits of endomorphism of tori and the Schmidt game. Ergod. Th. and
Dynam. Sys.. H, 523-529 i 1988).

Gurjar R.V.. ;<nd M. Miyanishi: Affine Surfaces with k<i l . Algebraic Geometry and
Commutative Algebra, (in honour of M. Nagata) I. 99-12-1. Kinokuniya (1988).

Guriar R.V. and A.R. Shastn: On the rationality of complex homoloey 2-cells, I.
J. Math. Soc:. Japan. 41, No. 1. (1989).

Gurjar R.V.: A tribute l<> :i work of C.P. R;tmanu|am. Proceedings of the Indian
Academy of Sciences. 9S, Nos. 2 and 3, (1988).

Kumar S.: Proof of the Parthasurathy-Ranga Rao-Vnradarajan conjecture. Inven.
Math.. 93, I!7-!.TO(19N8).

Mehta V.B. and A. Ramanathan: Schubert Variet; .., in G/B x G.'B. Com/). Math.. 67,
355-35H( 19881.

N. Mohan Kumar. M.P. Murthy and A. Roy: A cancellation theorem for projective
modules over finitely generated rings. Alg. Geom. and Comm. Alg. (in honour of
M. Nagata) /, 281-2X7. Kinokuniya. Tokyo, (19881.

Paranjape Kapil: Abelian Varieties associated to certain K ̂  surfaces. Comp. Math.. 68,
11-22 119881.

Paranjape Kapil and S. Ramanan: On the canonical ring of a curve, in Alg. Geom.
and Cnmm. Alg. lin honour of M. Nagata) 11. Kinokuniya. Japan (1988).

Parimala R.: Witt groups of affine three-folds. Duke Math. Jmir. 57, 947-954 11988).

Gopa! Prasad: Volumes of S-Arithmetic quotients of semi-simple groups. Pub. Math..
I.H.E.S.. 69, 11989).

Gopal Prasad and A. Borel: Finiteness theorems for discrete subgroups of bounded
covolume in semisimple groups. Puhl. Math. I.H.E.S.. 69, (1989).

Gopal Prasad and A. Borel: Valeurs de formes quadratiques aux points entiers,
C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris. 307, 217-220 (1988).

Raghavan S.: On Ramanujan's modular identities, Proc. Indian Acad. Sci.. 97, 263-276
(1987).

Raghunathan M.S.: On the group Norm 1 elements in a Division Algebra, Math.
Annaler. 279, 457-484 (1988).

Ramachandra K. and R. Balasubramanian: Some local convexity theorems for the
zeta-function-like analytic functions, Hurdy-Ramanujan J.. 11, 1-12 (1988).

Ramachandra K.: An easy transcedence measure for e. J. Ind. Math. Soc. 51, 111-116
(1987).

Ramachandra K. and R. Balasubramanian: On the frequency of Titchmarsh's pheno-
menon for£ls)-V, Arkirfur Matematik 26(1), 13-20 (1988).

Ramachandra K. and R. Balasubramanian and M.V. Subbarao: On the error function
in the asymptotic formula for the counting function of k-full numbers. Ada Arith. L,
107-118(1988).

Ramachandra K. and R. Balasubramanian: On the number of integers n such that nd(n)
> \ . Acta Arith. XLIX 313-322 (1988).

Ramadas T.R. and A.P. Balachandran et al: Statistics and general relativity. Mod. Phr.
Lett.. A4, 331 (1989).

Ramanathan A. and S. Subramanian: Einstein-Hermitian connections on principle
bundles and stability,/ reineu angew. Math.. 390, 21-31 (1988).

Ravi A. Rao: A Question of H. Bass on the cancellative nature of large projective
modules over polynomial rings, Amer. Jour, of Math. 110, 641-657 (1988).

Ravi A. Rao: The Bass-Quillen conjecture in dimension three but characteristic^ 2.3
via a Question of A. Suslin. Invent. Math., 93, 609-618 (1988).

Sankaranarayanan A., S.D. Adhikari and R. Balasubramanian: On an error term related
to the greatest divisor of x. which is prime to k. Indian J. Pure Appl. Math.. 19 (at
830-841 (1988).

Shastri A.R.: Compact structures on C* x C*, Tohoku Math. Jour.. 40, 35-49 (1988).

Shorey T.N.: Some exponential diophantine equations. New advances in Transcendence
Theory. Proc. of Symposium of Trans. Numb. Theory. Durham. July 1986, Cambridge
University Press. 352-365 (1988).

Shorey T.N.: Integers with identical digits. Acta Arithmetica 53, 81-99 (19891.

Shorey T.N. and R. Tijdeman: On the greatest prime factor of an arithmetic
progression (ID Ada Arith.. 53, (1989).

Simha R.R.: The monodromy representations of projective structures, Archir der
Mathematik 51, (1988).

Simha R.R.: The Behnke-Stein theorem for open Riemann surfaces, Proc. AMS. 105,
(19891.

Srinivasan S. and M.J. Narlikar: On orders solely of Abelian Groups II. Bull. I.ond.
Math. Soc. 20. 211-216(1988).

Srinivasan S.: A Diophanline inequality with prime variables. Bull. Australian Math.
Soc. 38, 57-66(19881.

Lecture Notes in Mathematics

On the Ekeland variational principle with applications and detours by D.G. de
Figueiredo.
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Lectures

The following short-term and long-term lectures were given during the year:

First Term: A. BEAUV1LLE. Schottky problem (2 lectures). V.I. BERNIK,
Hausdorff dimension and applications to diophantine approximation (1 lecture).
S.M. BHATWADEKAR, Algebra (2 lectures). V. CHARI, Lie groups (4 lectures).
J.R. CHOKSl, Ergodic theory on homogeneous measure algebras (I lecture).
V. CHOWLA, Topology (2 lectures). S.G. DANI, Analysis (4 lectures). H. ESNAULT,
Vanishing theorems: a survey II lecture). R.V. GURJAR, Singularities (9 lectures).
A. HAEFLIGER, Holonomy groups of Lie foliations (1 lecture). S. KUMARESAN,
Differential calculus (14 lectures). M. LEVINE, Deligne-Beilinson cohomology
(2 lectures). J.L. LIONS, Exact controllability (1 lecture). A. MUKHERJEE, Contact
structures on manifolds (2 lectures). N. NITSURE. Topology (19 lectures). J.
OESTERLE, Super-singular curves: the graph method (1 lecture); Super singular
elliptic curve and elliptic Weil curves (I lecture). R. PARTHASARATHY, Lie groups
110 lectures). S. RAMANAN, Algebra (17 lectures). A. RAMANATHAN. Topology
(2 lectures); Algebraic geometry (13 lectures). C.S. RAJAN, Weil representation
II lecture); Reductive dual pairs (2 lectures); First Betti number of co-compact
lattices of SU (n,!) (1 lecture). J.W. RUTTER, The hon:otopy classification of maps
between pseudo-projective planes (1 lecture). S. SMALE, Jacobian problem (1 lecture).
S. SUBRAMANIAN, Chern class inequalities (1 lecture). N. SUNDARAM. Teichmuller
space, arithmetic group and Salem numbers (1 lecture); On conjectures of Lehmer and
Margulis (1 lecture). E. VIEHWEG, Vanishing theorems: a survey (1 lecture).
M. WALSCHMIDT, The number of solutions of diophantine equations (1 lecture).

Second Term: R.V. GURJAR, Singularities (6 lectures). A. HAEFLIGER Gromov
hyperbolic groups (4 lectures). S. KUMARESAN, Differential calculus (12 lectures).
N. NITSURE. Topology (12 lectures). R. PARTHASARATHY, Lie algebra (8 lectures).
S. RAMANAN, Algebra (10 lectures). A. RAMANATHAN, Algebraic geometry
(4 lectures). P.G. ZOGRAF, A local index theorem for families of 6 -operators on
Riemann surfaces (2 lectures); Small eigenvalues of the Laplace operator and congruence
subgroup of the modular group (1 lecture).

Third Term:}.?. BOURGUIGNON.Mathematical aspects of Kaluza-Klein theorem
(4 lectures). F.A. BOGOMOLOV, Galois groups and geometry (2 lectures). O.I.
BOGOYAVLENSKII, A countable set of integrable discretizations of the Korteweg-
de-vries equation (1 lecture). GOPAL PRASAD, Analysis (17 lectures). R.V. GURJAR,
Singularities (5 lectures). S. KUMARESAN, Lie algebras (2 lectures); Tensor analysis
(2 lectures). W. KOHNEN, Jacobi modular forms (12 lectures). N. NITSURE, Topology
(16 lectures). S- RAMANAN, Algebra (16 lectures). A. RAMANATHAN, Algebraic
geometry l2 lectures). R. SRIDHARAN, Algebra (4 lectures). L. SZPIRO, The
conjecture about points of small height (1 lecture). S.A. STEPANOV, Arithmetic of
algebraic curves over finite fields (2 lectures); Arithmetic of algebraic curves
over finite fields and applications to coding theory (4 lectures). A. VERJOVSKY,
Uniformisation theorem for the leaves of a holomorphic foliation (1 lecture).

Seminars
First Term: A. BEAUVTLLE, Schottky problem (2 lectures). R.C. COWSIK,

Combinatorics (4 lectures). C.S. DALAWAT. Galois representations (2 lectures).
H. ESNAULT. Effective bounds for the height of rational points of curves over
function fields (1 lecture). K. GURUPRASAD, Minimal manifolds and Bernstein
theorem (7 lectures). S. KUMARESAN. Bochner theorem (2 lectures). V.B. MEHTA,
J. Lipman's pi oof of resolution of singularities for surfaces (3 lectures). R. NARASIMHAN.
Good points for surface resolution (2 lectures). M.V. NORI, The Manin-Drinfeld
theorem (1 lecture); Shimura Varieties (2 lectures). AJ. PARAMESWARAN,
Deformations of singularities (1 lecture). K.H. PARANJAPE, Hodge cycles on self
products of a variety with automorphism (1 lecture); Hilbert-Blumenthai varieties
(7 lectures). T. POLO, Modules associated to Schubert varieties (2 lectures). S.
RAGHAVAN. The Rankin-Selberg method (2 lectures). C.S. RAJAN, Shimura varieties

(3 lectures). J.A. SEADE, Topology of singularities (2 lectures). N.A. SHAH, Margulis
proof of Oppenheim's conjecture (6 lectures). V. SRINIVAS, Degeneration of Hodge
spectral sequence (d'a pres P. Deligne et lllusie) (2 lectures); Mazur's theorem (6 lectures).
S. SUBRAMANIAN, Linear normality of low co-dimension subvarieties of P" (1 lecture).
A. A. SUSLIN, Quadratic forms and Galois cohomology (2 lectures). C.S. YOGANANDA,
The Coates-Wiles theory (6 lectures).

Second Term: A.R. AITHAL, Kahler theory (5 lectures). S.G. DANI. Values of
quadratic forms at primitive integrals point (2 lectures). K. GURUPRASAD, Minima!
submanifolds and Bernstein theorem (2 lectures).

Third Term: C.S. ARAVINDA, Hadamard manifolds (6 lectures). J.L. COLLIOT-
THELENE, Higher cohomological invariants for quadratic forms (2 lectures). S.G.
DANI, Values of quadratic forms at primitive integral points (3 lectures). KAPIL
PARANJAPE, Krichever modules (2 lectures). G.A. MARGULIS, Dynamics approach
to some questions in geometry of numbers (1 lecture). G. SANTANAM. Riemannian
submersions (3 lectures). V. SRINIVAS, Deligne's proof of the Weil conjecture
(1 lecture); ̂ -theory of Quadrics (1 lecture). C.S. YOGANANDA, Hadamard manifolds
(2 lectures).

Colloquia

The following colloquia were given during the year:

First Term: A. BEAUVILLE, Rational versus unirational varieties R- BHATIA,
The CSarkson-McCarthy inequalities. H. ESNAULT, An example of the geometrical
Beilins6n conjecture. GOPAL PRASAD, Volumes of arithmetic quotients of semi-
simple groups; Finiteness theorems for discrete subgroups of bounded covolume.
M. LEVINE, tf-theory of fields. R. PARTHASARATHY, Derived category of
representations of quivers. K.H. PARANJAPE, Abelian varieties associated to K3
surfaces. J.A. SEADE, Cobordism, discrete subgroups of 3-dimensional Lie groups and
complex singularities. A.A. SUSLIN, TC-theory of local division algebras. D.S.
THAKUR, Arithmetic in Drinfeld modules. E. VIEHWEG, Oh the existence of quasi
projective moduli spaces.

Second Term: S.G. DANI, Values of quadratic forms at primitive, integral points.
B. DATTA, Hyper complex mappings and manifolds, R.A. GUSTAFSON. A general-
ization of Selberg's integral. RAVI A. RAO. Some remarks on the Vaserstein symbol
in dimension three. S.S. SANE, On a problem of Erdos and Lovasz. P.A. SHASTRI.
Witt groups of Hasse domains. V. SRINIVAS. Self maps of homogeneous spaces.
P.G. ZOGRAF, The geometry of moduli spaces of vector bundles on Riemann surfaces.

Third Term: F.A. BOGOMOLOV, Three points theorem.V. CHARI. Represent-
ationsof Yangians. !.L.COLLOIT-THELENE,Unramified cohomology. W. KOHNEN.
Elliptic curves and modular forms. G.A. MARGULIS, Some explicit combinatorial
constructions related to arithmetic groups. D.S. NAGARAJ, On the moduli of curves
with theta characteristics. K. PETERSEN, Pointwise ergodic theorems, spectral theory
and Harmonic analysis, G. TOMANOV, On the congruence subgroup problem.

TIFR Centre, Bangalore
Publications in Journals:

Borkar V.S., R.T. Chari s nd S.K. Mitter: Stochastic quantization of field theory in finite
and infinite volume, /. Fund. Anr.al. 1988, 184-206

Borkar V.S.: A convex analytic approach to Markov decision processes, Prob. Theory
and Related Fields. 78, 1988, 583-602.

Borkar V.S.: Controlled diffusions with boundary-crossing cost. Applied Math, and
Opt. 18, 1988, 67-83.
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Borkar V.S.: Control of Markov chains with long-run average cost criterion, in
•Stochastic Differential Systems, Stochastic Control Theory and Application", W.H.
Fleming and P.L. Lions (eds.). IMA Vol. No. 10, Springer 1988, 57-77.

Lupo D. Solimini S. and Snkanth F.N.: Multiplicity Results lor an Ode Problem with
Even Nonlinearity. Nonlinear Analylis TMA. 12, No. 7 (657-673) 1988.

Thangavelu S.: Multipliers for Hermite Expansions, Revista Mathematical lbemamehcana.
.?, No. 1. 19X7.

Thangavelu S.: Summability of Hermile Expansions I, Trans. A.M.S. (1989).

Thangavelu S.: Summability of Hermite Expansions II, Trans. A.M.S. (1989).

Vanninathan M. and Conca: A spectral Problem Arising in Fluid-solid Structures,
Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering. 69 (1988) 215-242.

Vanninathan M., Conca and Planchard: Existence and Location of eigenvalues for
Flud-Solid Structures, R 88041, University Pierre el Marie Curie Scientific Report,
1988.

Lectures
V.S. BORKAR, Probability Theory (20 lectures). P.S. DATTI, Numerical Analysis

(24 lectures). M.K. GHOSH, Control Theory (7 lectures); Non-smooth Analysis
116 lectures). K.T. JOSEPH, Non-linear stability of shock waves for Viscous Conservation
Laws (5 lectures). S. KESAVAN, Analysis (5 lectures). Y. MARATHE, Probability
(10 lectures). A.A. MINZONI, Elliptic problems arising from Phase Transitions
(1 lectures). SHIVA SHANKAR, Control Theory (6 lectures). S. THANGAVELU,
Functional Analysis (34 lectures).

Special Lectures
F.A. BOGOMOLOV, Three Points Theorem (3 lectures). F. G1ANESSI, A

Multiplication approach to lagrange multipliers (1 lecture). A HAEFLIGER, Gromov
hyperbolic spaces (1 lecture). M. NERURKAR, Recurrence in ergodic theory
(1 lecture). V.M. MATROSOV, Victory Lyapunov functions Method and software
for nonlinear dynamics (1 lecture). S.N. VASS1LYEV, Methods and software for
control theory and artification intelligence 11 lecture).

Seminars
V.S. BORKAR. Probability (9 lectures). V.K. SHARMA. Probability (7 lectures).

B.V. PRATHIMA. A metric for prohorov topology (1 lecture). RADHAKR1SHNAN,
Skorohods Theorem (1 lecture).

Colloquia
G.V. ANAND. Underwater acoustic propagation. D. ANG1RASA, Heat transfer

in Stratified media. S. BALAJI, On Hille-Tamarkin operators. P.S. DATTI. A
non-linear Bessel"s equation. S.M. DESHPANDE, Application of CED in launch
vehicle aerodynamics. M.K. GHOSH, Multiobjective Markov decision processes.
G.D. VEERAPPA GOWDA, Discontinuous finite element methods for Scalar
conservation laws. K.T. JOSEPH. Explicit formula for the weak limit of the Lax
approximation in the quarter plane. S. KESAVAN, Variations on a Theme of Valenti.
K. KISHORE. Entropic behaviour in non-linear domain. A. KUMAR, Numerical
simulation of vortex dominated flow. ANURAG KUMAR, adaptive local balancing in a
non-homogeneous multiserver system with a central job-scheduler. N. MANICKAM,
Distance regular graphs. B.R. NAGARAJ, Parametrices and propagation of singularities
for a general class of triple characteristic pseudo differential operators. V. PATI,
L-Cohomology of algebraic varieties. M.S. PHANIKUMAR, Numerical simulation
of mixed convection. PLATKOWSKI. existence and uniqueness theorems for some
hyperbolic systems of equations of Kinetic theory of gases (discrete velocity models).

MYTHILY RAMASWAMY, Stationary solution of the Taylor-Couette problem.
S. RAMASWAMY, dichotomy between Gaussian and production onoo. T.S.S.R.K.
RAO, A decomposition property for L\p. E). P.L. SACHDEV, Generalised Burger's
equation and Euler Painleve transcendents. VINOD SHARMA, Stationary distributions
for computer networks. P.S. SHASTR Y, Leaving in Neural networks. P.N. SR1KANTH,
On a class of semilinear Elliptic problems and symmetry breaking. S. THANGAVELU,
Littlewood-Paley-Stein theory on Cn and Weyl multipliers. M. VANNINATHAN,
Geometrical optics solution to Scalar conservation laws. S.L. YADAVA, Non-existence
of Nodal solution for critical Sobolev exponent problem in R2.

Reports
Nagaraj, B.R. and J.P.O. Silberstein: The propagation and origin of singularities

in solutions of PDE with particular reference to cases with characteristics of variable
multiplicity, Research Report, Department of Mathematics, University of Western
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Kesavan, S.: Inequality problems in mechanics and applications (convex and

non-convex energy functions) by P.D. Panagoitopoulos,B(>t/iauje/-, in Indian J. Physics,
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Borkar, V.S.: Optimal Control of Diffusion Processes, Pitman Research Notes in
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G.D. Veerappa Gowda: (University of Paris IX) Elements finis discontinues pour
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S. Subramanian: Some problems concerning holomorphic bundles on complex
projective manifolds (Guide: M.S. Narasimhan).

M.Sc.
A. Ramakrishnan: Differential geometry and quantum mechanics (Guide: T.R. Ramadas).
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Theoretical Physics
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Dhar D.: Longitudinal size exponent of two dimensional directed lattice animals.
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•Gavai R.V..N. Attig. B. Peterson andM. Wolff: The deeonfinement phase transition
in QCD with heavy quarks. Z. Phys.. C40. 471 (1988).
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Jha S.S.: Some recent trends in Raman spectroscopy. Jour. hid. lust. Sc. I Bangalore),
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electron mobility in GaAs and the speed of photoresponse, ./. Ap/'l. ['Ins.. 65,
3189(19891.

Jha S.S.: The BCS pairing theory and Ihe new high-7",. oxide superconductors.
Revs. Solid Stale Sci. (Singapore). 2, 407 11988).
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Malhur S.D. and S. Mukhi: The N = 2 fermionic string: path integral, spin structures
and supermoduli on the torus. Nucl. Phys.. B3O2, I31HI988).

Malhur S.D.. S. Mukhi and A. Sen: Differential equations for correlators and
characters in arbitrary rational conformal field iheories. Nuel. Phys.. B3I2, 15 (1989).

Mathur S.D. and A. Sen: Differential equation for genus two characters in arbitrary
rational eonformal field theories, Phyx. Lett.. B218, 17fi 11988).

Mathur S.D.: Irreversibilily due to mixini; in collisionless systems. Mon. Not. Rov.
Astr. Soc. 231, 367 (1488)."

Mukhi S.: Riemann surfaces, conformal fields and strings. Comments in Nuclear
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Mukhi S. and S. Panda: Mulliloop correlators and bosonic strinu amplitudes in
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*Panda S. and Sumathi Rao: Two-point function on a torus for the SUi3l W-Z-W
theory. Phyx. Lett.. B213, 530 119X81.

Roy D.P. UIK\ R.M. Godbole: Like sign dilutions revisited. ZeUwhrift fur Physik.
C42, 219(1989).

Roy S.M. and V. Singh: Ramond-Neveu-Seliwarz siring with new boundary conditions.
Phys. Letters. 2I4B, 182 (1988).

*Sen A.. J.J. Atick and G. Moore: Some ulobal issues in strinu perturbation theory.
Nucl. Phys.. B30S. 1 (19881.

•Sen A.. J.J. Atick and G. Moore: Catoptric tadpoles. Nucl. Pins.. B307, 221 (1988).

*Sen A.: Mass renormalization anv cancellation of BRST anomaly in string theories,
Nucl. Pins.. B304, 403 (19881.

•Sen A.. J.J. Alick and J. Rabin: An ambiguity in fermionic string perturbation
theory. Nucl. Phys.. B299, 279 119881.

Ullah N.: Analytic continuation of the simile eigenvalue probability density function.
J. Phys.. All, 903(1988).

UHah N.: A note on mean-internucleon distance in the central region of heavy
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Ullah N.: Exact generator-coordinate wave function for some simple Hamiltonians.
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Warke C.S. and R.K. Bhaduri: Vacuum contribution to electric polarizabilily in
(1 + 1) dimension, Phys. Rev.. 1)37, 3046 11988).

Warke C.S. and R.K. Bhaduri: The fermion vacuum in the (1 + 1) dimensional chiral
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Warke C.S. and R.K. Bhaduri: Vacuum ivntribution to the electric polarizabilitv
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In Proceedings
Das S.R.: String loop effects on beta functions, (Invited lectures in Proceedings of
the DST Workshop on Particle Physics: Superstring Theory. 1IT Kanpur. 13-24
December. 1987. (eds. H.S. Mani and R. Ramaehandran) World Scientific. Singapore.
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slate and semi-classical limit, Phys. Rev. D38, 2457 11988).

•Padmanabhan T. and K. Subramanian: The focusing equations, caustics and the
condition for multiple imaging by thick gravitational lenses. A/on. Nol. Row Asim.
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Padmanabhan T., T.R. Seshadri and T.P. Singh: Making inflation work: Damping of
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Padmanabhan T.: 'Some topics in Gravitational Many-Body Problem', TIFR-TAP-10/
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Joshi P.S.: Cosmic censorship and nature of naked singularities, Pme. of Workshop
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Asso. for Cult. Science, p. 36 (1988).
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Astronomy
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Kulkarni M.S. and Arvind Kumar: Interactive Markovian Models of 'Progressive'
Trends, Journal of Mathematical Sociology, 14, 45(1988).
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Karlslunde Strand. Denmark, pp. 11-18 (1988).
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Technical Reports
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Scheduled Caste Students, HBCSE, Brief Report. September 1988.

Sangvikar A.K. and Sathe M.S.: Methodology of Effective Software Development,
HBCSE, Technical Report-13, March 1989.
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Gupta, P.C.: Health consequences of tobacco use in India. World Smoking and Health.
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In Proceedings

Report of a Study Group: Smokeless tobacco control. Technical Report Series 773.
Geneva. World Health Organisation. 1988 (Participation by P.C. Guptal.
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School of Physics

Colloquia
D.F. O'Sullivan: (13.4.1988), The Phobos Mission To Mars And Some Comments On
The Giotto Mission To Halley's Comet.

R. Nityananda: (20.4.1988), Geometric phases in optics and quantum mechanics.

S.P. Tarafdar: (6.7.1988), Evolving Interstellar Clouds and Star Formation.

Avinash Dhar: (13.7.1988), The String Paradigm in Physics.

R.K. Shyamasundar: (20.7.1988), Reasoning of Distributed Real-Time Program.

R.N. Singh: (27.7.1988), A Matter of Taste and Smell.

N.K. Mondal: (3.8.1988), Collider Detector at Fermilab.

Dharma P. Agarwal: (8.8.1988), A Pragmatic View of Future Generation Computers.

B.M. Arora: (10.8.1988), The Family of 1II-V Compound Semiconductors.

D. Narasimha: (17.8.1988), The Life of a Star.

P.D. Gupta: (7.9.1988), Soft X-rsy Lasing and Intense Thermal Radiation in Laser
Heated Plasmas.

V.R. Maralhe: (14.9.1988), Metastable Ions.

A. Sen: (21.9.1988), Some Aspects of Two Dimensional Conformal Field Theory and
String Theory.

Rama: (28.9.1988), Meeting the Water Needs of the Indian Masses.

Sumit R. Das: (2.9.1988), Strings and Statistical Mechanics.

K. Vijay Raghavan: (16.11.1988), The Genetics of Nerve and Muscle Development.

C. Dasgupta: (22.11.1988), The Liquid to Glass Transition: An Overview.

P. Bhattacharjee: (30.11.1988), Cosmic Strings.

CX. Khetrapal: (7.12.1988), NMR of Ordered Systems.

J.K. Srivastava: (I4.;2.1988), Spin Glass Systems.

R. Rajaraman: (18.1.1989), Elementarily and Statistical Mechanics.

A.M.M. Preisken: (23.1.1989), Toward a Microscopic Theory for the Integral Quantum
Hall Effect.

S. Chandrasekhar: (25.1.1989), Photonic Integrated Circuits.

Jihn E. Kim: (30.1.1989), Axions.

R. Narasimhan: (1.2.1989), Literacy in School: Issues and Some Experimental Results.

G. Rajasekaran: (8.2.1989), The Future of High Energy Physics.

R.S. Bhalerao: (15.2.1989), Quarks: 1,2,3 ; Facts and Speculations.

S. Biswas: (22.2.1989), Cosmic Rays. Heliosphere and the Interstellar Medium.

B.V.B. Sarkissian: (1.3.1989), Neutron Spin Echo Interferometry.

S. Ananlhakrishnan: (8.3.1989). VLB1 at Meterwavelengths.

S.H, Devare: (15.3.1989), High Tc Superconductivity: Microscopic Studies.

Tanmoy Bhattacharya: (29.3.1989), Supergravity Theories with Superlight Gravilino.
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'Instrumentation and Electronics' Colloquia
Prakash R. Aple: (12.8.1988). Optoelectronics and Integrated Optics.
M.R. Sheshadri: (19.8.1968). Rapid Scan Fourier Transform Spectrometer—Design
Considerations.
M.D. Deshpande: (9.9.1988). Bragg Curve Spectroscopy Detector For Identification
Of Heavy Ions.
V.R. Marathe: (U.9.1988). Melastuble Ions.
L.C. Gupta: 130.9.1988). Some Aspects of Science and Technology of High-Tc
Superconductors.
S.C. Vaidya: (21.10.1988). Fabrication of high resolution Si(Li) X-ray spectrometer.
R. Nagarajan: (2.12.1988). Computers in Automation of Measurements, Basic Concepts.
R. Nagarajan: (6.12.1988), Computers in Automation of Measurements—Use of IBM
PC Bus.
Dinesh Sharma: 19.12.1988), Use of computers for automation of measurements: Using
standard ports on the computer.
D.K. Sharma: 113.12.1988), Use of Computers for automation of measurements:
Software considerations.
S.C. Purandare: (17.3.1989). Scanning Electron Microscope and its" Applications.
Samir Bodas: (30.3.1989), Data acquisition by computers using IEEE 488 interfaces
and A/D-D/A cards.
V.S. Ambekar: (31.3.1989), A Position Sensitive Parallel Plate Avalanche Counter
(PSPPAC) for Heavy Ions. •

PH.D., M.Sc. and other Theses
Ph.D.
K.D. Lodaya: Analysis and Composition of Distributed Program. (Guide: R.K.
Shyamasundar).

G. Venkatesh: Verification of Digilal Systems using Linear-Time Temporal Logic.
(Guide: R.K. Shyamasundar).
R. Ranianujam: Specifications. Theories and Models of Logic Programs.
(Guide: R. Narasimhan).

Subir Ghosh: Some problems in Computational Geometry. (Guide: R.K. Shyamasundarl.
Paritosh Pandya: Compositional verification of Distributed Programs. iGuide: R.K.
Shyamasundar).

P. Dasgupta: Non-evolving luminosity functions for radio galaxies. iGuide: J.V. Narlikarl
P.L. Paulose: Magnetic and Transport Properties of Alloys, (Guide: R. Vijayaraghavanl.
R. Shankar: Studies in Lattice Gauge Theories. (Guide: P.P. Divakaranl.
P.R. Apte: Analysis of potential and stress in Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor-Insulator-
Metal Structures, (Guide: B.M. Arora).

V. Lakshmanna: Charge trapping in SiOi and Si-SiO2 interface state generation
due to avalanche carrier injection in MOS devices. (Guide: R. Vijayaraghavan).
A.R. Rao: X-ray Activity of Flare Stars and Rs CVn Binaries. (Guide: P.C. Agrawall.
A. Sheth: Application of NMR to the determination of the solution structure of
nucleic acids and proteins. (Guide: Prof. G. Govil).

DD

Graduate Courses
B.K. Basu, S.S. Jha, S.K. Malik and K.L. Narasimhan: Solid State Physics.
R. Raghavan: Experimental Particle Physics.
P. Pandya: Science of Programming.
J.V. Narlikar: Classical Electrodynamics.
T. Padmanabhan: Classical Mechanics.
B.S. Prabhananda: Chemical Dynamics in Liquids.
V.R. Marathe: Mathematical Methods.
N.M. Singhi: Combinatorial Theory.
P.S. Subramanian: Logic (11.

P. Bhaltacharyya: Statistical Mechanics.
A. Sen: Quantum Mechanics.

D. Narasimha: Introduction to Cyber Usage. Fortran & Numerical Methods.
S.N. Tandon: Astronomy & Astrophysics.
S. Das: Critical Phenomena & Quantum Field Theory.
G. Govil, S.R. Kasturi, G. Krishnamurthy and S. Tripathi: Molecular Biophysics.
R.V. Hosur and R.S. Phadke: Magnetic Resonance.
G.R. Vijayakumar: Graphs and Algorithms.
S.K. Ghosh: Advanced Data Structures & Network Algorithms.
R.K. Shyamasundar: Mathematical Theory of Program Correctness.

• •

Conferences, Winter Schools, Workshops, Summer
Programmes, etc.
(Sponsored fully or partially)
Visiting Students' Research Programme, Summer. 1988.
International Conference on 'Neurobiology of Sensory Systems", (ICONOSS). Goa.
September 25-30. 1988.
Workshop on "Speech and Signal Processing". TIFR. Bombay. October 31. 1988.
Workshop on "High Energy Physics Phenomenology". TIFR. Bombay. January 2-15.1989.
Workshop on 'Geometrical Aspects of Relativity". TIFR. Bombay. January' 20-22.1989.
School and Workshop on Supernovae and Stellar Evolution". Panaji. Goa. March
10-17. 1989.

• •

Seminars & Lectures by Visiting Scientists
V. Satyan:(Physical Research Laboratory. Ahmedabad). (6-4-1988).Monsoon Variability.
Maurice J. Mahoney: (Department of Human Genetics. Yale University School of
Medicine). (6-4-1988). Overview of diagnostic approaches to the human fetus turbom
hahyl with emphasis on biochemical and DNA methods.
Valery Akimov: (Space Research Institute. Moscow. USSRi. (7-4-19881. Gamma—I
Telescope.
Masami Fujii: (Institute of Space & Astronautical Science. Japanl. 18-4-1988). Mew
Polymeric Track Detectors and its Physical Applications.
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V. Satyan: (Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad), (8-4-1988), Monsoon
Disturbances.

D. Pandey: (Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi), (8-4-1988), Monte Carlo simulations
of transformations in silicon carbide.

D.F. O'SulUvan: (Dublin Inst. of Advanced Study, Ireland), (11-4-1988), LDEF
Experiment and Ultraheavy Cosmic Rays.

F.M. Russell: (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK), (19-4-1988), The natural
detection of muons and use in neutrino chronology.

Ya Istomln: (P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow,
USSR), (22-4-1988), The theory of Pulsar magnetosphere and the origin of the pulsar
gamma-rays and radio emission.

A.I. Kuznestov: (16-5-1988), Tunable diode lasers in the Physical Research and
Analytical Applications.

Steve Smale: (University of California, Berkeley) "Theory of Computation over a ring
and NP Completeness over the real numbers", May '88.

MlHnd Tambe: (Carnegie Mellon University), USA "Paralleism in Production Systems",
May 1988.

Dhanna P. Agrawal: (Fellow of IEEE and Professor in the Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering at North Carolina State University, Raleigh, USA),
(17-5-1988), Future Generation Computers or some Aspects of Parallel Processing,
An overview of the B. Hive Multi Computer Hardware and Software, Distributed
System Reliability.

Daksh Lohia: (University of Delhi), (3-6-1988), Topics on alternate spin connections
in relativity.

K. Rajan: (Renesellar Polytechnic Institute, USA), (9-6-1988), Electron microscopy
of Semi-conductors and Superconductors.

Ernst Gratz: (Technical University, Vienna, Austria), (13-6-1988), Activities in the
field of heavy fermions at the Technical University of Vienna.

Fares Strang: (Pharmacia, Sweden), (14-6-1988). Oligonucleotide Synthesis.

Dhanna P. Agrawal: (Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, North
Carolina State University, Raleigh, USA), (21-6-1988), On Doubly-Connected Multi-
Dimensional Topologies for MAN's and LAN's.

G. Venkata Ratnam: (Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore), (20-6-1988), N.M.R.
Studies on Structural Aspects of Reverse Micelles.

P.N. Uday Shankar: (Bharathiar University, Coimbatore), (21-6-1988), A study of
the Tamil language as a vehicle for communicating science.

V.R. Pandharipande: (University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign, USA), (22-6-1988).
Electron Scattering and Nuclear Structure.

B.P. Asthma: (Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi), (27-6-1988), Some recent
developments in Linear and Non-Linear Raman Spectroscopy.

P.K. Basu: (Institute of Radiophysics & Electronics, Calcutta), (27-6-1988), On some
aspects of two Dimensional Transport in Semiconductors.

Oharma P. Agrawal: (Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, North
Carolina State University, Raleigh, USAl, (28-6-1988), Generalized Hypercube and
Hyperbus Structure for a Computer Network.

Dhanna P. Agrawal: (5-7-1988), On Design and Performance of Generalized Shuffle-
Exchange Multistage Interconnection Network.

M.N. Rao: (Physical Research Laboratory. Ahmedabad), (7-7-1988), Anomalous
isotopic composition in cosmic rays.

Dharma P. Agrawal: (Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, North
Carolina State University, Raleigh, USA), (14-7-1988), Graph Theoretical Analysis
and Design of Multistage Interconnection Networks.

Jalaj Tripathi: (University of Allahabad. Allahabad), (15-7-1988), Structural studies
of some natural products.

Kamu Kasturi: (Columbia University, USA), (18-7-1988), The Relaxation of
Electronically Excited Bromine in Low-temperature Matrices and Gases.

Winfried Kufan: (Bruker Analytical Messtechnik GMBH, W. Germany), (22-7-1988),
NMR Microscopy.

R.K. Bhaduri: (McMaster University, Canada). (22-7-1988), Chital bag with a solitonic
coal.

K, Muraleedharan: (Advanced Centre for Research in Electronics, I.I.T., Bombay),
(26-7-1988), Microwave absorption studies in High Tc Superconductors.

Anand G. Fadnis: (Holkar Science College, Indore), (26-7-1988), Detection and
Identification of Free Radical Intermediate by Spin Trapping Technique.

Malay Dutta: (University of Guwahati) "Karmarkar's Algorithm and Hamiltonian
Cycle Problem", July 1988.

Nalinakshl Nirmal: (Madras Christian College, Madras) "'Substitution in L-Systems",
July 1988.

Pratul Dublish: (I1T, New Delhi) "Optimization & Equivalence of Algorithms for
Fan-out Free Queries", July 1988.

K. Muraleedharan: (Advanced Centre for Research in Electronics, I.I.T., Bombay),
(28-7-1988), Spectroscopic investigations in High Tc Superconductors.

Uday Sukhatme: (University of Illinois, Chicago, USA), (29-7-1988), SUSY Quantum
Mechanics.

Naresh Chand: (AT & T Bell Laboratories. Murray Hill, USA). (29-7-1988). MBE
growth of high quality GaAs on Si and GaAs substrates.

5. Nandi: (University of Oklahoma, USA). (1-8-1988), Phvsics Beyond The Standard
Model.

Pradip Das: (1-8-1988), High Resolution Heat Capacity und Correlation Length
Measurements Near Second-Order Phase Transitions in Liquid Crystals.

Biman Bagchi: (Indian Institute of Science. Bangalore), (2-8-1988), Dynamics of
Polar Salvation: Macroscopic and Microscopic Theories.

Haridas Banerjee: (Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics. Calcutta), (2-8-1988). Global
anomaly.

J.V. Vakhimi: (Chemistry Division BARC. Bombay), (4-8-1988), Investigations in
High TQ Bi and Tl based compounds.

Dharma P. Agrawal: (Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. North
Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-7911. USAl, (10-8-1988), Dynamic
Accessibility Testing and Path length Optimization of Multistage Interconnection
Networks.

C. Janakiraman: (Advanced Computing Technology Centre. University of Calgary.
USA), (19-8-1988). Introduction to Supercomputing.

H. Bakhru: (State University of New York at Albany. USA), (18-8-1988), Materials
characterization with a positive Ion Micro-probe.
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M.P. Das: (University of Canberra. Australia). (17-8-1988), High Temperature
Superconductivity: what a theorist has to say about it'!

Palash B. Pal: (University of Massachusetts, Amherst), (23-8-1988), Parity and CP
violation in photon propagation within a medium.

S.Gupta: (Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Madras). (26-8-1988), Polarised structure
functions,

PrasadR. Vishnubholla: (Ohio State University), USA "Multiplexer channels: A many-
to-many communication mechanism for parallel processing", August 1988.

Gary Llndslrom: (Dept. of Computer Science, University of Utah. USA). (1-9-1988).
Functional Programming with logic variables.

D. Chakravartty: (C-DOT. Delhi), (1-9-1988), Future PC with Erasable magnetoplic
Disk.

Dilip Banahatti: (Madurai Kamaraj University), (5-9-1988), Symmetric properties
of active galactic nuclei.

T. Nagarajan: (9-9-1988), Studies on Fermi Surface Smearing of High TL. Super-
conductors by Positron Annihilation.

Richard Kachelmeyer: (14-8-1988), ETA-10 Super Computer Hardware/Software
Overview and Applications.

M.V.N. Murthy: (Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Madras), (16-9-1988), Spin
structure of the proton.

F. Haalce: (University of Essen), (20-9-1983), Quantum distinctions of regular and
irregular motion.

Sidney Passman: (President. Organization for International Science, Inc., Bethesda,
Maryland, USA), (22-9-1988), Information Science.

Ramesh Babu: (FRL, Ahmedabad), (26-9-1988), Hyperfine splitting using two 'tody
Dirac equations.

N.D. Hari Dass: (IMS, Madras), (3-10-1988), Can exact symmetries have their origin
in inexact ones'!

K.Goetz: (3-10-1988). Vision.

K. Goelz: (4-10-1988), Drosophila Vision.

A. Borst: (4-10-1988). Flight control.

A. Borst: (5-10-1988), Flight control.

K. Fishbach: (6-10-1988), Neurogenetics.

K. Fishbach: (6-10-1988), Drosophila Neurogenetics (Demonstrations).

A. Zee: (ITP, Santa Barbara), (7-10-1988), Fractional statistics and connection to
high Tc superconductivity.

M.M. Sondhi: (AT& T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ, USA), (24-10-1988),
A speech analysis-synthesis system based on physiological modelling.

Catherine McCommon: (NSERC Asst. Professor, Dept. of Geological Sciences,
University of British Columbia, Canada), (25-10-1988), Mossbauer Spectroscopy
at High pressure.

S.P. Misra: (Inst. Phys., Bhubaneswar), (27-10-1988), Bound-state problem in field
theory with particle noncon 2 nation.

Y.K. Sharma: (Univ. of Rajasthan. 'aipur), (31-10-1988), Mossbauer effect studies
of Fe-Sb-Te System.

Neelima Gupte: (University of Poona), (4-11-1988). A new dimension in multifractals.

Debashis Gangopadhyay: (Institute of Phys., Bhubaneswar). (7-11-1988). Fujikawa
type formulation of gauged BRST symmetry for the Bosonic string.

J. Pasupathy: (Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore). (8-11-1988). Strange puzzles
in property of proton and their resolution.

A.Z. Capri: (University of Alberta, Edmonton. Canada). (11-11-1988). Lorentz
invariance of the vacuum for external field problems.

M. Lakshmanan: (Bharatidasan University). (15-11-1988). Complete integrability in
a classical description of chaos.

M. Lakshmanan: (16-11-1988). Bifurcation and chaotic motion of soliions in a long
Josephson junction oscillator.

H.L. Strauss: (University of California. Berkeley. USA). (21-11-1988). Motion of
NHA ion in Crystals.

P. West: (Th. Div., CERN). (21-11-1988), Vertex Operator Construction of Conformal
Theories.

GirishJoshi: (Garhwal University, Srinagar), (21-11-19881, Time Resolved Fluorescence
Spectroscopy and Excited State Chemical Kinetics in Solutions.

W.A. Ainsworth: (University of Keele. Keele, Staffordshire. England). (22-11-1988),
Multilayer perceplron classifiers for speech recognition.

John Sandens: (Engineer, Tennelec, USA), (24-11-1988), HP Ge detectors.

Romesh Kaul: (CTS, Bangalore), (25-11-1988), Zero. one. two point correlators of
Ising model on a genus-two surface.

Chandan Dasgupta: (CTS, Bangalore). (25-11-1988). Role of Topological Defects
in the 3-D Heisenberg Transition.

N.D. Hari Dass: (I.M.S., Madras), (29-11-1988), Possible experimental signatures
for theta parameter of quantum chromodynamics.

S.P. Misra: (Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar). (1-12-1988), Nonperturbative methods
in quantum field theory.

D. Jeyakumar: (University of California, California. USA), (1-12-1988), Electrochemical
synthesis of Porphyrins.

Sandip Trivedi: (CALTECH). (2-12-1988), Operator product coefficients in non-
standard Wess Zumino models.

Graeme Mitchison and Richard Durbin: (Department of Physiology, Cambridge
University & Department of Psychology, Stanford Universityl. (5-12-1988), Network
Algorithms for Learning and Cortical NappingV.)

B. Chandrasekaran s (Department of Computer and Information Science. Ohio
State University, USA), (6-12-1988), Artificial Intelligence.

Peter J. Cameron: (Queen Mary College, London I "Order-preserving permutations
and scales of measurement". December 1988.

Aravind K. Joshi: (University of Pennsylvania, USA) "Multiple structures for natural
language processing", December 1988.

E.H. Pinnington: (University of Alb. rta. Canada). (6-12-1988). Atomic spectroscopy
using Fast Ion Beams.

I.P. Saraswat: (Emeritus Professor, Chemistry Department. University of Roorkeel.
(12-12-1988), Magnetic Studies of Some Iron-Rare Earth Mixed Systems.

Sanjay Puri: (Jawaharlal Nehru University). (12-12-1988), Computationally efficient
modelling of spinodal decomposition.

Per Bak: (Brookhaven National Laboratory), (14-12-1988). Real quasicrystals from
cuts in six dimensions.
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S. Dattagupta: (Jawaharlal Nehru University), (15-12-1988), Role of Viscoelasticily
and Orienlational Ordering in the Glass Transition.

Sanjay Puri: (Jawaharlal Nehru University), 115-12-1988), "Painleve Test"for exact
integrability.

G.V. Subba Rao: (Materials Science Research Centre, Indian Institute of Technology.
Madras), (16-12-1988), Strategies of research in High 7"c. superconductivity.

Per Bak: IBrookhaven National Laboratory), (16-12-1988), Are earthquakes, fractals
and l/f noise selforganhed critical phenomena'!

Allan Spradling: (Department of Embryology, Carnegie Institute of Washington),
(19-12-1988), Regulation and Amplification of the Chorion Genes in Drosophila.
"Jumpstarter" mutagenesis schemes and their applications.

M.R. Kundu: [University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA). <2> 12-1988),
Large scale structure of the solar corona.

K. Bbaruth Ram: (University of Durban. South Africa), (23-12-1988), Shape Coexistence
in "Zr.

S.C. Phatak: (23-12-1988), Colour-Dielectric Model of Hadrons.

N.S. Islam: (North-Eastern Hill University, Shillong), (26-12-1988), Vanadium-Dioxygen
Systems: Synthetic Aspects, Reactivity and Biochemical Relevance.

K. Srinlvasa Rao: (Institute of Mathematical Science. Madras). 126-12-1988),
Hypergeometric Series. Orthogonal Polynomials and Quantum Theory of Angular
Momentum.

Peter 1. Cameron: (Queen Mary College, London, UK), 126-12-1988), Order-preserving
permutations and scales of measurement.

R. Fornsri: (MASPEC-CNR Institute. Parma-Italy), (27-12-1988), Properties of
Si-doped bulk GaAs grown in off-stoichiometry conditions.

J. Seetharaman: (Engineer. C-DOT. Bangalore), 127-12-1988), EPABX System at
TIFR'

M.R. Kundu: (University of Maryland, USA), (28-12-1988). Radio Emission from
Flare Stars.

Arvind K. Joshi: (Dept. of Computer and Information Science, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Pa., USA), (28-12-1988), Multiple Structures For Natural
Language Processing.

Mehernosh R. Press: (28-12-1988), Electronic Structure calculations modelling solids
using clusters of atoms.

R.M. Rangaryan: (Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore). (29-12-19881. Phonocurdiogram Signal Processing.

P. Hover: (University of Helsinki). 1.10-12-1988). Fnck expansion for QED bound states.

D. Lynden-Bell: (Institute of Astronomy Cambridge. U'KJ, (6-1-I9K9), The Shapes
at Sheet Universes and FRW Universes.

K. Vianden: (lnstilut fur strahlen und Kern Physik. Bonn.). (6-l-19K9i, Dynamics
<•!' Ill Ill-defect complexes in metals.

F.A. Smirnov: (V.A. Steklov Institute. Leningrad). (6-1-1989), Complete description
cflocal operators in exactly solvable models of quantum field theory.

A. IIewish:(NL Cavendish Laboratory. Cambridge University. UK). (10-1-1989).
The Physics of Pulsars.

J. Ernst: (11-1-1989), Pre-equilibrium processes in Nuclear Reactions.

!M.M. Sharma: (12-12-1988), Innovation in Chemical Industries.

N. Mistry: (Cornell University, USA), (12-1-1989), The First High-Energy Neutrino
Experiment—An Insider's View.

Sanjeev John: (Princeton University). 113-1-1989), Classical wave localization,

D. ter Haar: (16-1-1989), My life as an Astrophysicist—astrophysics as the lust bastion
of the generalist.

Bernard T. Feld: (Massachusetts Institute of Technology Cambridge. USA).
(17-1-1989), Scientists and Disarmament.

Kiyoshi Okazaki: (Head. Japanese Planning Office in Electro-Ceramics. Sagami
Institute of Technology Kanagawa — Ken, Japan), (17-1-1989). Advanced Technology
in Electro—Ceramics in Japan. History. Rece.'! Topics & Future.

E. Gntelin: (Max-planck Institute, Stuttgart. F.R.G.), (17-1-1989), Low Temperature
Calorimelry—A special Branch of Thermal Analysis.

R. Shankar: (Institute of Mathematical Sciences. Madras). (17-1-19891. Topologicul
features of the 00) a--model in 2+1 dimensions.

E.R. Fuller: (National Bureau of Standards. USA). (18-1-1989). Toughening Mechanisms
in Whiskei—Reinforced Ceramic Composites.

Donald M. Smyth: (Lehigh University. USA). (19-1-1989). Solid State Chemistry of
Superconducting Ceramics.

L.S. Schulman: (Clarkson University. USA), (19-1-1989), Cosmological Implications
of Quantum Measurements and their experimental Test.

Robert E. i'Vewnham: (Pennsylvania State University. USAl, (20-1-1989). Composite
Eleclroceramics.

R. Krishnan: (C.N.R.S.. Laboratory' of Magnetism, Bellevne. France). (20-1-1989).
Some studies in amorphous Tb-Fe films: single and multilayers.

Martin Gutzwiller: (IBM, Y.iktown Heights). (20-1-1989), Invariant fractal measures
in classical mechanics.

A.B. Bulsari: (Excel Industries Ltd.). (24-1-1989). Mathematical Modelling of Horizontal
MOCVD Reactors.

John Dossey: (Illinois State University. Normal. Illinois. U.S.A.). (27-1-89). Trends in
Mathematics Education.

Tomokiyo: (Kyushu University, Japan). iM-X-Wff)), Application of Analytical Electron
Microscopy to Material Science.

R. Raja: (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, USA). (31-1-1989). The DO Detector
and Prospects for the Tevalron Upgrade.

R.A. Suleimanov: (Azerbaijan Institute of Physics). (3-2-1989). Physical Properties
of Layered Semiconductors.

Michel Casse: (Astrophysicion au Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique. CEAl.
(3-2-1989). Nuclear Gamma Ray Lines from SN I')H7A.

Jean Audouze: ll'Institute d'Astrophysique de Paris. 1AP). (3-2-1989). Implication
of Particles and Nuclear Physics on Early Nuclear Synthesis.

Renu Mital: (IIT. BombayU6-2-1989), Interaction of Platinum Comfy/exes wilhDNA.

J.E. Kim: (Seoul National University. Korea), (7-2-1989). Wormholes and the
Cosmological Constant. (9-2-1989). Wonnholes and Axiom.

S. Roy: (Indian Statistical Institute. Calcutta). (8-2-1989). Feature evaluation in
statistical pattern recognition.

P. Chaddah: (BARC). (10.2.19891. A model for the magnetic behaviour of hard type II
superconductors: relevance to high Tc.
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D.B. Wilson: {University of Canterbury. New Zealand). 1)0.2.19891. The Vertical
Potential of the Galaxy.

E. Salpctcr: (Cornell University. USA I. (10.2.1989). Jwurf Galaxies and Sub-clustering
in the Virgo Cluster.

].N. Islam: I University of Chiltagong. Bangladesh). (14.2.19891, Sehrodinger Equation
for Yang-Mills Theory.

H.B. Nielsen: (Niels Bohr Institute). (15.2.19891. Baby Universes and the Strong CP
Problem.

S. Brandt: (Danish Space Research Institute. Denmark hi 15.2.19891. Wateh-wide Angle
Telescope for Cosmic Hard X-rays.

V.R. Pandharipande: (University of Illinois. Urbans. USAl. (2.1.2.1989). Hot Nuclear
Matter.

A.M.1Y1. Pruisken: (Columbia University). (27.1.19891. Quantum Hall Effect. lf> lecturesl.

B. Bagchi: I Indian Statistical Institute. Calcutta). 127.2.1989). Codes from Geometries.

E. Sezgin: (1CTP. Trieste!. 127.2.19891, Sigma models with purely Wess-Zumino-Witten
actions.

T. Sasakawa: lUniversity of Tohuku. Japan). 128.2.1989). Charge Independence and
Charge Symmetry Breaking Effects in Three Nucleon System.

J. Cooperstein: (Brookhavun National Lab.I. (7.3.1989). Supernovae: Direct Mechanism
and the Equation of State.

Abha Mcitra: (Odyssey Research Associates. Ithaca. NY. USA), 19.3.19891. Complete.
Effective and Abstract System for Reasoning about Networks of Processes.

D. Moitra: (Cornell University. USA >. (10.3.19891, Finding a Minimal Cover for Binary
Images: an Optimal Parallel Algorithm.

P. Diehl: (University of Basel. Switzerland!. (15.3.19891, Precise Molecular Structure
by NMR.

A.I. Kosarev: (A.F. loffe Physico-Technical Institute. Leningrad). (17.3.1989). Study
of amorphous hydrogenated silicon.

R. McCray: I University of Colorado). 117.3.1989). Problems in interstellar gas dynamics.

Lundquisl: (LUND University). 118.3.19891. The CircumstellarStructure ofSN I'M? A.

E.L. kchenko: IA.F. loffe Physico-Technical Institute. Leningrad USSR. (20.3.19891.
Optical Spectroscopy of Semiconductor Superlattices.

M. Sharpies: (University of Sussex. England UK. (21.3.1989). "Writers Assistant": a
computer-aid for composition.

S. Kulkami: (Caltech). 123.3.1989). Optical Aperture Synthesis.

A.K. Rajgopal: iNaval Research Lab., Washington!. 127.3.1989). Neutron Scattering
from Novel Condensed Matter Systems.

S. Rajopadhye: (University of Oregon. Eugene. Or 97403-1202. USA). 129.3.1989).
Synthesizing Systolic Arrays from Recurrence Equations.

R. Bullough: lUniversity of Manchester 1ST, UK). (31.3.19891. Statistical mechanics of
Rydherg atoms in cavities.

In Molecular Biology Group
K. Muniyappa: (Department of Biochemistry. Indian Institute of Science. Bangalore).
(4.4.88). Stages and the mechanisms of homologous pairing promoted by E. coli rec
A protein.

M.J. Mahonev: (Yale University. School of Medicine. New Haven). ((>.4.88l. Overview
(>l the diagnttstic approaches to the human foetus.

B.V. Ravikumar: (Astra Research Laboratories. Bangalore!. 12<>.4.88). linmunodiagnosis
of neurocy.itiocero.tis.

Dr. Abha IMoitra: I Odyssey Research Associates. USA) "Complete. Effective and
Abstract System for Reasoning about Networks of Processes". March 1989.

Dr. Mike Sharpies: (University of Sussex, Englandl "Writers' Assistant: A computer-
aid for composition", March 1989.

Dr. Sanjay Rajopadhye: (University of Oregon, USA) "Synthesizing Systolic Arrays
Irom Recurrence Equations". March 1989.

Sanlosh Kar: (RMRC. Bhubaneshwar), (1.4.88). The immune response of humans in
Wucheraria bancrofii.

Indranil Mitra: (Tata Memorial Hospital. Bombay I. (18.4.88), Hormonally regulated
oncogenes.

Lalji Singh: iCentre for Cellular and Molecular Biology. Hyderabadl. 125.4.881.
Regulation of sex-determination.

S. Zingde: (Cancer Research Cenlr-. Bombay). (2.5.881. Membrane proteins and
transformation in blood cells.

G. Padmanabhan: (Department of Biochemistry. Indian Institute of Science. Bangalore!.
(9.5.88). Liver specific gene regulation.

William Chia: (Department of Biochemistry. University of Bristol. Englandl. (23.5.881.
Genetic regulation of the expression of the yellow gene of Drosophila melanogaster.

R. Bull: (Department of Biophysics. University of Groningen. Netherlands!. (20.9.881.
Properties of a giant neuron in the visual system of the lly.

Man! Ramaswamy: (Division of Biology. California Institute of Technology!. (23.9.881.
Isolation and study of ion channel genes in Drosophila (and other animals toot.

T.R. Venkalesh: (Molecular Biology Institute University of Oregon. Eugenel.(2h.9.88l.
Genetics of eye development in Drosophila.

John Carlson: (Department of Biology. Yale University. New Haven I. (1.10.88).
Transformation with antibody genes to block endogenous gene expression.

Pramod Pratap: I Department of Physiology. State University of New York at Syracusel.
(3.10.88). Two mechanisms for the action of impermeani oxonol potentiomelric
indicators in human red blood cells.

David Blest: (Australian National University. Canberral. (4.10.88). Membrane turnover
and cytoskelelal organisation in arthropod photorecepiors.

D.R. Kankel: (Department of Biology. Yale University. New Havenl. (4.10.881.
Developmental genetics of the optic lobes in Drosophila.

Renee Vcnard: (University of Paris. Orsay). (I9.I0.88i. Olfaction during Drosophila
courtship.

P.S. Shetty: (Department of Physiology. St. John's Medical College. Bangalorel.
l25.10.88l. Physiological studies on nutrition and work output in humans.

M.K. Chandrashekaran: (Department of Animal Behaviour. Madurai Kamaraj
University!. (14.11.88). Maternal entrainment of the circadiun rhythm of field mouse
pups.

Anuranjan Anand: I Indian Institute of Science. Bangalore!. (22.11.88), Sex-determination
and dosage compensation.
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Dinkar Sahul: I Department of Biophysics. Delhi Universily I, (22.11. Ml. Peptide models
of thermo.stability and dielectric sensitivity <>)' pniwins.

R. Jayaramnn: (Department of Molecular Biology. Mmlurui Kumaraj Universilyl.
128.11.N8l. tlenelics of RNA polymera.se in E. coli.

Graeme MHchison and Richard Durbin: (Department of Physiology, Cambridge
University it Department of Psychology. Stanford University!. (.M2.8K). Network
algorithms for teaming unit cortical mapping.

M. Jayaraman: (Scripps Institute. La Jolla. California. USA). ld.12.88). DNA
recombination — mechanism of strand scission exchange and reunion.

Allan Spradling: (Department of Embryology. Carnegie Institute of Washington).
0.12.88). a) Regulation and amplification of the chorion genes in Drosophila: and
b) "Juinpsiarler" mulagenesis schemes and their applications.

Philip Browned: (Department of Zoology. Oregon State University. USA). I22.12M).
Structure and function of a pheromoitc sensory system.

S.A. Limborska: (Laboratory of Human Molecular Genetics, USSR Academy of
Sciences). (23.12.KH). a) Detection of fi-ghhin inimn mutation in a p-thulaxsemic
patient from Azerbaijan and bl Cloning and characterization of human genes
expressed in neural cells.

I.H. Weil: (Institute of Plant Molecular Biology. Slrasbourg. France*. |1<>.1.W)|. Plain
mitochondria! genes.

David Lloyd: (Department of Molecular Biology. University of Wales. Cardiff I. tb.l.M).
Anemhic protozoan parasites lOr why cool mountain stream* an' not fun I.

Subtta Srimal: (Cornell University Medical Center. New Yorki. l7.2.Sy>. Deuctivaiion
of macrophage hy a factor derived from tumor-conditioned medium.

Sudhir Krishna: (University of Cambridge). (22.2.8'Jl, Approaches to T-cellrecognition
with expression systems and peptides.

Thambi Dorai: (Mount Sinai School of Medicine. New York). 115.3.841. Alternative
RNA splicing in the chicken c-sr locus.

R.A.H. White: (Department of Anatomy. Cambridge University). (21.3.89). Bacterial
expression systems and fusion protein isolation: (24.3.84). Looking at Dro.sophila
embryos: (28.3.89). Analysis of the function of the Drosophila homeotic gene
Ullrahithorax.

D
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Lecture Courses delivered
outside the Institute

S. Ananthakrishnan
Radio Astronomy
A course of lectures at 11T Kanpur. January 9-13, 1989
and at University of Poona, February 22-24, 1989.

B.M. Arora
Dejects in Semiconductors
A course of 4 lectures given in the SERC School
on Physics of Semiconductors at IIT, Kharagpur,
December 1988-January 1%').

Ill-V Semiconductor Alloys and Disorder
A course of 2 lectures given in the Winter College on
Condensed Matter Physics at IIT, Bombay. December.
1988.

B. Banerjcc
Quark Gluon Plasma and Heavy Ion Collisions
A course at Tutorial School on QCD, Institute of
Science. Bangalore. March 8-21, 19.S9.

M. Sarma
Diffusion in Random Media
A course of 4 lectures given at the SERC School on
Chemical Applications of Statistical Mechanics, IIT,
Bombay. December 19SH.

Girish Chandra
1. Amorphous Magnetism
2. Superconductivity
University of Rajasttian. Jaipur, April 19<iH.

1. Amorphous Magnetism at Low Temperatures
2. Superconductivity and Magnetism, Workshop

on Low Temperature.
Physics and Cryogenic Techniques, 1ACS Calcutta.
August-September l')S8.

R. Cowiik
Galactic Dynamics (based on the book by Binney <{•
Tremaine)
Washington University. St. Louis. USA, March-May.
1'W).
S.R. Das
Non-perturbatiw Field Theory
SERC School on High Energy Physics. Jaipur. October
HX8.

Strings and renormalization group
Course of lectures at Summer School on High Energy
Physics and Cosmology. ICTP. Trieste. July. I9SK.

D. Dhar
Lattice Statistics
A course of 4 lectures given at the First SERC Winter
School in Chemistry at IIT. Bombay. December 198H.

R.V. Gavai
Introduction to Lattice Gauge Theories

Centre for Theoretical Studies, lISc, Bangalore in
July 198.S.

Pranab Ghosh
Stellar Structure and Evolution, and
High Energy Astrophysics
A course of lectures given to the advanced B.Sc. and
M.Sc. students of Goa University. October, 1988.

G. Govil
Molecular Electronics and NMR
A set of 3 lectures at University Department of Chemical
Technology, Matunga, Bombay, as part of "B.D. Tilak"
Fellowship. January 23-24. 1989.

MM. John
Molecular Biology of Plants
A course of 6 lectures at CCMB. Hyderabad. November
21-26. 1988.

P.S. Joski
General Relativity Theory'
A two-semester post graduate course given at the
Bombay University, July I9H8-March 1989.

K.S. Krishnaswamy
Astronomy and Astrophysics
Lectures at Goa University. October. 1988.

/. V. Narlikar
Quantum Cosmology'
A course of lectures at College de France, Paris. April-
June 19SfS.

A.K. Mgam
Design and construction of superconducting Magnets
Workshop on Low Temperature Physics and Cryogenic
Techniques. !ACS. Calcutta. August-September 1988.

S. Panda
Conformal and Superconformal Field Theories for
Beginners
at Institute of Physics. Bhubaneswar. June 19X8.

A. Periasamy
Time-domain fluorescence
A set of five lectures at the Physics Department,
Kumaun University. Nainital. June 1988.

Girija Rajaram
Solar terrestrial relationships (Invited Lecturcl
3rd Amateur Astronomers" Conference. S(. Xaviers
College. Bombay. September 3 & 4. 1988.

Earth s changing environment— the stratospheric Ozone
hole and the greenhouse effect (Invited Lecture)
Nehru Science Centre, Bombay. December 6. 19KS.

.V.C. Rana
Basic Astronomy
A course of 5 lec.ures at Goa University. October 1988.

Observational Astronomy
A course of 10 lectures at Nehru Planetarium. May-July
1988.

S. Sanyal
Advanced Microprocessor Systems
Department of Computer Science and Engineering.
Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, January-
February 1989.

K.y.L. Sarma
Quark Parton Model and the EMC effect
A course of 6 lectures given at the Workshop on QCD
and Nuclear Physics at Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore. March 1989.

A. Sen
Conformal field theories
A course of 4 lectures at Indian Institute of Science.
Bangalore. December 19S8.

O. Siddiji
Neurophvsics-Development of Vertebrate brain
I.C.T.P. College, Trieste. November 1988.

Drosophila Neurobiology
EMBO Course. Brussels. September 1988.

Chemical Senses of Drosophila
A course of lectures at, Benaras Hindu University.
January 1-6. 1989.

R.N. Singh
Molecular Genetics
A course of 8 lectures to M.Sc. Biophysics students of
the University of Eombay. August-September l*);»8.

B. Venkatamman
Advanced chemical kinetics
Five lectures in a joint course al the University of
Copenhagen. Copenhagen. Denmark.

DD

Lectures delivered outside the Institute

B.S. Achaiya
UHE gamma ray observations with the K.G.F. Air
Shower Array
Summer School on Cosmic Gamma Rays and Cosmic
Neutrinos. Erice. ITALY. April 20-30. W-.S.

Preliminary results on the charge measurements from
the Siegen-NASA Cosmic Ray isotope experiment.
University of Siegen. West Germany. November 2H. 19K8.

Composition of cosmic rays from K.G.F. Extensive A<r

Shower experiment
KfK, Karlsruhe. West Germany. December 20, 1SSS.

S.C. Agmkar
Science in Everyday Life
Navbharat Vidyalaya. Mul iDist. Chandrapurl. August
19SH.
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Role of a Teacher in Freparing Scientific Exhibits
Guidance Session for D-Ward science teachers. Nehru
Science Centre, Bombay. September 1988.

How to Make Science Exhibits Effective?
LTD. High School, Malad, Bombay, October 1988.

Science is for All
Janata Vidyalaya, Pombhurna (Dist. Chandrapur),
January 1989.

Teaching Science to First Generation Learners
Primary Teachers" Seminar, Panchayat Samitee.
Gondpipri (Dist. Chandrapur). January 1989.

Science Exhibition: A Learning Opportunity
for Students
Mahatma Jyotiba Phule Vidyalaya, Ballarpur (Dist.
Chandrapur), January 1989.

Some Useful Activities for Science Clubs
Guidance lectures for trie members of Bombay Science
Teachers' Forum. HBCSE, Bombay, February 1989.

P.C. Agrawal
Flare stars as X-ray sources. Solar Physics Laboratory
NASA Marshal] Space Flight Center, USA, October
1988.

An X-ray view of Active Galactic Nuclei. (Invited Talk)
Round table conference on "High Energy Astronomy,
New Delhi, February 9, 1989.

5. Ananthkrishnan
Introduction to Radio Astronomy
Jyotir Vijnan Parisansthan, Pune, November 28, 1989.

Vistas in Radio Astronomy and the Giant Meterwave
Radio Telescope
Institute of Armament Technology Pune, February 16,
1989.

P.R. Apte
Bipolar 1C Technology
IEEE lecture, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur,
September 1988.

B.M. Arora
Growth of I1I-V Compounds by liquid phase opitaxy
National Seminar on 'Gallium Arsenide and Related
Materials', Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur,
April 1988.

B. Banerjee
Calculation of energy density in the colour tube model
of relativistic heavy ion collisions
Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, June 30.
1988.

M. Barma
Finite size effects in the ideal Fermi gas
1. BARC, September 1988
2. Jawaharlal Nehru University, November 1988.
Phase transitions in the Falicov Kimball model

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, November
1988.

R.S. Bhalerao
A new approach to the relativistic two-body problem
1. Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA, July 1988.
2. Brooklyn College of the CUNY, USA, August 1988.
Bethe-Salpe/tjr-euuivalent covariant three-dimensional
equation in an infinite-momentum frame
Workshop on Nuclear and Particle Physics on the Light
Cone, Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA .July 1988.
Preequilibrium evolution of qq plasma formed in ultra-
relativistic heavy ion collisions
I.l.T. Kanpur, October 1988.

P.N. Bhat
Charge Coupled Device—a break through in Optical
Astronomy
Conference of the Amateur Astronomer's Association,
St. Xavier's College, September 4, 1988.

A brief review and prospects of Te V and Pe V gamma
ray astronomy. (A Review talk)
Brain storming meeting to identify thrust areas in
Astronomy and Astrophysics. Physical Research
Laboratory, Ahmedabad, November 17 & 18, 1988.

Charge Coupled Devices—A new tool for optical
imaging.
Seminar, Department of Physics. University of Burdwan,
February 24, 1989.

P. Bhattacharyya
Particle oscillations in metals (Invited Talk)
IPA Conference on Path Integrals, January 16-17,1989.
Macroscopic quantum coherence
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, Calcutta.

5. Biswas
Enhanced sub-iron to iron ratios in low energy cosmic
rays. (Invited Seminar Talk)
NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Maryland, USA,
Aug. 2, 1988.

Enhanced abundance ratio of sub-iron to iron ions in
low energy cosmic rays. (Invited talk).
Space Sci. Lab., Air Force Geophysical Research
Lab., Mass. USA. August 16, 1988.

Early fission experiments carried out in India
Olto Hahn Day Seminar by Indian Physical Society,
Calcutta, March 14, 1989.

Presidential address:
6th National Seminar on Solid State Nuclear Track
Detectors, Gauhati Univ.. March 16, 1989.

Space Physics with nuclear track detectors (Invited talk):
6th National Seminar on Solid State Nuclear Track
Detectors. Gauhati Univ.. March 17, 1989.

S.M. Chitre
Gravitational Mirages (Seminar)
Mathematics Institute, Oxford University. Oxford
May 1988.

Gravitational Lenses (Seminar)
Institute of Astronomy.
University of Cambridge, Cambridge. July 1988.

Gravitational Lenses (Invited Talk)
at the 5th Marcel Grossmann Meeting at Perth.
Western Australia, August 1988.

Gravitational Lenses and VLBI (Joint colloquium)
National Radio Astronomy Observatory.
Department of Astronomy. University of Virginia.
Charlottesville, Virgini, September 1988.

Solar Velocity Fields (Seminar)
Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics. Goddard
Space Flight Centre. Greenbelt. Maryland, February
1989.

R. Cowsik
Self-consistent solutions to Boltzmann-equations
describing galactic systems
1. Max Planck Institute fur Exlraterrestrische Physik.

Garching bei, FRG. August 1988.
2. Institute d'Astrophysique, Paris. France. May 1989.

Search for new forces feebler than gravity
\. Indian National Science Academy. Bombay

Chapter.
2. National College. Gauribidanur, Karnataka.

November 1988.
3. Joint Astronomy Programme. IISc. Bangalore.

December 1988.
4. University of Chicago. USA. March 1989.

S.V. Damle
Supernova l')87 A, Uzhegistan Astronomical institute.
Tashkent. October 14. 1988 Hard X-rav pulsations from
Sco X-l and GX 1+4.
P.N. Lebedev Institute of Physics. Moscow. February
12. 1989.

S.R. Das
Perspectives in string theory (Invited talk)
DAE Symposium. Madras, December 1988.

Quantisation of the Liouville mode and strings
(Invited talk)
3rd Regional Conference on Mathematical Physics.
Islamabad. February 1989.
Two-dimensional gravity and strings
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics. December 1988.
la) Stochastic quantisation on theory space and morse

theory
Ib) Two-dimensional gravity and strings
1. Summer School on High Energy Physics and

Cosmology, Trieste. July I9.S8.
2. Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory'. USA.
3. Rockefeller University. USA.
4. Brown University. USA.
5. University of Chicago. USA.
6. Institute for Advanced Study. Princeton. ISA.
7. Harvard University. USA.
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S.H. Devare
Hyperfine Interaction studies in High Tc. Superconductor
YBa2C\x30x,
Institut fur Strahlen and Kernphysik Bonn, West
Germany November 1988. Studies of high Te super-
conductors using TOP AC technique,
SUNY Albany, Albany USA, January 1989.

A. Dhar
Theories of smooth random paths and surfaces
1. Invited talk at XXXII semester on "Gauge theories

of fundamental interactions, Stefan Banach Institute,
Warsaw, Poland, November 1-14, 1988.

2. Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, October 3-16,1988.
3. Theory Division, CERN, Geneva, October 16-31,1988.
Discretized Wess-Zumino terms and random surface
theories (Invited talk)
3rd Regional Conference on Mathematical Physics,
Islamabad, Pakistan, February 18-24, 1989.

D. Dhar
First passage percolation in many dimensions
1. Indian Association for the Cultivation of Sciences,

Calcutta, November 1988.
2. Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Madras,

November 1988.

Longitudinal size exponents of two dimensional directed
animals
1. Indian Association for the Cultivation of Sciences,

Calcutta, November 1988.
2. Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Madras,

November 1988.
3. Indian Institute of Science, Bangaiore, April 1988.

t-expansion on fractals (4 lectures)
Jawaharfal Nehru University, New Delhi, February 1989.
Fractals (2 lectures)
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, October 1988.
Models of growth
University of Pune, Pune, May 1988.

S. Doraiswamy
Ultrafast chemical processes in condensed media with
picosecond lasers.
International Workshop on Loser Applications in
Spectroscopy and Optics. Madras, January 1989.

V.G. Gambhir
The Open Laboratory Programme I with demonstrations)
Snatak Adhyapan Mandir, Gandhi Vidyapeeth. Vidchhi
IDist. Surat). January 1989.

Conducted the Question-Answer Session. 23rd All India
Convention of Marathi Vidnyan Parishad. Chalisgaon,
December 1988.

R.V. Gmai
The numerical determination of the order of the
deconfinemenl phase transition: A tall order?
1. University of Liverpool, February 1989.
2. University of Glasgow, February 1989.
3. University of Edinburgh, February 1989.

Pranab Ghosh
Thermodynamics and Orientational Order in Gravita-
tional Systems.. (Invited Talk),
UGC Discussion Meeting on The Physics of Gravitational
Systems, Bangalore, March 6-9, 1989.

S.K. Ghosh
Computing Visibility of Graphs in output-sensitive lime
1. Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, April 198S.
2. Linkoping University, Sweden, August 1988.

G. Govil
Two dimensional NMR studies of nucleic acids
R.K. Asundi Memorial Lecture at I.l.Sc. Bangalore.
February 21, 1989.

Molecular Electronics: Facts and Fiction (in Hindi)
i) Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi.

ii) B.A.R.C., Bombay.

Effect of incorporation of drugs, vitamins andharmones
on the structure and dynamics of lipid assemblies
(Invited Lecture)
International Conference on Biomembranes organised
by ITRC, Lucknow. December 19, 1988.

A.K. Graver
The lower critical fields and the DC magnetiza.'on
behaviour of high-Tc superconductors.
International Workshop on High temperature Super-
conductivity, Srinagar, India, May 1988.

Magnetic Behaviour of High-Tc Superconductors Phys.
Dept., Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. August
1988.

Magnetization Studies in High-Tc Superconductors
IBM San Jose, California, August 22, 1988.

Experimental Aspects of Magnetic behaviour of High-Tc
Superconductors
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, August 24,
1988.

Experimental Studies on Magnetic Behaviour of High-Tc

Superconductors
Physics Dept. University of Maryland, College Park,
August 26, 1988.

The Critical State Model and the magnetic behaviour
of High-Tc Superconductors
Physics Department, Princeton University, Princeton,
August 31, 1988.

L.C. Gupta
Recent work on Ru based mixed-valence compounds
C.N.R.S.. Paris, April 1988.

Prasenjit Guptasarma
Electron Spin Resonance studies in High Temperature
Superconductors existence of an unstable antiferro-
magnetic order (contributed paperl
International Conference of Ferrites, Bombay. January
10-13, 1989.

G. Hasan
Genetics of Olfaction in Drosophila
Clare Hall Drosophila Talks. University of Cambridge.
November 14, 1988.

R.V.Hosur
Solution conformations of DNA segment* containing
restriction sites
National Institutes of Health. Bethesda. U.S.A..
December 2. 1988.

Determination of sugar geometrices from 2D NMR
spectra
Columbia University. New York. December 11. 1988.

2D NMR of Nucleic Acids.
Banaras Hindu University, March 11. 1989

Scaling in 2D NMR spectroscopr.
I.l.Sc., Bangalore, February 20.1989.

Refined procedures for accurate determination of
solution conformation of nucleic acids by 2D NMR
Plenary Lecture at XII International Conference on
Magnetic Resonance in Biological Systems held at
Madison, U.S.A.. August 14-19. 198S.

G.K. Jarori
Affinity cleavage of acetylcholine receptor: Identifica-
tion of a new agonist binding site
Bio/Molecular Engineering Branch. Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington D.C. 20375. USA.

S.S. Jka
The BCS pairing theory and the new high-Tc oxide
superconductors (Invited talk)
Workshop on High Temperature Superconductivity.
Srinagar, India. May 2-4, 1988.
Time-resolved Raman studies of noneauilibrium excita-
tions in semiconductors (Invited talk)
Centenary international Conference on Raman Spectro-
scopy, Calcutta, November 2-9, 19SS.

MM. Johri
Auxin Regulation of Cell Differentiation in Moss
Prolonema
13th International Conference on Plant Growth
Substances. University of Calgary. Calgarv. Canada.
July 17, 1988.

Hormonal Regulation of Cell Differentiation in Moss
Washington University. St. Louis. Missouri, USA.
August 8, 1088.

Properties of a NADPH-specific nitrate reductase from
the moss Funaria
University of Missouri. Columbia. Missouri. USA.
Augun 11. 19rf:-

NADPH-specific nitrate reductase from the moss Funaria
McMaster University, Hamilton. Canada. August 1ft.
1988.
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Regulation of Cell Differentiation in Moss cultures
NY State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva,
NY, USA. August 19, 1988.

Nutrient Limitation and Auxin Responsiveness in Moss
protonema cells
Institut fur Biologic Fachgebiet Botanik, Geisenheim,
Germany, August 29, 1988.

Nitrate Reductase from the Moss Funaria
International Phytochemical Society of Europe
Symposium on Chemistry and Chemical Taxonomy
of Bryophytes, Saarbriicken, Germany, September 2,
1988.

Regulation of cell Differentiation in Moss Cultures
Abt. Allgemeine Botanik, Universitat Ulm, Ulm,
Germany, September 7, 1988.

Hormonal Regulation of Cell Differentiation in Moss
Protonema
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, October 26,1988.

Regulation of Nitrate Reductase in Moss Cultures
International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-
Arid Tropics (1CRISAT), Patancheru, January 30,1989.

M.N. Joshi
The Very Steep Spectrum Radio Source 0038-096 in
the Galaxy Cluster Abell 85" and "Indias New Giant
Metrewave Radio Telescope
Space Research Institute, Moscow and Radio Astronomy
Observatory, Lebedev Institute, Puschino, USSR,
November 1988.

P.S. Joshi
Topology and General Relativity (Invited Review talk)
Platinum Jubilee Session of Indian Science Congress,
Pune, 1988.

Structure of Spacetime and Gravity
Symposium 'Understanding Gravity' St. Xaviers College,
Bombay, June 1988.

On Singularity Avoidance in Quantum Gravity
5th Marcel Grossmann Meeting, Australia, August 1988.

Effects near Spacetime Singularity
1UCAA Workshop on 'Early Universe', Pune, March 1989.

Structure of Spacetime Manifolds
Mathematics Research Seminar, Sardar Patel University,
Vallabh Vidyanagar, March 1989.

S.R. Kasturi
Properties of Water in Biological Systems
National Chemical Laboratory. Pune, April 28, 1988.

Enzyme Mechanisms by NMR (Invited talk)
XiV All India Symposium in Biophysics. Varanasi,
March 11-12, I1W9.

S.G. Khairatkar
The Data Acquisition System used in the Extensive
Air Shower Experiment at Kolar Gold Fields
National Symposium on Nuclear Electronics and Instru-
mentation, BARC, Bombay, February 15-17, 1989.

E. Krishnakumar
lonization of molecules by electron impact.
Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, September
1988.

G. Krishnamoorthy
Ionic permeability of biological membranes
University of Padova, Italy, September 1988.

K.S. Krishna Swamy
Ci in Comet Halley: Evidence for its being Third
generation and the transition moment of the bround
singlet-triplet, transitions
Laboratoire de Photophysique Moleculaire Universite
Paris, Orsay, June 22, 1988.

M.R. Krishnaswamy
Experimental Results on Atmospheric Neutrinos. Proton
Decay and Magnetic Monopoies
IX High Energy Physics Symposium, Madras,
December 5-9, 1988.

KG. Kulkarni
Career Choices for the Bright
Atomic Energy Education Society's Junior College,
Anushaktinagar, Bombay, August 1988.

Role of Language in Education (in Marathi)
Meeting of the Heads of Marathi Departments, at
University of Bombay. Vidyanagari, Bombay, August
1988.

Science Education for a Scientific Society (in Marathi)
Presidential Address at the 23rd All India Convention
of Marathi Vidnyan Parishad, Chalisgaon, December
1988.

Novel Approach to Classroom Teaching
Annual meeting of the Greater Bombay Science Teachers'
Association, Nehru Science Centre, Worli, Bombay,
February 1989.

Basic Principles of Education in Modern Context
Raja Shivaji Vidyalay, Dadar. Bombay. February 1989.

P.K. Kunte
Recent results in X-rays from the Japanese satellite
'Ginga', Astronomy department, Osmania University.
Hyderabad, April 1988.

M.B. Kurup
Superconductivity for Particle Accelerators. Invited
talk given a( the National Seminar on Materials for
Advanced Technologies held at Trivandrum. January
1989.

A. Majumdar
Estimation of interproton distances in biological macro-
molecules
Joint JISc-SIF/TIFR-NMR Facility Review Symposium,
February 20-21, 1989.

P.K. Malhotra
New results from e*e~ colliders (Invited talk)
IX High Energy Physics Symposium, Madras, December
1988.

S.D. Mathur
On the classification of rational conformal field theories
(Invited talk)
Landau Symposium, Niels Bohr Institute, June 1988.

Approach to equilibrium in collisionless gravitating
systems (Invited talk)
at Workshop on "Steller dynamics", Bangalore, March
1989.

Classification of rational conformal field theories
(Invited talk)
at Workshop on "Anomalies", Bangalore, September
1988.

Classification of rational conformal field theories
1. DAMTP, Cambridge, England, June 1988.
2. Institute for Theoretical Physics, Utrecht (Holland),

June, 1988.
3. I.C.T.P., Trieste (Italy), July 1988.
4. CERN, Geneva (Switzerland), July 1988.

Structure of arbitrary rational conformal theories
1. Princeton University, Princeton, USA.
2. Harvard University, Cambridge, USA.
3. SLAC, San Francisco, USA.
4. Caltech, Los Angeles, USA.
5. University of Syracuse, Syracuse, USA.

Banashree Mitra
lonization state of anomalous cosmic rays
Lab. for High Energy Astrophys., NASA, Goddard
Space Flight Center, Maryland, USA, August 16.1988.

Studies of anomalous cosmic ray oxygen ions in space
and their ionization states in Anuradha experiment
in Spacelab-3
Space Sci. Lab., Air Force Geophysical Lab-, Mass.,
USA, August 16, 1988.

lonization states of oxygen ion in anomalous cosmic
rays: results from Anuradha experiment in Spacelab-3
Ind. Assoc. for Cultivation of Sci., Calcutta. December
2, 1988.

S. Mitra
1. NMR of paramagnetic molecules

[IT, Delhi, April 1988.
2. Heine in micelles

Chemistry Department, University of Notre Dame.
USA. September I9"K.
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N.K. Mondal
1. Recent Results from pp Collider Experiments.

IX High Energy Physics Symposium, Madras,
December 5-9, 1988.

2. Collider Detector at Fermilab
VECC, Calcutta, March 3, 1989.

S. Mukhi
Modular geometry and the classification of rational
conformal field theories (Invited talk)
3rd Regional Conference on Mathematical Physics,
Islamabad, Pakistan.

How to solve conformal field theories on Riemann
surfaces
CERN, Geneva, May 1988.

Differential equations for correlators and characters
in rational conformal field theory
ICTP, Trieste, May 1988.

The Wess-Zumino-Witten model on Riemann surfaces
CEN-Saclay, France, May 1988.

Differential equations and the solution and classification
of rational conformal field theories
Nordka, Copenhagen, Denmark, June 1988.

Maau Multani
The World of Microclusters and small particles (Invited
Paper)
Indian Vacuum Society Symposium, IIT Bombay,
December 19-21, 1988.

Electronic Ceramics through the Nanoparticle route:
Their Characterization and Physics (Invited Paper)
Indo-USA-Japan Workshop on Electronic Ceramic
Materials, Pune, January 14-16, 1989.

V. Nagarajan
Magnetic behaviour of amorphous Fe based alloys
with 4d, 5d substitutions
Ferromagnetic, rerentrant and spin glass like behaviour
of amorphous FeRuB alloys.
Max Plank Institute for Metal Physics, Stuttgart, F.R.G.,
July 1988.

5. Naranan
X-ray binaries (Colloquium)
Nuclear Research Laboratory, Srinagar, Kashmir,
November 7, 1988.

K.L. Narasimhan
Meyer Nelded Rule in amorphous semiconductors
Jawaharial Nehru University, New Delhi, June 1988.

R. Narasimhan
Literacy Issues and Technology Support (Inaugural)
Silver Jubilee Symposium, Jagdish Bose National Science
Talent Search, Calcutta, July 28, 1988.

Communication
Silver Jubilee Symposium on 'Technology Missions for
Socio-Economic Development', Calcutta, July 1988.

/. V. Narlikar
Compact groups and close pairs of Doppler quasars
Physics Colloquium at IISc, Bangalore, October 27,
1988.
Universe from the scientific and litenuy point of view
Lecture in the Hindi Seminar NPC at Bombay, October 28,
1988.
Applied mathematics: A no man's landt
P.L. Bhatnagar Memorial Lecture, 54th Annual
Conference of the Indian Mathematical Society, Pune,
December 28, 1988.

'Kya brahmand mein hum akele hainT (Are we alone
in the Universe'))
Lecture in Hindi at Bharat Bhavan Bhopal under the
auspices of Madhya Pradesh Council of Science and
Technology (MPCST), September 18, 1988.
Taron ki jeevan gatha' (The life story of stars)

Lecture in Hindi at Ravi Shankar University Raipur,
under the auspices of MPCST on September 19,1988.
'Brahmand ki rachana' < The origin of the Universe)
Lecture in Hindi at Sagar University, Sagar, under
the auspices of MPCST, September 21, 1988.

'Gurutvakarshan ki lens'(A gravity lens)
Lecture in Hindi at Ahilyabai Holkar University, Indore
under the auspices of MPCST on September 22, 1988.
'Krishnavivar ki ajeeb karatutein' (The strange effects
of blackholes)
Lecture in Hindi at Vikram University Ujjain under
the auspices of MPCST on September 23, 1988.
Challenging problems for Indian Astronomers/Astro-
physicists in the next five years
Keynote address at the DST sponsored meeting on
Astronomy and Astrophysics at PRL, Ahmedabad,
November 17-18. 1988.

The search for extraterrestrial intelligence
KEM Hostel Radiology Dept., November 15, 1988.
Space time and geometry
Nehru Science Centre, Bombay, August 26, 1988.
The nature of the universe
Lai Bahadur Shastri Academy, Mussoori, October 8,1988.
Search for extraterrestrial intelligence
St. Stephens College, Delhi, October 6, 1988.
The nature of the universe
IIT, Kanpur, February 22, 1989.

The limits of the big bang theory
Indo-French Seminar on High Energy Astronomy at
Delhi, February 6, 1989.

Major unsolved problems in astronomy and astrophysics
Department of Mathematics, Lucknow University,
February 25, 1989.

Man and the universe
Malavia Memorial Lectures at B.H.U., February 27-28,
1989.

The role of 1UCAA
Seminar on Emerging Trends in Astronomy and Astro-
physics,
University of Delhi.
The excitement of doing science
National Science Day Seminar at Lucknow arranged
by the U.P. Council of Science and Technology,
February 25, 1989.

'Vigyan prasar mein Hindi ki bhumika (The role of
Hindi in science popularization)
Lecture in the Hindi Seminar on Raxhtriva Asmitaaur
Hindi at Ruia College, Bombay, February 18, 1989.

Contributions of astronomy to fundamental physics
INSA-Vainu Bappu Memorial Award Lecture at
Madurai, January 6, 1989.

T. Padmanabhan
The Phase volume in Schwarschild geometry
5th Marcel Grossmann meeting Perth, Australia. August
1988.

Multiple imaging by thick gravitational lenses
Marcel Grossmann 5, Perth, Australia, August 1988.

The wavefunction of conformal 3-geometry
Marcel Grossmann 5, Perth, Australia, August 1988.
Path integrals in semi-classical and quantum gravity
IPA seminar on 'Path Integrals and their applications',
Bombay, January 1989.

Semi-classical gravitv
1UCAA workshop on Early Universe, Pune, March 1989.
Antonov Instability and collisional evolution of
Gravitating Systems
IISc workshop on 'Statistical Mechanics of Gravitating
Systems' Bangalore, March 1989.

K.K. Paliwal
On the use of acoustic sub-words for speecu recognition
Dept. of Electrical and Communication Engineering,
Norwegian Institute of Technology. Trondheim, Norway.
May 1988.

Reduced-complexity stochastic-excited linear prediction
coder for low bit-rate coding of speech
Electronics Research Laboratory (ELABl. Trondheim.
Norway, June 1988.

V.R. Palkar
Ativahakatha (In Marathi)
Marathi Vignyan Parishad. Bombay. August 1988.

S. Panda
From particles to strings
Physics Department, Sambalpur University. Orissa.
September 1988.

N. Periasamy
Structural and mechanistic studies using fluorescence
spectroscopy
Workshop on 'F *- -ence Spectroscopy', IIT, Bombay,
April 1988.
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Lasers in the study of fast chemical reactions
Laser Workshop for Physicists and Chemisls. Dr. Hari
Singh Gour Vishavidyalaya. Sagar. November 1988.
Diffusion-limited reactions: Some experimental tests
Photochemistry and Laser Chemistry Meet, RRL.
Trivandrum. January 1989.
Modern aspects of fluorescence spectroscopy and its
applications
Institute of Science. Bombay, February 1989.

M. V. Pitke
Data Communication and Networking
College of Microprocessors, Ghana, January 1989.

Telematics Technology on Approach to Speedy Develop-
ment (Inaugural Address)
Workshop on Telematics. Islamabad, Pakistan, March
1989.
Technology Capabilities of Indian Telecom Industry
Foreign Services Training Institute, New Delhi,
February 1989.

The Telecom Mission—CDOT programme on Tele-
matics.
Symposium on National Technology Missions for Socio-
Economic Development—Silver Jubilee Celebration of
the Jagdis Bose National Science Talent Search, July
1988.

H.C. Pradhan
Computers in Education (In Marathi)
Seminar on Tools of Science Education, 23rd All India
Convention of Marathi Vidnyan Parishad, Chalisgaon.
December 1988.
R.S. Phadke
i) Molecular electronics: Review
ii) Immobilization of coenzymes. enzymes on solid

supports
Mahabaleshwar Seminar: Emerging Trends in
Biotechnology. November 13-20, 1988.

K.G. Prasad
Mossbauer studies at Sn doped 1-2-3 High Tc compounds
University of Aarhus, Denmark, August 8, 1988.
A.K. Raina
Chiral fermions on a Riemann surface and the trisecant
identity (Invited talk)
3rd Regional Conference on Mathematical Physics,
Islamabad, February 18-24, 1989.
Trisecant identity and free fermions on a Riemann
surface (Invited talk)
lndo-French Conference on Geometry. February 1-10,
1989.
Chiral fermions on a Riemann surface—an algebraic
geometry viewpoint (Invited talk)
Workshop on Gauge Theories and Fundamental Inter-
actions. Stefan Banach Institute, Warsaw.

Chiral fermions on a compact Riemann surface—an
algebraic geometry viewpoint

1. NielsBohr Institute.Copenhagen.October 27.1988.
2. CERN, Geneva, November 11, 1988.
3. University of Lausanne. November 15, 1988.
4. ICTP, Trieste, November 17. 1988.
5. Stefan Banuch Institute, Warsaw (two lectures)

on November 23, 1988 and November 24, 1988.
P. V. Ramana Murthy
Ground based observations on celestial Gamma Ravs
DOE Panel meeting on non-accelerator Physics experi-
ments on April 22, 1988 at Baltimore USA.
Cosmic Rars—a bridge bet ween particle and astrophysics
Physical Society, SIES College, August 12. 1988.
Four Decades of Research in Kolar Gold Mines
Felicitation lecture on Prof. M.G.K. Menon's
60th birthday on August 30, 1988 at T1FR, Bombay.
Gamma Ray Astronomy at Very High Energy and Ultra
High Energies (Invited talk)
Round Table Conference on High Energy Astronomies
(Festival of France in India), on February 8, 1989
at New Delhi.
Cosmic Ray experiments in Kolar Gold Fields (Invited
lecture)
Assam Science Society. Gauhati University, Guwahati,
February 24, 1989.
A review of proton decay experiments
Cotton College, Guwahati, February 25, 1989.
Cosmic Rav Research at Kolar Gold Fields
North Eastern Hill University, Shillong, February 27.1989.
Gamma Ray Astronomy—Recent Observations
Manipur University, Imphal, March 1, 1989.
S. Ramesh

Statecharts and its Axirmatization
University of Paris. Paris, November 1988.
M. VS. Rao
Primary Cosmic Ray Composition at High Energies
1. Invited talk at the 5th International Symposium on

Very High Energy Cosmic Ray Interactions. Lodz,
Poland, September 5, 1988.

2. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. U.S.A.,
September 16. 1988.

3. University of Chicago, Chicago, U.S.A., September 21.
1988.

Search for UHE Gamma Rays from Point Sources with
the KGF Air Shower Array
1. 1 lth European Cosmic Ray Symposium, Balatonfured,

Hungary, August 23, 1988.
2. University of California, Irvine, U.S.A., September 12,

1988.
3. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Michigan,

U.S.A., September 15, 1988.
4. University of Chicago, Chicago, U.S.A., September 21,

1988.
A possible Means of Separating VHE Gamma Ray
Showers from Proton Showers
1 lth European Cosmic Ray Symposium, Balatonfured,
Hungary, August 24, 1988.

Is Centaum-I Event due to Fragmentation of Iron
Nucleus'!
1. 11th European Cosmic Ray Symposium, Balatonfured.

Hungary. August 24, 1988.
2. 5th International Symposium on Very High Energy

Cosmic Ray Interactions, Lodz. Poland. August 31,
1988.

Is the age parameter useful as a means of separating
UHE gamma ray showers from proton showers'.
The Scientific Round Table Conference on High Energy
Astronomy (Festival of France in India) held in
New Delhi, February 8, 1989.

Prospects 'if observing QGP in Cosmic Ray Studies
Invited talk at the International Conference on Physics
and Astrophysics of Quark-GIuon Plasma held at
Bombay, India. 1988.

P.V.S.Rao
Trends in Electronics Technology i Presidential Address)
Annual Convention IEEE. April 18. 1988.

Computer Technology for the Future
Rotary Club of Bombay Metropolitan, May 10. 1988.

Science in Indian Culture
Workshop on Leadership Training, Raja Vidya Institute.
July 17, 1988.

Computers of Tomorrow
Hong Kong Computer Society, Hong Kong. September
13, 1988.

Fifth Generation Computer Systems
The Phillipine Computer Society. Metro Manila.
Phillipines, October 3, 1988.

The role of Professional Societies in Evolution of
Technology
Phillipine Computer Society. Metro Manila. Phillipines.
October 3, 1988.

Knowledge Based Computing Faculties of Engineering
and Medicine
Adanson University, Metro Manila. Phillipines.
October 4, 1988.

Computers for the Next Decade
Malaysian Computer Society, Kuala Lumpur. Malaysia,
October 5, 1988.

Speech as a Mode of Communication with Computers
Computer Association of Thailand, Bangkok. Thailand.
October 7. 1988.

Computers in Defence
Valedictory Address for the Advanced Course on
Electronics and Computers, Institute of Armaments
Technology, DRDO. Pune. October 23. 1988.

Advances in Computer Architecture
IEEE Delhi Section, New Delhi. October 26. 1988.
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Applications of Signal Processing
INDIATECH '89. VJTI Centennial Celebrations, VJTI.
Bombay, December 5, 1988.

Careers in Computers
Rehmatbai Habib High School, Bombay, January 14,
1989.

Man Machine Interaction in the Speech Mode
Vepa Krishna Murthy Endowment Lecture. Andhra
University, Waltair, January 23, 1989.

Computers in a Developing Country
Computer Society of India, Vishakapatnam, Chapter,
Vishakapatnam, January 23, 1989.

Computers and the Industry
Vishakapatnam Steel Plant, Vishakapatnam, January 24.
1989.

Computer Technology in India
Andhra Basha Abhivarthani Samajam, Berhampur,
January 26, 1989.

Computer Literacy
Khallikote College, Berhampur, January 27, 1989.

Computers in the Class Room
Town High School, Berhampur, January 27, 1989.

Computers in the Physical Sciences
Departments of Physics and Computer Science,
Berhampur University, Berhampur, January 28, 1989.

Some Important and Unusual Applications of Computers
Andhra Sanskriti Samiti, City High School, Berhampur,
January 28. 1989.

Computer Aided Instruction
Mahatma Gandhi Engineering of Technology, Bombay,
January 31. 1989.

T.N. Rengamjan
Far-infrared and radio correlations in spiral galaxies
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge
(USA).

A. Roy
1. Fusion of heavy ions
2. Test of conservation laws in Nuclear Phvsics

Institute of Physics. Bhubaneshwar, September 1988.

D.P. Roy
Introduction to superparticle search (Invited talk I
Workshop on High Energy Physics Phenomenology.
TIFR, 2-15 January 1989.

Probir Roy
Collider signatures of new physics: a theorist's pers-
pective (Invited talk)
IX DAE Symposium on High Energy Physics IIT,
Madras. December 5-9, 1988.

Supergravitv models of supersvmmetry breaking (Invited
talk)
Workshop on High Energy Physics Phenomenology,
TIFR, January 2-15, 1989.

Frontiers of particle physics: some results (Invited talk)
Indian Physical Society Symposium Association for
the cultivation of Sciences, Calcutta, March 5, 1989.

Superlighl gravitinos
Theoretical Physics Colloquium, Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore, August 1988.

Tree unitarity in broken supergravity
Centre for Theoretical Studies, Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore, August 1988.

K.S.V. Santhanam
a) Basic schemes in electro organic processes
b) Status of electroorganic research

Workshop on Modern Trends in Electroorganic
Synthesis, November 25-26, 1988.

Electrochemical Hydrodynamics in the magnetic field:
Influence of a paramagnetic ion
Electrochemical Society Meeting, Chicago, USA,
October 12, 1988.

Future in Electrochemistry
Bangalore University, October 1988.

Role of Science Clubs: Its importance in career develop-
ment
TIFR, February 22, 1989.

Anil Saran
NMR studies of synthetic enkephalins
Chemistry Department, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, N.J., U.S.A., August 22, 1988.

A. Sen
Correlations functions of SU(2) WZW theories on
Riemann surfaces
Institute of Physics, Bhubaneshwar, April 1988.

Classification of rational conformal field theories
1. Institute of Physics, Bhubaneshwar, September 1988.
2. DAE Symposium, Madras, December !988.

R.K. Shamasundar
Proof Theory of Real-Time Distributed Progress
Institute of New Generation Computing, Tokyo, August
1988.

Static Analysis of Distributed Real-Time Programs
AT & T, Murray Hill, September 1988.

O. Siddiqi
Presidential Address
Indian Academy of Science, Calcutta, October 31,1988.

Perception of Colour
C.V. Raman Centenary Symposium. Raman Research
Institute. November 17, 1988.

Molecular Biology Today
Foundation Day Lecture, Haffkine Institute.
December 10, 1988.

Evolution of the Brain
Nizam Lecture, Delhi University, Urdu Department.
January 10, 1989.

Colour Vision
Special Lecture, Punjab University, Chandigarh
February 2, 1989.

Genes and Brain Circuits
Convocation Address, Indian Statistical Institute,
Calcutta, January 24, 1989.

Neurogenelics of Taste
Foundation Day Lecture, Centre for Cellular and Mole-
cular Biology, Hyderabad, February 22, 1989.

Science and Religion
B. V. Narayan Reddy Memorial Lecture. Indian Institute
of World Culture, Bangalore, March 31, 1989.

Biomaterials
National Conference on Biomaterials, Indian Institute
of Technology, Bombay, April 14,1989.

K.P. Singh
X-ray and radio emission from 2A0335+096: a compact
group of galaxies
Dept. of Astrophysics, Nagoya University, Japan,
November 1988.

T.P. Singh
A damping mechanism for density perturbations in
inflation
ICTP, Trieste, July 1988.

Semiclassical Gravity
S1SSA, Trieste, July 1988.

lemiclassical Gravity
UCAA, Pune, March 1989.

V. Singh
High Energy Physics
Seminar on Current Trends in Physics Search (INSA,
Bombay Chapter and I.P.A.), February 28, 1989.

Discovery of Nuclear Fission
Special Seminar on Nuclear Fission, DAE Radio-
chemistry and Radiation Chemistry Symposium,
IGCAR. Kalpakkam, January 6,1989.

5. Sinha
i) Semiclassical quantization of resonant systems
ii) Chaos in atomic uranium

Workshop on Chaos, Calcutta, February 7-17.1989.

A.K. Srivastava
Optoelectronic Devices
1. National Seminar on "Gallium Arsenide and Related
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Materials'. Indian Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur. April 1988.

2. Semiconductor Society of India (Bombay Chapter)
University of Bombay. Bombay. March 1989.

S. Srivastava
A comparative study on the conformation of renin
inhibitor in membrane and other solvents.
International Conference on Biomembranes. Lucknow.
December 1988.

Structure and dynamics of lipid vesicles in pie'"nee of
vitamins drill's and peplides
Joint IISe-SIF/TIFR-NMR Facility Review Symposium.
February 20-21. 1989.

Magnetic resonance studies of intact spermatozoa
Joint IlSc-SIF/TlFR-NMR Facility Review Symposium.
February 20-21. 1989.

P.N. Tandon
Hyperfine Interactions in highly stripped atoms.
Institute of Physics. Bhubaneshwar, January 13. 1989.

Transient Magnetic Fields
Jawaharla! Nehru University, New Delhi. March 17.1989.

B.M. Udgaonkar
Autonomous Colleges and Departments
Key-note Address. A.I.U. Seminar on Implementation of
New Education Policy, at Madurai Kamaraj University.
July 25. 1988.

Development Issues and the Social Responsibility of
Scientists
Address, Plenary Session at the 38th Pugwash Conference
on Science and World Affairs. Dagomys. USSR.
August 29-September 3, 1988.

Science Education and the Community I Why'! How'!)
Rotary Club. Ambernath, October 5. 1988.

Science. Technology and Development
Invited talk. National Seminar on India since
Independence". ICSSR. New Delhi. December 26-30.
1988.

Faith. Superstition and Science
Presidential Address, Andhashraddha Nirmoolan
Jahirnama Parishad. Pune, January 28. 1989.

Effective Science Teaching/Learning in the Existing
Situation
Key-nole Address. VII BASE Symposium on New
Developments in Science Education. Nehru Science
Centre. Bombay. February 3. 1989.

Science and Education
Seminar on Science and Our Society. Baroda.
February 26. 1989.

M.S. Vardya
Rotation and rale of mass loss in O and B stars

Department of Astronomy, Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A., August 16, 1988.

Stellar Spectroscopy
Amateurs Astronomical Association C/o. St. Xavier
College, Bombay, March 4, 1989.

Why red giants are giants'!
School and workshop on Supernovae and Stellar
Evolution, Panjim, Goa, March 1989.

B. Venkataraman
The dynamics of chemical reactions: A microscopic
view Chemistry Dept.
Indian Institute of Technology. Delhi, April 27. 19H8.

Study of ullrafasl chemical processes
i) Nikhitin Inst. of Chemistry of the Tajik Aead. of

Sciences. Dushanbe, June 2, 1988.
ii) IGEM of the Acad. of Sciences of USSR. June 13.

1988.

Study of certain fast chemical processes
i) Dept. of Chemistry. University of Rome, Rome,

Italy. June 17. 1988.
ii) National Medical ESR Centre. Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

USA, August 9. 1988.

Ullrafasl spectroscopic studies at TIFR
ii Dept. of Chemistry, University of Bologna. Bologna.

Italy, June 20, 1988.
ii) Dept. of Chemistry. University of Perugia, Perugia,

Italy. June 24. 1988.

Time-resolved L ectron spin resonance
Joseph Stefan Institute. Ljubljana, Yugoslavia. June 20,
1988.

Study of fast reactions by laser techniques
Joseph Stefan Institute, Ljubljana, Yusioslavia. July 1.
19NK.

Time-resolved studies on diffusion controlled reactions
Phys. Chem. Dept.. Fritz Haber Institut der Max Planck
Gesselschaft. West Berlin. July 6. 1988.

Laser spectroscopic studies of certain fast chemicul
processes
National Institute of Technology and Science.
Gaithersville. Md.. USA, August 24. 1988.

Resonance and relaxation studies of fast reactions
Dept. of Chemistry. H.C. Oersted Institute. University
of Copenhagen. Copenhagen. Denmark. September 31).
1988.

Time-resolved studies on diffusion limited reactions in
solutions
Dept. of Chemistry. H.C. Oersted Institute. University
of Copenhagen, Copenhagen. Denmark. October 13.
1988.

V.R. Yenugopal
Significant Contributions of Radio Astronomy during

the last four decades
School of physics. Madurai Kamraj University. Madurai.

Exciting discoveries of Radio Astronomy
Raman School of Physics. University of Pondicherry.
Pondicherry.

P.R. Vishwauath
TeV Gamma Ray Astronomy
University of California. Irvine in October 1988.

S.R. Wadia
Stochastic quantization of renormalization group equations
and topology of 2-dim. field theory I Invited talksi
1. Landau Symposium. Niels Bohr Institute. June 14.

1988.
2. 1CTP, Trieste, July 20. 1988.
3. ETH. Zurich. August 26. 1988.
4. ENS, Paris, August 10. 1988.
5. Quaid-1-Azam University, February 20. 1989.

Non-abelian anomalies and the Berrv phase I Invited
talk)
Workshop on Anomalies, Indian Institute of Science.
Bangalore. September 9. 1988.

Topologv and the Dirac operator (Invited talk)
National Seminar on Dirac Equation, Visva-Bharati
University. Shantiniketan, January 29. 1989.

V.A. Yajnik
Microphvsics and the large-scale siructttre of the universe
(colloquium)
I1T. Kanpur. March. 1989.

Gravitational particle creation in inflation (seminar)
1IT. Kanpur. March. 1989.

The adiahatic vacuum in quantum field theory in curved
spacetime. and Gra vital ion particle creation in inflation
I Invited talk)
Workshop on Early Universe'. IUCAA. Pune. March
1989. • •
Radio and T. V. Programmes
S.C. Agarkar
Shanka-Samadlum (A Question-Answer Programme in
Maralhi)
All India Radio. Bombay. May 1988.

Shanka-Samadhan (A Question-Answer Programme in
Marathi)
All India Radio. Bombay. January 1989.

R.M. Bhagwat
Shanka-Samadhan IA Question-Answer Programme in
Marat hi I
All India Radio. Bombay. September 1988.

Slumka-Samadlum (A Question-Answer Programme in
Maralhi)
All India Radio. Bombay. March 19X4.



If. Cmtsik
In search of the fifth force
All India Radio. October 16. 1988.

KG. Gamhhir
Shanka-Samadhan IA Question-Answer Programme in
Marathi)
All India Radio. Bomhav. January 1989.

KG. Kulkami
Education for School Drop-Outs in Rural Areas
All India Radio. Bomhav. May I98K.

Technology Mission: Literacy
All India Radio. Bombav. August 1988.

Science Education fora Scientific Society I in Marathi I
(on the occasion of 23rd All India Convention of
Marathi Vidnyan Parishad. Chalist>aon)
All India Radio. Bombay. December 1988.

Functional Literacy: Need of the Hour
(Panel discussion)
All India Radio. Bombav. January 1989.

J. V. NmliUar
Scientific Research in India
Interview in Marathi at AIR. Auraneabad. September 27.
1988.

Concluding remarks in the TV film Superstition: Whv',
Made by the Education Media Research Unit, Pune,
March l'989.

N.C. Rana
Computer Astrology
All India Radio. February 18. 1989.

B.M. Vdgaonkar
Religion and Secularism
Discussion with G.P. Phondke. Y.D. Phadke and Kumar
Ketkar. All India Radio. Bombay. April 1988.

Perspectives of Nuclear Power
An interview with Dr. J. Vendreyes. Doordarshan
Kendra. Bombay. January 1989.

Popular Science Articles
P.N. Bhat
Charge Coupled Devices—An Update
"2001" (formerly Science To-day). January 1989.

KG. Kulkarni
Superconductivity (Important scientific events during
the year 1988-89). (in Marathi)
Maharashtra Times. February 1989.

J. V. Narlikar
Why do I believe in FTs'!
Society. January 1989.

Noncosmolagical Redshifts (in Italian)
e'Aslronomia, Milano. February 1989.

Bharatiya Sanskrit! mein vigyan ki adbhut parampara
(The unusual tradition of science in Indian culture)
Sanmarg. Indian Culture Special Number. August 15.
198N.

A New Experiment
The Economic Times. October 12. 1988.

Restoring variety confidence
Science Herald. September 30. 1988.

Canitache avamulyan karu naka (Do not undervalue
maths)
Yojana. May 1-15, 1988.

Vidnyanachya lala. Kalachya. ajachya ani udyachva
(The waves of science, past, present and future)
Ghardar. Diwali. November 19K8.

Khagolavidnyanache nave kendra (A new Centre for
Astronomy)
Maharashtra Times. September 26. 1988.

T. Padmanahhan
Plavtheme.t—a serial on recreational mathematics
Science Today. July 1988-Mav 1989.

Choices
Science Today, p. 47. December 1988.

N.C. Rana
Is Sun revolving round the earth'!
AAA Newsletter. 1988.

Age of Hindu Astrology
10 yr- Souvenir Magazine for Ayurvedic Society of
India. 198S.

Quest for a unified Panchang
Science Express. March 21. 1989.

K.S. V. Santhanam
Chemistry Nobel Laureates I')H<)
Science Today. December 1988.

V. Singh
Celebrating the Raman Centenary
Physics News. 19. 4. p. 147-151. December 19K8.

D.T. Tarey
Serially Yours
2001 (Science Today!. June 1988.

B.M. Udgaonkar
Autonomous Colleges: Challenges <?• Opportunities
The Economic Times. April 24. 1988.

V.A. Yajnik
The dance of galaxies
A review of the Nehru Planetarium program 'When
Galaxies Collide. The Times of India. March 3. 1989.

DD

Obituaries

Shri S.D. Bagade
(February 15. 1966-February' 16. 19891
Scullery Boy—Canteen
Joined on December 26. 1986

Shri S.M. Kale
(January 19. 1934-September 22. 1988)
Tradesman 'F—Central Workshop
Joined on December 2. 1955

Shri S.N. Khamkar
(August 24. 1942-May 17. 1988)
Tradesman 'B'—Central Services
Joined on March 28. 1963

Shri S. Madhavan
(June II. 1962-ApriI 2, 1988)
Research Scholar—Chemical Physics Gr.
Joined on August 1, 1985
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7ounder's Day Sports Programme.

International School and Workshop
on Supernovae and Stellar Evolution




